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ABSTRACT
How are we to understand social art, art that developed in the late 1990s that 
addresses social situations and often involves public participation? The aims for 
social art include generating public association or sociability, improvements in 
material and social well-being, and awareness-raising as well as symbolic and 
metaphorical meanings. In addition, the outcomes of social art are influenced by 
the politics of authority relations between participants. The theoretical analysis of 
social art forms part of critical aesthetics, a component of aesthetics in art 
discourse that focuses on interpretations of the political efficacy of art in society. 
This thesis analyses the three formative theories of social art, Nicolas Bourriaud’s 
key text Relational Aesthetics (1998, English trans. 2002), and Claire Bishop’s 
‘relational antagonism’ and Grant Kester’s ‘dialogic aesthetics’, concepts that 
interpret social art as either politics or aesthetics. Analysing the applicability of 
these theories in regard to significant cases of social art in public space, or social 
public art, an alternative and open model for analysis is proposed -  “compound 
aesthetics”. Compound aesthetics is a framework able to encompass the polyvocal 
nature of social art and encourages the understanding of social art as a complex 
entity rather than singular concept. Analysis of three key case studies of social 
public art that took place within the period 2000 to 2009 -  inSite 05, the Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial and The Blue House -  offers evidence that compound 
aesthetics can incorporate the contingent nature of social public art arising from 
factors including the purpose, form and context of the art. The relevance of a 
framework of compound aesthetics able to embrace multiple meanings is also 
supported by co-existing interpretations or analyses of social public art that employ 
concepts from key theorists of the 20th century, in addition to aspects of the 
formative theories of social art. The case studies demonstrate the importance of 
context and the value of interpretation of social public art through theories such as 
hospitality and in terms of interdisciplinary intersections. An ethnographic or 
reflexive imagination and cosmopolitan sensibility toward others is evidenced on 
the part of artists, and critical and non-cognitive experiences are proposed for 
audiences. Consideration of a framework of compound aesthetics for social public 
art suggests the significance for further research into audience experience and the 
common ground shared with other disciplines. Specifically, the theory and practice 
of participatory programming by public art museums demonstrates the relevance of 
the concept of compound aesthetics to the operation of public art institutions. Thus, 
further research into aspects of critical aesthetics can contribute to the fields of art,
art theory and museology, and holds relevance for disciplines such as ethnography. 
Overall, research in this thesis indicates that compound aesthetics is a productive 
theoretical framework for interpreting the complex nature of social public art that 
contributes to the theorisation of social art in critical aesthetics.
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INTRODUCTION: COMPOUND AESTHETICS -  AN EXPANDED 
FRAMEWORK FOR THE THEORY OF SOCIAL ART
Artist-initiated social encounters, in which interpersonal relations are the form and subject of 
art1, comprise a burgeoning area of visual art practice in the early 21st century. Social art that 
takes place in public space, and its critical interpretation, is the subject of the research in this 
thesis. Social art is part of a shift away from static artworks associated with physical and 
symbolic spaces towards a critical and sociopolitical role for art in everyday life.“ The critical 
meaning o f social art has been debated since social art practice came to prominence in the 
1990s. The seminal writers on social art have developed contrasting theories of interpretation 
of social art, which reference philosophies of democracy or emphasise the aesthetic affect of 
art on audiences, generating critical discussion. In these key theories, social art is proposed as 
either modelling or activating alternative forms of collectivity or exposing social politics and 
power relations. As I will argue in this thesis, the breadth of outcomes and possible 
interpretations of social art offer evidence to suggest that social art comprises compound (or 
multiple) aesthetics that include a range of critical meanings as well as affective experiences.
This thesis argues that social art might be best understood as being configured by what 1 am 
calling “compound aesthetics”, as an alternative to the distinct political and aesthetic 
interpretations established by the formative theoretical discussions of the art form. 1 
investigate this proposition by examining the appropriateness of the three key concepts of 
social art -  Nicolas Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics, Claire Bishop’s relational antagonism 
and Grant Kester’s dialogic aesthetics -  against examples of social art in public space, which 
I give the general term social public art. The case studies 1 research took place during the 
establishment of the critical aesthetics of social art, in the period when these theorists’ ideas 
on social art were published and debated. My investigation will show that the key theories of
1 The “social” is a field which includes social relations and “attributes or acts of an individual which 
affect other human beings”. Alan Bullock and Stephen Trombley, The New Fontana Dictionary of 
Modern Thought (London: Harper Collins, Third Edition, 2000), 809. Ethnographer Howard Becker’s 
interpretation of art as a collective product, employing techniques, conventions and aesthetic codes and 
influenced by social factors including the participation of audiences (he gives the example of a 
symphony orchestra), is one interpretation of the way in which relations have been identified as central 
to cultural formations, and indicates the intersection of social art with many other disciplines, including 
anthropology. See Janet Wolff, The Social Production o f Art (London: MacMillan Press, 1981), 13 8— 
142.
: Art historians identify precedents for social art in art which is engaged in physical, cognitive and 
social relations, including in Dada, Situationist art, Happenings Fluxus, Joseph Beuys’ social sculpture, 
performance art and installation, as noted in Chapter One. Tom Finkelpearl noted the evolution of a 
“dialogue-based” art in public places in the United States by the late 1990s in: Tom Finkelpearl, 
Dialogues in Public Art (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2000), 283.
social art are only partially applicable to the case studies. The case study events indicate the 
multiple ways social public art can offer meaning, particularly in regard to the experiences of 
the artist and audience, and hence, the relevance of a framework of compound aesthetics. In 
conclusion, I also investigate the presence of compound aesthetics in museum programming. 
Finding compound aesthetics relevant to art museum activities that encourage social 
participation, I propose the benefit of further cross-disciplinary research to the understanding 
of social art and participatory programming by public museums.
Umberto Eco’s concept of modem art being “open work” which can activate multiple 
meanings for audiences provided a stimulus for my research, and enquiry into group events of 
social art projects that situated artists to create work in public spaces. ’ In this introductory 
chapter, I first discuss the breadth of intent and forms of social art as it developed in the 
1990s. I then explain the changing relations of art to public space, and the sense of diminished 
public power in the face of increased economic globalization* 4, as influential factors in the 
development and theorisation of social art. I also review the changing understanding of 
aesthetics that has admitted a greater critical responsibility for artists, art and audiences. 
Historically understood in philosophy as an internal response of disinterested viewers, the 
focus on criticality in aesthetic discourse in art theory since the 1990s has analysed the 
relations of art, the artist and the viewer with the surrounding world. I discuss this context in 
relation to the research focus; my interrogation of social art in terms of complex aesthetic 
forms and affects. The research method, the rationale for focusing on group events of social 
art projects, and an overview of the case studies are provided in the second half of this 
introduction, along with the definition of a number of terms and an outline of the contents of 
each chapter.
The Turn to Social Relations in Art
Social art is characterised by interpersonal relations, the creative encounters generated by 
artists with people who are not usually involved in art. These interactions resonate with the 
concept of creativity defined by Rob Pope as “the capacity to make, do or become something 
fresh or valuable with respect to others as well as ourselves”.5 Pope’s definition is relevant to 
social art in embracing re-creation, remembering or re-visioning, alongside the new and
’ Umberto Eco, The Open Work, trans. Anna Cancogni (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1989). First published as Opera aperta (Milan: Bonpiani, 1962). Eco’s concept is discussed below.
4 1 use the spelling of globalization which is standard in discussions of this concept, the background to 
which is reviewed in the section “Economic Globalization: Part of the Public Context of Social Art” in 
this Introduction.
" Rob Pope, Creativity: Theory, History, Practice (New York: Routledge, 2005), xvi.
innovative as characteristics of creativity.6 The creativity of social art involves ways of seeing, 
saying, thinking, being (becoming), and making that unfold over time, and which are relative 
to distinct situations.7 *9By having human connectivity or interaction as its form, social art has 
contributed to the dismantling of the historic identity of the artist as a solitary “genius” and 
audiences as passive consumers. The ephemeral nature of social relations also implies that 
social art is less associated with the commercial art market than material artworks. Yet, as 
this thesis will confirm, an inextricable connection to the economic market system is part of 
the complex politics of social art.K
The precedents for the social art of the 1990s onwards discussed in this thesis are many and 
varied. Tom Finkelpearl argues that in the USA the civil rights movement and community 
organising were inspirations for socially cooperative art.6 Social art also intersects with other 
avant-garde art forms arising in the 1960s and 70s that interrogated social concerns and aimed 
to avoid institutionalised systems. Much of this practice was durational, and hence has been 
identified with performance and conceptual art from the late 1960s. Artists with a social focus 
also worked across disciplines. Finally, community-based art which engaged with social 
concerns was another area of relevance for social art from the late 1960s.
Much of the performance art that arose from the 1960s embodied opposition to the spectacle 
of exhibitions and aimed for a new immersion in daily life. Allan Kaprow, an artist and 
teacher pursuing performance as a philosophical inquiry into the self and the relationship of 
art to life, created Happenings in which there was no longer an audience, only participants, 
and that moved from galleries to the outdoors.1" Kaprow was influential for artists including 
Suzanne Lacy (discussed below). On the East Coast of the USA, artists such as Martha Rosier 
and Mierle Laderman Ukeles invited public collaboration in performances to provoke 
political discussions. Ukeles forged public performance as an experimental art form that
6 Pope specifically notes that these fresh or transformative activities, including critical thinking, are 
valuable only in reference to existing systems of values and are constrained by their conditions; ideas 
discussed in regard to the critical aesthetics of social art in Chapter One. Pope, Creativity: Theory, 
History, Practice, 12.
7 Pope, Creativity: Theory, History, Practice, 17.
x For example, formative US social artists Suzanne Lacy, Martha Rosier and Mary Jane Jacob claim 
left-wing political intentions for their practices but received state or institutional support or served 
public agendas such as urban tourism and redevelopment, thereby implicating their work in normative 
systems. See Suzanne Lacy, “Debated Territory: Toward a Critical Language for Public Art,” in 
Suzanne Lacy, ed., Mapping the Terrain: New Genre Public Art (Seattle: Washington Bay Press, 
1995), 171-185. Tom Finkelpearl also challenged the instrumentalism in Jacob’s Places With a Past 
(1991) in Tom Finkelpearl, Dialogues in Public Art, 39-41,22.
9 Tom Finkelpearl, What We Made: Conversations on Art and Social Cooperation (Durham and 
London: Duke University Press, 2013), 8-16.
1(1 Claire Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participation and the Art o f the Politics o f Spectator ship (London: 
Verso, 2012), 94.
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engaged with everyday life. For example, in Touch Sanitation project (1978-79) Ukeles 
shook hands with and thanked thousands of garbage collectors over an 1 1-month period. Like 
Lacy and Rosier, Ukeles’ conceptual, interactive projects explored the role of institutions, 
such as sanitation, homelessness and the situation of women, and the conjunction of politics 
and aesthetics."
Artists such as Ukeles claimed the body as a site where identities excluded from conventional 
institutions, including female, queer and black artists, could be redefined.* 1'  Adrian Piper’s 
works, which involved eliciting responses from strangers in public, drew on her background 
in philosophy. Piper’s actions, such as the Catalyst street performances (1970-71), 
strategically confronted viewers with their own expectations about race and gender.13 Other 
artists employed skills from different disciplines, such as the architectural thinking in Vito 
Acconci’s designs for living. In the 1980s Acconci created usable housing from discarded 
goods, urban constructions that were comments on homelessness in the USA.14 Others, such 
as Judith Baca, drew on pedagogic backgrounds to be political in the 1970s and 80s in 
organising communities, especially ethnic minorities, into large mural painting projects.
The lectures of German artist Joseph Beuys in the early 1970s were an important vehicle for 
his promotion of the idea of art as a conduit for the collaborative creation of society. Beuys 
elicited his concept of a new form of art, social sculpture, while touring Europe and America. 
Social sculpture was to take place in the public realm and required viewers become immersed 
in the process for the art to be complete.1' Beuys political aim was to generate a total work of 
art based on full and democratic participation. Beuys message with social sculpture was that 
only art could reveal the problems of society and assist in transforming the situation in the 
world.
Amid a wide range of conceptual projects that encouraged members of the public to become 
self-reflexive participants, John Latham was amongst artists who worked to insert creative 
practice into industry. Latham founded the Artists Placement Group with Barbara Stevini, 
Jeffrey Shaw, Barry Flanagan and others in the United Kingdom in 1966. The Artists
11 Shannon Jackson, Social Works: Performing Art. Supporting Publics (New York and London: 
Routledge, 2011), 75-103.
12 See Amelia Jones and Adrian Heathfield, Perform. Repeat, Record: Live Art in History (Bristol and 
Chicago: intellect, 2012).
1 ’ For example, Adrian Piper’s series of Catalyst street performances (1970-71) confronted bystanders 
with indecorous behaviour, or her ‘calling card’ works of the late 1980s that identified her as a black 
woman were handed out when she found herself in situations of racist slurs or jokes.
14 Vito Acconci, House o f Cars #1 and #2 (1983, 1988). Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 193.
15 Finkelpearl, What We Made, 29.
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Placement Group succeeded in initiating a number of open-ended projects in industries and 
government organisations that were directed at fostering new conceptual possibilities for 
connections between art and industry.16 Also in the UK, Stephen Willats interactions with 
residents of tower blocks in the 1980s was a formative example of artists approaching groups 
in communities to become involved in artist led creative collaborations.17
In addition, the Community arts movements that arose in countries in different forms and at 
different times and became professionalized in the West in the 1960s resemble some aspects 
of social art. Community art activities, across visual art, music and theatre, are undertaken in 
community settings and encourage the creativity, informal education, and personal well-being 
of participants.18 However, professionalised community art differs from social art in having 
emerged from the sphere of social service and in the paramount aim of assisting individuals to 
lead full and creative lives. Historically community art is linked with government aims for 
community improvement and individual well-being, in contrast to social art practices which 
develop from artists’ diverse and subjective reasons for addressing the nature of 
contemporary society through art.
Social art rose to new prominence in the West in the 1990s during a period characterised by 
increasing political alignment with neoliberal economic values and economic and cultural 
globalization; factors that I discuss further as contributing factors towards diminishing public 
space and rights.”  Social art is contingent on many factors, including the purpose behind an 
artist's engagement with normative or structural factors within a local situation.'0 For many 
artists, social art counteracts the individualism encouraged by the neoliberal capitalist basis of 
society or the instrumentalism associated with social and cultural policy.21 Social art is also, I 
suggest, a counterpoint to the promised but limited community of the Internet." Accordingly,
1(1 For a chronology of the Artist Placement Group activities see Antony Hudek, “Artists Placement 
Group Chronology, Raven Row,” http://www.ravenrow.org/texts/43/ (accessed 31 August 2014).
17 Mark Hutchinson, “Four Stages of Public Art,” Third Text 16, no. 4 (2002): 429-438.
18 Claire Bishop argues community art changed from being an agitational force campaigning for social 
justice in the 1970s to a branch of the welfare state in the 1980s. Claire Bishop, “Participation and 
Spectacle: Where Are We Now?” in Living As Form: Socially Engaged Art From 1991-2011, ed. Nato 
Thompson (New York, Cambridge and London: Creative Time and The MIT Press, 2012), 38.
19 See the section “Economic Globalization: Part of the Public Context of Social Art” in this 
Introduction.
20 On the contingent nature of art see: Martha Buskirk, The Contingent Object of Contemporary Art 
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2003), 15, 205-233.
21 A recent example of social art attempting to transgress instrumentalisation is noted in: Angela 
Serino, “A Collection of Documents from Red Light Art Amsterdam,” City: Analysis o f Urban Trends, 
Culture, Theory, Policy, Action 16, no. 1-2 (2012): 172-176.
2' On the commercial and government limitations on the potential for a global participatory culture of 
the Internet see, Ulises A. Mejias, “The Limits of Networks as Models for Organizing the Social,” New 
Media & Society 12, no. 4 (2010): 603-617.
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the theorising o f social art embraces the post-structural emphasis on the individual as an 
affective and political subject in society.23 In this thesis, I focus on social art generated for 
creative purposes in participatory projects produced by professional visual artists. While 
social art includes projects o f political activism, the cases in this thesis are not agitating for 
change at a governance level.'4 As art, the projects I discuss also do not have the purpose o f 
welfare associated with action research2" or community development26, although social art 
shares some similarities with the co-inquiry, learning and self-reflexivity characterising these 
community-focused practices.
Social art engages with the conditions o f social, cultural and geographical situations, and the 
ethics or moral politics o f interpersonal interactions between people across cultures, age and 
other differences. In this thesis, the term politics refers to the definition o f politics as 
principles relating to or inherent in a sphere o f activity, especially when concerned with 
power and privilege.27 Social art addresses and communicates awareness o f social issues, and 
hence is relevant to artists whose intentions are to be a more socially productive force in 
society. Suzanne Lacy, a ground-breaking practitioner o f “socially-engaged” art in the USA 
in the 1970s has, for example, employed the skills she adopted from anthropology, 
psychology and education in an art practice that addresses social conditions from a feminist 
perspective.'8 From a theoretical viewpoint, social art has been associated with the 
“collaborative turn” in art identified by European academic and curator Maria Lind, who 
described participatory art as including interventionist and off-site projects, discursive and
23 Art theorist Miwon Kwon was formative for noting a shift from object making to providing “critical- 
artistic” services for the production and reception of art, and her thinking is discussed further in 
Chapter One. Miwon Kwon, One Place After Another: Site Specific Art and Locational Identity 
(Cambridge, MA, and London: The MIT Press, 2004), 50.
' 4 On the concern for direct action in social art or relational aesthetics see: Radical Culture Research 
Collective, “A Very Short Critique of Relational Aesthetics,” Transversal Multilingual Web Journal, 
2007, http://transform.eipcp.net/correspondence/! 196340894 (accessed 23 August 2010).
Action research aims to empower and emancipate its subjects or deliver social change strategies. See 
Danny Burns, Blane Harvey and Alfredo Ortiz Aragon, “Introduction: Action Research for 
Development and Social Change,” IDS Bulletin 43 (2012): 1-7; Rardy Stoecker, “Are We Talking the 
Walk of Community-Based Research?” Action Research 7, no. 4 (2009): 385-404, 401, and Hilary 
Bradbury Huang, “What Is Good Action Research? Why the Resurgent Interest?” Action Research 8, 
no. 1 (2010): 93-109.
26 While the definition of community art is contested, researchers agree its purpose is to provide 
educational and emancipatory benefits, and create stronger communities to alleviate social problems. 
See Griet Verscheiden, Elly Van Eeghem, Riet Steel, Sven De Visscher and Carlos Dekeyrel, 
“Positioning Community Art Practices in Urban Cracks,” International Journal o f Lifelong Education 
31, no. 3 (2012): 277-291,278, and Paul De Bruyne and Pascal Gielen, eds., Community Art: The 
Politics o f Trespassing (Amsterdam: Valiz, 2009).
27 In contrast to activities associated with governance, as defined by the Oxford Dictionary, Oxford 
Dictionary, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/defmition/english/politics (accessed 2 March 2014).
28 Suzanne Lacy applied the terms “socially-engaged” and “new genre public art” to describe art 
projects supporting the politics of identity and self-representation, and resisting discrimination and 
marginalisation, in her book Mapping the Terrain.
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pedagogical models, and neo-activist and “functionalist” approaches.'4 Social art offers 
multiple meanings in being able to temporarily ameliorate social or structural issues, and/or 
generate cultural awareness and social and cultural capital, as well as produce creative 
outcomes for the enjoyment of audiences.10
My research method, discussed below, focuses enquiry on events comprising numerous social 
art projects, commissioned from a range of artists during a defined time period. Social art and 
performative or discursive programming began to make regular appearances in seminal 
international art exhibitions or events from the beginning of the 1990s. These included 
Sculpture projects Munster and Sonsbook '93 in Arnhem; Kontext Kunst in Graz (1993); 
Andrea Fraser’s Services: A working group exhibition at the 1993 Venice Biennale, as well as 
events in private spaces such as Unit in Firminy (France, 1993). Similarly, Documenta X  
(1997), the Platform discussion events of Documenta 11 (2002)'1, and Utopia Station as part 
of the 2004 Venice Biennale offered new levels of public participation in visual art 
exhibitions.32 Social art has also been generative in the establishment of new biennials or 
triennials, including: SITE Santa Fe (1995-), Manifesta (European Biennale of Contemporary 
Art) (1996-), and Mercosul Biennal (1997-). Two of the case studies exemplify the 
development of such large-scale projects: the inSite events culminating in inSite_2005 (1991- 
2005) and the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial (2000-), and were selected for the innovative 
contribution these events made to the development and awareness of social art internationally.
Social art frequently engages with the intersection of global conditions and local situations. ” 
As this thesis argues, the varied contexts, purposes of, and participants in social art generate a 
multiplicity of outcomes that range from conventional art media (painting, drawing, sculpture 
etc.) to everyday acts taking forms which have not previously been associated with visual art.
Maria Lind, “The Collaborative Turn” in Taking the Matter into Common Elands: On Contemporary 
Art and Collaborative Practices, ed. Johanna Billing, Maria Lind and Lars Nilsson (London: Black 
Dog Publishing, 2007), 16, 21.
1 I use Pierre Bourdieu’s definition of social capital as “the aggregate of the actual or potential 
resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalised 
relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition”. Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” in 
Handbook of Theory and Research for the Sociology of Education, ed. J.G. Richardson (New York: 
Greenwood, 1985), 241-258.
11 Okwui Enwezor, curator of Documenta 11 discusses his curation of this exhibition as a “space of 
encounter” in: Victoria Lynn, “Okwui Enwezor: A Space of Encounter,” Art and Australia 46, no. 2 
(Summer 2008), 216-218.
32 Social art was also the subject of discussion and debate in symposia including “Diffusion: 
Collaborative Practice in Contemporary Art,” Tate Modern, London, 2003, and “Taking the Matter into 
Common Hands,” 1ASPIS, Stockholm, 2005.
33 Social art has been suggested, rightly or wrongly, as the first global art movement, see: Nikos 
Papastergiadis, “The Global Need for Collaboration,” in Mark Dunhill and Tamiko O’Brien, 
Collaborative Arts, Conversations About Collaborative Arts Practice, http://collabarts.org/?p=201 
(accessed 17 July 2009).
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In the next three sections I give a short overview of the changing social and economic global 
conditions that have influenced social art in its evolution from public art. This background on 
the evolution of public art, from static works commissioned for physical sites to art concerned 
with the constitution of the public and public rights, sets the scene for an overview of critical 
aesthetics and an argument for compound aesthetics as an alternative framework for 
understanding social art.
Social Art: A Shift from Place to Publics in Public Art
In giving prominence to people as subject matter and subjects, social art is interconnected 
with place, and the global economic, cultural, social and political flows that influence local 
life. As noted above, social art is often concerned with empowering people or the contestation 
of the diminishment of the public sphere and societal rights. In the words of art theorist John 
Downey, “aesthetics (specially the interdisciplinarity of contemporary art practices) is being 
ever more called upon to provide both insight into politics itself and the stimulus for 
change”. ’4 I understand the rise of social art to be connected to the changing conditions of 
public life, primarily the increasing privatised character of public space, as part of the 
structural changes brought about by governments responsive to neoliberal markets. Scholars 
have argued that both public space and the public body politic have been dismantled post 
World War Two.”  Social art is, I maintain, a form of public art that contests the meaning of 
public space and normative social conditions, thereby raising awareness of the political and 
ethical articulation of a public in the art and its theoretical discourse. ’0
Social art can be understood, therefore, as central to a shift in the nature of public art, from 
visual art in public space to art concerned with, and generating, a public. Until the 1980s, 
public art was generally considered to comprise sculpture or murals permanently situated in 
public places or spaces, a largely urban phenomenon determined primarily by the state.’7
’4 Anthony Downey, “Towards a Politics of (Relational) Aesthetics,” Third Text 21, no. 3 (2007): 275.
35 See Elizabeth Blackmar, “Appropriating ‘the Commons’, The Tragedy of Property Rights 
Discourse,” in The Politics o f Public Space, ed. Setha Low and Neil Smith (New York: Routledge, 
2006), 49-80.
,(1 Museum theorist Hilde Hein also notes the political nature of art that engages with people as a public. 
Hilde Hein, “What Is Public Art?” in Arguing About Art, Contemporary Philosophical Debates, ed.
Alex Neill and Aaron Ridley (London and New York: Routledge, 2002), 406-415. Similarly, Patricia 
C. Phillips notes public art offers “the experiences of social change and community embodied by the 
commons, the theatre in which individuals become citizens” in contrast to the vocational or community 
enhancing aims of community art. Patricia C. Phillips, “Common Work,” in Lacy, Mapping the 
Terrain, 147.
’7 This definition of public art comes from Bullock and Trombley, The New Fontana Dictionary o f 
Modern Thought, 708, and Robert Atkins, Art Speak, A Guide to Contemporary Ideas, Movements, and 
Buzzwords (New York: Abbeville Press, 1990), 139.
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Contemporary public art, however, encompasses functional street furniture, community 
education, beautification and new performative practices, and is initiated by corporations, 
private individuals, cultural associations and artists as well as governments. Since the 1990s, 
both government and public-minded organisations have supported a change in the rationale of 
public art. This has seen the emphasis shift from the assumption that public art is a social 
good emphasising the characteristics of place to art perceived as an instrument of economic 
and social policies encouraging commerce and public well-being.’8 The “per-cent-for-art” 
programmes that are now prevalent in many Western countries, where a proportion of capital 
spending is allocated for art, were part of initiatives that identified culture as a resource 
assisting community formation, civic participation and urban development.,0 Despite research 
on the effective social or civic benefit of art and culture showing inconclusive results, public 
art has frequently been understood to be an instrumental and economic tool for governments 
seeking ways to improve public environments and encourage social cohesiveness.40
From the 1990s, the relation of art to place making and publics took a new, commercial 
direction with the rise of the culture industries. The United Kingdom under New Labour was 
a leader in the establishment of “creative industries” which saw art as an asset able to attract 
human innovation and creative talent to “creative cities”.41 The British Creative Industries
'8 Public art has become a vehicle for social and economic improvement, social cohesion, educational 
and leisure opportunities, place making, national and international profiling and other civic objectives, 
according to tourism theorist Greg Richards and consultant Robert Palmer. Greg Richards and Robert 
Palmer, Eventful Cities: Cultural Management and Urban Revitalisation (Oxford: Elsever, 
Butterworth-Heinemann, 2010). On the relation between art and urban space also see Michael Sorkin, 
introduction to Variations on a Theme Park: The New American City and the End o f Public Space, ed. 
Michael Sorkin (New York: Hill and Wang, 1992), xi-xv; Sharon Zukin, The Cultures o f Cities 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Blackwell Publishers, 1995), 7; and Jim McGuigan, Culture and the 
Public Sphere (London and New York: Routledge, 1996). Urban policy values cultural activities for 
delivering meaningful interactions with others, and building social cohesion, inclusion or capital, 
according to: Jane-Frances Kelly, Peter Breadon, Caitrin Davis, Amelie Hunter, Peter Mares, Daniel 
Mullerworth and Ben Weidmann, Social Cities (Melbourne: Grattan Institute, 2012), 4-7, 50-62.
39 See W.J.T. Mitchell, “Through the Back Door: Alternative Approaches to Public Art,” in W.J.T. 
Mitchell, Art and the Public Sphere (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992), 150-152; 
Malcolm Miles, “Interruptions: Testing the Rhetoric of Culturally Led Urban Development,” Urban 
Studies 42, no. 5/6 May (2005): 889-911; Finkelpearl, Dialogues in Public Art; Lisanne Gibson and 
Joanna Besley, Monumental Queensland: Signposts on a Cultural Landscape (St Lucia, Queensland: 
University of Queensland Press, 2004), 213; and George Yudice, The Expediency o f Culture: Uses of 
Culture in the Global Era (Durham: Duke University Press Books, 2004).
40 The “intrinsic” versus “instrumental” argument in the arts is a false dichotomy, according to: 
Eleonora Belfiore and Oliver Bennett, “Rethinking the Social Impact of the Arts,” International 
Journal of Cultural Policy 13, no. 2 (2007): 135-151.
41 See Tony Blair’s New Labour 2001 Green Paper; Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class: 
And How It's Transforming Work, Leisure and Everyday Life (New York: Basic Books, 2002); and 
Terry Flew and Stuart Cunningham, “Creative Industries After the First Decade,” The Information 
Society 26 (2010): 1-11. Middle-class consumers, real estate and business are groups confirmed to 
benefit from the instrumental nature of creative city policies, in which people and communities are 
often considered customers. Pierluigi Sacco and Giorgio Tavano Blessi, “The Social Viability of
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Task Force took the lead in conflating culture with economic growth at the start of the 21st 
century. Art, design and fashion were associated with income potential and employment in 
urban revitalisation, cultural tourism and heritage. Thus, the creative industries launched 
creativity as a mechanism for economic development and the social revitalisation of place. 
Creative industries and creative city policies continue in the UK, with cities such as Liverpool 
prioritising the development of computer games, advertising, design work and music and 
fashion, and the cultural sector more recently being incorporated in the post-Olympic games 
development of East London.42 Similar ideas gained ground in the USA, where the writers 
Robert Putnam and Richard Florida heralded the demise of public community and advocated 
for the value of creativity when aligned with neoliberal economic interests and cultural and 
social policy.4’ San Francisco is an example of a city that fulfills Florida’s ideas of attracting 
a culturally and socially diverse ‘creative class’ who are sought out by entrepreneurs. 
Subsequently, art and culture and the artist’s creative labour have become commodified 
objects of exchange in urban development and cultural consumption around the globe in ways 
that are not necessarily in the public interest.44
In this environment, artists and public art became more politicised, and art was identified by 
researchers as having the potential to create “a renewed reflection on community, on the uses 
of public spaces or on our behaviour within them”.42' Cultural theorist Malcolm Miles, art 
historian Douglas Crimp, and art writer and curator Lucy Lippard were amongst the scholars 
and art critics who observed, or advocated for, a move away from literal relations to place and 
space in public art in the 1990s towards the critical investigation of sociopolitical and 
economic implications of local conditions.40 Art historian Arlene Raven acknowledged the
Culture-led Urban Transformation Processes: Evidence from the Biocca District, Milan,” Urban 
Studies 46 (2009): 1115-1134, 1132.
4~ Burns Collett & Merseyside ACME with John Campbell, Liverpool’s Creative Industries, Impacts 
08, University of Liverpool, Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool City Council, November 
2009.
4j Robert Putnam, Bowling Alone, The Collapse and Revival o f the American Community (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 2000), and Florida, The Rise o f the Creative Class. Putnam and Florida drew on 
the sentiment of the fear of the end of public life, which came to popular attention with Richard 
Sennett’s book The Fall o f Public Man, first published by Knopf, New York in 1977. Aesthetics is 
aligned with social interaction, community satisfaction and urban development in: Richard Florida, 
Charlotta Mellander and Kevin Stolarick, ‘Beautiful Place: The Role of Perceived Aesthetic Beauty in 
Community Satisfaction,” Regional Studies 45, no. 1 (January 2011): 33-48.
44 Marc James Leger, “The Non-Productive Role of the Artist: The Creative Industries in Canada,” 
Third Text 24, no. 5 (September 2010): 557-563.
4> Joanne Sharp, Venda Pollock and Ronan Paddison, “Just Art for a Just City: Public Art and Social 
Inclusion in Urban Regeneration,” Urban Studies 42, no. 5/6 (2005): 1003-1004.
46 Malcolm Miles, Art, Space and the City, (London: Routledge, 1997), 87; Douglas Crimp, “Interview: 
Douglas Crimp on Tilted Arc,” in Finkelpearl, Dialogues in Public Art, 75; and Lucy Lippard, Lure o f 
the Local: Sense of Place in a Multicentred Society (New York: The New Press, 1997), 279, 290-291, 
283-284. Lippard proposes local artists need greater durational, functional and political connectivity to 
place and community.
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criticality present in the turn to social and discursive public art actions, as early as the late 
1980s, stating that the “new public-spirited art can ... critique ... the uneasy relationship 
among public artworks, the public domain, and the public”.47 During the 1990s, theorists and 
curators, including Michael Sorkin, David Harvey, Sharon Zukin and Mary Jane Jacob, 
observed the potential of art to contest censorship, surveillance and social exclusion while 
noting the diminishing democratic character of public spaces and public rights, and the 
instrumental use of public art in the interests of business and government.48
The concern to interrogate the changing public/private context and to insert art into public life 
was evident in a number of formative large-scale public art projects during the 1990s. Culture 
in Action (1993) and Conversations at the Castle (1996), both curated by Mary Jane Jacob, 
remain key examples of the engagement of artists with specific neighbourhoods and local 
issues.49 In Martha Rosler’s I f  You Lived Here (1989), the artist invited social workers, 
architects and itinerant people, amongst others, to participate in an extensive exhibition and 
projects concerned with issues of housing and homelessness. " Suzanne Lacy surveyed a 
range of independent, socially-engaged and mostly ephemeral art projects that had recently 
been undertaken in the USA by fellow artists in her 1995 book Mapping the Terrain, New 
Genre Public Art. Lacy herself engaged with disenfranchised groups and a multiplicity of 
social and cultural situations in projects that she continues to distinguish as art, in her belief in 
their differentiation from social policy or conventional community a r t/* 1 Other artists, such as 
Vito Acconci, also identified both the compromised nature, and political potential, of 
inhabiting and contesting public space/"
An expanded conception of “site” remained an important factor in art projects that engaged 
with the public or examined local sociopolitical situations. Site was extrapolated to mean 
more than place, and included the public and ideas related to citizenship for a number of art 
theorists. In the late 1990s, art historian Miwon K.won conceived site as a new medium in art; 
encompassing the subjectivity and identities of its inhabitants, temporality, and the
47 Arlene Raven, Art in the Public Interest (Ann Arbor, MI: UM I Research Press, 1989), 1.
48 Sorkin, Variations on a Theme Park; Zukin, The Cultures of Cities', and David Harvey, Spaces of 
Hope (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2000).
49 See Mary Jane Jacob, Places with a Past, Site-Specific Art in Charleston (New York: Rizzoli 
International, 1991), and Mary Jane Jacob, ed., with Michael Brenson, Conversations at the Castle: 
Changing Audiences and Contemporary Art (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1998).
Ml See Brian Wallace, ed., If You Lived Here, The City in Art, Theory and Social Activism, A Project by 
Martha Rosier (Seattle: Bay Press, 1991).
1 Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 25, and Suzanne Lacy, interview with the author, 10 March 2010.
32 For Acconci, public art should be “the voice of marginal cultures, as the minority report, as the 
opposition party”. Vito Acconci, “Public Space in A Private Time,” in Mitchell, Art and the Public 
Sphere, 179.
institutional frameworks and conditions for the production and reception of art.53 kw on’s 
writings were significant for reinscribing the importance of social actors within art, and 
highlighting art as a part of the critical functioning of public space and social life. "* 4 In this 
way, Kwon, with art historian and critic Rosalyn Deutsche, contributed to the critical 
understanding of art engaged with the social, and the political ramifications of public space 
and public life. Both writers analysed the role of art in economic development, and the ability 
of art to resist the privatisation of public space or invent alternative forms of communal 
inhabitation in the 1990s.5 6" Deutsche’s publication Evictions proposes that art can produce a 
radical democratic politics in the face of economic and social change, and referenced the 
thinking of political philosophers including Claude Lefort, Ernesto Laclau, Chantal Mouffe 
and Jean-Luc Nancy, thinkers who are also some of the primary authorities referred to in 
theories of social art.56 In this way, a rethinking of the site as a contextual locus where art 
practices occur or unfold has been part of the critical development of social art as a political 
form of public art.
Thus, art that takes public and sociopolitical situations as its subject matter is connected with 
ongoing debates regarding management of, and access to, public space and the character of 
the public sphere."7 A great deal of research concludes that access to public space has been 
much reduced since the 1980s and common property is vulnerable to marginalisation as a 
result of the greater association between government and business, and the greater reach of
Kwon refers to Rosalind Krauss’ concept of the “expanded field” for dematerialised art by proposing 
four contemporary responsive relations to site: the aspiration to exceed the limits of conventional 
media; the epistemological challenge to relocate meaning from object to context; the restructuring of 
subject from Cartesian to phenomenological; and resistance to the market and critique of institutional 
techniques. Miwon Kwon, “One Place after Another: Notes on Site-Specificity,” October 80 (Spring
1997): 85-110. Rosalind Krauss, “Sculpture in the Expanded Field,” in The Originality o f the Avant- 
Garde and Other Modernist Myths (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, (1986) 8th edition 1993), 276- 
290.
Kwon’s rethinking of site incorporated ideas from Henri Lefebvre’s The Production o f Space (1974, 
English trans. 1991), and Michel de Certeau’s The Practice o f Everyday Life (1980, English trans.
1984).
"'" Deutsche discussed how critical art practices contested the politics of space by questioning the 
economic and social processes of urban development. Rosalyn Deutsche, “Uneven Development: 
Public art in New York City,” in Out o f Site: A Social Criticism o f Architecture, ed. D. Ghirardo 
(Seattle: Washington: Bay Press, 1991), 164.
6 Rosalyn Deutsche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1996), 267-278.
1 discuss the public sphere in the following section. For recent discussion of the management of 
public space see Matthew Carmona, “Contemporary Public Space: Critique and Classification, Part 
One, Critique,” Journal o f Urban Design 15, no. 1 (2010): 123-148. For examples of artists’ radical 
and activist approaches to the loss of public space and rights see: Jeffrey Hou, ed., Insurgent Public 
Spaces: Guerrilla Urbanism and the Remaking of Contemporary Cities, (New York: Routledge, 2010), 
and Gregory Scholette, Dark Matter, Art and Politics in the Age o f Enterprise Culture (London and 
New York: Pluto Press, 2011).
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commercial development."8 Urban sociologist David Madden posits that arguments predicting 
the “end of public space” signify a deeper shift in the diminishing nature of democracy, 
citizenship and self-governance in the face of commerce and social control. " In the next 
section, I review the concept of a politically effective public or public sphere, a concept often 
employed by writers on social art. This is followed by a clarification of the idea of economic 
globalization, a factor that, for some social analysts, prevents the formation of an ideal public 
sphere. Economic globalization is, I argue, a key determinant in the rise of social art and 
compound aesthetics, in artists’ engagement with the constitution of the public and public 
space, amongst other socio-political concerns.
The Constitution of Publics
Art connected with public space and concerned to address publics has historically been 
associated with the idea of the body politic or public sphere. This concept is understood as the 
political right of the public as citizenry to question and debate state politics and political 
programmes. The public sphere is a concept of public rights and responsibilities developed in 
response to the establishment of the modem nation state in imperial Europe. Jürgen Habermas’ 
1962 text, The Public Transformation o f  the Public Sphere, has been central to understanding 
the public sphere as the effective control of state and private concerns through public opinion 
and debate. In his book Habermas proposed a concept of the public sphere -  an ideal citizen- 
led deliberative democracy based in rational political and social debate -  that became key to 
theoretical debates regarding a politically effective public/’" Habermas proposed a discursive 
“public sphere” in order to address the innate problem of liberalism in democratic societies 
where government can pose a threat to liberty as much as protecting and enhancing the 
freedom of the individual. In his thinking, autonomous and informed rational discussion or 
“discursive will-formation” between people (the bourgeois class) offered effective 
supervision over government.61
Blackmar, “Appropriating ‘the Commons’: The Tragedy of Property Rights Discourse,” 49-80, and 
Jeremy Nemeth, “Defining a Public: The Management of Privately Owned Public Space,” Urban 
Studies 46, no. 11 (2009): 2463-2490.
David Madden, “Revisiting the End of Public Space: Assembling the Public in an Urban Park,” City 
and Community 9 June (2010): 87-205, 205.
60 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation o f the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category 
of the Bourgeois, trans. Thomas Berger and Frederick Lawrence 1989 (Cambridge, MA: The MIT 
Press, 1991).
61 The public sphere was a normative ideal, a discursive “communicative action” (rational practical 
discourse) activated within consensually orientated “political will formations” which Habermas argued 
could comprise a non-violent counterforce against authorities. Habermas, The Structural 
Transformation o f the Public Sphere, 28-31.
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Habermas’ argument assumes that, in ideal circumstances, government is regulated by a 
general public able to wield a level of political power. He proposed that information would be 
distributed through public networks including newspapers and periodicals and shared and 
debated in interactions in salons, theatres, cafes and private homes. Habermas’ concept of the 
public sphere was premised, however, on the centrality of the bourgeois class which emerged 
in mercantile states in the 17th and 18th centuries. As well, the quality and freedom of speech, 
space for public assembly, and cultural and social status of the public that Habermas 
presumed in 1962 were inevitably compromised by state and market powers and other 
inequalities.62 Hence, Habermas’ model of the ideal public sphere in democratic societies fails 
to address the escalation in power of both capital and states, and the commodification of the 
mass media.6' Habermas’ subsequent proposition -  that the mass media comprises a platform 
for information and debate that can assist in the formation of a politically effective public in 
the face of state authority and global capitalism -  continues to be debated.64 Habermasian 
thinking on the public sphere indicates the difficulty of conceiving a politically effective 
public, and thereby intersects with similar concerns in social public art.
Alternative propositions for a politically effective public sphere have arisen in the ongoing 
absence of deliberative forms of democracy in society and the inability to effect or direct 
Westphalian systems of government except at the ballot box. One such critical concept is the 
idea of the independent activation of cohesive public groups. Scholar Michael Warner posited 
an argument that gendered, feminist and queer publics can comprise discursively formed and 
socially distinct “counterpublics” (or sub-publics as a subset of the public), which he 
described as “the social space created by the reflexive circulation of discourse”.6^ Warner 
argues that alternative or subsidiary publics mediate their own real and poetic world-making 
in opposition to dominant social forms, rather than in debates over governance as conceived 
by Habermas.66 Warner’s public is a political identity defined by the status of otherness, and 
he is not alone in proposing the political potential of a multiplicity of publics or public
62 See McGuigan, Culture and the Public Sphere, 179. Critical theorists, such as Theodor Adorno in his 
1967 essay “Culture Industry Reconsidered”, had recognised that the public sphere was becoming 
characterised by mass consumption, and hence, its common enjoyment would be restricted to those 
who could afford to participate.
63 Habermas, The Structural Transformation o f the Public Sphere, 3 1. Also see Craig Calhoun, ed., 
Habermas and the Public Sphere (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1992), and David Held, Introduction to 
Critical Theory, Horkheimer to Habermas (1980, repr., Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2004), 262-263.
64 Jürgen Habermas, The Theory o f Communicative Action Vol. II: Lifework and System: A Critique o f  
Functionalist Reason, trans. Thomas McCarthy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1987). On the potential of the 
mass media as public sphere see: Peter Dahlgren, Television and the Public Sphere (London: Sage, 
1995), and Richard Butsch, Media and Public Spheres (Houndmills, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2007).
65 Michael Warner, Publics and Counterpublics (New York: Zone Books, 2005), 90.
6(1 Warner, Publics and Counterpublics.
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spheres in society. Political scientist Nancy Fraser argues for the concept of a transnational or 
global public that could come into itself as a counterpublic or counterpublic sphere, and 
provide a global force that could keep transnational (or post-Westphalian) politics in check 
without being a normative institution.67 In a context of changing public rights and 
opportunities for public voices to be heard, social art has provided a potential avenue for new 
models of democratic relations, such as counterpublics, that contrast with forms of 
institutionalised democratic governance now understood to be thoroughly integrated within 
neoliberal economics.68
Economic Globalization: Part of the Public Context of Social Art
Economic and cultural globalizations are creating pressure points for local public life and 
civil society; the situations social art addresses.66 Theorists have suggested that neoliberal 
capitalism has increasingly penetrated local cultures and societies until it is now an almost 
worldwide condition. Scholars such as Arjun Appardurai have explained how the flows of 
globalization have changed the fabric of nations and peoples as well as disciplines, techniques 
and ways of thinking.70 Although a contested idea71, the global spread of neoliberal capitalism 
has been understood as influential on state governance of the public and individual subjects.
In this section I discuss economic globalization and its local ramifications as a significant 
factor in the practice and understanding of social art.
Neoliberal capitalism is generally understood as the internationally pervasive reach of 
economic markets and trade across and within state systems.7' Amongst differing theories on 
the operation of the neoliberal market economy, urban geographer David Harvey distils the
67 Fraser extended her concept of global counter public spheres, initiated in discussions of institutional 
forms, to extend to embrace social movements. Nancy Fraser, ‘“Transnationalizing the Public Sphere,’ 
On the Legitimacy and Efficacy of Public Opinion in a Postwestphalian World,” reprinted in Nancy 
Fraser, Scales of Justice (New York: Columbia University Press, 2009), 76-99.
68 Theories regarding the formation of democratic relations in social art are discussed in Chapter One.
69 Globalization is a concept linked to its opposite idea in localisation, according to Boaventure de 
Sousa Santos, “Globalizations,” Theory Culture Society 23 (2006): 393.
6 Arjun Appardurai, “How Histories Make Geographies: Circulation and Context in a Global 
Perspective,” from a lecture at Heidelberg University October 2008 in Transcultural Studies, 
http://archiv.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/ojs/index.php/transcultural/article/view/6129/1760 (accessed 7 
September 2011).
71 For example, see discussion of the contestation of economic and cultural globalization as a 20th 
century phenomenon in Frederick Cooper, Colonialism in Question: Theory, Knowledge, History 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), 91-112.
72 Economic neoliberalism is an extension of liberal philosophy into economic markets, the 
philosophical doctrine that takes the freedom of the individual as a central platform of politics. From 
the 1980s, neoliberalism moved away from a moderate form of liberalism to a more extreme form of 
capitalism, one that advocates individualism as one factor in maximising profits alongside free trade, 
privatisation and reducing government control of the economy.
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ideology o f neoliberalism as the proposition that human well-being is best advanced by 
liberating individual entrepreneurs and consumers within an institutional framework that 
provides strong private property rights, free trade and the dismantling of social 
infrastructure.7’ The Washington Consensus of 1981, and other administrative agencies that 
similarly proposed borderless, supranational free trade, set a foundation for the global reach 
of capitalism.74 Economic globalization was also advanced with the demise of communist and 
socialist socio-economic systems in the 1980s. However, national barriers to capital, labour 
and property are understood to have modified the ideal of free trade in global capitalism or 
neoliberal globalization, as I describe this phenomenon.7' Nevertheless, a supra state basis for 
trade, companies and laws has resulted from the intertwining of neoliberalism and 
globalization.76 Many countries have come, therefore, to rely on capitalist globalization for 
development, at the cost of other public and social priorities.77 Hence, economic globalization 
is a far-reaching and influential condition, which has arguably influenced the emergence and 
preoccupations of social art.
1 use the term “economic globalization” in this thesis to refer specifically to the global 
presence of neoliberal economics or commerce, as a force influencing current social life.7K
' David Harvey, A Brief History o f Neoliberalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 2. 
Sociologist and philosopher Maurizio Lazzarato similarly argues that neoliberalism has transformed 
society into an “enterprise society” based on the market, competition, inequality and the privilege of 
the individual. Maurizio Lazzarato, “Neoliberalism in Action: Inequality, Insecurity and the 
Reconstitution of the Social,” Theory, Culture, Society 26, no. 6 (2009): 109-133.
74 The 1989 “Washington Consensus” was a set of policy directions for market liberalisation or free 
markets, the privatisation of publicly owned assets and fiscal austerity that was recommended by US- 
based international institutions, including the International Monetary Fund and World Bank. Don Kalb, 
Will Pansters and Hans Siebers, Globalization and Development: Themes and Concepts in Current 
Research (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2004), 13.
' On the effects of state control, see Neil Brenner and Nik Theodore, “Preface: from the ‘New 
Localism’ to the Spaces of Neoliberalism,” Antipodes 34, no. 3 (2002): 341-347. On the local 
differences within economic globalization see: Dale Leorke, “Power, Mobility, and Diaspora in the 
Global City, An Interview with Saskia Sassen,” PLATFORM: Journal o f Media and Communication 1 
(2009): 103-108; Terry Flew, “Beyond Globalism: Rethinking the Scalar and the Relational of 
Technology,” Global Media Journal, Australian Edition 3 (2009),
http://www.commarts.uws.edu.au/gmjau/2009_3_l _toc.html (accessed 21 August 2009), and Robbie 
Robertson, The Three Waves o f Globalization: A History o f A Developing Global Consciousness 
(London and Nova Scotia: Zed Books and Fernwood Publishing, 2004).
6 J.A. Schölte, “The Sources of Neoliberal Globalization, Overarching Concerns Paper No. 8. United 
Nations Research Institute for Social Development, Geneva, Switzerland,” in Flew and Cunningham, 
“Creative Industries After the First Decade,” 6-7.
77 Lazzarato, “Neoliberalism in Action,” 109-133.
* While economic globalization is a Western concept, cultural globalization has been understood 
historically as a pervasive force across the globe, according to Nobel Prize wining economist Amartya 
Sen. Amartya Sen, “Ten Theses on Globalization,” Los Angeles Times, 17 July 2001, 
http://tu.ac.th/archan/pokpong/ec452/readings/Reading%20Chl_globalization_overview/ec452_readin 
g_chl_Senl.pdf (accessed 3 June 2012). Other academics, including Stuart Hall and Sarat Maharaj, 
warn against understanding globalization as one-way Bows of colonisation and argue for the complex 
movement of cultures and ideas across time. Stuart Hall, “New Cultures for Old,” in A Place in the 
World: Places, Cultures and Globalization, ed. Doreen B. Massey and P.M. Jess (Oxford: Oxford
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Economic globalization is historically, geographically, and nationally specific, neither 
monolithic nor omnipresent. Economic globalization has been a factor in the changing nature 
of democracy, as demonstrated by the disappearance of the welfare state model and the 
restructuring of Eastern European states after 1989.79 David Harvey, philosopher Michel 
Foucault and others agree that the impact of economic globalization includes disregard for 
individual rights, social justice and the environment amongst other consequences.80 There is 
evidence to suggest that the effects of economic globalization include the destruction of social 
bonds, insecurity of labour, mass migrations, discrimination and acts of racism, pauperisation 
and the marginalisation of groups including women, peasant farmers and industrial workers.0' 
Social art engages with the changes economic globalization has wrought on societies in recent 
decades, as artists interrogate the realities of local life and public/private rights and 
citizenship.
Compound Aesthetics: An Expanded Framework for Critical Aesthetics 
and Social Art Discourse
The social turn in art, influenced by factors including economic globalization, has been 
accompanied by associated developments in art theory. By the 1990s, aesthetic theory had 
long moved on from Kantian theories of taste or beauty based in subjectivity or the 
imagination and towards ideas of aesthetics linked to art’s potentials for social and political 
criticism.82 Critical aesthetics, which privileges the sociopolitical role or potential of art in the 
world, held a dominant place in art theory at the end of the 20th century. Critical aesthetics 
reflects the reconsideration of the autonomy and avant-garde potential of art that was 
reflected in arguments against the formalist thinking of Clement Greenberg with the rise of
University Press, 1995), 190, and Sarat Maharaj, Keynote Lecture, 5th Auckland Triennial, 12 May 
2013, author’s notes.
79 See Neil Smith, “Introduction: Altered States,” in Democracy, States and the Struggle for Global 
Justice, ed. Heather Gautney, Omar Dahbour, Ashley Dawson and Neil Smith (New York: Routledge, 
2009), 1-16.
so David Harvey, A Brief History o f Neoliberalism, 170; Michel Foucault, The Birth o f Biopolitics: 
Lectures at the College de France 1978-79, ed. Michel Senellart, trans. Graham Burchell (Houndmills, 
Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008); and Michael Hudson, Super Imperialism: The Origins and 
Fundamentals ofU.S. World Dominance (London: Pluto Press, 2003).
Sl Paul Routledge, “Convergence Space: Process Geographies of Grassroots Globalization Networks,” 
Transactions o f the Institute o f British Geographers 28, no. 3 September (2003): 334. The impact of 
economic globalization is evidenced by the rise of alter-globalization movements, considered vehicles 
for citizens and civil society to become influential actors in social and political issues regarding the 
global economy. See Geoffrey Players, Alter-Globalization: Becoming Actors in the Global Age 
(Malden, MA and Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2010), 203-263.
The word aesthetics (aesthetica) was coined during the Enlightenment, and generally conveyed the 
prevalence of sensory knowledge or beauty over judgement. Alexander Baumgarten offered the first 
systematic philosophical response to questions of rightness and taste of art in the 17th and early 18th 
centuries.
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Conceptual art in the 1960s. I refer to avant-garde in terms of art being a motor of social 
change (in contrast to the alternate definition of avant-garde art as being in advance of 
contemporary art). Critical aesthetics and social art have a legacy in 20th century avant- 
gardes, such as the Situationist International group of artists and intellectuals active from 
1957-72, who aimed for art and life to come closer together in the ideal o f revolutionising 
everyday existence.* 8’ Since the 1970s, the understanding of avant-garde ideas in critical art 
theory has shifted from advocating for autonomous, oppositional actions aimed at art and its 
context to strategies in which self-reflexion prompts public debate and dialogue. Critical 
aesthetics in art discussion remains a developing discourse.84 After explaining the 
development of critical aesthetics and its relevance for social art, 1 discuss my proposition for 
a framework that assists in broadening the aesthetic understanding of social art practice.8^
The evolution of the concept of aesthetics elucidates a shift in discourse from the assumption 
of judgements based in passive experiences by disinterested viewers to a focus on the concept 
of interpretation, conceived of as active thinking regarding the meaning of a work of art. 
Immanuel Kant’s Critique o f  Judgement (1790) played a large part in the gradual coherence 
of aesthetics as a philosophy based in an anti-cognitive appreciation of indeterminate 
judgements of beauty in art and the sublime in nature, which was assumed to have widespread 
agreement amongst others who had access to the same objective qualities of a work of art.86 
Until the mid-20th century, aesthetics in philosophy reflected its origins as an inquiry into the 
contemplative perceptual experience of the original work of art. The association of aesthetic 
philosophy with sensory experience and universal judgement became less influential in art 
history and theory post World War Two, with criticism of Kantian ideas of disinterested
83 See Chapter One, notes 170 and 273.
84 As evidenced by writers such as Tim Griffin, editor of the influential contemporary art magazine
Artforum, who stated that: “... one cannot help but feel that a situation in art has arisen for which a
critical language does not yet exist but seems to be compellingly in formation ... how does one find a
critical perspective when criticality itself seems yet another role played among so many others”. Tim
Griffin, “Terms of Use,” Artforum, Summer 2010, 10.
8’ In this section I do not give a history of aesthetic thought, which dates back to Aristotle and Plato, 
but focus on the thesis period of the late 1990s until 2009, and therefore only touch on Kantian ideas in 
the development of aesthetics.
86 Kant’s thinking posited a disinterested, contemplative viewer (presumed to hold the cognitive 
facilities of understanding and imagination) and an egalitarian capacity for aesthetic judgements. Kant 
connected his theory of a universal aesthetic experience with formulations of a public sphere and the 
ideal of the common sense or public spirit (Gemeinsinn)\ the potential for common future consensus 
based in the power of judgement. Kant’s thinking remained pertinent in philosophy until the late 1940s, 
at which point a disciplinary split occurred between analytical and continental philosophy. The 
judgement of taste was critiqued as part of an Anglo-American preference for logic in analytical 
philosophy, a perspective which subsequently dominated the philosophy of aesthetics. Peter Osborne, 
ed., From an Aesthetic Point o f View: Philosophy, Art and the Senses (London: Serpents Tail, 2000), 4. 
Despite being based in subjective judgement, the interconnection between non-cognitive and cognitive 
experience in Kantian aesthetics supported the critique that eventuated in continental philosophy.
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spectatorship, the rise of analytical philosophy and, in art, the intellectual critique of Kantian 
aesthetics in theorisation of Conceptual art. Accounts of art and aesthetics were separated into 
various types of academic enquiry: those based around the nature of taste and the basis of 
evaluation, the representation and semiotics of art, and creativity and the sociology of art.
For writers such as artist Joseph Kosuth, the rise of Conceptual art in the late 1960s was 
predicated on the retrograde nature of formalism, expressed in the Kantian ideas of 
Greenbergian formalism or thinking of theorist Michael Fried.87 Formalism evaluated art on 
the appearance of formal advance, an aesthetic defined as an immediate (pre-discursive) 
somatic experience made sense of in terms of an existing hierarchy of great art, at the expense 
of extra-artistic references and literary content. Kosuth, and art theorists such as Hal Foster, 
criticised the subjective premise and circular arguments of formalist theories, which eschewed 
worldly references and associations in the focus on art media. Conceptual art and its theorists 
questioned aesthetic ideologies, the assumption of the autonomy of art and the production and 
reception o f art.88 Thus, Conceptual art discourse initiated a shift away from the self- 
referential status of art towards a greater self-criticality and reflexivity in thinking.
Associated with Conceptual art, institutional critique analysed the meaning of art in regard to 
the conditions of making, experiencing and distributing art to convey how even post-object 
art was implicated in normative sociopolitical and economic mechanisms.89 The discrediting 
of ideas of agency and identity in psychology and philosophy -  including the death of the 
author (or irrelevance of the artist’s intentions) and loss of traditional aura in literature -  also 
encouraged art theory to depart from the values of intuition, authority and universality, 
hitherto associated with aesthetic thought.90 Art theory, like Cultural Studies, followed 
branches of Continental Philosophy in the 1970s and 1980s, incorporating post-structuralist 
modes of interdisciplinary intellectual inquiry that included the psychoanalytical analysis of 
art and deconstruction of hegemonic authorities and powers. Foster advocated greater critical 
thinking in art theory of the 1980s, and interrogated the social responsibilities of artists, in
87 Frances Colpitt, “The Formalist Connection and Orginary Myths of Conceptual Art,” in Conceptual 
Art: Theory, Myth and Practice, ed. Michael Corris (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 
28-49.
88 This history is discussed by Grant Kester in Grant Kester, Conversation Pieces, Community and 
Communication in Modern Art (London: University of California, 2004).
89 These ideas were identified as institutional critique or the criticism of institutional mechanisms. 
Artists such as Andrea Fraser played a key role in the development of this criticism. See “How to 
Provide an Artistic Service: An Introduction” presented by Andrea Fraser with Helmut Draxler and 
others at The Depot, Vienna, 1994 as part of Services: Conditions and Relations o f Project Orientated 
Artistic Practice, http://adaweb.walkerart.Org/dn/a/enfra/afraserl .html (accessed 4 July 2012).
90 The writings of Jacques Lacan and Michel Foucault, and the reappraisal of Walter Benjamin’s 1935 
essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” encouraged the challenging of these 
concepts.
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their investigations of a political role for art.41 The ongoing probing of the social 
responsibility of artists and question of a political role for art evident since the late 1960s has 
moved discussion away from questions of the essential qualities of art, and definitions of 
what art is in terms of the history and theory of art, towards the relations of art with the rest of 
the world. The questioning of form led to the dismantling of the boundaries of the art object 
and connection with the material, institutional and social relations on which the artwork relies. 
Consequently, the nature of aesthetics in art theory from the late 1990s can be understood as 
an active and reflexive enquiry into the nature, history, experience and meanings of art as it 
intersects with society and the world.
In Europe, German curator Peter WeibeTs writing on Kontextkunst or Context art (1994) was 
prescient in connecting social critique to artists’ responses to everyday environments, 
understanding art which sought to play a role in the construction of society as a new art 
form.4'  Weibel suggests that social art in public situations has been a catalyst for a shift away 
from institutional critique in art of the 1970s and 1980s towards practices claiming a larger 
sociopolitical role for art beyond the confines of art institutions. While the aim of Context art 
was similar to earlier avant-gardes, it heralded the beginnings of social art responding to 
current manifestations of capitalism. This criticality in art also aligns with the artistic 
concerns I noted previously, to avoid submission to neoliberal economic logic and the 
absorption of art into commodity markets and cultural industries associated with 
globalization.4’ Nevertheless, one of the key aims of this research is to identify and examine a
41 Foster’s 1983 anthology, The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture, analysed the move 
against aesthetic ideas in art theory. See also Michael Kelly, A Hunger for Aesthetics: Enacting the 
Demands o f Art (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012), xiii. I discuss Foster’s important 
criticism of the artist as ethnographer in Chapter Five, and his discussion of social art and relational 
aesthetics as a relative lack of criticality in discourse in “Relational Aesthetics: Nicolas Bourriaud’s 
Theory of Social Art” in Chapter One.
42 Weibel described Kontextkunst or Context art in these terms: “Artists are becoming autonomous 
agents of social processes, partisans of the real. The interaction between artists and social situations, 
between art and non-art contexts has lead to a new art form, where both are folded together: Context 
Art. The aim of this social construction of art is to take part in the social construction of reality.” Peter 
Weibel, Kontextkunst -  Kunst der 90er Jahre (Cologne: DuMont Verlag, 1994), 57 in Rebecca Gordon 
Nesbitt, “False Economies: Time to Take Stock” trans. Barnaby Drabble,
http://www.shiftyparadigms.org/false_economies.htm (accessed 15 April 2013). Maria Lind noted the 
programmatic and less participatory character of Kontextkunst compared to relational aesthetics. Maria 
Lind “Actualisation of Space: The Case of Oda Projesi,” in Contemporary Art: From Studio to 
Situation ed. Claire Doherty (London: Black Dog Publishing, 2004), 121, note 16.
4> According to German art historian and critic Isabelle Graw, commerce continues to reinforce the 
values of authority, distinctiveness and beauty that critical modes of Conceptual art and writing aimed 
to oppose, risking turning criticism into spectacle. Isabelle Graw, “Field Work,” Flash Art, 
November/December 1990, 137.
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tension between the forces of economic globalization and effective political critique that 
remains a feature of social art.94
The development of critical aesthetics as an inquiry into art as a reflexive engagement with 
the world in an era of neoliberal capitalism, including the work of writers such as Kwon and 
Deutsche, provided a platform for Nicolas Bourriaud, Claire Bishop and Grant Kester to 
propose new theories for the social effectiveness of contemporary art. French curator 
Bourriaud’s book Relational Aesthetics was a catalyst for debates regarding the interpretation 
of social art. With his concept of “relational aesthetics”, Bourriaud proposed that social 
interaction is a new form of emancipatory art demonstrating the potential for (utopian) 
political communality, which could resist the dominant power of consumerism and the 
capitalist media on everyday life.* 9" Taking a counter position, Bishop proposed that processes 
of self-reflexion and debate are activated in the reception of social art, arguing for 
experiences of socioeconomic difference able to produce antagonistic positions in a shock to 
the viewer’s subjectivity.% Alternatively, for Kester the political nature of aesthetics resides 
in the ethical dialogue artists create with different communities.97 Thus, the three formative 
theories of social art, analysed in Chapter One, comprise part of a field of critical aesthetics 
that has generated discussion regarding the association of art with alternative democratic 
forms and ethical social interactions. However, their individual positions posit the role of 
social art as either political and/or ethical, or in terms of the impact of the art. Consequently, 
discussion of social art has largely been reduced to questions of the relative political 
effectiveness of its forms and outcomes. In this thesis I argue for the operation of multiple or 
compound aesthetics in social public art, which is open to complexity and can encompass 
critical and Kantian aesthetics, and the dialectic positions between politics and aesthetics, or 
form and effect, posited in the formative theories of social art.
My proposition is that social art comprises compound aesthetics, a concept that embraces 
political interpretations of, and sensory responses to, the forms, outcomes and experiences of 
art. In this way, compound aesthetics comprises a complex mix of art, politics and audience
94 The challenge of achieving political critique in art in light of neoliberal economic power is also
identified by philosopher Jacques Ranciere when he notes: “[k]nowing whether these ‘substitutions’
can reshape political spaces or whether they must be content with parodying them is without doubt an
important question in our present”. Jacques Ranciere, Aesthetics and its Discontents (Cambridge, UK:
Polity Press, 2009), 60. Also see Kim Charnely, “Dissensus and the Politics of Collaborative Practice,”
Art & the Public Sphere 1, no. 1 (2011): 37-53, 49.
9" Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, trans. Simon Pleasance and Fronza Woods with Mathieu 
Copeland (Dijon: Les presses du reel, 2002).
96 Claire Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” October 110 Fall (2004): 51-79.
97 Kester, Conversation Pieces, Community and Communication in Modern Art.
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experience, rather than the dichotomous positions, to be analysed in the following chapter, 
established by the three formative theorists of social art: Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester. 
Compound aesthetics is proposed as an alternative framework for the understanding of social 
art as complex and polyvocal, based on an analysis of a subset of social art that I will explain 
-  “social public art” -  hence not as a definitive concept for social art. Compound aesthetics is 
not proposed as an overarching concept but supports the relevance of multiple and divergent 
theories of social art in an effort to enable discussion and interpretation. My inquiry was 
stimulated by Umberto Eco’s idea of “open work” first published in 1962 in The Open Work 
(Opera aperta). Eco argued that certain modern works of literature, poetry, sound and visual 
art98 offered a “field of relations” that opened a virtually unlimited range of meanings to 
audiences.99 Significantly for this thesis, Eco understood audiences as interpretive participants 
who actively extend the meaning of the work, instead of passively contemplating art that 
conveyed a singular meaning.100 While Eco’s thinking resembles Kantian ideas that fine art 
offers more sensory signs or aesthetically experienced stimuli than can be encompassed by 
singular concepts, Eco’s idea of the open work emphasises the audience’s reflective and 
interpretative powers, not just the immediate sensorial experience of the artwork. Importantly, 
Eco ultimately understood the modern “open work” as a form of knowledge of the world that 
raised consciousness of the contemporary condition, and challenged a singular worldview.101 
Bishop has also noted the relevance of Eco’s “open work” to the discourse on social art.10' 
Eco’s concept prefigured the notion of compound aesthetics in positing that the viewer’s 
unique interpretive “performance” or reception of art offered a greater reflexivity and 
interpretation in determining the potential meanings of art, over and above sensory
103experience.
In this section I unfold the concept of compound aesthetics, before turning to the scope and 
method of the research and the case studies. The purpose for considering a new critical 
framework arose from my analysis of the existing critical theories of social art by Bourriaud, 
Bishop and Kester mentioned above. These theories offer a range of useful concepts, as
98 Eco’s examples included James Joyce’s Finnegan ’s Wake and mobiles by Alexander Calder.
99 Eco, “The Open Work in the Visual Arts,” The Open Work, 84-104.
100 Eco’s The Open Work went beyond Kantian aesthetics toward the idea of art as “text”, abandoning 
the modernist notion of the artist as a visionary (creating a singular meaning from nothing, ex nihilo) to 
prefigure the “death of the author” in postmodern thought.
101 “Open work” offered a “new way of seeing, feeling, understanding, and accepting a universe in 
which traditional relationships have been shattered and new possibilities of relationship are being 
laboriously sketched out”. Eco in the first preface to Umberto Eco, Opera aperta, 9, in David Roby, 
introduction to The Open Work, by Umberto Eco, xv.
102 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 62. Bishop alleged that Eco was misinterpreted in 
Bourriaud’s Relational Aesthetics.
103 Eco, The Open Work, 4.
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analysed in detail in Chapter One. Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics is a philosophical 
argument for the social potential of art. According to Bourriaud’s thinking in Relational 
Aesthetics, art that evokes sociality, whether participatory or evoking social relations, has the 
potential to suggest alternatives to consumer or capitalist society or one-dimensional 
interactions with communciations technology. Hence, this art offers a symbolic image of 
alternative ways of being. While identifying a theory of social relations in artworks, 
Bourriaud’s optimistic and propositional thinking proves to not always be in alignment with 
social art or artists’ intentions and by itself limits the interpretation of social art practice 
within Western neo-liberal society.
It is productive, therefore, to examine social art through the conjunction of multiple 
theoretical perspectives. As I discuss in Chapter One, for Bishop, the political significance of 
social art resides in the art, rather than its symbolism. She interprets social art for the critical 
potential an artwork contains, in particular the ability for art encounters to challenge viewers 
expectations and in the process trigger the self-questioning which influences thinking and 
subjectivity. Based on a political model of dissensus that is explained in Chapter One, Bishop 
dismisses social art and the interpretations of art offered by Bourriaud and Kester that do not 
activate a sense of agonism in the viewer. Kester advocates a particular form of social art -  
ethical interactions between artists and communities that require long term contact and draw 
on the concerns of the participants -  as the best way to forward the political interests of the 
community in question. The meaning of social art lies in both the ethical form and the 
political qualities of the outcome according to Kester’s dialogic aesthetics. Understanding of 
social art emerges from theoretical interpretations of aspects including its form, context, 
outcomes, audience meaning-making and representation.
Social art is a broad artform that crosses performance, conceptual art, civic participation, 
community-based art and interdisciplinary cultural forms, as I have discussed above. I suggest 
that the critical potential of social art lies in the possible breadth of interpretations of the 
artwork -  processes of exchange and the small interventions into social structures created -  as 
well as its symbolism and impact on audiences. The theories of Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester 
are inclusive in locating meaning in social art separately in form, viewer experience and 
symbolism in terms of relations outside everyday experience. There is space for these three 
concepts, and more, to be in dialogue in critical articulations of the ways artists, participants 
and communities imagine and create the world together in social art. As a space for ideas, 
compound aesthetics encompasses diverse interpretations and their differences in an 
explanatory framework.
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Compound aesthetics is a critical framework for the interpretation of social art that overcomes 
the exclusivity of singular theories, and, in the mode of Eco’s “open work”, offers a way for a 
field or range of meanings to be contemplated simultaneously. As any one theory is not 
sufficiently flexible to comprise the range of types of social art, public contexts and 
participants, as will be demonstrated in the discussion of the case studies, I suggest compound 
aesthetics is useful as a form able to include complex and composite meanings. For example, 
instead of locating the critical politics of social art in opposition to economic or neoliberal 
agendas, social art can be productive for participants in inserting small-scale commercial 
projects into economic markets, as is demonstrated in the case studies. Compound aesthetics 
is proposed as an inclusive scaffold that embraces a diversity of interpretation and avoids 
flattening discourse in the process of creating a critical language for a relatively new artform.
Arguing for new forms of analysis of contemporary social art that could account for 
difference beyond current theories of aesthetics, art writer Nato Thompson asked “what are 
the methods we can use to understand its effects, affects and impact? ” 104 Thompson argues 
for a framework that can include the diversity of social phenomena as well as well as affect, 
or the felt responses to art. In this research I consider the ways in which context and social 
environment inform the meanings of social art and form part of the complexity of its critical 
understanding. For example, I discuss how community organisations, city planning, and 
cultural situations and sensibilities are significant to the forms and outcomes of art works. 
These factors add meaning to the frame of compound aesthetics.
As a set of ideas rather than a single theory of the politics of art, compound aesthetics 
encompasses heterogeneous meanings relating to process, outcomes and audience experiences. 
The key theories of social art assume an active viewer able to critically analyse the form and 
symbolism of art. In being an open structure, compound aesthetics is inclusive and admits the 
affect of art or emotional and sensory experiences. As the case studies will demonstrate, 
social art sets into motion wide-ranging types of social and other relations. These interactions 
are experienced and critically interpreted by viewers according to their personal knowledge in 
the context. To date, the political nature of affective understanding has received little 
discussion in the critical theories of social art. Yet, art theorists argue affect is a constitutive 
element of all experience, associating affective experiences of art with a “pre-personal field of 
embodiment” that is corporeal and dwells in the unconscious.10" Affective experience of the 
embodied, thinking, feeling subject connects with Eco’s “field of relations” felt by self-
104 Nato Thompson, “Living As Form,” in Thompson, Living As Form, 26.
105 Sue Best, “What is Affect? Considering the Affective Dimension of Contemporary Installation Art,” 
Australian and New Zealand Journal o f Art 2/3, issue 2/1 (2002): 207-225.
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reflexive viewers. In addition, affective modes of apprehension are considered to have the 
potential to call up a projective identification of the self on the artwork.100 By contrast, 
sociologists propose that affect can result in behavior modifications which include modifying 
negative views of others.107 Being able to include in compound aesthetics the significance of 
affect in its variety, amongst other political interpretations, offers a contribution to the 
understanding of social art.
Compound aesthetics is a conceptual platform for understanding social art in terms of the 
complex relations emerging between art and the social and political. Engaging with the 
everyday, social art intersects with individual lives and social and cultural forms, and 
questions political structures. I propose that in its definition as a multifarious group of 
meanings, compound aesthetics is a concept that presumes and invites the simultaneous 
exploration of the critical interpretations and affects of social art. In encouraging an 
accounting for different kinds of engagement and interpretation, and by inviting a dialogue 
between ideas, compound aesthetics supports rich discussion and new modes of thinking 
about social art.
This thesis investigates the ability of social art to produce multiple meanings and comprise 
compound aesthetics, and takes as its starting point the notion of participants and audiences 
actively creating meaning derived from their experience of art processes or events that may be 
described in Eco’s terms as “open works”. My research investigates the ways in which social 
art encompasses a multiplicity of political, ethical, social, cultural and economic responses to 
situations and range of aesthetic experiences, and hence interrogates the problematic 
separation between the political and artistic significance of social art. The concept of 
compound aesthetics, which I am proposing, is evidenced by the distinctive meanings of 
social art for the varied constituents of the art -  artists, participants and audiences. The direct 
material improvements produced as part of the art, the generation of social or cultural capital, 
ideas of the formation of a public, the politics of individual relations and the reflexive or non- 
cognitive experience of art by viewers, are a few of the numerous outcomes of social art 
which are investigated in the case studies as evidence for the “open work” or compound 
aesthetics of social art.
106 Best, “What is Affect?”, 222.
1117 Amanda Wise and Selvaraj Velayutham, eds., Everyday Multiculturalism (Houndmills, Basingstoke, 
Hampshire and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 1997), 9.
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Social Public Art as Compound Aesthetics: Scope, Method, Key Terms 
and Cases
This thesis interrogates the meaning of social art understood as compound aesthetics by 
researching particular cases of “social public art”, a term for art encounters or interactions 
between artists and members of the public occurring in public space. Social public art as I 
have described it is a recent phenomenon, coming into prominence in the late 20th century. 
Large-scale events of social public art, the size of biennales or triennials, are useful for 
research in offering numerous artists’ projects within the one case study. Events of the scale 
of a biennale or triennale offer a sizable level of documentation, records which are not always 
available for art of an intangible nature. Few sizable events of social public art have 
previously been researched in depth.108 Hence, the three events have been selected as case 
studies that can offer evidence for research into social art and offer a contribution to 
knowledge in this field.
The scope of this thesis ranges across social public art events from the late 1990s until 2009. 
The starting point in the late 1990s coincides with the emergent and seminal critical 
discussion of social art109, and the research concludes at the point of the culmination of the 
case studies at the end of the first decade of the 21st century. In terms of the temporal 
parameters of the case studies, most of the social art projects were developed within several 
months and were open to public view for a short season, apart from The Blue House where 
certain projects could be realised over periods totalling six months. As I will argue, the 
duration of projects influences the compound aesthetics of social art, creating limitations on 
the artists’ preparation, the equality of artist-participant relations and participants’ agency, 
and the ongoing sustainability of projects.
My method has been to analyse selected factors in art projects and their umbrella events, 
factors which I suggest are significant for the form and meaning of social art yet have not
108 The reasons certain social art events, such as the case studies inSiteJ)5 and the Echigo-Tsumari Art 
Triennial, did not attract critical discussion, 1 believe, included the greater critical interest in projects 
with radical politics, and the distance of certain projects from art world centres. My social public art 
experience included being the lead curator of TRANS VERSA (2006), a project where 14 artists from 
Australia and New Zealand created social art projects in Santiago, Chile, under the auspices of the 
South Project. At the time I was Deputy Director and Senior Curator at Heide Museum of Modem Art, 
Melbourne (2002-08), and my other curatorial experience included being the Director of the Adam Art 
Gallery, Victoria University of Wellington in New Zealand (1999-2002), and Assistant Director at 
Monash University Gallery in Melbourne (1993-1999).
109 As 1 have noted, Nicolas Bourriaud established a platform for the discussion of social art with 
Relational Aesthetics (published as Esthetique relationnelle in 1998, and translated to English in 2002), 
and Bishop and Kester published their major texts in 2004.
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been fully discussed in the formative theories of social art. These factors are as follows: the 
significance of the local social, cultural and structural situation (context), the constituents 
(artists, participants and audiences), and the purpose and design of the event. Other 
researchers have also suggested that context and constituents are relevant to social art in 
distinct ways.110 However, in Chapter One, I discuss how the formative texts on social art by 
Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester only refer briefly to context, despite site being a touchstone for 
the meaning of public or social art for Kwon, Deutsche and Lacy. Each of the key theories of 
social art has a different and singular symbolism or interpretation of participatory art 
processes. In contrast, I argue social art should remain open to the complexity of multiple 
meanings related to the specific situation, constituents, and purpose as influential on the art 
outcome.
This research is qualitative rather than entirely empirical. As two case studies preceded the 
research, I rely substantially on documentation and interviews, as I will discuss.* 111 Interviews 
were undertaken with the organisers and a number of artists from all three cases, and 
secondary evidence included catalogues, media coverage, websites and critical responses.
One difficulty for the research of social art is the lack of evidence of the intangible relations 
that comprise the means, and often the ends of social art. Social art is often ephemeral, and 
may not be intended for viewing by audiences beyond those who participated in the event, as 
was the situation for a proportion of the projects in the case study The Blue House. In the 
event of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial case study, visitors typically only see a small 
proportion of the art outcome due to the geographically dispersed character of the event. For 
such reasons, documentation of various kinds is crucial for producing knowledge in the field 
of social art, and leads me to discuss exhibition making in Chapter Seven.
In regard to terminology, in this thesis I refer to a “public” as the population or group of 
individual people who are associated with a social art project or the case study through either 
communal participation or geographical proximity. This public is not necessarily a coherent 
or pre-existing group but is contingent on the social art and emerges in the activation of the 
event and creative projects. I describe as “participants” the members of the public who 
interact with an artist as co-creators of a specific social art project. The term participant is apt 
for the projects in the three case studies as the artists and interlocutors are initially strangers,
110 For example, Jane Wills understands the legacy of community organising that became established in 
Chicago in the 1930s was influential for the strong presence of socially-engaged art in the USA. Jane 
Wills, “Academic Agents for Change,” City: Analysis o f Urban Trends, Culture, Theory, Policy,
Action 14, no. 6 (2010): 617.
111 inSite 05 and The Blue House preceded my research. I visited the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 
2009.
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and their relations are generally not equal or fully collaborative due to various factors, 
including the short duration o f their in teractions."2
“Community” is a term frequently applied in discussions o f social art, including the formative 
texts referred to in this research, and requires clarification. The term can refer holistically to a 
population but also to groups with identifiable social, cultural or political characteristics. For 
example, Kester discusses “politically coherent” communities and Miwon Kwon writes o f 
invented com m unity.112 However, community is a theoretical concept defining associations 
between people that can include nationality, culture (including diasporas), values, religion, 
work, identity and interests.114 Sociological and anthropological research has contributed to 
the understanding that the term “com m unity” has complex social and cultural associations, 
and that individuals can hold allegiance to multiple and overlapping com m unities.1"  For 
clarity, in this thesis I restrict use o f the term “community” to a geographical population, 
unless otherwise noted.
The cases share a common form in comprising numerous social public art projects produced 
for a single art event. I use the term “event” to refer to this larger occasion and the many 
social public artworks and other activities each case study comprises. I recognise that the term 
“event” as a mode o f activity in art has been contested in accord with thinking in philosophy, 
political theory and criticism .116 Collective activities with an institutionalised or 
commercialised character have come into critical attention in the Post-Fordist or neoliberal 
society, a notable example being Guy Debord’s The Society o f  the Spectacle (1967). Debord’s 
argument that social life had been mediated and colonised by images has fuelled critical 
discussions that position the event as a spectacle emptied o f meaning and as cultural events
112 The multifarious meanings of “participation” are highlighted in an anthology edited by Bishop. 
Claire Bishop, ed., Participation, Whitechapel Documents of Contemporary Art (London and 
Massachusetts: Whitechapel Art Gallery and The MIT Press, 2007).
112 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 150-51, and Kwon, One Place After Another, 118-136.
114 In this regard, community is defined by James Bau Graves as “Any group of individuals who share 
something, anything, in common, and consider themselves to have some allegiance to each other”. 
James Bau Graves, Cultural Democracy: The Arts, Community, and the Public Purpose (Chicago: 
University of Illinois Press, 2005), 25.
115 Gerard Delanty, Community (London and New York: Routledge, 2012), 1-12; Graves, Cultural 
Democracy: The Arts, Community, and the Public Purpose, 25; and Sally May, “Karrikadjurren: 
Creating Community with an Art Centre in Indigenous Australia,” PhD diss., Australian National 
University, 2005), 30.
116 For example, the event has been discussed by Alain Badiou as a rupture with the past in contrast to 
its understanding by Giles Deleuze as a moment of becoming. See Alain Badiou, “The Event in 
Deleuze,” Jon Roffe, trans., PARRHESIA, no. 2, 2007, 37-44.
http://wwwparrhesiajournal.org/parrhesia02/parrahesia02_badiou2.pdf (accessed 2 September 2014).
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that function as commodity relations.117 The commercial appropriation of cultural or art 
events is recognised in the economic argument for events being part of the “experience 
economy”.1 Is In recent art writing events have been critically interpreted as including the 
superficial nature of happenings and their appropriation as a form designed to attract 
audiences, media attention or political legitimisation.119 Nevertheless, critical thinkers also 
understand the event in art as a set of possibilities or a “galvanising of action”.120 The 
spectacular and economic nature of the events comprising the case studies forms part of the 
research. In regard to the case studies, the term is used to distinguish a collection of social art 
projects under a singular organisation or occasion, and is useful in referring to the durational 
and contingent nature of temporal art projects in a range of media which may intersect with 
commercial or institutional interests. The “organisers” (curators, arts managers, executive 
directors or artists) commission or invite artists to undertake social works in situ under the 
umbrella of an event. I use the term “project” to refer to the individual social public art 
outcomes or activities created by an artist with participants within an event in discussing the 
case studies.
Each case study was innovative in exploring and testing the possibilities of social art in public 
space. The case studies also had distinct purposes or aims. in S ite 05 was situated in San 
Diego (USA) and Tijuana (Mexico), and was the culmination of a series of public art projects 
aimed at audience and critical development through the commissioning of new art. The final 
event in 2005 engaged with the possibility of re-thinking relational aesthetics through artists’ 
social art practice in a cross-cultural context. Taking place in the Japanese region of Niigata, 
the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009 is a seminal example of a social art event in public 
space. This case is also important in providing a means to test the relevance of cultural 
context, compared to events in the USA and Europe. The Amsterdam-based Het Blauwe Huis 
(The Blue House) (2005-9) is distinguished by being research-directed, rather than creating a
11 Museums programmes are similarly criticised for the risk of becoming spectacularlised due to 
economic imperatives and the nature of the audience as consumers. See note 1002 and the section “The 
Development of Public Participation in Museology” in Chapter Seven.
118 In the late 1990s, management theorists Joseph B. Pine II and, James H. Gilmore foresaw 
“experiences” as the future for business engaging with culture. They proposed that the festivalisation of 
experiences would supersede the profit potential in commercialising education or “edu-tainment”, due 
to the ability of festivals to combine shopping, dining, recreation and education. Joseph B. Pine II and 
James H. Gilmore, “Welcome to the Experience Economy,” in Harvard Business Review, July-August 
1998, reprint 98407, 97-105.
119 Kwon, One Place After Another, 53-54, and Mick Wilson, “The Event,” in One Day Sculpture, ed. 
David Cross and Claire Doherty (Bielefeld, Germany: Kerber Verlag, 2009), 23-26. Jan Verwoert, “I 
Can, I Can’t, Who Cares?” Open, Cahier on Art and the Public Domain, 17A (Rotterdam: NAi 
Publishers and SKOR, 2009): 40-45.
120 Pascal Gielen, The Murmuring o f the Artistic Multitude: Global Art, Memory and Post-Fordism 
(Amsterdam: Valiz, 2009), 112-3.
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product for an audience, and in being realised by a single artist, Dutch practitioner Jeanne van 
Heeswijk. In different ways, these three case studies addressed the local impacts o f economic 
globalization, and produced a range o f contingent meanings in making visible different 
sociopolitical situations and degrees o f critical resistance in social art.
inSite _05
The inSite events began as exhibitions o f installation art, and over a decade, developed into 
temporary social art projects in public spaces. inSite was a not-for-profit organisation 
governed by a Board o f Directors, and led by a binational executive directorship which was 
notable in the two countries at the time o f its formalisation in 1994.1-1 The original organisers 
aimed to develop local art audiences and foster contemporary art in the neighbouring cities o f 
San Diego and Tijuana. The first three iterations o f inSite in 1991, 1994, 1997 were 
exhibitions curated by local art institutions and galleries. Subsequently, inSite employed 
curators and focused on process-orientated or participatory art projects. inSite2000-2001  and 
inSite_05 sought to generate discussion on the nexus between public/private rights and the 
sociocultural construction and use o f space, and inSite_05 was also partly a heuristic response 
to Bourriaud’s Relational Aesthetics. With the USA/Mexican border (La Frontera) as the 
context and a creative touchstone, the contact zone for artists and participants at inSite 
included glaring economic inequalities as well as cultural difference.122
The contrasting social conditions visible at the San Diego/Tijuana border fence were 
replicated in the tensions between the governments o f the USA and Mexico, and played out 
during the period o f inSite_05, when, I suggest, the socioeconomic consequences o f the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) were being felt.123 The NAFTA contract between
1-1 inSite was based in a ground-breaking relationship between the private US Installation gallery and 
the Consejo Nacional para la Cultural y las Artes, through the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes 
(CONCULTA-INBA), which was established in the lead up to inSiteI994. The predominant sources of 
funding included the City of San Diego, the National Endowment for the Arts, private foundations, 
donors, CONACULTA and Mexican Department of Culture. Executive Director Michael Hirschman 
was a key figure.
122 Large wealth discrepancies exist within Mexican society, as well as between the USA and Mexico. 
Despite being one of world’s largest economies in terms of gross domestic product (GDP), almost half 
the Mexican population lived in poverty in 1993, with 17 million in extreme poverty. Yet, in 2005, 
Mexico held 4th place in world for billionaires, with 10% of the population accounting for over 40 % 
of the country’s income, and the poorest 40% accounting for 10% of the national income, according to 
Daniel C. Levy and Kathleen Bruhn with Emilio Zebadua, Mexico: The Struggle for Democratic 
Development, 2nd edition (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2006), 11. The 
Mexican economy (in GDP terms) was ranked 1 1th in the world in 2013 in Central Intelligence Agency, 
“Mexico,” The World Factbook, https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world- 
factbook/geos/mx.html (accessed 3 April 2014).
123 Implemented on 1 Jan 1994, NAFTA aggregated trade and investment across Canada, Mexico and 
the USA, and formalised protection against extra-continental competition. Peter Hakim and Robert E.
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the USA, Mexico and Canada is generally considered to have operated for the benefit of the 
USA. NAFTA perpetuated existing socioeconomic problems, including employment and 
housing issues, and the lack of democratic civil consciousness and social equality within 
Mexico, and heightened the US perception of border security risks in regard to illegal 
Mexican immigrants seeking work.124 This socioeconomically divided context informs my 
concept of the compound aesthetics of social public art.
My research focuses on inSite 05, and the significance of its curatorial design and 
organisational delivery within the border region and in regard to its genesis in previous inSite 
events. The curatorial aim in inSite 05 encouraged artists to interact with a variety of “publics” 
in contrast to the attention given to the border and public/private space in inSite2000-2001,125 
Both events took the form of an outdoor art biennial or triennial and involved more than 20 
artists working with local participants or publics. The curator of inSite_05, Osvaldo Sanchez, 
also sought to generate innovative models of social public art that contributed new' 
understanding for art practice and curating, an outcome which Sanchez admitted did not 
eventuate. His ‘performative curating’ and the pressures placed on artists revealed, I argue, a 
range of relations between artists and participants that included antagonism and the
negotiation of temporally consensus, as an aspect of the compound outcomes of the art
• . 126projects.
This research analyses the social public art projects, entitled Interventions, which were only 
one component of inSite_05. Primary evidence concerning the Interventions social public art 
projects was sourced from interviews with the artists and inSite staff, and from the inSite 
archive at the Mandeville Special Collections Library at the University of California, San
Litan, eds., The Future o f North American Integration: Beyond NAFTA (Washington: Brookings 
Institution Press, 2002).
124 In the period under discussion, Mexico relied on the USA for trade; the USA taking 89% of 
Mexican exports and providing 62% of the value of imports into Mexico in 2003. Levy and Bruhn, 
Mexico, 251. On the effects of NAFTA on Mexican governance see: Levy and Bruhn, Mexico, xix, 
127-128. The impact of NAFTA is epitomised in the expansion at the border of the Maquiladora 
industry -  plants for product assembly and export that subordinated labour to the benefit of 
international companies who negotiated low taxes and tariffs. Such subordination of employment rights 
is amongst the effects of economic globalization, a force that, according to John Clarke, leads to the 
“privatizing, subjugating, domesticating, narrowing, functionalizing and economizing of the social”. 
John Clarke, “Subordinating the Social,” Cultural Studies 21, no. 6 (2007): 975-976.
12:1 Osvaldo Sanchez, “Fading tracers” in inSite 05 [Situational] Public, Interventions, Scenarios, ed. 
Osvaldo Sanchez and Donna Conwell (San Diego: Installation Gallery, 2006), 40-49; and Osvaldo 
Sanchez and Michael Kirchman in Claire Caraska, “Process over Project” Voice o f San Diego, 26 
August 2005, in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 176 Press Coverage, 2005.
126 Discussed in the section “The Performative Curating of inSite 05” in Chapter Two. One of four 
curators of inSite2000-2001, social theorist Susan Buck-Morss, also noted that no new curatorial 
models were produced in the 2001 event. Susan Buck-Morss in inSite2000-200I, ed. Osvaldo Sanchez 
and Cecilia Garza (San Diego: Installation Gallery, 2002), 247.
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Diego.I_/ In Chapter Two I discuss the context and the curatorial direction and design of the 
Interventions and the complex ethical and political social encounters and negotiations 
between artists and participants, which were part of the compound social art outcomes at 
inSite 05.128
Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009
Japan has been a leader in the rise of social public art and the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 
(ETAT) has set a unique precedent for this art genre. Initiated in 2000, the ETAT was a large- 
scale social public art event reacting to the “hollowing out”, or population loss, of the rural 
Niigata Prefecture on the main Japanese island, Honshu. The ETAT was a response to the 
limitations of national social policy, the changing environment for international rice trade and 
the ramifications of a decade of economic stagnation, which contributed to social anxiety or 
“fuan” in Japan during the 1990s.129 The ETAT was the brainchild of Tokyo-based arts 
manager Fram Kitagawa, who has family connections in the Prefecture. The purpose of the 
event is encapsulated in Kitagawa’s statement that: “there is no future for a country in which 
the elderly do not smile”.130 By aligning the ETAT with plans for local development,
Kitagawa encouraged Niigata’s regional administrative bodies to support and assist the event, 
eventuating in a local tax. Kitagawa also persuaded the (largely elderly) population to host 
artists in towns and villages. Residents participate in the development of social art, and 
projects are opened to summer audiences visiting the landscape of terraced rice fields and 
small towns.
Over 200 artists lived in Niigata to create the 365 social public art projects for the ETAT 2009. 
My research includes the cultural as well as economic and social context of the ETAT. I 
gathered primary research material while residing for one week with three Australian artists 
creating art projects for the E TA T2009, at Australia House in the village of Toyoda,
12 inSite Archive, Mandeville Special Collections Library, University of San Diego, La Jolla, USA.
I_s inSite 05 was the final inSite event.
124 This national context included insular government policy, the stock market crash resulting from 
inflated national markets and unsustainable traditional business practices, and a reduction in 
agricultural protectionism. Tomiko Yoda, “A Roadmap to Millennial Japan,” in Japan After Japan: 
Social and Cultural Life from the Recessionary 1990s to the Present, ed. Tomiko Yoda and Harry 
Harocotunian (Durham NC: Duke University Press, 2006), 35. By the late 1990s, rural Japan also felt 
the social impacts of a lack of social welfare proteetion and the national shift from agriculture to urban 
service industries resulting from changed conditions in international trade. Koichi Iwabuchi, 
Recentering Globalization, Popular Culture and Japanese Transnationalism (Durham and London: 
Duke University Press, 2002), 206.
130 Fram Kitagawa, “Linking the World with the Uniqueness of Echigo-Tsumari,” in Echigo-Tsumari 
Art Triennial 2009, ed. Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat (Tokyo: 
NPO Echigo-Tsumari Satoyama Collaborative Organization and Gendaikikakuskitsu Publishers, 2010),
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Matsunoyama area. My interviews with the organiser and a number of artists and residents 
participating in 2009 and earlier Triennials are the primary evidence for the analysis of this 
case study of the compound aesthetics of social public art in Chapter Three.
The research investigates the social and cultural connections of the Japanese residents and 
volunteers, as they negotiate and work towards creating social public art with people from 
other areas and countries, and of different ages. The ETAT encourages artists to engage local 
people as participants in social public art projects. I analyse the potential for artists to 
demonstrate cosmopolitanism, defined as displays of interest in strangers and awareness of 
the practices and beliefs of others. My investigation analyses the potential for encounters 
between artists and participants to shift the cultural nature of Japanese social relations. The 
research also investigates the ways in which social public art, in a nation where communities 
are self-organised as part of a formal administrative system, contrasts with critical aesthetics 
as ideas of art modelling forms of communality.
As well as analysing the importance of context and the politics of relations between artists 
and participants, this research investigates the political meaning of the form of the event and 
the symbolic nature of projects as part of the aesthetics of the social public art outcomes. The 
research assesses social public art in the ETAT for its effectiveness as a tool for enhancing 
local well-being, in terms of self-esteem and income. In connecting social art with other 
cultural activities, the ETAT is, 1 argue, an example of festivalisation and event culture, in 
which creative capital is employed to deliver economic benefits to communities, contribute to 
civic policy and enhance local communal self-esteem. In addition, the research indicates that 
often the art outcomes celebrate and validate the traditions and customs of rural life and 
historical Japanese aesthetics. I investigate reasons for the nostalgic nature of art at the ETAT, 
arguing that this outcome is a result of the considerate relations between artists and 
participants and the purpose of the event in celebrating the traditions and customs of rural life. 
Evidence which includes the culturally embedded nature of participants’ social relationships, 
the enhancement of local income and promotion of historical Japanese aesthetics and their 
symbolism validates my concept of the compound aesthetics of social public art at the ETAT.
The Blue House
The Blue House (Het Blauwe Huis) contrasts with the organisation of the previous cases in 
being an independent, artist-led project. Active during 2005-2009, The Blue House was 
initiated by experienced social art practitioner Dutch artist Jeanne van Heeswijk, as an
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independent creative endeavour.1'' The purpose of The Blue House was to conduct research 
into IJburg: a new, centrally planned, suburban development on reclaimed land at the edge of 
Amsterdam. IJburg was intended to fulfil multiple aims -  alleviate population pressures and 
assist in positioning Amsterdam as a global city participating in economic globalization -  as 
part of urban plans to attract commerce and identify Amsterdam as a Creative City. Artists, 
architects and academics were invited to be resident in the house for periods of up to six 
months, in order to investigate the impact of urban design on life at IJburg, research which 
often resembled ethnographic fieldwork.
As the project organiser, van Heeswijk required the social public art outcomes to be based on 
residents’ responses to living at IJburg and, consequentially, projects often addressed and 
were examples of ways to overcome the lack of infrastructure in the new suburb. Over its 
duration The Blue House was host to over fifty discursive events and activities, which 
included a social space for teenagers, a children’s library, a temporary community restaurant, 
edible garden, cinema, radio station, commercial ventures, debates and discussion events, and 
many other projects. My primary evidence for this case study was acquired from interviews 
with van Heeswijk, members of The Blue House and IJburg residents, and the head of 
Amsterdam city planning for IJburg.1’' Again, the research investigated the context of IJburg 
and the situation of The Blue House, and Van Heeswijk’s design of the event.
The Blue House members aimed to document local history (as well as be part of its 
production), foster sociality and interrogate the nature of life in their emergent neighbourhood. 
I discuss the direct and symbolic nature of the outcomes of projects, and the ethical and 
political significance of interactions between artists and residents involved in The Blue House 
in Chapter Four. Considering the purpose of The Blue House, I analyse whether residents 
benefited from the presence of the house as a social space, and from the services provided in 
certain social public art projects or the potential to gain social capital. I also discuss the
131 The funding for The Blue House was raised independently in an effort to maintain the autonomy of 
the event from cultural organisations or policy imperatives. Hence, The Blue House differed from the 
government supported, artist-led “direct urbanism” projects taking place simultaneously in Europe that 
were instrumental in aiming to enhance participatory planning or improve social inclusion. See Tom 
van Gestel, Henriette Heezen and Nathalie Zonnenberg, Art as Urban Strategy: Beyond Leidsche Rijn 
(Amsterdam: NAi Publishers, 2009). Also Barbara Holub, Paul Rajakovics and Bernd Vlay, “On 
Direct Urbanism and the Art of Parallel Strategies,” Open, Cahier on Art and the Public Domain, 12 
(Rotterdam: NAi Publishers and SKOR, 2007), 120-121.The directives in European cultural policy, 
aimed at social inclusion and economic, employment, education outcomes rather than art as an end in 
itself, are discussed in: Eleonora Belfiore, “Art as a Means of Alleviating Social Exclusion: Does it 
Really Work? A Critique of Instrumental Cultural Policies and Social Impact Studies in the UK,” 
International Journal o f Cultural Policy 8, no. 1 (2007): 91-106.
1321 undertook interviews in Amsterdam and elsewhere, and had access to interviews carried out by 
academic Paul O’Neill, a member of The Blue House, and a researcher with the Situations public art 
project based at the University of the West of England.
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aspiration to generate a counterpublic at IJburg, and find that a number of discursive projects 
and the design of the event acted as catalysts for communication and awareness-raising.1” 
Analysis of The Blue House hospitality projects, and the context of citizenship and cultural 
attitudes in the Netherlands and IJburg, leads to my discussion of these projects in terms of 
Jacques Derrida’s concept of hospitality. In certain projects van Heeswijk identified the need 
for fostering cosmopolitanism1,4, and I reflect upon cultural and social tensions that arose 
between residents and house members within a conceptual framework that stresses the 
conditional nature of relations between hosts and guests. The nature of social relations in 
projects, informed by factors including the lack of clarity of purpose of the event for residents 
and the temporary nature of interactions, have ramifications for van Heeswijk’s aspirations 
for the development of a temporary form of communality and the compound nature of social 
public art at The Blue House. Finally I discuss the tension between the criticality or political 
productivity of social art embedded in neoliberal contexts and the difficulty of establishing 
autonomy from state and neoliberal economic conditions. In this way, The Blue House 
indicates evidence for the varied politics and compound aesthetics arising in both the form 
and aesthetics of social public art.
Social Public Art as Compound Aesthetics: Chapter Outline
Texts that have been key to the development of the theorisation of social art over the scope of 
the thesis (late 1990s-2009), as part of a turn to critical and self-reflexive aesthetics in art 
theory, are reviewed in Chapter One. Concerned only with the literature published in English,
I refer to the discussion that set the platform for concepts of social art in art theory, before 
turning to Nicolas Bourriaud’s book Esthetique relationnelle, (1998, published as Relational 
Aesthetics in 2002) as the primary catalyst for debates on social art in Western thought. I 
analyse interpretations of social art by Bourriaud, Claire Bishop and Grant Kester in order to 
introduce their different positions. Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester discuss the meaning of 
social art as being situated variously in political relations modelled by the form of the art 
including ethics, or in the aesthetic impact of the art practices, particularly the shock of 
recognising socioeconomic differences between participants and audiences. The writings of 
these authors have provided fertile discourse for debate. However, their theories do not 
investigate the impact of context on the art projects they discuss, nor do they generally 
distinguish between participants and audiences, areas I identify as ripe for further research. 
These writings suggest there is space for a complexity of critical meanings in social public art,
The Blue House included a symposium, numerous discussion events at IJburg and internationally, a 
website, and network for continued interaction between the artists.
134 As defined on page 38.
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as well as recognising the role of Kantian or other traditional ideas of aesthetics and the 
usefulness of the formative theories within the compound aesthetics of social art.
In each of the subsequent three chapters I analyse the case studies through the concept of 
compound aesthetics that I propose as an alternative interpretative framework for social 
public art. Chapter Two provides an analysis of many of the social public art projects 
commissioned as part of inSite_05 in San Diego and Tijuana. In Chapter Three I examine the 
Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009 in Japan; and a study of The Blue House in Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands constitutes Chapter Four. Each case had a distinct purpose -  the 
interrogation of social art, research into urban development, and the revitalisation of rural 
populations -  purposes related to the local context and the organiser’s ambition for the social 
role of art.
I analyse the cases by investigating the factors I have identified as significant for social art: 
the context, constituents (artists, participants and audiences) and purpose and design of the 
event. Social public art is contingent, I argue, on factors including the specificities of culture, 
and social and structural conditions. Analysing the case study events and the projects they 
comprise, I show ways in which the synthesis of local and global, and public and private 
situations influence the participatory character and complex outcomes of social public art. A 
key example here is the importance of culture in the form of relations within social public art 
at the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009. I argue that the interactions between artists and 
participants across the borders of culture, age and geography at the Triennial disrupted the 
conventional bounded relations of Japanese residents and volunteers. In addition, I find that 
the socioeconomic and cultural characteristics of the situations for inSite_05 and The Blue 
House also confirm the significance of context for the meaning of social art.
The case studies offer evidence of the complex and compound meanings of social public art, 
in ways that contrast with the emphasis on politics or aesthetics within the formative texts on 
social art. The social public art of the case studies reveals a range of outcomes: the direct 
impact of economic assistance or resistance to normative social and cultural conditions; the 
possibility of forming small-scale public spheres or counterpublics; the temporary facilitation 
of social and cultural capital for participants and attention directed to ethical relations. The 
cases show artists being aware of both the politics and ethics of social relations and the 
related risk of stereotyping participants or reducing their autonomy when directing projects 
towards specified outcomes. The respect artists showed for participants at times led, I argue, 
to allegorical or metaphorical art rather than art that was avant-garde in challenging the 
structural causes of socio-political situations. For example, the presence of traditional
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Japanese aesthetics containing references to national ideology and sentiments associated with 
an agrarian past in art of the ETAT 2009 encouraged what has been called a “re- 
traditionalisation” of the population.135 Other evidence supports my evaluative claim that the 
compound aesthetics of social public art should allow space for diverse meanings to emerge, 
in order to ameliorate limits placed on art’s critical autonomy in the context of normative 
economic and structural situations. Artists in the case studies also absorbed heuristic research 
and learning into their art practices; inSite and The Blue House particularly encouraged art 
pedagogy and the dissemination of new knowledge. These examples are some of the 
dimensions of social public that contribute to the understanding of social public art in terms 
o f a framework of compound aesthetics.
Each case demonstrates the significance of the politics of social relations in the compound 
aesthetics of social public art. I describe social public art as a “boundary object”136 or space, 
due to the finding that artists and participants temporarily span social, cultural, economic, 
demographic and other differences during the formation processes of social art. I deploy the 
idea of art as a boundary object in which artists and participants undertake boundary crossing 
behaviour, and describe the artistic case studies as incarnating the idea of a “contact zone”. 
This term is used in anthropology to describe the processes that take place when citizens and 
strangers, or residents and visitors are brought into each other’s presence.1’7 However, the 
short timeframes of the projects in the case studies determine the negotiated rather than fully 
collaborative or dialogic nature of relations between artists and participants. Artists were not 
embedded in communities as is often presumed in writing on social art; as in the durational 
embeddedness prescribed for dialogic relations by Kester.138 Hence, there is no evidence in 
the case studies of the cultural transformation or hybridity that is part of Mary Louise Pratt’s 
definition of the contact zone or of the political transformation of art audiences, which 
Bourriaud proposed would ensue from the relational art practices he described. Nevertheless, 
the evidence suggests that artists found ways to span differences in the process of creating 
social art, as social relations in the projects often shifted from being antagonistic to finding a 
temporary consensus and empathy between parties.
1 ° Discussed in the section “National Culture, Tradition and Aesthetics” in Chapter Three.
136 Susan Starr initially outlined the term “boundary object” in 1989 to refer to the common “thing”
(not necessarily a material object) that brings groups together across boundaries in shared activities and 
relations. Susan Leigh Starr, “This is Not a Boundary Object: Reflections on the Origin of a Concept,” 
Science, Technology and Human Values 35, no. 5 (2010): 601-617.
137 I refer to Mary Louse Pratt’s anthropological interpretation of contact zones -  spaces in which 
geographically and historically separated people come into contact with each other and establish 
ongoing relations. Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (London and 
New York: Routledge, 1992), 16.
138 Kester, Conversation Pieces.
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In Chapter Five I propose that artists in the case studies demonstrated the potential for 
cosmopolitanism as part of the compound aesthetics of social public art. This conclusion is 
based on the similarity between artists’ processes and ethnographic fieldwork observed in the 
case studies. Both anthropologists and artists employ methods and processes that assist 
communication, documentation and the reporting of outcomes or findings. Social public art 
comprises a number of such components -  research or fieldwork, the participatory relations of 
creation, and exhibition or display. Analysing the ethnographic methodology of anthropology 
and artists’ processes, 1 examine the the relevance of the mid-1990s text “The Artist as 
Ethnographer” by art historian Hal Foster, where he identified the risk of artists 
misrepresenting participant subjects when enacting ethnographic methods of inquiry.139 I find 
evidence for increasing common ground between academic disciplines such as ethnography 
and art practice, both of which have adopted greater reflexivity and shared research methods 
with other disciplines. Hence, while Foster’s cautionary remarks retain some relevance, 
evidence from the case studies of artists demonstrating a self-reflexive engagement with 
others endorses the proposition of an ethnographic sensibility on the part of artists. This 
potential intersects with Käme Anthony Appiah’s account of cosmopolitanism as a 
willingness to creatively engage and value others in their particularity that is influential on the 
self. Thus, cosmopolitanism for artists offers an alternative interpretation of art’s social role 
alongside existing critical interpretations based on consensual or antagonistic democratic 
models.
In Chapter Six I turn the focus of my investigation to the audiences of social art. Writers often 
assume that audiences are participants in social art. For example, in the key theories, 
Bourriaud proposes that audiences understand they are involved in relations that encourage 
new forms of communality. Similarly, Bishop claims art world audiences will experience 
consciousness-raising by noting class and economic differences between themselves and 
social art participants, as exemplified in works by Santiago Sierra and Thomas Hirschhorn. 
However, audiences are often only invited to view the performative or physical outcomes of 
social public art, as was the circumstance for visitors to inSite_2005 and the Echigo-Tsumari 
Art Triennial 2009. Hence, audiences form, I argue, different and individual perspectives or 
experiences compared to participants. In this thesis, I differentiate audiences as the viewers 
and visitors who are not involved in the development or production of social art projects.140 In 
Chapter Six I discuss how audience experiences support my argument for the compound
139 Hal Foster, “The Artist as Ethnographer,” in The Return of the Real, The Avant-Garde at the End )f 
the Century (London and Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1996), 171-204.
1401 acknowledge that there are circumstances in which participants have the opportunity to be 
audience members.
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aesthetics o f social art, by locating four modes of meaning for audiences: the critical purpose 
of the event; the critical and creative ideas of artists and participants; the critical awareness 
raised by the context; and non-cognitive experiences of social public art projects.
Art museums have also been concerned with the question of how to be accessible and 
relevant to the diversity of their constituents, or in Eco’s terms foster “open work” in order to 
encourage the participatory involvement of audiences. In Chapter Seven I examine the 
relevance of compound aesthetics to public museums engaged in promoting public 
participation, through the connectivity between social public art and forms of participatory 
museum programming. Over the last two decades, museums, like artists, have adopted 
performative modes of programming and audience participation, alongside the traditional 
museum functions of collecting, research and exhibiting. In amongst the ideas for 
participation in museology and examples of the implementation of social participation in 
museums, I highlight the concept of off-site, ground-up programming proposed by Eilean 
Hooper-Greenhill in discussing the “post-museum”, Mariana Salgado’s “open museum” and 
Christina Kreps’ “appropriate museology” as ideas that connect with social public art.141 
Turning to art museums, I review examples of relational aesthetics and events resembling 
social public art undertaken by museums in the interests of activating the “post” or 
“appropriate” museum. The shared interest between museums and artists and producers in 
organising social public art events confirms, I argue, the relevance of compound aesthetics for 
publicly situated and participatory museum programming. I discuss this common ground in 
terms of the mutual challenges faced by participatory museums and social art events, which, I 
argue, suggests the value of museums and social art sharing future research into areas of 
compound aesthetics. This chapter is followed by a brief conclusion on the significance of 
understanding social public art as a mode of compound aesthetics.
Conclusion
The value of understanding social public art as a mode of compound aesthetics, with a range 
of different meanings for artists, participants and audiences, is the key tenet of this thesis. As 
a form of art based in everyday life, social art is significant, I suggest, in its connection with 
the shifting boundaries between public and private life, and the contraction of public space 
and civic rights in societies intertwined with economic globalization. Compound aesthetics 
stands in contrast to distinct critical interpretations, divided between politics and aesthetics, in
141 See the sections “The Development of Public Participation in Museology” and “Public Participation 
in Museology since the 1990s and the Relation to Social Public Art and Compound Aesthetics” in 
Chapter Seven.
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the formative theories of social art. Compound aesthetics is a framework that can include, I 
propose, the direct politics of resisting current economic and political conditions and of 
improving social and material well-being of participants, the indirect or intersubjective 
relations between artists and participants, and a range of experiences for audiences. I contend 
that social public art and social art in general should be expected to admit the full complexity 
of social and cultural relations between individuals, rather than assuming as Bourriaud,
Bishop and Kester do, that relations between artists and participants are ultimately either 
conciliatory or antagonistic. My analysis of the compound aesthetics of social public art 
extends and supplements the formative theoretical accounts of social art by these theorists, 
which I examine in more detail in the next chapter.
In researching the case studies I investigate the outcomes and meaning of social art in terms 
of contextual factors including the specificities of culture, and social and structural conditions, 
as well as the purpose and design of the art events. In exploring the ramifications of the artists’ 
relations with participants, 1 find the negotiation and spanning of difference between the self 
and others is one of numerous possible critical meanings able to be extracted from social 
public art. The resemblance of social public art to research and fieldwork also leads to my 
investigation of the common ground between such art and the ethnographic method of 
anthropology. Artists show, 1 argue, awareness of, and interest in, others that I propose makes 
a cosmopolitan attitude central to the compound aesthetics of social public art, and extends 
beyond an either/or choice between political and artistic concerns expressed in the key 
theories. In addition, evidence from the cases supports the idea that audiences of social public 
art and participatory museum programming are open to a range of potentially critical and 
affective experiences. As I argue, this interpretative and affective potential is constitutive of 
the compound aesthetics of social public art as a contribution to the understanding of social 
art beyond existing concepts in critical aesthetics.
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CHAPTER ONE: CRITICAL AESTHETICS AND THE THEORY OF 
SOCIAL ART -  A REVIEW OF THEORETICAL POSITIONS AND THE 
INFLUENCE OF NICOLAS BOURRIAUD’S RELATIONAL AESTHETICS
This chapter comprises a review o f the formative theoretical discussion o f social art during 
the period from the late 1990s to 2009, a period o f new thinking and debate about social art 
which coincides w ith the case studies offered by this research.14- As I have noted in the 
Introduction, concern w ith the political effectiveness and critical interpretations o f visual art 
paralleled a wider reconsideration o f the rights and relations o f the individual subject or 
collective public. Analysis o f texts in this chapter suggests the ways in which the theorising o f 
social art as critical aesthetics has positioned art as either a critical strategy or an aesthetic 
outcome able to resist or critique the conditions o f neoliberal economic globalization or other 
instrumental forces on social and cultural life. The distinct focus on politics and aesthetics in 
the foundational conceptual investigations o f social art provides the platform for my research 
into the multiple interpretations and compound aesthetics o f social art in the fo llow ing 
chapters.
To begin the discussion o f theoretical positions, I examine the precedent set by the ideas o f 
art historian M iwon Kwon and artist Suzanne Lacy. These thinkers established a critical role 
for social art in its connectivity w ith public space and social life, offering important 
precedents for the discussion o f social art as critical aesthetics.14’ The publication o f 
Bourriaud’s Relational Aesthetics, and its translation into English in 2002, subsequently set 
the scene for a number o f theoretical propositions regarding the meaning o f social art, and 
was followed by defining texts by Claire Bishop and Grant Kester. The body o f this chapter is 
a review o f the three formative critical interpretations o f social art: Bourriaud’ s emancipatory 
relational aesthetics, Bishop’ s interpretation o f social art in terms o f antagonistic provocation 
o f audiences, and Grant Kester’s advocacy for ethical dialogic relations which generate 
politica lly active communities. Discussing each w rite r’ s concepts in turn, the critical 
discussion o f social art is shown to have focused on relations as, variously, a dynamic which 
resists the commodification o f life, as a form o f art which might activate recognition o f the 
discrepancies o f power between the viewer and others or as an ethical process for the 
politicising o f communities. In their foundational texts Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester, along
l4‘ This review includes only texts written in English.
143 See the section “ Social Art: A Shift from Place to Publics in Public Art” in the Introduction.
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with Claire Doherty, laid the groundwork for the discussion of social art and made significant 
contributions to critical aesthetics. In turn, their ideas have also been formative for art practice. 
As I will suggest, these three foundational theories of social art established a dichotomy 
between the role of politics and aesthetics in the meaning of social art.
This review also indicates the ways in which concepts of relational aesthetics, relational 
antagonism and dialogic art offer political readings of the form of social art and/or interpret 
the impact of social art on the viewer, based on selected democratic models. While Bourriaud 
takes a neo-Marxist position, Bishop’s argument for agonistic relations as a democratic form 
references the neo-Marxist thinking of the political scientists Ernesto Laclau, Chantal Mouffe 
and post-structuralist philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy. Bishop’s work also draws on the concepts 
of philosopher Jacques Ranciere, whose ideas were influential on the critical thinking of 
Rosalyn Deutsche and Miwon Kwon. 144 Bourriaud’s and Kester’s propositions for aesthetics 
as political models of consensual or ethical community and Bishop’s reading of the 
antagonistic democratic potential in social art indicate, I argue, the interpretation of social art 
into two or more contradictory positions. The reductive conceptual frameworks offered by 
these writers allow for further research into the range of meanings in the experiences of artists, 
participants and audiences of social art. My review of these concepts reveals, for example, 
opportunities for further investigation of the significance of geographic and cultural context, 
and the variety of experiences of audiences, as areas absent in the emphasis on critical 
aesthetics in these key texts, and which are explored in my research into the compound 
aesthetics of social public art.
To conclude I discuss the significance of “situated art” or “situation”, a concept identified as 
relevant to social art by academic and curator Claire Doherty. Doherty argues that situation -  
encompassing historical, geographical and social context -  is significant for the meaning of 
social art. In addition to the purpose and form of art events, Doherty’s thinking reinforces the 
significance of factors of situation or context to the meaning of social public art.
144 See Kwon, One Place After Another, 148, 153-155, and Rosalyn Deutsche, Evictions, 274.
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Background to the Formative Theories of Social Art
As 1 discussed in the Introduction, critical aesthetics followed a shift away from aesthetics as 
a field in philosophy or an academic discipline and towards discussion of the political 
efficacy of art. Art historians, theorists and curators have been productive in developing the 
discourse of social art that forms part of the theorisation of critical aesthetics. Their ideas aim 
to engage with the contexts in which social art has emerged, and to situate social art in the 
existing spread of theoretical and critical trajectories, a challenge art historian Grant Kester 
notes in regard to his own categorising of dialogical art:
Am I imposing fixity on a cultural practice whose goal is to challenge categorical 
stasis? Am I simply reiterating on an epistemological level the violence and 
abstraction that so many of these projects seem to challenge? I am also conscious of 
contributing to an already unwieldy melange of terms: “new art genre public arf’, 
“littoral art”, “engaged art”, “community-based art”, and now “dialogical art”. Even 
as I try to define something called dialogical art, I find it slipping away from my 
grasp as it blurs into grassroots theatre, collaborative mural production, and 
community activism.14"
Concepts of the critical aesthetics of social art make visible the politics of overlooked or 
excluded aspects of social life, and recognise ideological resistance and reflexive political 
gestures in social art practice from a variety of perspectives. In this section I discuss the 
development of the discourse on social art as part of the renegotiation of aesthetics as active 
and reflexive interpretations of art, in particular the focus in critical aesthetics on the 
intersection of art with society in neoliberal capitalism, and ramifications for individual and 
public life and institutions.
Art historian Miwon Kwon and artist Suzanne Lacy contributed to the nascent discussion of 
social art in terms of the possibilities for active citizenship it offered, focussing on the politics 
of being a subject (subject-making) in connection to place and time. The writings of Kwon 
and Lacy are significant foundations for a critical, rather than intuitive, conception of 
aesthetics. Kwon’s book One Place After Another: Site-Specific Art and Locational Identity 
(2004) was the culmination of her analysis of innovative forms of art that engage with people 
and public space. Reflecting upon art and its public context in the late 1990s, Kwon interprets 
site specificity as the “cultural mediation of broader social, economic, and political processes 
that organize urban life and urban space”.146 In Kwon’s view, the site offers the potential for 
developing a public sphere, encompassing “cultural debates, a theoretical concept, social
l4" Kester, Conversation Pieces, 188. 
146 Kwon, One Place After Another, 3.
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issues, a political problem, an institutional framework, a community or seasonal event, a 
historical condition, and even particular forms o f desire” .147 She proposes that artists are 
pressured to be nomadic or “out o f place” to escape the economic determinism o f late 
capitalism, and instrumentality o f cultural policy.148 Kwon concluded that artists were no 
longer producers o f aesthetic objects nor did they aspire to modem notions o f avant-garde 
transformation, due to their mobile and temporal interactions with uncertain, unstable or 
ambiguous public situations. Instead, artists become performers or act as a “service provider” , 
politically progressive yet continuously negotiating the ethics o f their social relations.'44 For 
Kwon, the context in which art practices takes place informs the artw ork’s performance, as 
well as the subjectivity o f the artist and those engaged with the art.
Furthermore, Kwon recognises the inherent tension in associating art with concepts o f 
community, democracy and politics when communicative ambitions (ideas such as H aberm as’ 
public sphere discussed in the Introduction) are perceived as impossible to realise. Hence, she 
argues for a collective art practice or praxis , and an alignment o f site with a postmodern 
understanding o f community as fluid and open in terms o f internal and external relations.150 
Kwon defers to Jean-Luc N ancy’s ideas o f community as a communicative aspiration, a form 
that expresses a desire for something never possessed in a concrete bond or form. N ancy’s 
book The Inoperative Community, first translated into English in the early 1990s, has been 
influential in discussions o f community formation or engagement in social art. In contrast to 
identitarian politics, Nancy premises both promised and achieved communality on the 
recognition o f the inability o f achieving an association based on harmonious society. N ancy’s 
anti-organicist idea o f community contrasts with the Marxist conception o f a consensual or 
harmonious society following the demise o f capitalism. Rather Nancy suggests:
Being in common has nothing to do with communion, with fusion into a body, into a 
unique and ultimate identity that would no longer be exposed. Being in common 
means, to the contrary, no longer having, in any form , in any empirical or ideal place, 
such a substantial identity, and sharing this (narcissistic) “lack o f  identity”.151 
Thus, the only process that might confirm the legitimacy o f a social group is the self-reflexive 
questioning o f its legitimacy as a closed or well-founded identity, its undoing or descenvre
147 Kwon, “One Place After Another: Notes on Site-Specificity,” 80, 93.
148 Miwon Kwon, “The Wrong Place,” in Doherty, Contemporary Art, 30-41.
144 Kwon, “One Place After Another: Notes on Site-Specificity,” 85-110; Miwon Kwon, “The Wrong 
Place,” Art Journal 59, no. 1 Spring (2000): 33-43; and Kwon, One Place After Another, 142.
IM) Kwon, One Place After Another, 153-154. For Kwon praxis suggests both a civil practice and a 
counter hegemonic intellectual engagement.
m Jean-Luc Nancy, The Inoperative Community, ed. Peter Connor (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2008), xxxviii. Published in French in 1987, The Inoperative Community was first 
published in English in 1991.
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(translated as “ inoperative”), an idea resembling Bishop’s concept o f relational antagonism 
and which Kester takes issue with in his argument for dialogic aesthetics as I will explain. For 
Nancy, the individual and self are “singularities” intuiting a common lack o f identity until the 
other is recognised in oneself.132 In this way, N ancy’s thinking has enabled writers such as 
Kwon, Deutsche and Bishop to interrogate the potential capacity o f public and social art to 
generate new forms o f communality.
By contrast, artist Suzanne Lacy identifies the extent to which artists support social values 
and the formation o f social or local communities in West Coast North America, in her 
publication M apping the Terrain, New Genre Public Art. Lacy defines “new genre public art” 
as a new form o f aesthetics, which she configures as different in subject matter and form to 
conventional community art in encapsulating the public subjects o f  the art and its 
experimental, process-based aesthetics. This new meaning for art was generated by the 
interpersonal interactions o f self-reflexive artists addressing social and ethical issues in public 
contexts that were distinct from the sites o f conventional public art.Ix’ Lacy claims that this 
new genre o f public art does not operate purely a social service. More radically, new genre art 
offers an instrument for transformative social change through either long-term social 
participation or inspiration.1 4
The thinking o f Kwon and Lacy contributed to the emergence o f ideas that now include: new 
genre public art, socially-engaged art, community-based art, participatory art, collaborative 
art, relational aesthetics, dialogic art, connective aesthetics, littoral art, pragmatic realism and 
post-minimal public art amongst other concepts that intersect with social art.155 Lacy’s new 
genre public art critiqued the failure o f social and administrative institutions and economic 
inequalities, and engaged with public issues such as “toxic waste, race relations,
132 Aspects of Nancy’s thinking resonate with Jacques Derrida’s concept of hospitality, discussed in 
Chapter Four.
133 Lacy acknowledged her indebtedness to the work of Guy Debord, Fluxus, Joseph Beuys’ concept of 
social sculpture and Allan Kaprow, amongst others, in the integration of the artist’s role into society 
and emphasis on the discursive and pedagogical nature of art, which she understood as offering an 
alternative history for public art through feminist, ethnic, Marxist, activist and collaborative 
methodologies. Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 25-30, 40, 190. On the precedents for new genre public art 
see Miles, Art, Space and the City, 102.
134 Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 29.
133 Suzi Gablik advocated for a “connective” art capable of fostering holistic co-existence with others, 
resulting in psychological and spiritual wellbeing, to counter the individualism arising with modernity. 
Suzi Gablik, “Connective Aesthetics: Art after Individualism,” in Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 83-86, 
and Suzi Gablik, “Connective Aesthetics,” American Art 6, no. 2 (1992), 2-7, 
http://www.jstor.org.virtual.anu.edu.au/stable/i356264, JSTOR, The University of Chicago Press on 
behalf of The Smithsonian Museum (accessed 26 March 2010). For pragmatic realism and post- 
minimal public art see: Marjolein Schhaap, “Super-Directing -  The Work of Jeanne van Heeswijk,” in 
Jeanne van Heeswijk: Systems, ed. Jeanne van Heeswijk (Berlin: Green Box Systems, 2007), 10.
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homelessness, aging, gang warfare, and cultural identity”.1"6 In Lacy’s examples, such art 
addresses discrimination, censorship and violence in regard to women, gays and ethnic groups, 
and crises in health and ecology, through collaborations across cultural and socioeconomic 
barriers.1"7 Lacy proposes that socially-engaged art is critical in synthesising vanguard art 
forms (installation, performative and processes based art and sculptural media) and 
addressing the sociopolitical situations of marginalised social groups while generating 
empathy, understanding and a new professional capacity in artists and participants.
Lacy emphasises the critical value of the intentions and the consensual production of art 
projects and their meaning, within predefined communities, as a measure of positive 
outcomes, thinking that foreshadowed Kester’s interest in ethics in dialogic aesthetics.1"8 By 
questioning the shifting nature of “public” Lacy also proposes a new creative and pedagogic 
purpose for artists engaged with a situation, who must consider questions such as: “Is ‘public’ 
a qualifying description of place, ownership or access? Is it a subject, or a characteristic of the 
particular audience? Does it explain the intentions of the artist or the interests of the 
audience?” 1"9 Lacy’s art and writing highlight how artists and critics grappled with the 
symbolic and practical ethics, and aesthetics of socially-engaged art. A precedent of 
Bourriaud’s identification of harmonious community in his book Relational Aesthetics, Lacy 
considered that, apart from providing a social good, art might be best considered as “a 
representation or model” for social exchanges or creative practice, stating:
It is possible process-based public art is at its most powerful when, as with most 
visual art forms, it operates as a symbol. The relationship of demonstrable effects to 
the impact of a metaphor must be grappled with as this work attempts to function 
simultaneously within both social and aesthetic traditions.160 
Although new genre art has been dismissed as social work on account of its lack of direct 
politics161, a critique sometimes made of social art which lacks overt political messages,
Lacy’s practice and thinking contributed to the theory of social art.
136 Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 20, 19. Also Suzanne Lacy, Leaving Art: Writings on Performance, 
Politics and Publics, 1974-2007 (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2010), 141-142.
'"7 Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 27. The predominance of socially-engaged projects confronting class 
and racial issues prompted Judith F. Baca to write that the public had “changed colour”. Judith Baca, in 
Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 138.
138 Lacy, interview with the author, 10 March 2010.
139 Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 20.
160 Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 183-184.
161 Critic Christian Kravagna considered new genre public art was “traditional, essentialist, moralising, 
mystifying and pastoral” in Christian Kravagna, “Working on the Community. Models of Participatory 
Practice,” trans., Aileen Derieg, European Institute for Progressive Cultural Policies, Transversal 
Multilingual Web Journal, January 1999, http://eipcp.net/transversal/1204/kravagna/en (accessed 3 
October 2009).
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This brief introduction to the foundations for the theorising of social art indicates how writers 
interpret the politics inherent in the social processes of interactions, and outcomes of such 
interactions, from a range of perspectives. The formative writing on social art at the time of 
the case studies (late 1990s to 2009) reflects the direction in critical aesthetics towards a 
political role for art. Art historians and theorists examine the extent to which art might resist 
or enhance understanding of sociopolitical and cultural difference and the inequities 
associated with structural and economic powers in texts on social art. In the remainder of this 
chapter, I discuss three key approaches that have been formative in the theoretical 
engagement with social art, and explain the critical meaning each writer assigned to the form 
of art or located in the politics of social relations.
The theories of social art published by Nicolas Bourriaud, Claire Bishop, and Grant Kester in 
the period under discussion established the foundation of the critical discussion of social art 
along philosophical, ideological and ethical lines. Following discussion in the 1990s on the 
ways art was conceived to contribute to the making of place and publics, which I discussed in 
the Introduction, Bourriaud’s Relational Aesthetics, with its claim that social art counters the 
dehumanising tendencies of advanced capitalism, was acknowledged by theorists as raising 
“the intellectual stakes on the role and political effect of participatory art at the turn of the 
century.’’16" Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics was quickly followed by Bishop’s publication of 
her concept of relational antagonism, and Kester’s ideas of dialogical art and community 
engagement in art. My discussion of these ideas highlights the contrast between Bourriaud’s 
proposition of a model of non-market communality in relational aesthetics, the thought 
activated by the recognition of socioeconomic difference by the viewer of social art claimed 
by Bishop, and Kester’s advocacy of politicised communal identities that may emerge when 
dialogic relations are established between artists and communities. In this way, this discussion 
indicates the ideas which broke new ground in the understanding of social art, and the 
differences between these distinct positions that raised debate regarding art theory and 
practice.
A point of tension between these key concepts is the location of, or the balance between, the 
politics and aesthetics of social art. Relational aesthetics and dialogic aesthetics locate 
meaning, essentially political emancipation, in the form of the social relations configured 
within social art practices, paying less attention to the nature of the artwork as a whole. By 
contrast, Bishop’s relational antagonism understands the viewer as a subject whose
162 Dave Beech, “Don’t Look Now! Art After the Viewer and Beyond the Participator,” in Searching 
for Art's New Public, ed. Jeni Walwin (Bristol: Intellect 2010), 23.
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consciousness is stimulated by the avant-garde shock o f experiencing socioeconomic and 
cultural difference in the social artwork, a meaning that relies on the primacy o f the artist’s 
creative endeavour. These distinct positions can usefully co-exist, as art critics Paul Chan and 
Sven Ltitticken suggest in noting that contemporary art has a more productive contribution to 
make than the dichotomy between politics and aesthetics in art theory.10. The following 
review o f the three key concepts o f social art highlights the distinctive interpretations that can 
assist in interpretation o f different cases o f social art. Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester offer 
different elucidations o f democracy in art, framed as either harmonious or ethical consensus 
amongst equals or agonistic pluralism (democracy as debate stimulated by difference). Their 
interpretations o f social art are shown to draw on the ideas o f selected political theorists, and 
pay only limited regard to the specificities o f the art and its context. The theories o f Bourriaud, 
Bishop and Kester provide the platform for my research into the multiple meanings o f social 
art. In addition, Claire Doherty usefully associates social art with context in her writing on the 
concept o f “situatedness” or situation. Overall, the three key concepts o f social art developed 
by Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester, while taken individually do not allow for the multiple types 
o f aesthetics evident in the case studies, offer propositions that have been productive for art 
practice and theory and contribute to further expansion o f the theoretical discussion o f social 
art.
Relational Aesthetics: Nicolas Bourriaud’s Theory of Social Art
Proposing that “Art is a state o f encounter” 164, or a form o f sociality, Nicolas Bourriaud 
claimed that certain art in the 1990s reduced the mediation o f capitalism and technology on 
life.16" Bourriaud’s development o f this concept appeared in a number o f essays written in the 
mid-1990s and first published as Esthetique relationnelle (Relational Aesthetics) in 1998, and 
published in English four years later.166 The thinking behind “relational aesthetics” arose in 
Bourriaud’s curatorial work in Europe.167 His examples o f relational art include a diverse
163 Chan and Ltitticken stated: “Rather than gloss over the issue, one should affirm and exacerbate art’s 
problematic status, its essential undecidability, which holds the promise of a more productive 
politicization of contemporary art above and beyond any projects on ‘aesthetics and politics’ or ‘art and 
activism’.” Paul Chan and Sven Ltitticken, “Idiot Wind: An Introduction,” e-flux Journal 22 (2011), 
http://www.e-tlux.com/journal (accessed 10 March 2012).
164 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 18.
I6" Bourriaud associates the technologies of the Internet and cinema with commodified spectacle. 
Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 16, 42.
166 Nicolas Bourriaud, Esthetique relationnelle (Dijon. Les presses du reel, 1998). Two chapters were 
published in Documents sur I'art (which Bourriaud co-edited with Eric Troncy from 1992) and the 
catalogue for the exhibition Traffic (1996) curated by Bourriaud for Musee d’Art Contemporain in 
Bordeaux, as noted in Downey, “Towards a Politics of (Relational) Aesthetics,” 267. The English 
reference for Relational Aesthetics is given in note 109.
167 Bourriaud was founder and co-director at Palais de Tokyo, Paris (1996-2006). John Roberts and 
Stephen Wright note that the French journals Mouvements and Multitudes, and artists groups Bureau
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range of styles and forms of art by established, professional artists and mostly exhibited in art 
galleries. Artworks discussed in Relational Aesthetics include Rikrit Tiravanija cooking Thai 
meals in the gallery, Gabriel Orozco’s Hamoc en la moma (1993), a hammock slung in the 
gardens of the Museum of Modern Art, New York, and Felix Gonzalez-Torres Stacks of 
prints and piles of sweets placed in the gallery and free for the taking.I0S Bourriaud’s 
examples comprise artworks that encourage audiences to participate in their formation or 
evolution, and also static, non-participatory art that implies sociality.
Bourriaud shared the optimism expressed by Lacy and Gablik that sociability in participatory 
art could offer a model for an alternative form of democratic society, recognising the 
impossibility of deliberative democracy as a consequence of the rise of individualism, and the 
mediation of life by economic globalization and technology. Bourriaud’s primary thesis in 
Relational Aesthetics was that relational art offered a timely opposition to the historical form 
of capitalist exchange of labour in production or service-based economies in the West.109 His 
thinking is based in a Marxist materialist politics, essentially the assertion that individuals and 
their relations are commodified in the contemporary and mass media saturated world. 
Bourriaud’s approach was also strongly influenced by Guy Debord’s theory of spectacle 
culture.17(1 Relational aesthetics raised the possibility of social art as a form of resistance, as 
Bourriaud suggests in stating: “The aura of art no longer lies in the hinter-world represented 
by the work, not in the form itself, but in front of it, within the temporary collective form that 
it produces by being put on show.”1' 1 Art is upheld as emancipatory as it offers: “a space in 
social relations, which although it fits more or less harmoniously into the overall system, 
suggests possibilities for exchanges other than those that prevail within the system.” 172 The
d’etudes, Access local and AAA Corp were also significant in establishing collaborative creative and 
political forms in France the late 1990s. John Roberts and Stephen Wright, “Art and Collaboration, 
Introduction,” Third Text 18, no. 6 (2004): 531.
I<,!< Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 7, 17. Other artists discussed in Relational Aesthetics include 
Vanessa Beecroft, Maurizio Cattelan, Liam Gillick, Pierre Huyghe and Philippe Parreno. Most artists 
discussed had participated in exhibitions curated by Bourriaud such as Traffic (1996).
169 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 9.
170 Bourriaud suggested prior moments in art history, such as the ideas of Situationists and Guy 
Debord’s Society o f the Spectacle (1967), were significant for referencing dialogue between viewers 
yet claimed relations had developed as a critical instrument in art only in the 1990s. Bourriaud, 
Relational Aesthetics, 44, and Miroslav Kulchitsky, “Interview of Miroslav Kulchitsky with Nicolas 
Bourriaud,” Boiler, http://www.boiler.odessa.net/english/razl/nlrls02.htm (accessed 16 August 2004). 
Other researchers have noted connections between the sociopolitical direction of Joseph Beuys’ 
practice and relational aesthetics. Chrisa-Maria Lerm Hayes, “Unity in Diversity Through Art? Joseph 
Beuys’ Models of Cultural Dialogue,” The Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei Note de Lavoro Series, 
Social Science Research Network Electronic Paper Collection, 10, 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=897430 (accessed 4 July 2010).
1 1 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 61.
I7~ Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 16.
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new models of sociality that Bourriaud identifies in the “arena of exchange” 17 ’ he equates 
with a social “interstice”.174 This is Karl Marx’s term for describing community trading 
relations outside the capitalist profit-based system, which include, for example, barter and gift 
giving. Bourriaud declared relational aesthetics “may be able to elude alienation, the division 
of labour, the commodification of space and the reification of life. We could thus say that the 
exhibition constitutes an interstice, which sometimes reproduces or uses the very forms of our 
alienation.” 17" That is, in the participation in social art, the viewer becomes aware of the 
contrast between communal, non-capitalist social relations in art and reality. In essence, 
Bourriaud proposed that relational aesthetics is critically productive in supporting the 
development of new political and social designs for living to replace the mediated and empty 
nature of current relations and social life under economic globalization.
A key concept in relational aesthetics is sociability. This essential feature, variously described 
by Bourriaud as sociability, spectator participation or critical models of conviviality, is both 
found in, and gives rise to, sets of relations between people.17(1 These relations include 
communication, social exchange, interaction, collaboration, participation, dialogue and 
models of action.177 Sociability is key as Bourriaud describes social exchanges, interactivity 
and communication in art as “tools serving to link individuals and human groups together”.178 
Sociability creates these links for Bourriaud because he assumes artist and audience are equal 
collaborators who influence other individuals in their encounters.174 He effectively fuses the 
form, outcome and critical interpretation or aesthetic of art. Hence, relational aesthetics 
encompasses the following: the collective behaviour required to create the work or that 
resulted as the work, the exhibitable outcome, and the product of that behaviour (or the 
models of relations or sociability generated).180 In particular, audiences summoned in the 
production or exhibition of the artwork have an intersubjective experience and momentarily
173 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 15-16, 28.
174 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 16, 41-42.
I7" Nicolas Bourriaud, “Berlin Letter About Relational Aesthetics,” in Doherty, Contemporary Art, 48. 
Relational aesthetics also has associations with other ideas of sociability resisting economics or narrow 
self-interest, such as George Simmel’s “sociability”. 011 i Pyyhtinen, Simmel and the Social 
(Houndmills, Hampshire: Palgrave, 2010), 25.
176 Bourriaud discussed sociability as a small gesture inserted into daily life in art, such as Gabriel 
Orozco’s photographs of oranges placed on empty stalls in a Brazilian market (Crazy Tourist, 1991) or 
Orozco’s hammock at the New York MoMA (Hamoc en al moma, 1993). Bourriaud, Relational 
Aesthetics, 17.
1 7 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 112.
178 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 43.
174 Bourriaud acknowledged the contingent and multiple experiences of intersubjectivity on the part of 
individual participants and audiences, stating that “the status of the viewer alternates between that of a 
passive consumer, and that of a witness, an associate, a client, a guest, a co-producer and a 
protagonist”. Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 58.
18(1 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 19. Exhibition value and use value are both alternatives to 
exchange value in Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 13, 38, 83.
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form a group, described as temporary communities or micro-communities.181 In this 
assumption, audiences become capable of acting upon or discussing and filling a gap or loss 
of communal bonds in current sociability.
In Relational Aesthetics, Bourriaud described the form or the “scenario” of art as pointing to a 
desired world or model of possible encounters capable of reflecting and producing 
intersubjective relations with others that are largely absent in contemporary society.182 
Bourriaud was careful to stress the potential nature of relational aesthetics in his argument 
that human relations staged or configured in relational art produced models of how a more 
democratic society might be renegotiated.18’ The abstract character of relational aesthetics is 
indicated in Bourriaud’s discussion of “the symbolic value of the ‘world’ it suggests to us, 
and of the image of human relations reflected by it” and “the inter-human relations which 
they represent, produce or prompt”.184 Participating audiences can be invested with capability 
to produce non-commercial relations, or the conditions for other kinds of social exchange in 
the future. Bourriaud also proposes that communicative networks can be generated by the co­
presence of multiple audiences.18' In proposing the potentiality of relational aesthetics and 
intersubjectivity as a form of resistance, Bourriaud relied heavily on the ideas of Felix 
Guattari. Guattari’s understanding of art as a process of becoming, and his concept of 
rhizomatic subjectivity conceived as oppositional to existing structures, was influential on 
Bourriaud's thinking.18'1 These ideas informed Bourriaud’s proposition of aesthetics as an 
independent and collective elaboration of meaning in the world through everyday forms of 
social exchange and interaction during participation in artworks, such as Clegg & Guttman’s 
Record Lending Library, or in other examples, the dinners, interviews and conversations that 
form social artworks.
1X1 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 58.
182 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 23. Bourriaud employs Lacan’s theory of the gaze and the idea of 
the face of the other as an interdiction from Emmanuel Levinas in connecting art with intersubjectivity 
and the creation of the subject, in ideas that connect with Derrida’s concept of hospitality discussed in 
the section “Hospitality -  The Theory of Jacques Derrida” in Chapter Four.
183 Nicolas Bourriaud, “Instable Connections,” in Neighbourhood Secrets: Art as Urban Process, ed. 
Jan Inge Reislstad (Oslo: Press Publishing, 2009), 309.
184 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 18, 112.
I8> Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 29, 57 and 79-104. See Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A 
Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, vol 2, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1987). Claire Doherty and Paul O’Neill also associate networks with 
the form and affect of social art. Paul O’Neill and Claire Doherty, Locating the Producers: Durational 
Approaches to Public Art (Amsterdam: Valiz, 2011).
18(1 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 79-104. Also Bourriaud, “Instable Connections,” 315.
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Relational Aesthetics rapidly became a “notoriously debated” 187 work, as much for the 
application of Bourriaud’s term to an unduly broad range of art, as its reception by critics. 
Upon the translation of Esthetique relationnelle into English in 2002, Bourriaud’s 
terminology was rapidly and liberally applied to contemporary art that took social relations as 
its subject or form. As Maria Lind noted:
... the notion of relational aesthetics ... has become a catchphrase carelessly used for 
any work within an interactive and/or socially related dimension. Recent years’ 
relational tendencies, which often depart from the model Bourriaud formulated, 
include interventionist off-site projects, discursive and pedagogical models, neo­
activist strategies and increasingly functionalist approaches (e.g., art/architecture 
collaborative groups).188
Lind suggests that relational aesthetics was productive for artists in encouraging the political 
testing and disseminating of forms of sociability within existing political mechanisms.
However, relational aesthetics was perhaps more significant in the sphere of art theory than 
practice, in activating new discussions around social and political art. Art historian Toni Ross 
noted how relational aesthetics “continues a post-modern dismantling of the modernist axiom 
of aesthetic autonomy”, and Kantian aesthetic philosophy.180 Most theoretical responses to 
Bourriaud’s proposition, including Bishop’s counter concept discussed in the following 
section, focused on the consensual nature of the social relations modelled in relational art 
Bourriaud discussed. The sweeping claim for the emancipatory nature of such art in 
Bourriaud's text was interpreted as crudely utopian by a number of critics.190 For example, art 
historian Hal Foster dismissed the symbolic power of relational aesthetics as “happy 
interactions”, or as a formalism comprising “a benign image of globalization”.191 Foster went 
further, associating the assumption of a general lack of sociability in society in Relational 
Aesthetics with a turn towards a ‘post-critical’ art, and art criticism that was devoid of 
theoretical rigour.192 Miwon Kwon disagreed with Bourriaud’s assumptions about the 
uniformity of social connectedness in relational art and argued for the recognition of the
187 Jennifer Orpana, “Signs of Life: Relational Aesthetics and the [Murmur] Project,” SHIFT Queen’s 
Journal of Visual and Material Culture, 2, no. 2, http://www.shiftjournal.org/articles/2009/orpana.htm 
(accessed 4 July 2010).
188 Lind, “The Collaborative Turn,” 21.
189 Toni Ross, “Aesthetic Autonomy and Interdisciplinarity: A Response to Nicolas Bourriaud’s 
Relational Aesthetics,” Journal o f Visual Art Practice 5, no. 3 (2006): 67-81.
190 See Liam Gillick, “Contingent Factors: A Response to Claire Bishop’s ‘Antagonism and Relational 
Aesthetics’,” October 115 Winter (2006): 96, and Radical Culture Research Collective, “A Very Short 
Critique of Relational Aesthetics”.
191 Hal Foster, “Arty Party,” London Review o f Books, 4 December 2003, 21.
192 Foster stated that: “There is the further suspicion that, for all its discursivity, ‘relational aesthetics’ 
might be sucked up in the general movement for a ‘post-critical’ -  an art and architecture, cinema and 
literature ‘after theory’.” Hal Foster, “Arty Party,” 22.
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singularity of the viewing experience.19 ’ Art historian Nina Möntmann was one of the few 
critics who found the idea of temporary, experimental micro-communities positive, for 
avoiding discrimination against already marginalised groups that she finds is implied by new 
genre public art.194 A number of critics implied that Bourriaud overlooked the influence of 
social or institutional contexts on social relations, and disagreed with his claim that the 
constituents of social art could be clearly defined as engaging in public networks of social 
associations.19" In this regard, Bourriaud did refer to context in distinguishing relational 
aesthetics as relevant to social, rather than spatial, relations, but did not explore the effect of 
context further.196 However, it should be acknowledged that Bourriaud’s ideas contributed to 
the establishment of a new platform for the discussion of contemporary art based in sociality.
Primarily, criticism of Relational Aesthetics was directed at the idea that art could avoid 
commodification, despite Bourriaud discussing relational aesthetics as a symbolic model. 
Bourriaud acknowledged the utopian nature of his argument197, and admitted that his essays in 
the text were provocations made in the face of the impossibility of radical alternatives to the 
current neoliberal reality.198 Bourriaud recognised the idealism of proposing that art and 
artists could avoid instrumentalisation within institutions and the reign of commodity value in 
the economic system.199 Nevertheless, for academic critics such as Stewart Martin and George 
Baker, as for Foster, relational aesthetics fetishised and exposed capitalist exchange and 
borderless economic globalization, or mirrored the form of the service economy of present- 
day capitalism without providing art with the autonomy to distinguish itself as a force against
193 Miwon Kwon, “The Becoming of a Work of Art: Felix Gonzalez-Torres and a Possibility of 
Renewal, a Change to Share, a Fragile Truce,” in Felix Gonzalez-Torres, ed. Julie Ault (New York & 
Göttingen: Steidl Publishers, 2006), 286.
194 Nina Möntmann, “Community Service,” Frieze, 1 October 2006, 
http://www.frieze.com/issue/print_article/community_service/ (accessed 8 April 2009).
19" Rustom Bharucha, “The Limits of the Beyond. Contemporary Art Practice, Intervention and 
Collaboration in Public Spaces,” Third Text 21, no. 4, July (2007): 415; Stewart Martin, “Critique of 
Relational Aesthetics,” Third Text 21, no. 4 (2007): 369-386; Downey, “Towards a Politics of 
(Relational) Aesthetics,” 272; and Carsten Hermann-Pillath, “What Have We Learnt from 20 Years of 
Economic Research into Culture?” International Journal o f Cultural Studies 13, no. 4 (2010): 330.
196 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 113.
197 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 82.
198 Bourriaud explained this position in statements such as: “As a human activity based on commerce, 
art is at once the object and subject of an ethic. And this all the more so because, unlike other activities, 
its sole function is to he exposed to this commerce ... Social utopias and revolutionary hopes have 
given way to everyday micro-utopias and imitative strategies, any stance that is “directly” critical of 
society is futile, if based on the illusion of a marginality that is nowadays impossible, not to say 
regressive.” Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 18, 31.
199 Bourriaud acknowledged the utopian nature of his argument when he stated that galleries can be 
“reproached for denying social conflict and dispute, differences and divergences, and the impossibility 
of communicating within an alienated social space, in favour of an illusory and elitist modelling of 
forms of sociability, by being limited to the art world.” Bourriaud, “Berlin Letter about Relational 
Aesthetics,” 46-48.
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commodity culture."00 The philosopher Jacques Rändere, whose thinking was informative for 
the antagonistic model of social relations in the thinking of Bishop, also dismissed relational 
aesthetics for failing to activate political resistance in daily life.201
Rändere has contributed to critical aesthetics and debate around relational aesthetics by 
engaging in an extensive project to re-think the concepts of art and aesthetic experience as 
broad and malleable ideas with political significance. Ranciere’s discussion of art is part of a 
project to interrogate ideas of agonistic democratic pluralism in their potential for a socially 
productive philosophy. In his formulation of a political theory of agonistic democracy, 
Ranciere’s ideas are relevant for Bishop’s writing on social art. For Rändere, writing in The 
Politics o f  Aesthetics: The Distribution o f  the Sensible, democratic formations require some 
dissent or disconnect to disturb rational systems from within, in the name of equality.20'  Art 
holds limited political possibilities, but only art per se , or art that distinguishes itself from 
political activism or social service, might enable the emancipated spectator to rethink their 
place in the world by seeing the world differently, and hence intervene as political subjects.
Rändere privileges individual spectators and the larger community in their potential for 
dissensual behaviour, in contrast to Bourriaud’s focus on the formation of consensual 
relations. Rändere considers that art of the type discussed in Relational Aesthetics fails to 
respect or optimise the spectator’s active interpretation."0. Art with a political message -  
socially-engaged art or the micro-communities of relational aesthetics -  is distinct from the 
art which Rändere understands as holding political potential for the viewer. Rändere 
addresses the experience of art and the spectator in terms of three regimes of art: the key 
regime for contemporary and social art being the aesthetic regime.204 Rändere posits that this 
aesthetic regime offers a middle way between ethical and technical values in art: between the 
aesthetics o f art as art, and art as life, or a third point of productive tension between the 
regimes of images and representation."11" Artworks in Ranciere’s aesthetic regime lie between
"(,l) Martin, “Critique of Relational Aesthetics,” 378-382, and George Baker, “Untitled Editorial Note,” 
October 110 (2004): 65. See also Pat McIntyre, “(More or Less) Democratic Forms: Relational 
Aesthetics and the Rhetoric of Globalization,” Anamesa 5, no.l (2007): 35-45.
201 Rändere, Aesthetics and its Discontents, 56-57.
"°" Jacques Rändere, The Politics o f Aesthetics: The Distribution o f the Sensible, trans. Gabriel 
Rockhill (London and New York: Continuum, 2004), 52.
203 Jacques Rändere, The Emancipated Spectator, trans. Gregory Elliott (London: Verso, 2009), 52-82. 
“°4 Rändere argues that the aesthetic regimes of art arose with modernism, and are networks of 
relations that specify the way objects, acts, processes or practices are understood as art, and can contain 
the promise or anticipation of equality instead of reinforcing social distinction. Rändere, The Politics 
o f Aesthetics, 20-30.
20:1 The other regimes are the ethical regime of images -  which not only refers to art but also comprises 
judgements on truthfulness and the ethical questions of moral and representational appropriateness -
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being art and merging with other forms of activity and being, and are not confined to galleries 
or institutions. As objects of sense experience, art is invested with new forms of thought and 
transcends the ordinary understanding of that object to offer a form of critical resistance/06 
With this thinking, Ranciere has been influential in the discussion of the ability of art to resist 
liberal democratic conditions, and formative for Bishop’s concept of relational antagonism.'07
With his book Relational Aesthetics and concept of contemporary art as a proposition for 
fostering non-commodifiable forms of sociality, Bourriaud established a platform for the 
critical discussion of social art at the end of the 1990s.2t)S His thinking reflected the increased 
recognition of art’s lack of autonomy and consideration of the effectiveness of the political 
capability of art in critical aesthetics. While criticised for its speculative and utopian nature, 
Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics acted, and remains relevant as, an open provocation to 
artists, curators and critics as to the generation of political efficacy, public debate and social 
connectivity in creative practice, especially social art. The concept of relational aesthetics is, 
hence, a key and formative theory in my research into social art in the late 1990s to 2009. 
Relational aesthetics supports the idea that social art encounters reflect and produce multiple 
intersubjective relations, and points to the complex and compound nature of social art that 
forms the subject of my research.
Relational Antagonism: Claire Bishop’s Theory of Audience Experience
In her seminal article, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics” (2004), art historian Bishop 
censured Relational Aesthetics for what she perceived as Bourriaud’s inability to disengage 
from forms of capitalist exchange or liberal democracy and present a clear alternative to a 
market model of social life.209 Bishop is also a foremost theorist in the field of social art, 
interrogating social art in terms of the subjectivity of the audience. Bishop claimed that the 
conviviality of relational aesthetics offered only spectacle, which she understands as 
unidirectional communication. According to Bishop, Bourriaud did not examine or question
and the representational regime of art, which is concerned with resemblance and the accuracy of 
resemblance to a set of conventions or normative conditions that are not primarily ethical.
206 Ranciere, The Politics o f Aesthetics, 23. Also see Oliver Davis, Jacques Ranciere (Cambridge, UK 
and Malden: Polity Press, 2010), 152.
Ranciere’s criticism is upheld in critical discussions of social art, see Downey, “Towards a Politics 
of (Relational) Aesthetics,” 267-75, and Ross, “Aesthetic Autonomy and Interdisciplinarity,” 167-181.
208 Bourriaud continued his investigation of a typology of contemporary art practices in networks and 
global systems of production in Nicolas Bourriaud, Postproduction: Culture as Screenplay: How Art 
Reprograms the World (New York: Lukas & Sternberg, 2002), and proposed a nomadic condition for 
art and artists in globalization in the publication and exhibition Altermodern. Nicolas Bourriaud, 
“Altermodern” in Alter modern; Tate Triennial, ed. Nicolas Bourriaud (London: Tate Publishing 2009), 
13-20.
209 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 51-79.
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the quality o f social relationships staged in relational art but, rather, equated aesthetics with 
the ethical nature o f relations produced by art.210 Indeed, Bishop found that: “Relational 
aesthetics understands the political only in the loosest sense o f advocating dialogue over 
monologue ... in other respects it remains an assertion o f political will (in the creation o f a 
mini-utopia)” .2" In response, Bishop’s project was to contrast the lack o f emancipation 
offered by the consensual democratic forms proposed in Relational Aesthetics with aesthetic 
practices o f shock and dissent or dissensus (a term she borrowed from Ranciere).212
Bishop and Bourriaud are both concerned with the intersubjective potential o f art, Bourriaud 
suggesting that art can activate or symbolise the activation o f experiences o f the world that 
can be shared between the self and others, creating a bridge between people; Bishop asserting 
that art revealing the conditions o f existence in a fragmented modem culture generates 
reflection in the viewer.21' In the interests o f promoting the avant-garde intersubjectivity o f 
social art, Bishop asserted that Bourriaud valued intersubjective relations over the art itself. 
She maintained that his suggestion o f the creation o f micro-communities o f audiences that 
held something in common ignored the problematic nature o f a general definition o f 
audiences as forming a unified community and the boundaries between artists and viewers. 
Bishop countered with an argument for an aesthetics that acknowledged concrete social 
differences within the public, which were expressed by exposing social politics or repressed 
power relations.'14
Bishop fundamentally disagreed with Bourriaud’s proposition that an artwork could produce 
a cohesive group o f people in ways that resulted in the de-alienation of human subjects.2" In 
two seminal articles, she discussed how politically effective art destabilises fixed community 
identity and privileges the viewer as a subject capable of independent thought through 
involvement with people from different backgrounds, in a form of avant-garde provocation.216
_l<l Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 65.
' ' 1 Claire Bishop, Installation Art: A Critical History (London: Tate Publishing, 2005), 118-120.
"'“ I use the word “dissensus”, in reference to disruptive debate, a term commonly employed in critical 
aesthetics by writers including Bishop.
213 Bourriaud’s discussion of art generating relations between people who are not hermetic entities but 
experience bodily and conscious interaction reflects the Continental traditions of philosophy, which 
have Edmund Husserl’s phenomenological thinking on intersubjectivity, and support shared 
experiences that transcend different thought communities. Bishop conceives the viewer as a subject in 
Lacanian terms, in which the subjectivity of the self is garnered from identifying or interacting with 
others, and follows Jean-Luc Nancy’s account of the process of “being-outside-self’ through the 
specular process of seeing inoperative communication or interaction.
~14 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 51-79.
Claire Bishop, “Introduction,” in Bishop, Participation, 13-14.
216 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” and Claire Bishop, “The Social Turn, 
Collaboration and its Discontents,” Artforum (February 2006): 178-184.
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Her arguments were based on the individual experience or micro affects of social tension and 
difference, which exist in art that conveys macro political tensions in accord with neo-Marxist 
theorist Chantal Mouffe’s idea of the public sphere based on antagonistic social relations."17 
In this way, Bishop associated aesthetics with avant-garde oppositional action in contrast to 
the consensual or deliberative model of harmonious, democratic relations privileged in 
Relational Aesthetics, and the artistic intentions for moral-ethico community discussed by 
Kester.
Bishop made an argument for a “relational antagonism” that visibly confronted or challenged 
social meaning in art and promoted a model of democracy based on adversarial rather than 
consensual positions. Bishop’s concept of critical aesthetics rests on a one-to-one relation 
between the work of art and the viewer, and is concerned with the way in which art is 
received, rather than its complicity with existing ideological systems or artists’ intentions.'18 
Bishop assumes the involvement of self-reflexive viewers generates a prerequisite for 
political action, and thereby transforms the nature of avant-garde art into an ideal of 
opposition and transformation instead of its historical synthesis of art and life.210 Bishop 
discusses several works by Thomas Hirschhorn as exemplifying the ways social art has the 
potential to provoke thought and debate rather than fulfill the artists’ requirements for 
participation. Located several kilometres from the main Documenta XI venues, Hirschhorn’s 
Bataille Monument (2002) comprised three makeshift shacks erected on the lawns of two 
housing projects with contents facilitating familiarisation with the work of the philosopher 
Georges Bataille, and which was only accessible via a Turkish taxi company. Bishop 
understands Bataille Monument to confront the viewer with a situation of different ethnic and 
economic status, leading to viewers questioning their own assumptions of the relevance of 
Bataille’s thinking for the local population. Bishop argued the “complicated play of 
identificatory and dis-identificatory mechanisms in the content, construction and location of 
the Bataille Monument” would be a cause for reflection and solicit debate."" This example 
was her concession to recognising the specificities of public context in “Antagonism and 
Relational Aesthetics”. In Bishop’s examples of politically engaged art projects in gallery and
21 Mouffe discussed the danger for democracy when moral opponents are defined as adversaries and 
evil. Chantal Mouffe, On the Political (London: Routledge, 2005), 76.
218 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 71.
219 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 75-79; and Bishop, “The Social Turn,” 178-184. 
Bishop identified a genealogy of avant-garde relational antagonism in Dada, constructive Soviet 
spectacles, and common authorship of art since the 1960s. Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational 
Aesthetics,” 51-79; Bishop, “The Social Turn,” 178-184, and Bishop, “Introduction,” in Participation, 
12.
22(1 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 76.
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public environments the tension, awkwardness and discomfort provoked offers a reminder of 
the existing impact of networks of power, domination and privilege in society at large.
Bishop understands subjectivity, or the concept of identity and selfhood, as formed through 
lack in regard to the necessary presence of the other.221 Her concept of relational antagonism 
was a synthesis of the shock affect associated with vanguard art and the “democratic paradox” 
of agonism drawn from Jean-Luc Nancy’s ideas regarding “inoperative community” and his 
critique of the communion of identity222, and the thinking of Ernesto Laclau and Chantal 
Mouffe.22, In particular, Laclau and Mouffe’s “democratic paradox” of agonism is central for 
Bishop’s construction of a critical aesthetics of social art.-' 4 Laclau and Mouffe have argued 
that difference must be sustained to achieve a non-instrumental model of democracy in a 
pluralistic society, in contrast to the focus on consensus, resolution of differences or erasure 
of distinct voices prevalent in institutionalised democratic politics. Blending Marxist and 
post-structuralist thought, Laclau and Mouffe maintain that a democratic society should not 
be conceived solely on a model of social reconciliation. Instead, maintaining a sense of 
friendly adversity enables the capacity for effective debate that can activate political agency 
and constitute the condition of the public sphere.--" Laclau and Mouffe intend this form of 
radical or participatory democracy to be reflexive and positive in the following ways: to 
defuse hostility, to accept antagonism or dissensus as an essential aspect of democratic 
societies, and to encourage people to share some affinity with interests distinct from their own 
-  ideas with which Bishop supports her case for relational antagonism.2-0
Addressing the debate regarding social art, in which others had productively applied her 
thinking, Mouffe in turn argued for agonistic relations to art, arguing that art can be 
oppositional when it intervenes directly in a multiplicity of public social spaces. In this way, 
Mouffe suggests art might undermine the social order necessary for capitalism.--7 In Mouffe’s
221 This psychoanalytic concept of the subject was derived from Laclau and Mouffe who combine 
Lacanian psychoanalysis with Marxist thought. Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 66, 
77, and Bishop, Installation Art, 118-123.
2-2 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 68.
22, Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 65-79.
224 Laclau and Mouffe’s thinking draws on Antonio Gramsci’s theory of hegemony, in which 
consensus and dominant hegemonic institutions are understood to usefully generate a counter 
hegemonic project. Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a 
Radical Democratic Politics (London: Verso, 1985), noted in Claire Bishop, “Antagonism and 
Relational Aesthetics,” 65-66.
--> Chantal Mouffe, The Democratic Paradox (London and New York: Verso, 2000), 33, 101-103.
2-6 Chantal Mouffe, The Return of the Political (London: Verso, 2005), 2-3.
--7 Chantal Mouffe, “Art and Democracy, Art as an Agonistic Intervention in Public Space” in Open, 
Cahier on Art and the Public Domain, 14, ed. Juriinde Seijdel (Rotterdam: NAi Publishers and SKOR, 
2008), 6-11.
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argument for an aesthetic dimension of politics, however, she sees artists as second to 
political philosophers in terms of their capacity to make visible the disruptive character of 
capitalism and political consensus.2~s Although Bishop’s reading of Mouffe’s thinking has 
been questioned"’9, her notion of relational antagonism has been influential in discussions of 
social art.
For some critics the artistic cases Bishop discussed were insufficient to support her claims."’0 
One counterpoint to Bishop’s thinking I identify is the argument that agonism or dissensus 
has been absorbed into rational, liberal models of democracy.231 In this regard, political 
scientist John S. Dryzek claims that deliberative democracy allows the effective inclusion of 
different voices and subjects, and offers a pathway to more open communication. Critical 
aesthetics privileges a politics of resistance over institutionalised forms of democracy, which 
is connected with neoliberal capitalism and the alienation of labour in Marxist thinking.232 
Nevertheless, Dryzek aligns with Bourriaud’s proposition when he argues that an effective 
deliberative democracy can be achieved through a shift of power within the political system 
towards civil society actors and networked global governance.2 ” Forms of deliberative global 
civil society are based, like Habermas’ public sphere, on the consensus arising from 
communications amongst rational, independent citizens bound together through mutual 
obligation, and, hence, offer an alternative to the stress on agonism within democratic 
formations which underpins Bishop’s relational antagonism concept.2j4
Bishop and Bourriaud sought singular critical paths for art which could contest Theodor 
Adorno’s contention that art may never achieve the autonomy necessary to critique capitalist 
society when it is, itself, a commodity form.235 In her 2006 Artforum article “The Social Turn: 
Collaboration and its Discontents” Bishop maintained a counter position to Relational
""x Chantal Mouffe, “Artistic Activism and Agonistic Spaces,” Art & Research, A Journal o f Ideas, 
Contexts and Methods 1, no. 2 (Summer 2007): 3-5.
229 Liam Gillick, whose work was discussed in Bishop’s “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics”, 
challenged Bishop’s interpretations. Gillick argued Mouffe does not suggest a singular alternative to a 
failed model of liberal democracy but an alternative that lies within existing consensus-based models of 
social democracy and a new social model. See Gillick, “Contingent Factors,” 100.
230 Lind, “The Collaborative Turn,” 21.
231 See John S. Dryzek, Deliberative Global Politics: Discourse and Democracy in a Divided World 
(Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2006), 47-53.
232 See Maurizio Lazzarato, “Immaterial Labour,” trans. Paul Colilli and Ed Emory, in Radical Thought 
in Italy: A Potential Politics, ed. Michael Hardt and Paolo Virno (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2006), 133-47. Lazzarato’s argument has influenced thinking on the contemporary 
precarious state of labour, especially arts workers.
233 Dryzek, Deliberative Global Politics, 112-119.
234 See Mary Kaldor, Global Civil Society: An Answer to War (Cambridge, UK: Polity, 2003).
" ” Theodor Adorno, Aesthetic Theory (1970) as interpreted by Martin in “Critique of Relational 
Aesthetics,” 374-5.
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Aesthetics, and claimed that the best collaborative art projects of the last decade reflected the 
ambiguity between autonomy and emancipatory politics in both the structure and affect of art. 
Bishop assumed that art showcased inoperative or agonistic relations -  as either its content or 
encouragement of dissent -  could activate transformative action or provoke criticality in the 
viewing public. For example, she proposes that the viewers of art by Santiago Sierra are 
exposed to the fact that interactions, like public space, are riven with social and legal 
exclusions of a context (e.g. immigration, economic exploitation, homelessness) and shocked 
into critical reflexion.2'^  She discusses several works by Sierra and concludes that they 
confront and disrupt the audience’s sense of identity by sustaining unspoken class, racial and 
economic exclusions. By prohibiting all non-Spanish nationals to the Spanish Pavilion at the 
2003 Venice Biennale or placing unemployed workers in cardboard boxes in Workers Who 
Cannot Be Paid, Remunerated to Remain Inside Cardboard Boxes (2000), Sierra sustains the 
tension of complicity among viewers, participants and context for Bishop, a tension which 
she claims is disavowed in the “open-endedness” of relational aesthetics. Bishop also 
employs Ranciere’s ideas in her argument that politically effective art does not have to be a 
vehicle for political messages but can be socially productive through the troubling of the mind 
of the viewer." ’7 Bishop’s position aligns with Ranciere’s argument for the location of 
political aesthetics in art’s fostering of modes of spectatorship that activate the interpretive, 
imaginative or critical agency of spectators.
Bishop’s arguments and significant contribution to the theorising of social art contributed to 
the key discourse which is the platform for my research into the complexities of social art. In 
“The Social Turn: Collaboration and its Discontents” Bishop reiterates her argument for the 
significance of aesthetics over an ethics of equal relations often stressed in social art, and 
concludes that the admission of ethical judgements or social good into the definition of 
critical aesthetics would diminish the authority of the artist.2 ’s However, Bishop subsequently 
conceded that the choice between either politically minded or ameliorative art was a choice 
between false alternatives. She concluded that the lack of consensus in collaborative art raises 
questions of authorship, agency, representation, and even ethics, supporting my proposition of
236 Works referred to by Sierra included Workers Who Cannot Be Paid, Remunerated to Remain Inside 
Cardboard Boxes, (2000) in Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 71, 70-74. Also Claire 
Bishop, “Outsourcing Authenticity? Delegated Performance in Contemporary Art,” in Double Agent, 
ed. Claire Bishop and Silvia Tramontana (London: Institute of Contemporary Arts, 2008), 89.
237 Bishop refers to Jacques Ranciere’s The Politics of Aesthetics: The Distribution of the Sensible 
(2004).
238 Bishop, “The Social Turn,” 178-184. Bishop contends, “There can be no failed, unsuccessful, 
unresolved or boring works of collaborative art because all are equally essential to the task of 
strengthening the social bond.”
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compound aesthetics or multiple meanings for social art.239 Bishop’s idea of relational 
antagonism indicates the contingent nature of the experience of social art but assigns that 
activity to a mode of disquieting viewing. Bishop’s ideas were in direct contrast with the 
ethics of dialogic relations in social art proposed by art theorist Grant Kester. Bishop 
associated Kester’s position with an ethical turn in art criticism that did not symbolise or 
generate effective political meaning.240 The two differing positions represent the divide 
between form and meaning in the critical appreciation of social art, as addressed by this thesis.
Dialogic Aesthetics: Grant Kester’s Theory of Community Collaboration
In Conversation Pieces, Community + Communication in Modern Art (2004) Grant Kester 
argued for a moral and performative form of aesthetics based in ethical relations.241 
Conversation Pieces contains Kester’s argument for a dialogic art or dialogic aesthetics in 
which artists and interlocutors are co-participants in the equal and collaborative relations 
occurring during the creation of social art. Dialogic aesthetics are, in Kester’s concept, the 
form of social art; the democratic relations formed through ethical encounters between artists 
and communities. These critically discursive experiences of communication encourage what 
he calls the “commitment to openness” and shared subjectivity or the emergence of a 
“politically coherent community”.24' In Conversation Pieces Kester offers examples of social 
art unfolding in performative processes in public environments, producing, he suggests, 
“emancipatory insights through dialogue”.24' Kester differentiates dialogue from the rational 
and universal discourse presumed in the concept of the public sphere and focuses on 
conversational and empathetic exchange as a process that produces the identity of the 
participant and artist. He discusses the function and characteristics of successful “dialogical 
practices” by various artists including Carole Conde and Karl Beveridge, Fred Lonidier, 
Cristen Cruijdo and Jay Koh as operating as “open space within contemporary culture: A 
space in which certain questions can be asked, certain critical analyses articulated, that would 
not be accepted or tolerated elsewhere”; as art comprising processes of engagement between 
critically aware agents.244 For example, Lonidier’s process of establishing long-term relations 
with workers and unions to create art installations are part of larger initiatives to encourage
239 Bishop, “Outsourcing Authenticity?,” 116.
240 Bishop, “The Social Turn,” 178-183.
"4I Kester’s thinking had evolved from his long-term research into artists’ collaborations with local 
communities.
~4' Kester, Conversation Pieces, 49.
243 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 69, 82-123.
' 44 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 68. These artists operate at a local level and do not have the 
international reputations of the artists referenced by Bourriaud or Bishop.
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class solidarity amongst labour across boundaries of national and class difference.246 
According to Kester, when conversation is an active, generative process in a durational social 
art project it supports the formation of communal identities able to elicit new cultural and 
political resonances.
Kester holds the capitalist market system and the art theory of Clement Greenberg responsible 
for the demise of Kantian aesthetics.246 Consequently, Kester traces a shift in art theory from 
the conceptual framing of art audiences as disinterested viewers towards the formation of an 
ideal discursive community, which is reminiscent of Habermas’ conception of an ideal public 
sphere. In this model, ethical and self-reflexive communication replaces form as the locus of 
aesthetic experience in dialogic art, compared to the more general notion of social interactions 
or encounters emphasised in relational aesthetics.247 Hence, for Kester dialogic and 
collaborative encounters with others can be characterised by two aesthetic experiences that 
were abandoned during the modern period: the duration that allows the formation of 
community, and the spatial imagination to comprehend and represent complex social and 
environmental systems.248
Kester proposes that dialogue within communities can be constructed across the duration of 
interactions and communications of art. Dialogic aesthetics can offer resistance to organised 
power through the recognition of the politics of both the situation and the artist. This 
resistance will be effective, according to Kester, if artists act ethically, relinquishing their own 
positions of power to listen to others and hold them in mutual respect for the time that will 
enable the formation of mutually productive relations with a community.'44 An ethics of 
communicative exchange with members of a pre-formed community also requires free and 
open exchange, recognition of cultural difference and specific identity, local responsiveness, 
reciprocity, self-reflexiveness, and empathy. If dialogic relations fulfil these conditions, in 
Kester’s model they will shape subjectivity through the participant’s intersubjective exchange 
or (contingent) identification with an other.'60 Nevertheless, dialogic aesthetics does not 
presume that social issues or conflicts can be resolved solely through communication.
246 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 176-180. Projects include N.A.F. T.A. (Not a Fair Trade for All)
(1997) on the conditions for Mexican maquiladora workers.
~4(’ From the perspective that Greenbergian theory in the 1960s and 1970s denied the viewer’s physical, 
cognitive and durational interaction with formalist art. Kester, Conversation Pieces, 46-49.
' 47 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 12.
' 48 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 51-81, and 67-68.
' 49 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 73.
260 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 82.
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Dialogic aesthetics contributed to debate on the meaning of social or collaborative art and 
collective experience, with which this thesis engages.221 Kester’s concept of dialogic art 
directed attention to the ethics of social engagement and the significance of the political 
nature of the form of community. According to Kester, dialogic aesthetics promotes: 
“community as an organising principle for resistance and political identity in struggles against 
global capital and individualism”.22~ For Kester, community, communicative discourse and 
intersubjectivity all arise in ethical forms of collaboration that lead to consensus between 
artists and politically self-defined groups, and require what Kester terms as the presence of a 
“politically coherent community”.22’
Kester claims that politically coherent communities emerge through a process of dialogue and 
consensus formation rooted in specific historical moments and particular constellations of 
political and economic power.224 They are not institutional organisations of power, nor are 
they necessarily defined by pre-existing cultural or social connections, but arise through a 
shared political concern. Kester notes that in community-based public art, participants are in 
danger of being treated by artists as others “in need of empowerment or creative/expressive 
skills”, or individuals “marked as culturally, economically or socially different from the 
artist” .“''''' Kester’s coherent community is based in a political solidarity initiated around an 
experience in which he includes class, race or sovereignty, as the collective experience of 
marginalisation or resistance to external forces. Only a politically coherent community arising 
in dialogic aesthetics will avoid the artist mis-representing their community of collaborators 
in art.
I understand Kester’s politically coherent communities -  which take “place against the grain 
of a dominant culture” or unfold “against the backdrop of collective modes of oppression” -  
to resemble Warner’s conception of counterpublics, as discussed in the Introduction.-26 In this 
thinking, Kester purposefully emphasises that politically coherent communities are able to 
overcome, if only temporarily, inoperative or agonistic social relations in the continuous
251 Evident, for example, in Anthony Downey, “An Ethics of Engagement: Collaborative Art Practices 
and the Return of the Ethnographer,” Third Text 23, no. 5 September (2009): 593-603.
' " Kester, Conversation Pieces, 130. Kester understands dialogic aesthetics in art practice as having a 
legacy in community-based and feminist performance work.
2r” Kester, Conversation Pieces, 163. For Kester, intersubjectivity is a process of identity coming into 
being through dialogue (conversation and listening), not spectacle, that is transformative yet retains a 
material sense of self. Kester, Conversation Pieces, 158.
Kester, Conversation Pieces, 137, 150-151.
2:0 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 137. Kester argues that the presence of coherent communities 
differentiates dialogic aesthetics from art made with communities, which ranges from critical 
consciousness-raising as a goal to differing degrees of concrete outcomes but privileges spectacle over 
political resistance. Kester, Conversation Pieces, 174-175.
"26 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 150. See the section “The Constitution of Publics” in the Introduction.
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nature of dialogue. Working in this way, artists would not consider politically coherent 
communities as “inert raw material to be transformed or improved” in need of assistance but 
enter into a political solidarity with participants over time. Yet, Kester’s examples of dialogic 
art are, at times, reminiscent of the socially-engaged art he defines as a type of “ameliorative 
aesthetic experience administered by the artist” .2"7 Kester’s thinking raises the tension 
between the politics and autonomy of art, when he discusses how artists must leave behind 
their authority in entering into dialogue with politically coherent communities in order that 
their collaboration respects the independence of the participants.
As an advocate for the establishment of consensual relations and the politically motivated 
reconstruction of communities, Kester distinguishes his thinking from the theories of other 
important scholars in the field of social art. In Conversation Pieces, Community + 
Communication in Modern Art, Kester challenges Jean-Luc Nancy’s arguments in The 
Inoperative Community and Kwon’s idea that community is contingent and only called into 
presence by the artist or Bishop’s similar emphasis on the activation of political awareness 
within art audiences by the artist.'"8 Opposing Nancy, Kester proposes that an ethical 
community can be realised only through the ongoing and partial shifts in identity brought 
about by communicative interaction. This is the verbal or physical interface of “shared labour, 
collaborative co-production, dialogue”.'"0 Kester advocates a dialogic aesthetic based in 
collaborative and concrete political cohesion, as distinct from the power of art to provide a 
disruptive aesthetic impact upon audiences championed by Bishop.
Kester’s understanding of subjective forms of knowing, at the centre of his argument for 
intersubjectivity arising in communication and conversation, is based on ideas drawn from 
Russian literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin. Bakhtin claimed that a novel or work of art is a 
form of social dialogue, in the sense that it forms a kind of conversation between the writer 
and reader, or the artist and viewer.'60 In contrast to Bishop’s location of the activation of 
criticality in the experience of the art, Bakhtin denied the notion that the power of art lies with 
authorial form, describing art as an “as i f ’ dialogue, which should attempt to reinvigorate 
conversation with the living force of social diversity or conflict.261 Kester focuses on the 
potential for intersubjectivity in Bakhtin’s discussion of art as “a locus of different meanings,
'"7 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 150.
~"s Kester, Conversation Pieces, 175. Kwon, One Place After Another, 147-149.
'"9 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 155-157.
260 Bakhtin understood conversation to be the force of social life, or “double voiced” discourse as he 
called it, rather than the anaemic, private talk he associated with bourgeois intimacy. Ken Hirschkop, 
Mikhail Bakhtin: An Aesthetic for Democracy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 77-80.
261 Hirschkop, Mikhail Bakhtin: An Aesthetic for Democracy, 77-80.
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interpretations and points of view” based in conversation.262 Kester extended Bakhtin’s 
argument from literature to art and argued that dialogue provides an aesthetic model requiring 
reciprocal openness and empathic identification with others. Dialogue offers “a way to 
decenter a fixed identity through interactions with others” and “solidarity based on shared 
identification, allowing individual subjects to form provisional alliances”.26’ Following 
Bakhtin’s thinking on conversation, Kester submits that the artist and community will achieve 
collective identification through reciprocal dialogue, “active listening” and mutual learning, 
being challenged and transformed in turn.264
Kester’s concept of dialogic conversation generating intersubjectivity resembles Jürgen 
Habermas’ idea of communicative discourse. Kester finds the contingent, critically self-aware 
subjects, discussed by Habermas as the key to his democratic model in The Public 
Transformation o f  the Public Sphere, as an exemplar for dialogic aesthetics.26" In his 
description of communicative discourse, Habermas provides a model of egalitarian 
interactions on the part of such subjects, which suspends self-interest for the public good, 
while cultivating self-critical awareness, improved decision-making and mutual 
understanding and reconciliation in social exchanges.266 Yet, if dialogue is to produce 
subjectivity as Kester proposes, he must sustain the tension between the models of Bakhtin 
and Habermas in order to provide space for non-rational forms of communication and in the 
interests of intersubjective understanding, not only rational argumentation. For Kester, 
emotional, non-verbal, gestural and other forms of communication comprise legitimate 
models of language, and hence can generate social or symbolic capital.-67 Thus, in order to 
maintain the ideal of individual and community transformation based in the subjectivity or 
self informed through dialogue, dialogic aesthetics proposes a degree of solidarity amongst 
artist and participants which is not based in assumptions of full consensus.
In dialogic aesthetics, Kester prioritises subjective and empathetic forms of knowing based in 
specific material, social, political and cultural conditions and histories as the means to foster 
politically coherent communities, thereby contributing to the discussion of the critical
262 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 10.
263 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 77-78.
-64 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 150-151.
■6" Kester, Conversation Pieces, 122-123, 109, 112. Habermas’ thinking is discussed in the section 
“The Constitution of Publics” in the Introduction.
266 Grant Kester, “Conversation Pieces: The Role of Dialogue in Socially-Engaged Art,” Theory in 
Contemporary Art since 1985, ed. Zoya Kucor and Simon Leung (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005), 6, 
http:/Avww.grantkester.net/resources/Conversation+Pieces_+The+Role+of+Dialogue+in+Socially- 
Engaged+Art.pdf (accessed 17 December 2011).
267 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 113, 123. Kester has to disavow the consensus resulting from the 
rational argumentation of individuals in Habermas’ discursive model of political dialogue.
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aesthetics o f social art. This model o f emancipatory aesthetics recognises that artists need to 
employ multidisciplinary tools in order to become embedded in local situations over a period 
o f tim e.“(,K Artists undertaking dialogic aesthetics and developing counter hegemonic, 
concrete or solidarity-forming outcomes are expected to acknowledge the distinctiveness of 
each community. Yet, Kester did not address the impact o f distinct cultural contexts in 
Conversation P i e c e s His subsequent book, The One and the Many, however, was 
concerned with dismantling the artists’ autonomy or independence from local sites and their 
constituents.“70 Dialogic aesthetics is a noteworthy contribution to the theorising o f social art, 
recognising the importance o f rational and subjective communications including empathy, as 
well as the distinctive nature o f different communities or participants, and hence a formative 
theory for my research. While the case studies under investigation are not directed at the 
social emancipation o f communities that concerns Kester, aspects o f dialogic aesthetics, 
including the potential for intersubjectivity and communicative discourse, are relevant to the 
nature o f the social art in this research.
Situated Art: Claire Doherty’s Concept of Context in Social Art
British curator and academic Claire Doherty takes a distinct position in the discussion o f 
social art in Contemporary Art, from  Studio to Situation (2004).“7I Doherty understands social 
art to be based in a multiplicity o f social, economic, cultural and political processes.27“ Within 
the complexities o f social art, Doherty promotes the significance o f context to the meaning of 
social art, in contrast to the politics or symbolic models o f relations, or the impact o f  art on 
the subjectivity o f the viewer. For Doherty, social interactions between people include 
intersections with their physical, social and economic environments, or the politics o f  the 
everyday. 73 In this way, D oherty’s theories offer an alternative to Bishop’s focus on art as a 
stimulus to political debate, and Kester and Bourriaud’s distinct arguments for the creation o f 
collective politics.
268 Kester, “Conversation Pieces: The Role of Dialogue in Socially-Engaged Art,” 10.
“h9 Kester does acknowledge the political nature and history of each community or project needs to be 
analysed individually. Kester, Conversation Pieces, 174-175.
“ 0 Grant Kester, The One and The Many, Contemporary Collaborative Art in a Global Context 
(Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2011).
271 Doherty’s research into art and its relations to situations are informed by her role at University of 
West of England, Bristol and Director of arts commissioning organisation Situations. See 
http://www.situations.org.uk/.
" ,2 Claire Doherty, “The New Situationists,” in Doherty, Contemporary Art, 9-10.
~7’ Doherty, “The New Situationists,” 7. Doherty associates situated art with post-structuralist, feminist 
and Marxist approaches to interpretations of culture, and the legacy of Debord and the Situationist 
International movement, as do Bourriaud and Bishop.
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Rather than arguing for a specific politics o f form or relations, Doherty offers situation or 
“situatedness” as a space for the interpretation o f the complex processes o f social art, and the 
critical discussion o f its implications.274 For her, the concept o f situated art is as “context- 
specific, site-orientated, site-responsive and socially engaged” art. Doherty argues for a re­
imagining o f place as a situation: a set o f circumstances, geographical location, historical 
narrative and group o f people and/or social agenda. In this way, her idea resembles Miwon 
Kw on’s analysis o f site-specific art and locational identity. In its breadth, the concept o f 
situated art is able to acknowledge place as both fragmented and in flux in the context o f late 
capitalism .-7" Alongside Kester’s advocacy o f duration in relations between participants in 
dialogic aesthetics and Bourriaud’s interest in connective sociability, Doherty conceived 
situated art as pertaining to the fluid experiences created by artists connected to, and 
embedded in, the new “networked society” . Providing opportunities for long-term 
engagement with people, the processes and context in situated art might, therefore, offer a 
form o f resistance to the market nature o f social relations under economic globalization.276
Doherty conceived that situated art could oppose a stable understanding o f place and locality, 
the traditional roles o f art, and ethnographic processes o f mapping by inquiring into 
normative social conditions."77 To enable resistance and avoid instrumentalisation, Doherty 
suggests that artists need to maintain their autonomous status and the ability to explore and 
analyse instrumental attitudes to place and sociopolitical conditions. Being open to complex 
meanings, and recognising the interconnection between local and global contexts and flows, 
in ways that connect with Umberto Eco’s “open work” concept, Doherty’s concept o f situated 
art encouraged my interrogation o f social art as a space o f multiple forms and contingent 
meanings. My analysis o f the case studies recognises the importance o f situation or context as 
a key factor contributing to the compound meanings o f social public art. Interpreting social 
art as compound aesthetics, I argue, acknowledges the multiple forms, politics and affects o f 
art in regard to the conditions that artists aim to research, resist or influence.
Conclusion
The critical theorising o f social art posits a number o f political meanings for art that contrast 
with the presumption o f universal affective experience for audiences, which held sway in 
aesthetic philosophy until the mid-20th century. Social art and its theorisation over the period
2,4 Doherty, “The New Situationists,” 12.
27" Doherty, “The New Situationists,” 10.
"7<1 Doherty, “The New Situationists,” 10.
277 Claire Doherty, “The Institution is Dead! Long Live the Institution! Contemporary Art and New 
Institutionalism,” Engage Review 15 Summer (2004), 6, and Doherty, “The New Situationists,” 11.
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of the thesis reflect an environment o f  increased concern for public rights in situations of 
neoliberal capitalism and economic globalization in the years following the fall o f  Soviet 
communism in Europe.~7S This review has discussed a number o f the key interpretations of 
social art apposite to the historical scope o f the thesis, starting with the publication o f 
Relational Aesthetics in the late 1990s. Social art in the formative critical theories by 
Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester is understood in terms o f the emancipatory or ethical forms of 
communal relations or as aesthetics that foster agonistic forms o f discussion and awareness o f  
difference in the viewer. The theories of relational aesthetics, relational antagonism and 
dialogic art have provided a platform for productive thinking on the critical meaning o f social 
art.
The three key theories o f  social art outlined above are important for my research in 
highlighting the contested meaning o f  social art. These theories indicate the opportunity for 
more open or alternative interpretations o f the multiple meanings o f social art, and the value 
of research into the context, purpose and design o f social art projects. Bourriaud, Bishop and 
Kester did not explore in detail the bearing o f  context on the meaning o f social relations. 
However, their ideas, along with precedents in the writings o f Kwon and Lacy, suggest the 
multiple meanings o f social art for audiences. In terms of the constituents o f  social art, 
Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics combines audiences and participants into a single category, 
and Bishop assumes that audiences are bourgeois, gallery-going subjects. In their critical 
focus, these three writers entertain little possibility of audiences being open to the subjective 
Kantian aesthetic experience of art. Only Bishop allows, implicitly, for non-cognitive 
audience experience in her concept o f  relational antagonism. In these ways, the three theories 
established the ground for more detailed investigation of the multiple experiences and 
meanings of social art.
This thesis proposes a model of interpretation tailored to social public art experiences, 
expressed as “compound aesthetics”, which responds to the appropriateness o f  the formative 
theories o f  social art for understanding the case studies. My research builds on the distinct 
interpretations conveyed by the key theorists o f  social art, supported by evidence in the case 
studies o f  the multiple meanings and diverse experiences o f social public art. In the following 
chapters I examine the extent to which the ideas of Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester resonate 
with the examples o f  social public art in the case studies. I examine the significance o f the 
contingencies o f  situation or context, and the purpose and form of social public art for artists,
_7!< See the sections “Social Art: A Shift from Place to Publics in Public Art” and “Economic 
Globalization: Part of the Public Context of Social Art” in the Introduction.
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participants and audiences. Overall, this research investigates the ways in which the ideas of 
the writers discussed in this chapter contribute to evidence of social art manifesting 
characteristics of compound aesthetics, which includes the politics of relations and the 
material, symbolic and affective outcomes of social public art and its context.
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CHAPTER TWO: INSITE_05
Evidence of the significance of compound aesthetics as an approach to understanding social 
art is to be found in large-scale participatory public art events, such as the US/Mexican 
collaboration inSite_05. This event comprised exhibitions as well as social public art, 
however, my research is limited to the Interventions, a series of social public art projects at 
inSite_05 that involved public participation._/g The curator of the Interventions aimed to 
contribute to art practice and theory by undertaking a heuristic response to Nicolas 
Bourriaud’s Relational Aesthetics. In addition, his intention was that the social public art 
projects were to give select groups visibility in public space. In the interests of meaningful 
outcomes and knowledge sharing, inSite_05 also offered artists research residencies and 
activated public discussion for the visiting audience. Both the Interventions social public art 
projects, and the overarching inSite_05 event that commissioned the projects and made the 
outcomes accessible to audiences, are examined in relation to my argument for compound 
aesthetics as a framework for interpreting social public art.
An investigation of a number of the social public art Interventions demonstrates that 
inSite_05 did not subscribe to any one concept of critical aesthetics. Directed at art audiences, 
the projects were not intended as direct politics assisting, for example, the politically 
constituted communities discussed by Grant Kester or offering other forms of social good.280 
Neither did they provide evidence for Jacques Ranciere’s theory of an emancipated spectator 
who found critical meaning in a sphere other than art. However, the Interventions connected 
with Claire Bishop’s concept of relational antagonism, and Kester’s recognition of empathy 
as contributing to intersubjective dialogue.281 An evident part of the compound aesthetics of 
inSite_05 was the implicit politics of social and cultural relations between artists and their 
participants, in relations that were not ends in themselves, but performative processes in art 
making. Other outcomes included the generation of direct economic benefits and social 
capital for certain participants, and a mix of allegorical, affective and awareness-raising 
experiences for audiences of the art outcomes. The relative importance of relations was, 1 
argue, accentuated by the following: the designation of the event as art; the organiser’s 
concern to avoid any exploitation of participants; the artists’ respect for participants, and the
~79 The Interventions were conceived as social art. However, several projects were not participatory in 
the sense defined in this thesis and are not discussed.
' 80 See “Dialogic Aesthetics: Grant Kester’s Theory of Community Collaboration” in Chapter One.
~81 See “Relational Antagonism: Claire Bishop’s Theory of Audience Experience” and “Dialogic 
Aesthetics: Grant Kester’s Theory of Community Collaboration” in Chapter One.
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demands of creating art outcomes inside the time frame. For these reasons, any one social art 
project could contain a range of antagonistic and consensual behaviours, in contradistinction 
from the ideas of Bourriaud and Bishop, in addition to the other critical factors noted.
Context was key to the art as projects immersed artists in the politics of cross-cultural as well 
as social relations and magnified the power differentials and economic imbalances of the 
situation at the border between Mexico and the USA. To understand inSite_05 and the range 
of meanings in the Interventions, I begin this chapter with a short history of the inSite events 
and an overview of their context in San Diego, USA and Tijuana, Mexico. The substantial 
economic, social and cultural disparities between the USA and Mexico evident in these cities 
influence, I argue, the direct and implicit politics and meanings of the inSite_05 Interventions 
including the negotiated nature of artists’ relations. The curator Osvaldo Sanchez conceived 
the purpose of the Interventions -  to make visible diverse groups of public participants -  as a 
way of mitigating or avoiding the simplified discourses of the other, which the border 
situation has exacerbated, and which inSite has previously been accused of replicating in its 
lack of direct action. The context between the two states informs the curatorial direction of 
inSite _05 and, I argue, the negotiated form of temporary consensus arrived at by artists and 
participants in the creation of the Interventions.
The purpose of inSite_05, as it developed from the previous inSite events, and the 
“performative curating” of the Interventions are discussed in the second and third sections of 
this chapter. The curatorial purpose behind inSite_05 -  to investigate an alternative model to 
Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics and for artists to collaborate with local people -  influenced, I 
argue, the importance artists gave to ethical relations over generating sociopolitical outcomes. 
The artists’ responsiveness was heightened by the demands of Osvaldo Sanchez’s 
“performative curating”, which encouraged self-reflexivity and the expectation that artists 
engage participants who came from low socioeconomic or other cultural backgrounds. In 
addition, the intermittent or short time frames of the projects and the well-meaning yet 
intrusive involvement of staff contributed, I maintain, to the negotiated character of the 
Interventions and their contingent meanings, which often contrast with the three key theories 
of social art discussed in the previous chapter.
In the final section I discuss some of the direct and indirect politics associated with a number 
of Interventions projects as evidence of the compound aesthetics of the inSite_05 event. This 
compound aesthetics also includes the conventional aesthetic experience of the final 
outcomes, which included films, performances and concerts, and are discussed further in 
Chapter Six. In this chapter I concentrate on three types of politics within the Interventions:
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material outcomes and those that resist the sociopolitical situation, the raising of public 
awareness of those situations and social and cultural capital gained by local participants. The 
Interventions projects did not offer models for the transformation of democratic relations, 
however, certain projects did produce small-scale material benefits. Only a minority of 
participant groups, such as the porters and men in a drug rehabilitation centre, had a shared 
purpose that was political and could be identified as a counterpublic or as Grant Kester’s 
concept of a politically coherent community required for the establishment of political 
dialogue.282 Otherwise, as the curator Sanchez acknowledged, the projects were not able to 
contribute to the formation of new models of communicative public life or a public sphere, 
despite several raising public discussion at the time.-8’ Some projects offered audiences 
insight into the situation of life in the region, or symbolised the potential of individuals to 
activate a presence within local and national political and structural conditions through art. 
Social capital was generated for certain participants, such as the model plane enthusiasts and 
military spouses, in the form of social confidence, and the development of skills and new 
relationships.
The inSite_05 Interventions projects were notable in revealing the varied relationships formed 
between artists and participants as one aspect of compound aesthetics, a range of relations 
that included antagonism and consensus in contradistinction to the formative theories of 
social art. Artists found ways to establish a rapport with their diverse public participants, and 
enabled participants to take agency in the Interventions projects. While artists demonstrated 
the empathy that can result in intersubjectivity, there was little evidence to suggest that 
participants created new collective bonds as a result, as almost all of them engaged only for 
the period of the Interventions. The Interventions in inSite 05 indicate, 1 argue, the varied 
politics of relations within social public art, as part of a range of political and creative 
outcomes and aesthetics that are significant for my proposition of social art as compound 
aesthetics.
282 See the section “Dialogic Aesthetics: Grant Kester’s Theory of Community Collaboration” in 
Chapter One.
283 On the public sphere see the section “The Constitution of Publics” in the Introduction.
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inSite: The Event and the Situation at the USA-Mexico Border
Despite interaction and homogenising influences ... the border still marks a division. 
Rarely, in fact, are adjacent nations so ethnically, culturally, socially, economically, 
and politically d iffe ren t... Nowhere else do a developed and developing nation share 
such a long border.284
Daniel C. Levy and Kathleen Bruhn with Emilio Zebadua (2006)
Political scientists Daniel Levy, Kathleen Bruhn and Emilio Zebadua acknowledge the ways 
in which the border region that comprises the context for inSite is a symbol o f the 
multifaceted, historical disparities that differentiate Mexico from the USA. The cultural, 
economic and psychic conditions associated with the physical border zone have influenced, I 
argue, the purpose and organisation o f social public art at the inSite events. The inSite events 
originated out o f  a desire to promote cross-cultural interaction in San Diego and Tijuana 
through cross-border engagement with contemporary art.28" Its activities evolved from a 
biennial series o f gallery exhibitions to include a substantial social public art component in 
the final event, inSite 05. The long-standing inSite director, Michael Krichman, became 
involved after the first undertaking in 1991, entitled Installation , a coordinated programme of 
installation art at 25 not-for-profit museums and cultural spaces.286 Krichman was a major 
force in the shift to curatorial involvement and presentation o f cutting-edge art, which 
resulted in a focus on social public art in inSite_05 ,287 Curatorial concentration on, and the 
organiser’s awareness of, the politically charged nature o f the border and its urban spaces 
provided a conceptual foundation and practical challenges for the inSite events."88
"84 Levy and Bruhn with Zebadua, Mexico, 33.
28" Artists and writers who were Chicano/Chicanas or American citizens of Mexican descent created a 
separate precedent for art in the region in Border Theory {La Frontera) during the 1980s and 1990s. 
Border Theory, in cultural studies, literature, anthropology and Border Art, intended to produce a new 
consciousness of Latino life marked by shifting boundaries of identity, patriarchy and gender, leading 
to cultural hybridity, heterogeneity and transculturation, ideas engaging with post-colonial and post- 
structural conditions. Border Art was only peripherally engaged with by inSite, when artists in the 
Border Art Workshop were involved in the events in the 1990s.
"86 Originated by commercial gallerist Mark Quint and artist Ernest de Silva, Installation was 
motivated by the paucity of cross-border activities, according to Quint. Mark Quint, interview with the 
author, 2 April 2010.
"87 Michael Krichman, President of the inSite Board of Directors from inSite94, had been outspoken 
about the poor quality of public art in San Diego. See Preston Turegano, “State of the Arts,” The San 
Diego Union-Tribune, 12 December 1994, 7.
"88 University of California San Diego academic and curator, Sally Yard, was formative in establishing 
this curatorial mandate.
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During the 1990s, inSite succeeded in increasing cross-border awareness of contemporary art 
and raised the international profile of artists from Tijuana and Mexico.-89 In this thesis 1 
differentiate the organisation inSite from the events it initiated and managed: inSite94, 
inSitel997, inSite2000-2001, and inSite 05. The inSite94 season of exhibitions presented art 
on the theme of the border and was organised by 38 institutions in San Diego and Tijuana 
acting as a collaborative curatorium.-90 Subsequently, inSite was established as an 
autonomous not-for-profit organisation, employing different curators and staff for the 
duration of each event.-91 After 1997 a binational administration was established between 
Installation gallery and the appropriate Mexican government arts agency, with Executive 
Directors Michael Krichman and Carmen Cuenca (ex-CECUT) respectively at the head of the 
American and Mexican operations.29- The binational directorship and partnerships between 
the Mexican and American governments were ground-breaking, and designed to allow inSite 
to retain curatorial independence while working with art institutions and government agencies 
on cross-border art events.293
Being situated in San Diego and Tijuana, the inSite events faced the challenge of working at 
the intersection of the American and Mexican national borders in an area described by 
journalist Christopher Knight as “already so particularly charged as to make artistic 
interventions difficult at best and superfluous at worst”.294 The imposing metal fence (La 
Frontera) separating San Ysidro, San Diego and Tijuana has been described as a barrier 
between nation states that has “not just divided ground and divided language, but divided 
humanity” for 150 years.-9" The 3,169 kilometres of the USA-Mexico border is one of the 
world’s busiest and “most important borders”, crossed by tens of thousands each day, and 
hundreds of million people each year.290 The queues of cars and people lining the route to the
289 Nevertheless, the Mexican arts community perceived inSite as gradually abandoning interest in 
artists in Tijuana during the 1990s in the involvement of more international artists. Artist Marcos 
Ramierez Erre, interview with the author, 22 March 2010.
290 For inSite94, the 38 institutions involved over 100 artists, 39 sites, 40 curators, 62 advisors and 82 
sponsors.
241 The Board and offices of inSite were based in San Diego and financial support was predominantly 
sourced from the USA through an extensive network of government, museum, and other supportive 
organisations and professionals. See the Introduction, note 102. Krichman and Cuenca remained 
Directors through inSite_05.
292 Installation formed an agreement with Consejo Nacional para la Cultural y las Artes through the 
Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes (CONCULTA-1NBA).
293 Historically, the Mexican government had selected artists for international representation. Michael 
Krichman, interview with the author, 27 March 2010.
294 Christopher Knight, “Side by Side,” Los Angeles Times, 21 October 2000, FI4.
295 Robert T. Moran and Jeffrey Abbott, NAFTA: Managing the Cultural Differences (Houston, Texas: 
Gulf Publishing Company, 1994), xiii.
296 Joyce Hoebing, Sidney Weintraub and M. Delal Baer, eds., NAFTA and Sovereignty: Trade-Offs for 
Canada, Mexico and the United States (Washington: The Center for Strategic & International Studies, 
2006), 77.
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port of San Ysidro/Tijuana provide a symbol of Giorgio Agamben’s “state of exception” 
between the cultures and economies of two nations.'97
The economic disparity between San Diego and Tijuana reflects Mexico’s extreme poverty; a 
condition attributed to structural issues of fragmented and interrupted economic and social 
development, internal migration, and the impact of bilateral trade with the USA.298 While 
trade agreements and economic globalization have improved Mexico’s economy in the late 
20th century, the entry of Mexico into the US economy and Mexican migration into the US 
(with over 21 million people of Mexican origin living in the USA by 2002) accentuated the 
national and cultural tensions between the two countries, which would increase across the 
period of inSite.299 These pressures included the USA responding in the 1990s to the 
perceived threat to employment and social services with tougher national and state migration 
policies.300 Socioeconomic inequities were evident in inSite’s initial concern to create 
professional development opportunities for artists in Mexico.301
An important factor in this border situation for inSite was the implementation of the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) on 1 January 1994.302 NAFTA was effectively
297 Giorgio Agamben, State o f Exception, trans. Kevin Attell (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2004). Perhaps the only similarity between San Diego and Tijuana is their relative scale: San Diego 
was the sixth largest US city and Tijuana the fourth largest in Mexico in 1994. Lynda Forsha, 
“Foreword,” in inSite94: A Biennial Exhibition of Installation and Site-Specific Art, ed. Sally Yard 
(San Diego: Installation Gallery, 1995), 8.
298 Mexico faces extreme poverty, lack of education and a lack of national civic consciousness.
Federico Reyes Fieroles, “Sovereignty: Concepts, Facts and Feelings,” in Hoebing, Weintraub and Baer, 
NAFTA and Sovereignty, 74. On internal migration see Frances Abrahamer Rothenstein, Globalization 
in Rural Mexico (Austin, Texas: University of Texas, 2007).
299 Hakim and Litan, The Future o f North American Integration, 6. Mexican population How into the 
US was based in economic well-being; over 50% of Mexicans surveyed in Hakim and Litan would 
sacrifice sovereignty for the economic status of life in the USA, while they perceived social problems 
and a less religious or moral nature of life in America. Hakim and Litan, The Future o f North American 
Integration, 6. The population flow has continued; in 2011, 38.1% of the Californian population were 
Hispanic or Latino, and three-fifths of these were Chicano/Chicanas, according to US Department of 
Commerce, United States Census, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/06000.html (accessed 2 
January 2013).
300 Legal provisions included a proposal to remove social and economic rights for undocumented 
Mexicans in California. California’s inflammatory Proposition 187 was considered by some 
researchers to be an extension of the authoritative nature of the US, and recognition of the nation’s 
preoccupation with retaining power and wealth, and protecting jobs and culture from the perceived 
threats of the lack of law enforcement, corruption and economic disparity in Mexico, see Stephen 
Clarkson, “‘Apples and Oranges’ Prospects for the Comparative Analysis of the EU and NAFTA as 
Continental Systems,” in EUI Working Paper RSC No. 2000/23 (Florence: Robert Schuman Centre For 
Advanced Studies, European University Institute, 2000), 27.
301 For inSitel997 curators Olivier Deboise and Ivo Mesquita insisted inSite offer installation 
workshops and professional development for artists in Tijuana.
302 NAFTA commenced at a time when the USA economy was 20 times larger than that of Mexico. 
Hoebing, Weintraub and Baer, NAFTA and Sovereignty, 77. The implementation of NAFTA also 
coincided with a change of political regimes in Mexico, due to the assassination of PRI Mexican 
Presidential candidate Louis Colosio.
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two bilateral agreements that governed the staged elimination of tariffs and other trade 
barriers between the USA, Mexico and Canada. The Agreement included multiple 
arrangements intended to aggregate businesses, promote labour mobility and efficiency, and 
protect some sectors against competition from Asia. ’" ’ The real impact of the agreement, 
however, remains a subject of debate. ’* 04 *Many analysts agree that the Agreement accentuated 
the historical structural, civic and economic disparities between the USA and Mexico, and 
that the integration with the USA “free market” was “traumatic” for the sovereignty of 
Mexico.3(b According to economists, NAFTA increased the market power of Mexico but 
eroded the state control of the economy and resources, left poor provinces impoverished, and 
overall further reduced the ability of Mexican society to self-organise.306 Encouraging entry 
into economic globalization, NAFTA is acknowledged as having enticed Mexican migrants 
into US labour markets while regulating and controlling workers as commodities. '07 Thus, 
NAFTA contributed to labour issues, the rise of urban shanty towns, and internal and cross 
border flows of immigrants that added to a “vicious history of stereotyping” of Mexicans in 
the USA.308
An example of the consequences of NAFTA was the rise of the Maquiladora industry 
operating in free trade industrial zones on the US side of the border, a situation that was
303 NAFTA provisions included elimination of US/Mexico tariffs over 15 years, opening the Mexican 
financial sector to investment, government access to contracts, standardised telecommunications and 
trucking, and other requirements regarding intellectual property, dispute mechanisms, labour rights and 
the environment. See: Moran and Abbott, NAFTA: Managing the Cultural Differences, 8. In 2002, 
USA/Mexican trade exceeded $250 billion a year (four times that of a decade before), with 90% of
Mexican exports going to the USA and 70% of Mexican imports coming from the USA (when 
Mexico’s largest trading partner was the USA and Mexico was the second largest trading partner of the 
USA); and the per capita income of Mexicans was one sixth of average income in the USA. Hakim and
Litan, The Future o f North American Integration, 23, 6.
04 At a political level, it has been argued that NAFTA has caused a shift from semi-democracy to 
“democracy with limitations” in Mexico after 2000. Levy, Bruhn and Zebadua, Mexico, 113.
30? M. Delal Baer and Sidney Weintraub, The NAFTA Debate, Grappling with Unconventional Trade 
Issues (Boulder, Colorado: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1994), 188-192.
306 US protectionism was held responsible for the reduced legislative support for trade union rights and 
collectivist peasant entitlements in Mexico. See Clarkson, “Apples and Oranges,” 16-22, 27. Civil 
diplomacy actions across the border remained necessary to ameliorate social issues, according to 
Hoebing, Weintraub and Baer, NAFTA and Sovereignty, 78. Baer and Weintraub, and Clarkson find the 
only social benefits of NAFTA for Mexico were increased environmental safeguards, see Baer and 
Weintraub, The NAFTA Debate, 31, 76, and Clarkson, “Apples and Oranges,” 22.
’°7 Robert R. Alvarez, “The Mexican-US Border: The Making of an Anthropology of Borderlands,” 
Annual Review o f Anthropology 24 (1995): 458.
,ox Clarkson, “Apples and Oranges,” 16, 23, and David Bacon, The Children o f NAFTA: Labor Wars 
on the US/Mexico Border (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004). Moran and Abbott also 
associate issues of separatism for families, and a detrimental impact on educational and political 
systems, religions and ways of associating in Mexico with the effects of NAFTA. Moran and Abbott, 
NAFTA: Managing the Cultural Differences, 28-45.
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engaged with in the art in inSite2000-2001.309 The Maquiladora are gruelling assembly lines 
-  sites where imported parts are processed before being exported -  that are operated by 
foreign companies on favourable terms and rely on low cost labour. ’10 A sense of the personal 
impact of the global Maquiladora industry was evoked in Krzysztof Wodiczko’s social public 
art project Proyeccion en Tijuana (Tijuana Projection), the closing event of inSite2000-2001. 
In a theatrical public performance, a number of female production line workers narrated 
aspects of their life stories to the gathered public, their faces projected onto the multi-storey 
globe-shaped Centro Cultural Tijuana (CECUT) building.’11 Wodiczko envisaged the square 
becoming a type of a Habermasian public sphere, as the speakers raised public debate 
regarding the plight of women in industrialisation. ’1" By the time of inSite_05, Mexican 
unemployment and poor living standards had been exacerbated by industries moving to 
locations of cheaper labour.
The presence of the largest military installation on the American Pacific coast at San Diego is 
another border condition of note for inSite, and contributes to the binational context 
understood as “the best example of how nation-states negotiate, marginalize, and influence 
people’s ever-shifting local behaviour”. ’1 ’ The scale of these military bases and the level of 
security at the border fence were amplified throughout the operation of inSite, especially post- 
9/1 l.314 Thus, San Diego became an increasingly difficult environment in which to encourage
',tw The Maquiladora labour market is estimated to have created 1.7 million jobs in the border region 
and enabled Mexico to integrate into the global economy. Levy and Bruhn, Mexico, 251.
310 Scholars argue that Maquiladora increased debt in the economy, thereby widening the gap between 
rich and poor. Levy and Bruhn, Mexico, 175. Mexican workers, particularly women, are favoured as 
the low-cost labour force, and make the lengthy daily return journey over the border to work. Maria 
Patricia Fernandez-Kelly, For We Are Sold: Women and Industry in Mexico ’s Frontier (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1983).
311 “Krzysztof Wodiczko” in inSite2000-2001 Fugitive Sites, ed. Osvaldo Sanchez and Cecilia Garza 
(San Diego: Installation Gallery, 2002), 74-77. An American artist concerned with marginalised 
people who do not have a public voice, Wodiczko worked for 12 months with the women, who were 
often the family breadwinner, in order to understand the relations between their working and domestic 
lives.
312 Wodiczko saw the female participants as reaching an audience beyond the event, stating: “For the 
women this was a great step forward psychologically and ethically. This performative speech-act, 
making the passage from testimony to transformative public action, became an important bridge to 
developing a capacity to intervene in real life. The response evoked among the public, which in a sense 
became co-actors in the event, in turn furthered its dynamic. This may bring Tijuana a little closer to 
fully acknowledging who really inhabits her and how.” Krzysztof Wodiczko, “Instruments, Projection, 
Monuments,” AA Files, 2001,43, in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 144 Press Coverage 2000-2001, in 
the Mandeville Special Collections Library, University of California, San Diego. All subsequent 
references to inSite Archive MSS 707 are from this source.
313 Alvarez, “The Mexican-US Border,” 451.
1,4 The strengthening of US border controls was made visible in the replacement of the mesh fence at 
Tijuana beach with a solid partition constructed from landing platforms recycled from the Desert Storm 
campaign prior to inSite2000-2001.
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public participation in public space. ' 1" inSite_05, the focus of my case study, commenced 
planning and development in 2003 at the height of NAFTA and tighter US security in the 
repercussions from 9/11.’16
In this context, inSite has been criticised for replicating the socioeconomic inequality of the 
region, failing to introduce audiences to local issues, and falling short of assisting civil society 
actors to influence the political system. ’17 Yet, the purpose of the inSite art events was to 
generate reflexive thinking in regard to art rather than political conditions. The originators of 
inSite hoped to raise the quality of local art on offer, and only in 2001 and 2005 did curators 
attend to interrogating critical aesthetics, as discussed in Chapter One, specifically relational 
aesthetics. Aware of the inequities in the border zone, the curator conceived the purpose of 
inSite_05 needed to mitigate or avoid the simplified discourses of the other that the border 
situation has exacerbated.
The Development of the Purpose of inSite_05
In addition to the context, I understand the curatorial purpose of inSite_05 and production of 
the Interventions informed social public art in the event. Sanchez’s critical attitude in his 
curatorial concept, and its implementation in the border context, had, I argue, ramifications 
for the production of the Interventions in their heavily negotiated outcomes. In this section, I 
discuss ways in which the preceding inSite events had been prescient in interrogating the turn 
to performative, process-orientated art practice situated in public space, and the background 
of the curatorial requirement in 2005 for artists to engage with people with whom they had 
little in common, as two aspects of the curating that informed the compound aesthetics of 
inSite 05.
315 Two proposals for inSite_05 by Allora & Calzadilla and Maurycy Gomulicki could not gain access 
to proposed sites or be resolved due to fear of terrorist attack or because US citizens refused to cross 
into Tijuana. Tania Ragasol, “A View of Tijuana-San Diego Through Three Postcards,” in Sanchez and 
Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] Public, 36-37.
' I6 By the public opening of inSite 05, the Minuteman vigilante citizen patrols had begun campaigns to 
guard the border and report “illegal aliens” to the US Border Patrol. Nico Israel, “Over the Border,” 
Artforum, May 1 2005, http://www.looksmartcollege.eom/p/articles.mi_m0268/is_9_43/ai_nl3760083 
(accessed 22 March 2010; now at
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Over+the+border%3A+Nico+Israel+on+%22inSite_05%22.- 
aO 132554954).
,l7 Yudice, The Expediency o f Culture, 287-362. Also see note 336.
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inSite explored subject matter prevalent in art biennales, such as urbanism and the localisation 
of culture in globalisation, and engaged with social art as a new form of public art.’18 Through 
1997 to 2005 the inSite directors and curators led the critical engagement of the event from 
art and exhibitions connected with “the indices between the urbanscape, public art practices, 
and border territory” to the less spectacular production of “low-key interventions” in public 
life.319 inSit e9 7 was the first iteration of this event to incorporate a distinct social art 
component, and the idea of preliminary research residencies for artists.320 The inSite97 
curators, Jessica Bradley (Canada), Olivier Debroise (Mexico), Ivo Mesquita (Brazil) and 
Sally Yard (USA), provided artists with a broad curatorial framework based upon a premise 
of engaging with urbanisation and public/private space, ecological and social issues, 
economic mobility, information circuits and the militarisation of the area. Significant for this 
research, the curators of inSite97 conceived a series of Community Engagement Projects as 
an entity distinct from the concurrent exhibitions, and with the objective of activating the self- 
awareness of participants as a critical outcome. ’21
Setting a precedent for the social public art in inSite_05, in 1997 15 artists organised 
participatory interactions called Community Engagement Projects with pre-existing 
geographic communities and social groups. Glen Wilson situated himself in the suburb of 
North Park for four months and organised community filmmaking, workshops and screenings 
(You Are Here). The local Revolucionarte collective of artists and architects worked with over 
500 people living in the Mexican fishing village of Popotla to produce a mural designed and 
created by the villagers. Beautifying an ugly wall erected alongside the village by an adjacent 
American movie studio, the mural project also raised awareness of the extent of uncontrolled 
building and pollution generated by their corporate neighbour. In Cindy Zimmerman’s 1997 
Balboa Park East Mesa Exposition over one and a half thousand people worked to beautify 
landfill.’-” In a final example, the Border Art Workshop/Taller de Arte Fronterizo, a well-
318 inSiteJ)5 was described as a “discursive biennale” by Ferguson and Hoegsberg for encouraging 
durational research. Bruce W. Ferguson and Milena M. Hoegsberg, “Talking and Thinking About 
Biennials: The Potential of Discursivity,” in The Biennial Reader, The Bergen Biennial Conference, ed. 
Elena Filipovic, Marieke van Hal and Solveig Ovstebo (Bergen: Bergen Kunsthall and Hatje Cantz, 
2009), 373.
j19 Sanchez, “Fading Tracers,” 40, 41.
320 inSite first offered a curatorial residency, and artists’ residencies (to explore potential sites) in 
1995-6, in preparation for inSITE 1997 and in response to feedback. See Michael Krichman and 
Carmen Cuenca, “Preface,” in inSite97: Private Time in Public Space, ed. Sally Yard (San Diego: 
Installation and Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, 1998), 8.
1-1 Sally Yard, “Editor’s Note,” in Yard, inSite97: Private Time in Public Space, 13, and Sally Yard, 
“Stories from Down the Block and around the Corner: Community Engagement Projects,” in Yard, 
inSite97: Private Time in Public Space, 170-174.
322 Other Community Engagement Projects included Ugo Palavicino’s Teatro en accion (Theater in 
Progress), a mobile children’s theatre with actors assisting local children to conceive and co-produce 
weekly performances, based on ideas of public space (also part of inSite2000-200I), and Ernest Silva
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known local artist collective, continued their ongoing interactions with Poblado Maclovio 
Rojas, a squatting community o f over 1,300 families in SE Tijuana under threat o f being 
moved by the government. The Border Art Workshop assisted in the construction o f a 
community cultural centre, workshops, and portable roadside “commercial modules” .3-1 As 
well as results that included the involvement o f over 8,000 residents and students, the artists 
also considered the Community Engagement Projects were profound for their practice.324 
Nevertheless, the Community Engagement Projects were discontinued by inSite, for lack o f 
funds and partly in response to criticism o f the secondary status given to the Projects in 
comparison to the concurrent exhibition.323
Under Osvaldo Sanchez, inSite2000-2001  included a proportion o f ephemeral, social art 
projects as part o f the main event. The curatorial intention o f inSite2000-2001  was to 
question the potential for artistic practice to offer a political disruption or create “space for 
new cultural articulations” .326 To encourage process-based, site-specific projects in public 
space, inSite offered longer periods for artists’ research alongside curatorial and other 
networking opportunities. ’27 One example o f the site-specific, process-based projects in 2001 
was M onica N ador’s six-month long interaction with 10 families in Maclovio Rojas. Nador 
and participating families worked together to decorate the exterior o f their homes in bright 
coloured stencils developed with Nador and referencing family ancestral signs and
and Alberto Caro-Limon’s Family Trees in which children communicated stories between the 
Children’s Museum in San Diego and Centro Cultural in Tijuana (also part of inSite 1995).
123 “Border Art Workshop,” in Yard, inSite97: Private Time in Public Space, 182-83. The collective 
Border Art Workshop (Michael Schnorr, David Avalos, Victor Ochoa and Guillermo Gömez-Pena) had 
worked in the US/Mexico border area since the mid-1980s, and was one of the earliest inSite 
participants to apply relational methodology. They were formative practitioners of Border Art practiced 
by US citizens of Mexican descent, or Chicano/Chicanas from the 1980s, and their work aimed to 
challenge structural inequalities between Mexico and the USA and produce a new consciousness of the 
impact of colonisation, capital and politics on Latino life.
324 Jo-Anne Berelowitz, “InSITE97 Part Two,” New Art Examiner 25 (February 1998), 43; Glen 
Wilson in correspondence, inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 213, Folder 4 Community Engagement 
Project/Glen Wilson -  You Are Here, 1997; and Revolucionarte, “Community Engagement Program 
Evaluation” in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 219, Folder 18 Community Art Engagement 
Project/Revolucionarte. Glen Wilson reported that the interactions in You Are Here had a “direct, and 
long lasting” impact. Revolucionarte have subsequently continued a relationship with the people of 
Popotla, according to Revolucionarte member, Luz Camacho Espinoza, in interview with the author,
30 March 2010.
12:1 The Community Engagement Projects had less promotion and resourcing, including lower 
remuneration for artists. See Cindy Zimmerman, “Community Engagement Program Evaluation,” 
inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 217, Folder 18 Community Art Engagement Project/Cindy Zimmerman 
-  The Great Balboa Park Landfill Exposition of 1997, 1997, and Krichman, interview with the author, 
27 March 2010.
,2(1 Susan Buck-Morss, Ivo Mesquita, Osvaldo Sanchez, Sally Yard, “Curatorial Statement, Landscape- 
Traffic-Syntax,” in Sanchez and Garza, inSite 2000-2001 Fugitive Sites, 22.
1-7 Thirty artists undertook a group residency in 1999, which included introductions to local 
professionals in a variety of disciplines, and had two years to prepare projects.
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symbols.’2* Such a project, 1 suggest, barely enacted the curatorial desire for political 
disruption. At best it possibly reinforced the values of community development for the 
audience, who were not participants but became spectators viewing the newly painted houses.
Retrospectively, the curators concluded that inSite2000-200I did not sufficiently address the 
curatorial goal of uniting “site-specificity, community engagement, artistic practice, and 
public space”, intentions which informed inSite_05.329 1 suggest that a contributing factor to 
this failure to ignite public engagement was the multiple curatorial messages of inSite2000-  
2001, an issue which was perpetuated in 2005. These messages were broad in generally 
encouraging artists to experiment with practices mapping the dynamics of the region and the 
insertion of art into over governed or controlled public space. ’30 The poetic and allegoric 
ethos of art in inSite97~"] continued in most projects in inSite2000-2001.
Nevertheless, Sanchez noted that two works from inSite2000-2001 were touchstones for his 
artistic directorship of inSite_05 in having a critical implication within their social form. 
Gustavo Artigas’ The Rules o f  the Game and Mark Dion’s Blind/Hide emphasised, for 
Sanchez, how the heterogeneous public domains of San Diego and Tijuana could be 
understood and renegotiated through everyday situations and experiences.” " Artigas trained 
two American basketball and two Mexican soccer teams to play against each other 
simultaneously on one court in The Rules o f  the Game. Sanchez identified a metaphorical 
challenge to the controlled environment of the border in the highly choreographed, doubled- 
up games. Blind/Hide was a naturalist’s bird hide. Located in sight of an enormous military 
base in San Diego, Dion’s bird w atching shelter was itself constantly under police aerial 
surveillance. For Sanchez, Blind/Hide juxtaposed two distinct mandates to “protect and 
preserve”, and with The Rules o f  the Game, was political in creating a public space within the 
restrictive nature of the border situation.
l2x Nador considered the project beneficial to people’s mental and spiritual health, and that it unified 
and added value to the community. Artist’s notes, inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 163 Monica Nador- 
Accion en Maclovio Rojas, 2000-2001.
,29 Buck-Morss, Mesquita, Sanchez, Yard, “Curatorial Statement, Landscape-Traffic-Syntax,” in 
Sanchez and Garza, inSite2000-2001 Fugitive Sites, 22-23. In addition, inSite 2000-2001 was 
perceived as continuing the ongoing issues of exoticisation and low representation of local artists 
(seven Mexicans but only one from Baja California in 2000).
Sanchez and Garza, inSite 2000-2001 Fugitive Sites, 23.
331 For example, the symbolic meaning in Valeska Soares’ Picturing Paradise in 1997, a poetical verse 
by halo Calvino engraved in copper and attached to the border wall to refect viewers, aimed to raise 
political issues via poetics in art.
” 2 Sanchez, “Fading Tracers,” 4L
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The Performative Curating of inSite_05
In this section I outline the curatorial purpose which influenced the aesthetics of the social 
public art Interventions at inSite_05. Artistic Director of inSite_05, Osvaldo Sanchez, was the 
authoritative voice in the Interventions, supported by co-curators Tania Ragasol and Donna 
Conwell. Sanchez developed an expansive and complex brief for inSite_05. This brief 
emerged from discussions around creating public space and publics in inSite2000-2001" 3, 
and influenced the choice of participants and hence the form of the Interventions projects. 
While the Interventions struggled to develop new social art models or produce art that 
contributed to the development of a public sphere, I believe that the curatorial direction 
Sanchez provided brought about an awareness of others and the potential for intersubjectivity 
for artists in their public interactions, aspects of the emancipatory insights Kester argues are 
accessible through dialogue.”4 Intersubjectivity is employed in the subsequent discussion in 
this thesis as the idea of the conscious influence of others on the self or subjectivity in terms 
of social or cultural life. The range of reflexive communications and relations evident in the 
case studies supports my argument for social public art as compound aesthetics, and the 
possibility of artists sharing an ethnographic sensibility, an idea developed in Chapter Five.
Sanchez adopted a “performative curating” approach, I argue, in that he demanded that artists 
reflect on ways in which they were representing their public participants, while he 
simultaneously mediated the development of their proposed projects to ensure engagement 
with a diverse range of sociopolitical situations. Performative curating is defined by Claire 
Doherty as curatorial practices allowing space for raising issues, suggesting a discursive and 
reflexive practice.335 Sanchez’s reflexive aims for inSite_05 responded to the (ongoing) 
critique of past inSite events as spectacles that were insensitive to their context and did not 
address social issues in concrete ways or deliver long-term support mechanisms or urban 
infrastructure for Mexican participants or communities.” 6 Sanchez maintained that inSite_05
333 A concern in social that I noted in the Introduction, and is discussed by geographic historian David 
Harvey in regard to the inSite_05 events, stating: “... the right to the city is not simply about access to 
what the city contains. The right to the city is the right to change the city, to transform the city, and it 
has to be also a right that is inherent. By claiming space in public, by creating public space, social 
groups themselves become public.” David Harvey, “Dialogue 1: Liminal Zones/Coursing Flows,” in 
Sally Yard, ed., Conversations (San Diego: inSite_05, 2004), 47.
” J This intersubjectivity was discussed in the Introduction as the potential for artists to overcome 
differences between themselves and participants and may be compared to the concept of boundary 
work in ethnography. See Introduction, 29. Kester, Conversation Pieces, 69, 82-123.
335 See Doherty, “The Institution is Dead!,” 2-4.
336 inSite had continuously responded to critique, even publishing critical comments in the inSite94 
catalogue, see Dave Hickey, “Sitegeist,” in Yard, inSite94, 66. inSite94 was criticised on grounds of 
visiting artists being ill-prepared or opportunistic, the art at times being naive or trivialising the realities 
of life in Tijuana, and inSite being the cultural equivalent of NAFTA (52% of artists were American, 
30% Mexican, 11 binational, and 7% other). See Vishai Jusidman, “inSite,” Art Issues,
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was directed at art and not social work or direct political activism. His primary concern was 
to provoke artists and audiences to question the meaning o f art in the situation of overt 
cultural, social, and economic differences, and to investigate how in S ite 05 could be a vehicle 
for questioning critical aesthetics (or the contemporary theories of the meaning of art in its 
interconnection with society) through practice.
Sanchez’s “performative curating”, which included demands that artists work with unfamiliar 
groups of people, and his scrutiny of artists’ projects, increased time pressures and 
contributed, I argue, to the negotiation of short-term consensus in projects to overcome 
difficult or potentially antagonistic relations. In the complex curatorial statement written for 
inSite_05 in September 2003, Sanchez expressed a desire for the involvement of art in 
everyday commercial and cultural activity, in order to “interrupt the flows” of the area, and to 
politically intervene in models of group belonging.317 Sanchez’s curatorial focus on activity 
was a deliberate counterpoint to his perception of the decorative character of public art " 8, as 
well as the previous engagement with site specificity and the border. Sanchez referred to 
Bourriaud’s idealistic interpretation of sociality in art galleries, and he saw the purpose of 
inSite_05 as heuristic in seeking alternative models to “the redemptive fictions of relational 
aesthetics”.’’9 Social processes were advocated as a means of discovering moments of 
“situational linkages” and “open-ended dynamics”. ’40 Art was to be the “production of the 
public fabric” or public domain through everyday experiences’41, which for Sanchez focused 
on the territories, activities and social capital of diverse sections of the population, rather than 
institutionalised communities.
January/February 1995, 48; Collette Chattopadhyay, “The Street of Dreams,” Artweek, 20 October 
1994, 12-13; Thomas McEvilley, “inSlTE94,” Artforum, Summer 1995 (copy in the inSite Archive, 
MSS 707, Box 210, Folder 12, page numbers not accessible); and Christopher Knight, “New Border 
Customs,” The Los Angeles Times, 1 October 1994, 8. Ongoing criticism of inSite was that it generated 
a spectacle of border situations, and produced art unable to transcend or be sensitive to its context, for 
example, in Berelowitz, “InSITE97 Part Two,” 42. For criticism of inSite2000-200l in regard to not 
employing local curators familiar with the region see: See Leah Oilman, “Losing Ground: Public Art at 
the Border,” Art in America, May 2001, 69-71, and Nelson Brissac, “Art in the Transnational 
Megacity,” Conversation II, Curating a Process, A Process o f Curating, November 17, 2001, in 
Sanchez and Garza, inSite 2000-2001 Fugitive Sites, 201. San Diego-based artist-architect and 
inSite_2005 participant, Teddy Cruz, reflected ongoing criticism in his comments that inSite should be 
a pragmatic enabler and think-tank. Teddy Cruz, interview with the author, 1 April 2010.
337 inSite_05 Curatorial Statement, inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 231, Folder 7 Curatorial Statements. 
,38 Sanchez, “Fading Tracers,” 41.
339 Sanchez, “Fading Tracers,” 41.
340 Sanchez, “Fading Tracers,” 40-49.
’4I Sanchez claimed the public domain should be a constantly evolving construction in the mode of 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s social contract in “Osvaldo Sanchez in Conversation with Aislinn Race and 
Roopesh Sitheran,” publication unknown, inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 176 Press Coverage 2005.
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For the purpose o f generating the visibility o f different sections o f the public, curators 
Sanchez and Conwell directed artists towards groups o f people with minimal public profile, 
people who “experienced their own social and economic border conditions” , an idea that 
resembles Claire Bishop’s relational antagonism .’42 Reflecting on American artist Mark 
Bradford’s Interventions project with unofficial border porters (M aleteros), Sanchez made 
clear his interest in inserting marginalised groups into the public sphere.24’ The Interventions 
were to establish understanding o f a variety o f ways o f social being or situations o f small 
networks o f people but were not to imply the construction o f community (or relational 
aesthetics), according to Sanchez. ’44 With a seemingly contrary intention, an additional aim 
established by Sanchez and inSite was for projects to be “ invisible” or low-key as a part o f 
the processes o f daily life (and hence unable to be evaluated in statistical terms). 45 In 
discussing a number o f projects, I will show how, in the main, the publics participating in the 
Interventions did not identify with the preconceived political engagement characterising 
Kester’s “politically coherent com m unities”, and did not eventuate as the micro-communities 
proposed by B ourriaud’46, as anticipated by Sanchez’s curatorial goals. The potential for 
social art at i n S i te 05 to generate political change by troubling the mind o f the viewer in 
accord with Bishop’s proposal in relational antagonism is discussed in Chapter Six.
Retrospectively, Sanchez concluded that the event had not interrogated relational aesthetics or 
generated a public sphere, and admitted that his proposal did not offer concrete or 
methodological strategies to assist the artists in selecting participants or navigating
4~ Noted in emails between artists Maurycy Gomulicki, Paul Ramirez Jonas, Althea Thauberger and 
Mans Wränge and curators in the Interventions 2005 files, in inSite Archive MSS 707, Boxes 228, 229, 
230 and 231 Interventions 2005.
343 Sanchez was interested in increasing public dialogue as proposed by Bishop, stating: “I feel that this 
isn’t so much about giving them a few minimal pieces of equipment and infrastructure, but it is about 
giving the maleteros [porters] confidence in inhabiting a certain visibility -  a certain right to presence. I 
am concerned that if this dynamic is not brought to the surface in this circulatory system then it is hard 
to see how we are intervening in this sphere -  how are we making the public from outside re-assess or 
re-view this dynamic.” Osvaldo Sanchez email to Mark Bradford, inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 182 
Interventions/Mark Bradford, Maleteros, 2005. Relational antagonism is discussed in the section 
“Relational Antagonism: Claire Bishop’s Theory of Audience Experience” in Chapter One.
,44 Sanchez, “Fading Tracers,” 45.
Although inSite had declared it had turned away from engaging the audience as co-investigator in 
2000-2001, inSite_05 clearly aimed to attract both international and local art audiences to the 
outcomes of the Interventions, contradicting Sanchez’s claim that inSite 05 would “consciously reject 
an exhibition format and an art world public as the principal audience for projects”. Sanchez, “Fading 
Tracers,” 40, and Buck-Morss, Mesquita, Sanchez, Yard, “Curatorial Statement, Landscape-Traffic- 
Syntax,” in Sanchez and Garza, inSite 2000-2001 Fugitive Sites, 23 and 74-77. The final inSite 05 
event involved a mix of activities for audiences, see note 340. inSite did not collect audience numbers 
for the 2001 and 2005 events due to the dispersed locations of projects.
j46 See “Dialogic Aesthetics: Grant Kester’s Theory of Community Collaboration” and “Relational 
Aesthetics: Nicolas Bourriaud’s Theory of Social Art” in Chapter One.
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relations. '47 His complex brief was no doubt significant, as a number of artists admitted to not 
comprehending the concept’48, and a few created spectacles rather than subtle processes. In 
the need to produce outcomes on schedule for audiences, artists, curators and staff also had 
limited time and skills to explore strategies for communication with the diverse groups of 
participants (including war veterans, mothers, model airplane pilots and psychiatric patients) 
who were new to the concept of social art. Sanchez acknowledged that a model for “the 
possibilities of co-existence” between or within publics did not arise due to the border context, 
and the limitations of the curatorial brief and operations of inSite.349 Due to these constraints, 
rather than creating public dialogue many of the 22 Interventions did end up representing the 
dynamics of the border or creating temporary representations of otherness. The reflexive 
curatorial purpose of inSiteJ)5 lead to both critical and spectacular outcomes, in directing 
individual artists and participants to negotiate the crossing of social and cultural borders with 
participants.
The Impact of inSite’s Production of the Interventions
The production of the Interventions by the staff at inSite_05, I argue, added to the complexity 
and politics of relations between artists and participants. The curatorial and organisational 
support offered by inSite was well intended, and aimed to address the ethical complexities of 
the event. Staff assisted in the production of projects and the location of resources and 
expertise, for example obtaining consents to sites in the security-conscious public 
environment of the border. Yet, I suggest that the performative curating of Sanchez and the 
role of the inSite staff in the production of Interventions projects intensified rather than 
relieved the negotiated nature of a number of artists’ projects.0(1
Sanchez and the inSite staff were well intended in aiming to counteract the lack of social 
public art experience of the 23 artists or collectives in inSite()5 by offering preliminary 
research and project development.01 Nineteen artists lived outside the USA (and of those
’4 Sanchez, “Fading Tracers,” 45-46, and Sanchez and Conwell, “Working Sessions with Artists from 
the Area,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] Public, 38.
’48 These included Omar Foglio, from collaborative Bulbo, in “Garage Talk 3,” in Sanchez and 
Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] Public, 326.
144 Sanchez, “Fading Tracers,” 41,45-46. Time pressures were also an issue in inSite 2000-2001, 
when fewer than half the 30 projects were ready for the public opening. Staggered openings were 
implemented in 2005.
350 George Yudice raised a similar prospect in inSite 2000-2001, understanding that artists were a 
“process provider for the directors and curators” at inSite, raising questions of “co-authorship” of 
projects between staff and artists. George Yudice, “Extract from Conversation IV: Image Power: 
Cultural Interventions as Public Memory in Post-Modern Spaces,” in Sanchez and Garza, inSite 2000- 
2001 Fugitive Sites, 82.
ol This contrasted with inSite2000-2001 when at least eight artists had experience in social art.
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eight lived in Latin America) with only Teddy Cruz, Christopher Ferreria, Jose Parral, 
collective Bulbo and R Tj-SD Workshop living in, and familiar with, the region. Artists 
noted that the newly expanded residency programme for inSite_05 provided a productive 
experience for their projects and practice.3' 2 The six one-week residences were intended to 
facilitate artists’ selection of a public to engage with, and also provided a substantial 
introduction to the region and local people.34’ inSite also extended the duration of the event 
beyond its biannual cycle in its endeavour to allow artists a longer period of local research 
and development of projects. These aspects were positive components of Sanchez’s 
performative curating and the organisation’s design of inSite_05.
Nevertheless, while not all artists shared similar experiences, a number found the curatorial 
and management style at inSite_05 invasive, and therefore, I suggest, influential on the 
Interventions. Sanchez maintained close criticism of artists’ proposals, either in person or by 
correspondence, and his performative curating prompted artists to stretch their thinking.354 
Artist Paul Ramirez Jonas recalled Sanchez almost policing the development of his proposal, 
in the curator’s determination for Jonas to create a project which connected with a tangible 
audience.354 Artists were also required to present proposals to a panel of five interlocutors 
(including architects, writers, academics and inSite directors) during their final residency, 
with the intention of encouraging critical and innovative projects and the diversity of 
Interventions, and deeper engagement with participants. Sanchez’s interrogatory style of 
critique and requests for significant changes to proposals often continued beyond the final
342 Jonas remembered the research trips as informative as well as testing: “The first trip was in essence 
a crash course on the border. For one week we did field trips, met with architects, sociologists, 
geographers, artists, community organisations, and any number of cultural researchers and scholar 
dedicated to this particular area of the world. On the second trip all the artists met each other and 
presented the work to each other. On the third trip we came on our own (although we often overlapped 
with other artists) and pursued our own interests.” Paul Rameriez Jonas interview with the author, 16 
March 2010. Jordan Crandall also found the residencies were a highlight of his participation. Jordan 
Crandall, interview with the author, 31 March 2010.
’’’ Noted in “Residencies 2003-2005” and “Unfolding Process,” in Sanchez and Conwell, 
inSite_05/[Situational] Public, 25-27, 38, 50-65. The residencies were part of the learning from 
inSite2000-200l, during which artists also spent up to 100 days in the area and attended forums on 
contemporary art issues in preparation for developing artworks. “Residencies,” in Sanchez and Garza, 
inSite2000-2001, Fugitives Sites, 60-61.
04 Noted in correspondence in artists’ files in the inSite Archive MSS 707, Boxes 228, 229, 230 and 
231 Interventions 2005.
344 Paul Ramirez Jonas, email to the author, 16 March 2010. Jonas spent a year in discussion with the 
curators from April 2004, constantly reformulating his project, Mi Casa Su Casa on the topic of private 
information storage, in order to propose an acceptable work, according to emails in: inSite Archive 
MSS 707, Box 229, Folder 6 Interventions/Paul Ramirez Jonas, Mi Casa Su Casa, 2005. Although 
Jonas found Sanchez’s insistence on dialogue almost pedantic, the artist concluded the experience had 
enhanced the critical nature of his practice. Jonas, email to the author, 16 March 2010.
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residency and review meeting, and into the period of production.0(1 In these ways, the 
performative curating aimed to improve the critical nature of the Interventions projects but in 
the process often left artists with only a short lead time to finalise their projects.
The small number of staff at inSite_05 -  five people to assist with production plus the 
curators and directors -  and interventionist nature of the curating and production of the 
Interventions undoubtedly influenced the politics of relations in artist-participant interaction. 
The small team were proactive in undertaking complex official negotiations on behalf of 
artists, and this large workload and time pressures, I suggest, possibly accentuated the 
negotiated character of the Interventions,357 Staff assisted artists in the field by facilitating 
introductions, translation and other needs in cross-cultural interactions. inSite staff were also 
long distance mediators, and managed the contact with participants for periods when artists 
were not in the area.358 Pressure was intensified by the scale of inSite_05 (the largest event to 
date) and the increasingly difficult political context in the San Diego-Tijuana region. In 
addition to the Interventions, the inSite staff and curators were also managing other aspects of 
the event, including two museum exhibitions.359 In having to deal with simultaneous requests 
for assistance and respond quickly to challenges that evolved, “[ejxhaustion and failure were 
always a possibility” for staff, according to Director Carmen Cuenca, with consequences for 
the Interventions,360
Working relations and politics were pervaded, therefore, by the status of inSite as an 
organiser rather than a collaborator in the Interventions, and time pressures which influenced 
artists’ relations with participants. The curators and staff placed unavoidable pressure on 
artists, as Mark Bradford experienced when inSite demanded that he resolve the outcomes 
with his Mexican participants within a certain timeframe. Bradford reflected that the process 
of engagement was “overwhelmed” by the need expressed by inSite to progress projects in “a
lM’ inSite Archive MSS 707, CD 2005 05-1 13 Interlocutors meeting, and correspondence in artists’ 
files.
° 7 Donna Conwell noted exhaustion after the third inSite05 residency in 2004. Email from Donna 
Conwell, 1 August 2004 in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 230, Folder 2 Interventions/Althea 
Thauberger-Murphy Canyon Choir, Part One, 2005.
08 Cruz, interview with the author, 1 April 2010; Steve Badgett, email to the author, 14 March 2010; 
and Christopher Ferreria in “Christopher Ferreria,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] 
Public, 175.
04 inSite_05 included the FarSites exhibitions at the San Diego Museum of Art and the Centro Cultural 
Tijuana (curated by Adrian Pedrosa); Scenarios comprising a Mobile Trans-border Archive (curated 
by Uta Meta Bauer) and a live sound and image event Ellipses (curated by Hans Fjellestad), 
Conversations (a series of workshops, lectures and conferences) and Tijuana Calling, 5 internet-based 
art projects curated by Mark Tribe.
360 Carmen Cuenca, “Garage Talk 3, October 23, 2005,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite_05/ 
[Situational] Public, 328.
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desperation that fetishises the solution”.361 My research suggests that most o f the social art 
projects were flavoured by the complex relations of negotiation, described by architect- 
curator Celine Condorelli as a process for moving from antagonism to consensus in a process 
resembling deliberative dialogue. ’6- The long-term conversational and empathetic exchanges 
advocated as intersubjective or community-building processes in dialogic aesthetics by Grant 
Kester were not possible in the time frame.36’ inSite’s directors and staff undertook the 
negotiation of the many difficult agreements and formal permissions with the Mexican 
government, and cultural institutions, funders and other organisations in both countries.,64 In 
addition, well-intended but lengthy staff negotiations with constituents reduced the ability for 
artists to be co-participants as is the aim in dialogic aesthetics, and exposed them to sites of 
antagonistic relations, as well as at times resulting in abbreviated deadlines, modifications to 
projects, and time pressures on staff and artists. ’6"
The organisation of inSite’s production of the Interventions to support the performative 
curating of Sanchez in the border context added to the antagonistic nature of relations for 
artists, who then had to negotiate the agency and temporary consensus of participants within 
their social public art projects. From the perspective of the inSite organisation, inSite_05 
fostered a community between staff, curators and artists who worked on the Interventions for 
several years.’66 However, evidence suggests that artists in the Interventions did not reach the 
same conclusion. Canadian-based Althea Thauberger was one artist who found the curatorial 
engagement “underwhelming” and was unable to find a common point of intention with the 
inSite curators, possibly influenced by her inability to attend the residencies. ’67 Yet only one 
project was cancelled, Josep-Maria Martin’s project A Prototype for Good Migration (Un
Mark Bradford in “Garage Talk 1, August 28, 2005,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/ 
[Situational] Public, 320.
362 According to Condorelli “Negotiation offers a process of articulation, an acknowledgement of often 
antagonistic positions in order to come out with productive modes of commonality -  a being in 
common that works toward further dialogues and complexifications.” Celine Condorelli and Eyal 
Weizman, “Support, Participation and Relations to Equity,” in The Violence of Participation, ed. 
Markus Miessen (Berlin and New York: Sternberg Press, 2007), B33.
',63 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 49.
’64 The directors spoke of having to “understand a very complicated web of politics, and not just with 
the cultural institutions in Mexico”, to establish authority and be networked with local organisations in 
order to “forge alliances and trust with different groups.” Krichman, interview with the author, 27 
March 2010. Staff also had to raise the $US 3.5 million cost of inSite_05 from private and public 
sources.
’6" Lack of timeliness of outcomes managed by staff was noted in artists’ correspondence in the inSite 
archive; artists were possibly not always aware of the difficult permissions processes around the border 
area.
j66 “Garage Talk 3, October 23, 2005,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] Public, 325. 
Director, Michael Krichman, also stated that a sense of community was shared between staff, directors 
and Board. Krichman, interview with the author, 27 March 2010.
’6? Evident in emails in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 230, Folder 2 Interventions/Althea Thauberger- 
Murphy Canyon Choir, Part One, 2005.
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prototipo para la Buena migraciön.) Communications broke down between the artist and 
inSite when Martin did not demonstrate the means to sustain social activities for young illegal 
border crossers after inSite_05, a condition that the organisers had demanded. Martin like 
other artists interested in creating social improvements -  the duo Simparch (Steve Badgett 
and Mike Lynch), Teddy Cruz and Thomas Glassford and Jose Parral -  found it difficult to 
accept inSite’s inability to support projects beyond the closure of inSite_05 in November 
2005.369 These artists all initially hoped to continue the social impact and the critical nature of 
their individual projects that had been encouraged by Sanchez in pursuing alternatives to 
relational aesthetics. In numerous ways, the performative curating and operation of the inSite 
organisation influenced, I suggest, the negotiation required by artists to achieve the temporary 
consensus required to produce a social public art project for the inSite_05 public opening date 
of 26 August 2005.
The Compound Aesthetics of the Interventions
In the second half of this chapter, I examine the range of aesthetics applicable to the 
Interventions projects, from the perspective of artists and their relations with participants. In 
contrast to the single political models claimed in discussions of critical aesthetics and social 
art, the Interventions at inSite_05 suggest a range of critical interpretations and affective 
experiences, or compound aesthetics as I have defined it in the Introduction. ’ 1 A conflation 
of ideas from Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics and Bishop’s relational antagonism can be 
identified in a number of Interventions projects, in the negotiation of temporary consensual 
relations between artists and participants from situations of antipathy. Interventions projects 
were also often metaphors for local conditions (Bradford’s Maleteros, Judi Werthein’s 
Brincos, Glassford and Parral’s La Esquina/Jar dines Las Playas de Tijuana and Simparch’s 
Dirty Water Initiative). Certain artists provided the means for individuals and groups to make 
themselves more publicly visible and take part in a public discourse (Gonzalo Lebrija, Itzel 
Martinez del Canizo, Antoni Muntadas, Barbosa and Ricalde and Mans Wränge). Participants’ 
acquisition of social capital in the form of new skills or the resources to undertake public
’6S Late in the process inSite found that Martin had expanded his project into a youth centre without 
securing the financial or voluntary commitment to sustain its operations or a program of workshops. 
“Josep-Maria Martin” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] Public, 111-113. The 
completed and equipped space was donated to the Casa YMCA.
369 The projects organised by Glassford and Parral and Simparch are discussed below. A rare example 
of a project continuing beyond a previous inSite event was the Mexican element of Ernest Silva and 
Cara Limon’s Cora’s Rain House, which operated for 12 months beyond inSite94 as a venue for 
children’s activities at Casa de la Cultura, Tijuana, and then on the streets, until The Children’s 
Museum in San Diego commissioned a permanent Rain House.
370 The theoretical interpretation of social art as political models is discussed in Chapter One. For the 
definition of compound aesthetics see the section “Compound Aesthetics: An Expanded Framework for 
Critical Aesthetics and Social Art Discourse in the the Introduction.
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events can also be identified in other projects (Jonas Christopher Ferreria’s Some Kindly 
Monster, Althea Thauberger’s Murphy Canyon Choir and Maurycy Gomulicki’s Aerial 
Bridge). Projects highlighted the significance of the politics of relations between artists and 
participants, as well as outcomes offering social assistance, public awareness of situations 
through the visibility of participants, and encouragement of social and cultural capital as the 
compound blend of ethical and political aesthetics of social public art at inSite_05.
In the following sections I discuss examples of three types of outcomes of the Interventions -  
economic and physical benefit for participants or communities, the stimulation of public 
discourse and raising awareness of local social conditions, and social and cultural capital 
gained by participants -  as evidence of the compound aesthetics of social public art. The 
audience experiences of the projects are discussed in more detail in Chapter Six. In addition, a 
number of artists, such as Jonas, confirmed that their experiences, which included Sanchez’s 
performative curating and the preliminary residences, supported “contextualised praxis” -  
Paulo Freire’s term for reflection on action to improve or transform that action or practice. ’71 
Another significant aspect of the compound aesthetics of social public art at inSite_05 is, I 
argue, the ethics of relations between artists and participants, evidence of which is discussed 
below. Artists accommodated the diverse backgrounds and interests of their public 
participants while strategically negotiating outcomes to accommodate Sanchez’s directive to 
interact with strangers. Artists in the Interventions demonstrated reflexivity and empathy 
(understood as a conscious identification with, and feeling for, the other that can break down 
boundaries of otherness), and, hence, the potential for intersubjectivity, I argue, in 
recognising and being responsive to participants’ needs.37'  Some artists responded to their 
context and made trust and hospitality central features of Interventions that reflected 
experiences in the region.37’ Ranging from the consultative to negotiated, and divergent to 
temporarily consensual, artist-participant relations in the Intervention did not bear out the 
propositions that relations in social art are either consensual according to Bourriaud or 
antagonistic in Bishop’s critique of relational aesthetics. These relations for artists are 
discussed in more detail in Chapter Five. In these ways, the Interventions support my broader
371 Paulo Freire, Cultural Action for Freedom (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972), 60. Freire presumes 
this praxis realises a level of transformative potential.
372 Empathy is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as the ability to understand and share the 
feelings of another.
j73 Hospitality (Hospitalidad), by the duo Barbosa and Ricalde, offered a ‘welcome mat’ to visitors to 
Tijuana crossing the Puente Mexico, the pedestrian bridge adjacent to the border opening at San Ysidro, 
USA. Barbosa and Ricalde invited pedestrians to have their Christian name painted on the bridge by 
local students and sign makers, without questioning or demanding evidence of right to passage as 
would occur at the border. Paul Ramirez Jonas also invited audiences to unconditionally participate in 
relations of trust, encouraging people to swap their keys with strangers in the Interventions project Mi 
Casa Tu Casa.
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concept o f compound aesthetics as an alternative perspective on the meaning o f social public 
art at inSite_05.
Direct Outcomes
The Interventions that delivered economic or social benefits support my argument for the 
complexity o f the form and outcome o f the aesthetics o f social public art at inSite_05. These 
projects also substantiated the endeavours o f artists to span the boundaries o f difference with 
participants. Mark Bradford’ s Maleteros project was intended by the artist to economically 
enhance the lives o f participants and offer social capital. Bradford, a painter from Los 
Angeles, chose to work w ith the maleteros, a small group o f unofficial porters who make a 
liv ing  physically transporting baggage for pedestrians across the border. The porters exist in a 
precarious situation. Using handmade carts, they operate in a mean environment, and are 
constantly policed and fined by the US Government for lo itering.’74 In addition, there were 
long-standing divisions between various maleteros groups according to their o ffic ia l or 
unofficia l standing. From a year o f discussions w ith the men, Bradford was conscious o f the 
banality o f his attempt to work in this situation, and also acknowledged the need to bring 
together rival groups in order to effect a social action.375
,74 Bradford described the situation o f the porters, stating: “ They wait their turn to serve clients, 
charging from $1 to S3 for their service ... The load carriers represent one of those informal border 
businesses that spring up out o f necessity, such as the people who peddle coffee and snacks to those 
waiting to cross by car into the United States. Continually harassed by both Mexican and US Border 
patrols the workers were forced to wait behind the pedestrian corridor causing them to lower their 
prices because they weren’t pushing the loads as far. The cart carriers typically work seven days a 
week, often from 7a.m. to 8p.m. On good days, they can make about $20.” Proposal document in inSite 
Archive MSS 707, Box 227, Folder 2 Interventions/Mark Bradford, Maleteros, Part One, 2005. The 
Mexican government allows five to 10 porters to work at the border.
37? Noted in proposal document in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 227, Folder 2 Interventions/Mark 
Bradford, Maleteros, Part One, 2005.
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Mark Bradford, Maleteros 2005 
Installation view during inSite_05
Image courtesy the artist and Sikkema Jenkins & Co., New York
B rad fo rd ’ s Maleteros project supplied customised equipment, painted identifiab le  signage 
and diagrams on key w ork areas, and provided a temporary workspace fo r the porters in 
response to the their identifica tion  o f  the need fo r equipment and public v is ib i l ity . ,7<’ The 
Maleteros project facilita ted a modest material benefit and a degree o f  social capital fo r the 
porters by m aking them more vis ib le  to the streams o f  travellers on the M exican side o f  the 
border. Yet, the porters remained inv is ib le  on the US border, as the US government denied 
permission fo r the project to be installed at the San Ysidro  border entry.377 For this reason 
amongst others, B radford was not convinced that the logos on the cards, jackets and 
workstations w ould  achieve their goal o f  prom oting and assisting the w ork o f  the porters.
In addition, he was sceptical about the fina l project being able to make the porters and their 
economic contribu tion  evident to the public. In these ways, the Maleteros project suggests
376 The project offered an identity or branding that was visible on vests and badges, as well as provided 
new trolleys for the porters.
Evaluation form in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 182, Interventions/Mark Bradford, Maleteros,
2005.
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that social public art not only mirrors capitalist forms o f exchange as argued by Foster, but 
struggles to achieve Bourriaud’s vision o f interrupting local political conditions.378
Nevertheless, by working together, the porters had demonstrated a common purpose -  
agreement on the preferred direction o f the project -  that temporarily overcame their normally 
competitive behavior, as part o f the outcomes o f the Maleteros project. Their shared interest 
in the pursuit o f income was evident in the rumour that after inSite 05 the trolleys were sold 
to gain more immediate incom e.’74 Bradford’s project contributed to the common commercial 
purpose o f the porters, but more significant for the artist was having established a temporary 
solidarity with the men, which for him had been based on valuing the significance and 
importance o f the porters. ’80 Yet, like the other Interventions, the indirect politics o f the artist- 
participant social relations were not perceptible to audiences who were only invited to visit 
the project outcomes.
The Brinco (Jump) project by Argentinian-born American-based artist Judi Werthein 
involved complex political meanings in creating direct benefit to local people and offering 
content critical o f US/Mexican inequities. The project also highlighted the question o f art’s 
political effectiveness when projects incorporate commercial interests. Her undertaking 
mirrored the inconsistent position o f the USA in its support o f  cross-border trade and short­
term employment o f Mexican labour yet prohibitive conditions for Mexican immigration to 
the USA. ’81 With the help o f inSite, Werthein executed a complex project that involved 
having a sneaker manufactured in China and donating pairs o f shoes to potential illegal border 
crossers in Tijuana. Werthein commissioned the design and manufacture o f a sneaker that 
could theoretically facilitate illegal immigration, in that the shoes contained a map, compass, 
torch and other items. She distributed 550 pairs during August to November 2005 to deported 
illegal migrants who had been returned to numerous shelters in Mexico, and to people 
intending to illegally cross the border. ’82 Two hundred pairs o f  the Brinco sneakers were also 
available from a high-end sneaker boutique in San Diego at $215 a pair, and their sale
Foster, “Arty Party,” 21.
379 Michael Krichman suggested the porters had reputedly sold the carts. Krichman, interview with the 
author, 27 March 2010.
380 Bradford noted his response included dealing with the tensions between the different maleteros 
groups that came to the surface over the course of the project. Evaluation form in inSite Archive MSS 
707, Box 182, Interventions/Mark Bradford, Maleteros, 2005.
181 Werthein’s Brinco (Jump) took place during a period of increased anti-immigration activism in the 
USA during 2004-2005.
382 Werthein distributed the shoes at sites where intending border crossers liaised with “coyotes” 
(smugglers demanding a fee for organising an illegal passage from Mexico to the USA). Werthein had 
researched the design with undocumented migrants, “coyotes”, activists, and academics in the field of 
migration. She also took border hikes with the Mexican government’s Grupo Beta migrant aid society. 
Evaluation form in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 201, Interventions/Judi Werthein, Brinco, 2005.
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proceeds Werthein donated to Casa del Migrante -  a migrant support organisation. In this 
way, the Brinco project offered functional and financial support for the disenfranchised 
publics as intended by Sanchez. Making evident the local ramifications o f economic 
globalization’8’ , and politics around sanctioned and illegal migration, this Interventions 
project also covered in local popular media’84, and stimulated public discussion on citizenship, 
activating political debate through economic and other channels.
Judi Werthein, Brinco 2005 
Installation view during inSite_05
Courtesy of the artist and Figge van Rosen galerie, Cologne
383 The shoes were manufactured in China to highlight the outward economic flow and closure of 
American maquiladora firms along the border as corporations moved to countries that paid lower 
wages.
,X4 See Chapter Six, note 888.
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Judi Werthein, Brinco 2005 
Installation view during inSite_05
Courtesy of the artist and Figge van Rosen galerie, Cologne
The binational support for inSite_05 led to the commissioning o f an exceptional project that 
aimed to permanently refurbish a high-profile public area o f Tijuana as an instrumental and 
direct outcome, but which was less successful in generating collective engagement.'s" The 
purpose o f the project -  La Esquina/'Jardines Las Playas de Tijuana (The Corner/Playas 
Gardens) -  was to redevelop the derelict Playas de Tijuana, a beach located where the border 
wall enters the sea. The beach is a key tourist site and communal location that has ecological 
importance. In the process o f improving the environment and welfare o f its users, the project, 
by Mexico City-based, US-born artist Thomas Glassford and San Diego-based landscape 
architect Jose Parral, revealed the benefits o f a shared purpose between constituents and the 
tensions w ithin the theoretical premise o f the Interventions in the process o f delivering an 
improved physical environment for social life.
The scheme addressed the lack of urban planning and development in Tijuana and was intended to 
refresh broken beachfront facilities alongside the Gulf War border fence by building a new pedestrian 
concourse with local plants, a border observation point and a shelter for the coconut vendor.
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Glassford and Parral initially postulated that the idea of revitalising the site would accentuate 
the environment of the “rat in the trap, epitomising the separation of the fence and the deaths 
of many who have tried to cross it”, reiterating past criticism of the political insensitivity of 
inSite events/’86 However, after extensive consultation with the numerous categories of public 
who engaged with the beach site, Glassford noted they came to revise their thinking o f the 
project as community renewal and an opportunity for the public to take ownership of a 
renewed beachfront. ’87 This thinking was based on meaningful consultation, conducted for 
over a year from August 2004, with the users of the Playas -  local beachgoers, Mexican 
tourists, members of the US Border Patrol, grass roots groups, residents, city officials, the 
lighthouse keeper, the beach coconut vendor and others -  to understand how the area was 
used. This consultation resembled the duration of conversation with a community advocated 
for dialogic relations by K.ester. Ultimately, responding to public input, Glassford and Parral 
planned and organised the redesign and restoration of the beach park, which included paving, 
planting and the construction of a two-storey lookout.
Despite efforts of the artists and inSite, the public benefit of the project did not attract the 
expected community investment or develop social capacity. Groups who had indicated a 
commitment in the upkeep of the area, including the environmental collective Grupo 
ecologista Gaviotas, were not forthcoming with support. ’88 This lack of engagement may 
have been due to the absence of shared purpose with inSite, the inability to form a politically 
coherent community in Kester’s terms, or the lack of civic consciousness in Mexico. ’89 
Glassford’s description of the “difficult internal negotiations and production difficulties”
386 Thomas Glassford, “Homeland/insecurity,” in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 186 
Interventions/Glassford & Parral-La Esquina/Jardines de Playas de Tijuana, 2000. 
j87 Thomas Glassford stated their idea of making the site a positive place, saying “It’s one of the most 
expressive areas of the border and one of the first places people, especially those from Mexico’s 
interior, want to see in Tijuana. They remember the migrants who have lost their lives (while trying to 
cross illegally into the United States) when they see the ocean, and the absurd wall made of (steel 
matting) salvaged from the Gulf War, and the Border Patrol ... The park belongs to the community. 
They’ll take it over and change it as they wish. We just hope we’re restoring pride in this corner, 
instead of having people turn their backs on it.” Glassford in Ann Jarmusch, “New Park Turns 
Attention From a Forbidding Border Fence to a Welcoming Ocean,” The San Diego Union-Tribune, 21 
August 2005, F3-4.
88 Krichman confirmed the lack of support. Krichman, interview with the author, 27 March 2010. This 
was despite reports of citizen groups offering to maintain the area, according to Ann Jarmusch in “New 
Park Turns Attention From a Forbidding Border Fence to a Welcoming Ocean,” F3-4. A homeless 
man, Jose Castillo who lived in the restroom of the park was reported as appreciating the 
improvements and asking inSite if he could be employed as caretaker, in: K.ia Momtazi, “The Men’s 
(Bed) Room,” San Diego City Beat, 17 May 2006, 9.
,89 On civic consciousness see note 279 in this chapter. Ultimately, Parral saw the project quickly 
blending into the incessant change in the region, having provided a new starting point that offered 
layers of intervention, in Jose Parral, “Supernatural,” in Fluctuating Borders, Speculations about 
Memory and Emergence, ed. Rosalea Monacella and Sue Anne Ware (Melbourne: RMIT University, 
2007), 103. Kester, Conversation Pieces, 163.
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reflected the challenges of coordinating private and municipal assistance in Tijuana and the 
inflexible administrative and political agencies in the city.390 Thus, despite the best intentions 
of the artists, and the principles of the inSite_05 curators, the public benefit and activation of 
the Playas project as a model for the becoming of community as proposed by relational 
aesthetics was compromised by agonist relations and a lack of commitment by constituents to 
the purpose of transforming the site.
The last example of a project aimed at social improvement further confirms the range and 
importance of the implicit politics of relations in social public art, and the artists’ reflexive 
learning as a component of aesthetics, in addition to assisting the welfare of participants 
through the provision of a basic utility. Through their inSite_05 project, Steve Badgett and 
Matt Lynch, known collectively as Simparch, pursued their social art practice and attention to 
improving the lives of people. Simparch’s proposal was to supply a source of fresh drinking 
water to people in a shanty area of Tijuana with the aim of enhancing their health and self- 
determination. The two men undertook numerous visits to Tijuana to find a colonia (colonia 
are informal communities with no jurisdictional representation, mostly situated in shanty 
houses without utilities) open to engaging in the project. Simparch lived and worked for two 
months in several colonia where they believed they had found a like-minded public.191 Over 
the year, the men also researched ways to purify dirty water to drinking quality. The nine 
filtration units created for the Dirty Water Initiative (Iniciativ del Agua Sucia) were sealed, 
glass-covered, rectangular basins supported on legs that collected water that had been purified 
in the process of evaporation by the sun. ’92 The stills and their collection bottles were initially 
set up at the US pedestrian entry to the Mexican border to raise awareness of alternative, 
economical solutions to water scarcity. The equipment was subsequently re-sited to the 
chosen colonia, providing an economical way to filter the available water. Dirty Water 
Initiative demonstrated the potentiality of gift relations in art to reduce economic and cultural 
divisions, which Bourriaud argued in Relational Aesthetics supported new political and social 
designs for life.’93
j9° Thomas Glassford, Evaluation Report in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 186 Interventions/Glassford 
& Parral, La Esquina/Jardines de Playas de Tijuana, 2005.
j91 Badgett, email to the author, 14 March 2010. Simparch was supported by Fundaciön Esperanza, a 
US-based not-for-profit organisation, and one of the many civil society organisations working with 
local interest groups in Tijuana. Badgett also speaks Spanish.
392 The stills were very simple stainless steel, glass-topped basins that filtered four to eight litres of 
fresh water per day. Inspiration for their research into water treatment facilities was Ecoparque, a two- 
acre wastewater filtration area in Tijuana.
393 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 58.
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The Dirty Water Initiative responded to, and raised awareness of, a lack of services in the 
colonia, and in the process challenged the social expectations of the artists as part of the many 
artistic and functional dimensions of social public art. ’94 Such instances evidence the ways 
ideas from a range of critical aesthetic theories, particularly relational aesthetics and relational 
antagonism, can be equally significant in the interpretation of social public art. In a “process 
of continual learning” Simparch came to the realisation that the colonia would ultimately 
prefer to agitate for Western-style plumbing than continue Badgett and Lynch’s proposal that 
they maintain their own stills.’9" In addition, Badgett and Lynch found their participants to be 
very different from the derisive stereotypes presented in the US media.396 Dirty Water 
Initiative, like a number of other Interventions, reflects the complexity of social public art in 
addressing a context that included a lack of services in Mexico, circumstances that Badgett 
considered “America has played a large part in creating.”397 The Dirty’ Water Initiative is also 
an example of how the aesthetics of social public art encompasses multiple meanings that 
include social good, public awareness of socio-political situations and disenssus and dialogue 
in the process of intersubjective relations with others.
Simparch, Dirty Water Initiative (Iniciativ del Agua Sucia) 2005 
Installation view during inSite_05 
Photo: Steven Badgett
194 Other Interventions that provided material benefits included giving local people the computers from 
the Internet projects Tijuana Calling, according to participating designer Ricardo Dominguez, 
interview with the author, 23 March 2010, and cash distributed by artist Joäo Louro. Teddy Cruz also 
initially proposed to send the San Diego infoSite to Tijuana to reutilise as building materials.
39? Badgett, email to the author, 28 March 2010.
396 Badgett and Lynch wrote: “Most Americans think that TJ [Tijuana] is dirty, disorganized and 
chaotic. After spending time in TJ we understood that colonias do fulfil basic needs without the 
services and infrastructure most Americans expect. The absolute inability of institutions and policy to 
catch up to, aid, and corral these needs creates a situation where people do more for themselves to 
make their communities work”. “Simparch Dirty Water Initiative,” second proposal document, in 
inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 229, Folder 8 Interventions/SIMPARCH-Dirty Water Initiative, 2005. 
j97 Badgett, email to the author, 28 March 2010.
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Public Awareness
Most artists followed Sanchez in facilitating the greater visibility o f participants, in order to 
enhance public understanding o f their situations. While raising public awareness o f social 
situations, 1 find the Interventions at in S i te 05 did not fulfill Sanchez’s hope for generating, 
even metaphorically, a public sphere. Projects did not achieve a deliberative network along 
the lines o f the public sphere theorised by Jürgen Habermas, in which public discussion 
counteracts the instrumental forces o f government.398 An inability to continue contact beyond 
the scope o f inSite_05, except in one case, suggests that participants also lacked the bonds o f 
commonality that theoretically support a counterpublic who identify against a dominant 
public, as defined by W arner in my Introduction. ’"  Projects also did not show evidence o f 
generating the sociality equivalent with a Marxist interstice as proposed by Bourriaud, even 
as temporary associations. The participants’ inability to take ownership o f their projects 
indicated the temporary nature o f their shared purpose and the negotiated character o f their 
relations with artists that contrast with te s t e r ’s ethical imperatives in dialogic aesthetics. The 
Interventions confirm the relevance o f the framework o f compound aesthetics for 
understanding social public art.
Artists who provided the means for individuals and groups to make themselves publicly 
visible and generate public discourse included Itzel Martinez del Canizo and Antoni 
M untadas.400 One o f the few artists in inSite_05 who lived and worked in Tijuana, Martinez 
del Canizo handed the camera to male patients at a drug detoxification centre in Tecante, and 
asked them to record their ideas o f a fictional city space in which they would reintegrate in 
urban life.401 In the resultant film, Ciudad Recupercion (Recovery City), M artinez del Canizo 
juxtaposed the addicts’ playful discussions with the visions o f an ideal Tijuana proposed by 
women from Tijuana’s privileged classes interviewed in their homes. Ciudad Recupercion 
demonstrated how M artinez del Canizo achieved a project in which participants from 
divergent social backgrounds conveyed some o f the social complexities o f Tijuana, a city 
recognised as a “double public sphere”402, to audiences.
’9X See “The Constitution of Publics” in the Introduction.
399 Warner’s concept is also outlined in “The Constitution of Publics” in the Introduction.
41,0 Following his ongoing interest in the concept of translation, Muntadas documented individuals from 
diverse social and cultural groups commenting on contemporary fear in the region. His film was 
inserted into television programming in the US and Mexico by inSite.
401 Martinez del Canizo had been engaging with young women undergoing voluntary drug 
rehabilitation for three years before the Interventions. Tijuana is a site for drug trafficking over the 
border and drug addiction is a social problem in the city. See Instituto Nacional de Psiquiatria Ramon 
de la Fuente Muniz, National Addictions Survey 2011,
http://encuestas.insp.mx/ena/ena2011/ENA2011 drogas_con_anexo.pdf (accessed 7 January 2013).
4(l_ This designation is based on the lack of civil society in the uneven public rights and institutions the 
authors find in Tijuana. Fernando Escalante Gonzaldo, Imaginary citizens: A Treatise on Public
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Guadalajara-based Mexican artist Gonzalo Lebrija developed a social public art project 
engaging with the tension between individual and institutional memories, and communication 
o f  the wider relevance o f personal situations in the border context. For his intervention,
Lebrija elected to work with men residing at the Veteran Home o f Califom ia-Chula Vista,
San Diego. Deciding that individual lived experiences o f war should be heard in the public 
domain, Lebrija and inSite negotiated permission for the creation o f an installation at the San 
Diego Veterans’ Museum. The artist hoped that the audio installation, Heroes o f  War (Heroes 
de guerra), would recognise and dismantle the heroic stereotype o f the military by revealing 
the personal memories o f his participants.40. The artist was a conduit for the m en’s voices, 
deciding that in the display he would not provide any signage but leave the stories open to the 
interpretation o f visitors. After inSite_05 , Heroes o f  War became a permanent feature at the 
M useum.404
Lebrija’s strategy for finding shared purpose with the men had to be revised in order to fulfil 
his aim for the m en’s military experiences to have a public presence. During the year of 
workshops and interviews he conducted to hear the m en’s war histories, Lebrija quickly 
found that the health o f the participants meant he needed to direct the project and design the 
installation at the Museum himself. The Heroes o f  War provides an example o f the compound 
aesthetics o f social public art as I defined the concept in the Introduction.4<b The social 
relations between the men and Lebrija had a positive impact on the participants through social 
interaction and a sense o f self-worth, according to the artist who intentions were in line with 
the ethical purpose o f dialogic aesthetics. In addition, the museum installation offered a 
distinct component that informed museum audiences about the veterans’ endeavours and 
lives.406 Other artists also identified ways to enhance social awareness in Tijuana and San 
Diego. Mans W range’s The Good Rumour Project (El proyecto del huen rumor) was an 
experiment with social encounters as a means to reduce exoticisation o f local populations and 
improve the social or cultural knowledge o f others through the spreading o f good rumours 
(imagined tales) about the US and Mexico, in contrast to the fears and prejudices o f common
Morals (Mexico City: Centro de Estudios Sociolögicos, Colegio de Mexico, 1992) in Rihan Yeh, 
‘“We’re Mexican Too’: Publicity and the Status at the International Line,” Public Culture 21, no. 3 
(2009): 465-493.
403 The intervention included footage of the POWs talking about their experiences in different 
campaigns and sculptural elements against a patterned background resembling military service ribbons. 
4114 “Unfolding Process,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] Public, 56. The institution 
also committed to enlarging its archive of veterans’ histories.
40r' See the section “Compound Aesthetics: An Expanded Framework for Critical Aesthetics and Social 
Art Discourse in the the Introduction.
406 inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 188 Interventions/Gonzalo Lebrija, Heroes of War, 2005.
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opinion.407 These Interventions projects evidenced the interest of artists to promote aspects of 
social situations and change attitudes towards others as part of the compound aesthetics of 
social public art.
Social and Cultural Capital
The final group of projects discussed offered participants social capital in the form of new 
skills or social connections and opportunities to pursue their interests, and cross-cultural 
sensitivity as meaning arising in social public art. In the process, these projects indicated 
artists’ reflexivity in offering participants agency and guidance, and the range of relations, 
from antagonistic to temporarily consensual, between constituents in any one project, all of 
which evidence the relevance of multiple critical theories to social public art. In the first 
example of capability-building projects, San Diego-based artist Christopher Ferreria engaged 
with the car cultures that are important to youth in the region, in the intervention Some Kindly 
Monster (Un Cierto Monstruo Amable). The artist worked with two car customisers or 
detailers and their teams from San Diego and National City -  proficient in Asian and Latino 
hot rod styles of decoration -  to collaborate on the decoration of a large van, despite disparate 
aesthetic traditions and cultural identities.408
40 In Mans Wrange’s project The Good Rumour Project (El proyecto del buen rumor) a number of 
positive and negative rumours about each city were gathered in focus group discussions in Tijuana and 
San Diego. The stereotypes included San Diegians being ignorant, uneducated, individualistic, arrogant 
and biased; and people in Tijuana as lawless, dangerous, corrupt, and unclean. From “Mans Wränge 
The Good Rumour Project (El proyecto del buen rumor)," in Sanchez and Conwell, inSiteJ)5/
[Situational] Public, 131. The rumours were spread by private citizens with useful networks, as well as 
in magazines, on radio and in blogs, to unknown results. inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 202 
Interventions/Mäns Wränge The good Rumour Project/El proyecto del buen rumor, 2005. Also Chapter 
Six, 234.
40S Ferreria invited “Team Hybrid” a Southern Californian Asian import car crew, and a customiser of 
hot rods, trucks and motor cycles Puerto Rican, Jose Romön Garcia.
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Christopher Ferreria, Some Kindly Monster (Un Cierto Monstruo Amable) 2005 
Project in progress during inSlte_05 
Image courtesy inSlte_05
Ferreria responded to the potentially antagonistic situation between the Asian and Latin 
American interlocutors and sought a way to offer the men a sense o f independent agency and 
control, in the politics o f relations that is not visible to subsequent audiences o f social public 
art.409 The teams reached a final outcome that comprised two separate designs, each painted 
along ha lf the length o f the van: abstract graphics on a steel blue background on one side and 
cartoon-style hot rods and a fam ing  engine on the other. The vehicle was also fitted out with 
a sound system, and during the public programming o f inSite_05 it was the catalyst for 
impromptu social gatherings.410 In activating the endeavour, Ferreria quickly recognised that 
a key issue for the success o f Some Kindly Monster was the tension between his culturally 
diverse participants, a pressure that replicated the socioeconomic inequalities and cultural 
barriers in the San Diego/Tijuana region.
Ferreria’ s acts reflected a respect for his participants and facilitation o f their jo in t ownership 
o f the project as part o f the aesthetics o f the Interventions, suggesting the empathy required 
for dialogic aesthetics according to Kester. Ferreria created a structure w ith in  which the 
participants could “ work collaboratively and invest themselves in the project”  in the
404 Ferreria described that the cultural tension between his participants spoke: “ to the very heart of 
inSite in many ways. Jose feeling/being cornered, his experience generationally, historically, and 
ethnically are at stake right now ... how does his personal narrative fit within a larger narrative of the 
US and Mexico ... and does that even register within such a narrative. How does his laying claim 
become emblematic o f the multiple narratives that are and aren’t heard because o f the politics that are 
so US-Mexico centric?” Email from Chris Ferreria, 31 July 2005 in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 227, 
Folder 7 Interventions/Chris Ferreria-Some Kindly Monster, 2005.
410 As part o f the inSite05 programming, on seven occasions the vehicle provided the base for sound 
events that broadcast compositions by San Diego DJs, which had been commissioned by Ferreria.
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reconstruction and creative detailing o f the vehicle.4" The challenge o f allowing the 
individuals in the group to negotiate their own investment in the project required Ferreria to 
provide a mix o f direction and openness. As he explained:
The relationships, at their very core, were always based upon a mutual respect for 
each other’s histories, knowledge, skills and possibilities o f contribution. But tensions 
arose because o f the strong personalities in the group. I needed to make clear at the 
very beginning my particular vision o f the project and the goals I wanted to achieve. 
But each co-participant had to define for themselves their own specific goals. Once 
they had finally claimed a space within the project ... each o f them became fully
4 Ppresent.
Ferreria’s actions in enabling agency suggest artists must be prepared to trial a range o f 
behaviours to foster participation, not only the relinquishing o f authority emphasised by 
Kester.41 ’ The complex negotiations required to overcome the antagonistic cultural and social 
positions o f participants led to the presence o f a diversity o f political forms o f relations, and 
hence compound aesthetics, in Some Kindly Monster.
Canadian artist Althea Thauberger also supported the development o f new capabilities in her 
participants while experiencing antagonistic relations herself, evidencing the complexity o f 
relations in her Interventions project. Following Thauberger’s curiosity regarding the 
possibility o f communal dreams, she sought to engage with a group around the idea o f 
forming a community choir, with whom she proposed to manifest “an imaginative life in 
song” . Thauberger connected with spouses o f American servicemen, many o f them young 
mothers, from the Murphy Canyon Lincoln Military Flousing in San Diego.414 After six 
months o f practice, an ensemble o f 12 women undertook two public performances at the Jean 
Farb Middle School as the Murphy Canyon Choir (Coro de Murphy Canyon) to an audience 
o f military and inSite_05 visitors.
411 Ferreria in “Garage Talk 2, September 25, 2005,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] 
Public, 321.
412 “Christopher Ferreria, Some Kindly Monster,” in Sanchez and Conwell, in S ite 05/[Situational] 
Public, 175.
413 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 147-8.
414 Comprising 2,319 homes, Murphy Canyon is part of one of the largest military training bases in the 
world. inSite and other organisations assisted the artist’s introduction to the women.
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Althea Thauberger, Murphy Canyon Choir (Coro de Murphy Canyon) 2005 
View of performance during inSite_05 
Image courtesy of inSite_05
Thauberger planned for the women to gain social capital by choreographing and planning the 
performance.417 She recognised the need to show leadership and discipline in order to ready 
her individual participants for their public performance. The women, often overwhelmed by 
the project and prevented from practising by fam ily life, looked to Thauberger for mentoring 
and inspiration. The project blog reveals the extent to which Thauberger encouraged the 
women’s creative capacities and suggested helpful strategies for practice, such as setting 
weekly goals, while ensuring the project remained on track. She encouraged them to write 
their own songs on the most important things in their lives and, in response, five participants 
created compositions dedicated to subjects o f love, loss and separation.416 Ultimately, while 
the women appreciated the new contacts and camaraderie417, Thauberger’ s hope that the 
women gained the capability to maintain ongoing relations and community was not 
fu lfilled .418 Family, and the demands o f m ilitary life, had priority for the participants over 
sustaining their new social and creative connection, their existing community overpowering 
any other potential po litica lly coherent or micro community.
4,7 The project employed a choir director, Terry Russell, and a composer-in-residence, Scott 
Wallingford. 1 discuss the audience experience in Chapter Six.
4Ul Song titles included “ Home Coming” , “ Waiting” , “ You and Me” and “ Wife o f a Hero” .
417 “ Althea Thauberger, Murphy Canyon Choir/Coro de Murphy Canyon,” in Sanchez and Conwell, 
inSite_05/[Situational] Public, 188-197, and emails from participants in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 
199 Interventions/Althea Thauberger Murphy Canyon Choir/Coro de Murphy Canyon, 2005.
418 Failure of participants to take ownership was also noted by Sanchez in “ Mans Wränge The Good 
Rumour Project (El Proyecto del buen rumor),”  in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite_05/[Situational] 
Public, 126.
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In terms o f relations, the artist’s interactions included the agonistic experiences that are 
understood to reflect typical social relations and hence are a feature o f artistic or aesthetically 
compelling social art for Bishop. Thauberger’s discomfort was accompanied by feelings o f 
empathy and sympathy for her collaborators, affective sensations which resemble the 
intersubjectivity Kester discusses in relation to dialogic aesthetics.410 The fact that Thauberger 
knew little o f the young women and recognised the social divide with her female participants 
meant that her association with them was “very delicate territory” .420 She described her 
anxiety in engaging with the women as both daunting and stimulating.421 Thauberger 
confirmed the compound meaning o f Murphy Canyon Choir in the delicate and extensive 
negotiation o f relations the project required, and the social capital and other meanings she 
anticipated for the project in addition to the audience’s enjoyment o f the performance.
Maurycy G om ulicki’s Aerial Bridge (Puente Aereo) is a third example o f an Interventions 
project that demonstrated a range o f relations and meanings available from interactions in 
social public art, which in this instance succeeded in establishing the social capital required 
for a continuing association between participants. Gomulicki, based in Mexico City and 
W arsaw, spent a year planning a joint flying event with the members o f two aero clubs which 
had not previously had contact: the Real del Mar Model Airplane Club in Tijuana and the 
Silent Electric Flyers o f San Diego.422 Gomulicki saw the project as an opportunity to explore 
whether a mutual hobby could supersede cultural difference and connect disparate individuals. 
The artist was drawn to flight as a historic human desire to break limits. He also believed that 
the passion o f the local model plane hobbyists presented a poetic response to the presence o f 
the Air Force in San Diego.4"' To these ends Gomulicki encouraged the pilots to design new 
planes and choreograph the flying event.
419 Blog entries in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 230, Folder 2 Interventions/Althea Thauberger- 
Murphy Canyon Choir, Part One, 2005.
42(1 Thauberger in an email in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 230, Folder 2 Interventions/Althea 
Thauberger, Murphy Canyon Choir, Part One, 2005.
4-1 Thauberger stated that she found their relations “intimidating and scary and tremendously difficult, 
and I suspect this is what personally draws me to this group ... Anxiety is a kind of constant in my 
work and I have felt that 1 am on the right track if a work scares me.” inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 
230, Folder 2 Interventions/Althea Thauberger, Murphy Canyon Choir, Part One, 2005.
Gomulicki abandoned an initial concept of model plane workshops for teenagers in Tijuana as 
difficult and biased toward a group that was too frequently targeted as “promising”.
423 Maurycy Gomulicki in “Garage Talk 2,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite J )5/[Situational] Public, 
323.
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Maurycy Gomulicki, Aerial Bridge (Puente Aereo) 2005 
View of performance in progress during inSite_05 
Image courtesy of inSite_05
Similar to Kester’ s dialogic model, Gomulicki noted the need to find a workable m ix o f 
listening to his collaborators and directing the complex negotiations without being invasive, 
stating “ one may have ideas but one has to learn how to give that role over to the people 
involved. One has to know how to avoid exclusion and face the challenge ... M y project 
wouldn’ t exist w ithout the people participating in it.” 424 Having negotiated around the pilots’ 
potential antagonism and won their respect, the artist was invited to be the master o f 
ceremonies and to select the music and site for the day o f aeronautic performances, held in 
the cemented riverbed o f the Tijuana River along which the US-M exico border is demarcated 
by a yellow painted line.42" The event was allegorical, the location evoking the artific ia lity  yet 
ubiquity o f borders that Gomulicki aimed to overcome through the interactions o f the plane 
owners. Nevertheless, the compound aesthetics o f Aerial Bridge included the mutual 
understanding established between the constituents o f the project, the agency Gomulicki 
encouraged in the participants, and the desire o f the pilots to organise subsequent jo in t meets,
424 Gomulicki believed the men “ were interested in their role in an art project” and “ gave their body 
and soul to the project” . Maurycy Gomulicki, “ Project Reflections: Maurycy Gomulicki” in inSite 
Archive MSS 707, Box 187 Interventions/Maurycy Gomulicki-Aerial Bridge/Puente aereo, 2005.
4_" Gomulicki had several reasons for selecting the cemented-over river causeway in Tijuana as the 
airfield: “ The yellow border line painted on the river’s concrete bed serves as a natural and symbolic 
line for airplane take off. The riverside walls are naturally fit for spectator benches. The all so close 
presence of the open border is disturbing and absurd.”  inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 187 
Interventions/Maurycy Gomulicki-Aerial Bridge/Puente aereo, 2005. The event was held on 24 
September 2005.
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outcomes which rehearse relational aesthetics in suggesting the generation of a sociality 
across existing socioeconomic and cultural divides.426
These examples of Interventions have indicated some of the potential multiple meanings of 
the social public art projects at inSite_05 for artists, participants and potentially audiences. 
While interactions were not ends in themselves, artists’ recognised and responded to the 
social, economic and cultural boundaries between the self and others in order to give agency 
to participants and create project outcomes. Consequently, these examples indicated the range 
of relations, and the shift from antagonistic to temporarily consensual associations between 
constituents in any one project that were enabled, I argue, by the reflexive support of the artist. 
Other meanings that 1 argued were demonstrated within these examples of compound 
aesthetics included material or economic assistance and social capital in the form of new 
skills and the extension of existing interests, well-being in social connections and public 
recognition for participants, a greater capacity for cultural interactions that align to a level 
with the concern for emancipation in theories of social art, and critical understanding of the 
situation of public participants for audiences.
Conclusion
The Interventions at inSiteJ)5 demonstrated, I argue, a range of critical aesthetic possibilities 
associated with the border context in San Diego and Tijuana in support of my proposal for 
compound aesthetics as an additional framework for understanding social public art.
Meanings included the provision of small-scale local infrastructure, awareness-raising for 
audiences, and social capital such as the skills and agency gained by participants. In addition, 
the Interventions evidenced the significance of the politics of relations between artists and 
participants, which ranged from dissensus to temporary consensus, and included negotiated 
and empathetic interactions. In this way, the multiplicity of meanings of social public art at 
inSite J )5  challenged the divided focus in the formative theories of social art between 
meaning being located in either politics or aesthetics.
The heuristic purpose of inSite_05, in an exploration of social art and interest in developing 
new models of public collectivity, did not result in an alternative to Bourriaud’s relational 
aesthetics due to the curation and organisation of the event in its broader context. Despite the 
curator’s hopes, I have found little evidence to suggest that the short term Interventions
4-6 After this social event, which included a barbeque, the pilots invited each other to their bases to fly 
together in the future. According to co-curator Tania Ragasol in “Garage Talk 3, October 23, 2005,” in 
Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] Public, 329.
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offered new models of a micro public sphere or sociality proposed by Bourriaud or the 
politically coherent and productive community posited by Kester. However, although 
inSite_05 did not aim to offer resistance or emancipation within the existing structural 
imbalances of Tijuana and San Diego, I have shown how participants in some projects, such 
as those by Bradford and Simparch, did benefit economically or enjoy other improvements to 
local environments.
The Interventions did evidence the importance of the context in Tijuana and San Diego and 
the purpose and production of the event for the critical nature of the aesthetics of projects.
The sociopolitical situations in the border region, the short time frame and the performative 
curating of Sanchez and the inSite staff, were factors that placed pressure on artists’ relations 
with their public constituents. While artists appreciated the new knowledge they gained for 
their practice during inSite_05, these factors also led, I argue, to the negotiated nature of 
relations between artists and participants. The Interventions demonstrated the complex and 
multiple types of relations and temporary rapport with others required to produce outcomes in 
which all the participants shared a sense of ownership and which aimed to avoid social and 
cultural misrepresentation.
The responsive behaviour of the artists is evidence of the significance of the politics of 
relations, and the wide range of relations applicable to the compound aesthetics of social 
public art. Artists acknowledged the reflexive learning or contextualised praxis that arose in 
the experiences of spanning the differences, and negotiating temporary consensus, between 
people from different backgrounds. Evidence of Bishop’s relational antagonism was 
recognised by artists alongside affective relations, primarily the empathy required to imagine 
the self in the situation of another or to offer another person agency that Kester advocates in 
regard to dialogic aesthetics. Overall, the Interventions at inSite_05 offered support for my 
concept of compound aesthetics as an alternative framework for interpretation, in revealing 
the diverse and complex critical nature of the relations within, and the forms and outcomes of, 
social public art.
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CHAPTER THREE: THE ECHIGO-TSUMARI ART TRIENNIAL 2009
The Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial (ETAT) reveals the significance of cultural context in 
terms of compound aesthetics as a framework for discussion of social public art as defined in 
the Introduction.4"7 The ETAT event was initiated to counteract the effects of national 
government negligence and economic globalization42s on the region of Niigata in Japan. As a 
social public art event, the ETAT produced, I argue, a number of cultural and social impacts 
that included critical resistance against structural conditions, a challenge to the culturally 
embedded social relations of Japanese participants and, potentially, the historicisation of 
residents as a consequence of the nostalgic national sentiments evoked in the art. The 
presence of formal community organisations, culturally informed relations and civil society 
bonds in Japan is significant both for the relations and outcomes that comprise the compound 
aesthetics associated with the ETAT. The significance of cultural specificity is also reinforced,
I find, in the nostalgic national sensibility of Nihonjinron -  the idea of a unique, continuous 
national culture -  that imbues the form and content of much social art at the ETAT. In 
addition, the respect and empathy shown by artists for their Japanese participants and 
supporting communities -  in accordance with the aim of the ETAT -  is a key factor, 1 suggest, 
in the creation of uncritical and nostalgic art which has the potential to misrepresent local 
people. Thus, the ETAT demonstrates that cultural specificity or context is significant for the 
meaning of social art in numerous ways.
Context contributes to the particular form of the aesthetics in the social public art at the ETAT 
and 1 begin this chapter with an overview of the geographic, economic and cultural conditions 
of the site of the ETAT -  the Prefecture of Niigata. I explain how national mechanisms and 
global economic forces intersect in the regional landscape of small towns and rice fields, 
creating the economic and social depression that the ETAT aims to challenge. In the second 
section I outline the national and cultural conditions specific to the ETAT, in terms of 
Japanese local governance and understanding of social relations and a civil society, and relate 
this context to my theory of compound aesthetics. The traditional neighbourhood or 
community association (chönakai) imposes responsibilities upon individuals living in villages 
and towns and reinforces a collective cultural sensibility that supports close binding relations. 
As a normative institution, this administrative mechanism differs from the politically coherent
4:7 See the section “Compound Aesthetics: An Expanded Framework for Critical Aesthetics and Social 
Art Discourse in the the Introduction.
428 A term I explain in the section “Economic Globalization: Part of the Public Context of Social Art” 
in the Introduction.
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community that Grant Kester claims as a necessary platform for dialogic relations.429 In 
addition, community relations are shaped, 1 argue, by the monocultural nature of the 
population4,0, culturally embedded binding relations, a national propensity to consensus and a 
civil society sensibility. All of these cultural factors contribute, 1 argue, to the aesthetics of 
social public art at the ETAT.
At one level, the compound aesthetics of the ETAT comprise “soft” political resistance to the 
socioeconomic context in Niigata, offering a level of emancipation through the economic 
benefits of small-scale cultural tourism, and the generation of social capital and psychic 
welfare for individuals. In the third section of this chapter, I analyse the extent to which the 
oppositional purpose and the form of production of the event assist the generation of the 
compound aesthetics of the ETAT, which arise from the aim to improve the emotional and 
economic welfare of a population suffering the consequences of “hollowing out”.431 The 
Triennial’s aim of assisting the well-being of the elderly residents is underpinned by the 
process of encouraging a mutual reliance and responsibility amongst artists and residents 
during the production of social public art. In the fourth part of the chapter, 1 analyse how the 
purpose and compound aesthetics of the ETAT was activated in the deployment of social art 
within a form of cultural tourism, a three-month long cultural festival attracting visitors to art 
projects installed in abandoned houses and schools. In its participation in the market economy 
and neoliberal values, the ETAT does not align with Nicolas Bourriaud’s deliberative, Marxist 
model for an alternative communality proposed in Relational Aesthetics. Instead, the event 
resists its politico-economic context by deploying social public art to generate tourism and 
revive small-scale local industries. The ETAT supports the theory of a compound aesthetics in 
complicating the ideas proposed in the formative theories of social art.
The traditional Japanese binding and bonding relations of Niigata residents and Japanese 
volunteers were challenged, I argue, in the new forms of cultural connectedness achieved 
during their interactions over social art during the ETAT. In the fifth section I offer evidence
429 See the section “Dialogic Aesthetics: Grant Kester’s Theory of Community Collaboration” in 
Chapter One.
430 1 use the term monocultural to signify the historically high proportion of the national population 
with a Japanese ethnic background and who are designated as citizens with full political and economic 
rights. 1 acknowledge that the idea of a single culture is challenged by the history of minority cultures 
in Japan -  the Ainu, Burakumin, Okinawans, and Koreans -  and limited immigration apart from guest 
workers since the 1990s. However, monoculturalism is reinforced by official discrimination against 
minority groups, see Michael Weiner, ed. Japan 's Minorities: The Illusion of Homogeneity (London 
and New York: Routledge, 2009). 2004 statistics confirm the minor presence of ethnic groups in the 
Japanese population: Japanese 98.5%, Koreans 0.5%, Chinese 0.4%, other 0.6% including Brazilians 
of Japanese origin, sourced from The Central Intelligence Agency, “Japan,” The Fact Worldbook, 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/ja.html (accessed 9 January 2013).
431 “Hollowing out” is a term used to describe the depopulation or emptying out of geographic areas.
o f the significance o f the cultural context in the formation o f compound aesthetics in regard to 
the ETAT, in terms o f the relationships between residents, artists and event volunteers. These 
engagements around social public art also supplied new social capital, such as new skills and 
knowledge o f others from different cultures and age groups. These culturally informed 
consensual relations and the art they produced contrast with Claire Bishop’s concept o f 
relational antagonism, and support my argument for the significance o f cultural context in 
terms o f the aesthetics o f social art.
In the concluding section o f the chapter I argue that an aspect o f compound aesthetics 
deriving from the context o f the ETAT is the interpretation o f social public art in terms o f re- 
traditionalisation or connection with the myth o f Nihonjinron. A great deal o f the social 
public art at the ETAT is infused with traditional Japanese aesthetics in employing found 
materials and being imbued with references to, and nostalgia for, past life in the region. As a 
result, I conclude that audiences can be misled into historicising residents, believing them to 
continue a traditional rural lifestyle. Overall, social public art at the ETAT can be understood 
as compound aesthetics, in facilitating new, semi-autonomous relations for residents, social 
and economic well-being that resists normative conditions, and symbolic representation. In 
summary, the ETAT supports my argument for the compound aesthetics o f social public art, 
and the importance o f context, cultural specificity, and the purpose and design o f the event for 
social public art, in contrast to the singular focus on the politics or aesthetics o f social art in 
art discourse.
The Context of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009:
The Impact of Governance and Trade
The geographic and socioeconomic context o f the Niigata region in Japan contributes to the 
nature o f aesthetics in the social public in the ETAT. This event operates across 760 square 
kilometres o f the Uonuma and Yuzawa areas in the Niigata prefecture, north o f Tokyo on the 
island o f Honshü. Since 2000 the Triennial has celebrated the agrarian and natural 
environment o f the region, and addressed the local economic decline that has been a 
consequence o f national policies and international trade. The Niigata landscape -  verdant 
mountains, rice terraces and small villages and towns subject to extremes o f weather -  
symbolically reflects the historical intertwining o f nature and culture in Japanese society. This 
rural landscape and its agrarian lifestyle has also become socially and economically 
marginalised in conditions o f industrialisation and economic globalization in Japan.
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N iigata’s increasingly elderly demographic is central to the purpose o f the ETAT ,* 4 *’2 The 
region is testament to the dramatic hollowing out or depopulation o f rural areas -  a national 
transformation that began with postwar industrialisation and continued as Japanese 
agriculture became increasingly uneconomic.4” Uonuma is typical o f the situation that led 
analysts to predict that by early this century Japan will have the highest proportion o f seniors 
among countries in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.4'4 Low 
fertility rates in Japan, and a high percentage o f elderly people with long life expectancy have 
added to the country’s aged demographic.4,> Thus, the ETAT  region confirms Alex Kerr’s 
impression o f Japan “becoming one enormous senior citizens home”.436
The neglect o f rural life in Japan, with which the ETAT  is concerned, has been exacerbated in 
recent decades by government inaction, speculative corporate behaviour, and international 
tariff and trade mechanisms. After being one o f the world’s richest nations in GDP terms in 
the 1980s, Japan in the 1990s entered a “Lost Decade”, which heralded “a growing sense o f 
the crisis ... including the fear o f dismantling human relationships in the face o f penetrating 
global economy” .4’ Economic recession during the 1990s was worsened by the government’s 
weak economic policies, which resulted in unemployment, widening income gaps and the 
marginalisation o f welfare and education services.4’s The breakdown o f cross-generational 
support for the elderly was also intensified by the exodus o f youth to cities (a national 
phenomenon since the 1950s), amongst economic factors o f consequence in Niigata.4 '6
432 The Niigata population numbered below 75,000, and 30% were over 65 years old in 2000.
433 By 2000 at least 85% of Japanese lived in cities and over one-sixth of the population were aged over 
65. Source: Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare survey in Shun’ichi Furukawa and Toshihiro 
Menju, Japan 's Road to Pluralism (Tokyo: Japan Center for International Exchange, 2003), 162. 
Agriculture and mining employed only one in 10 by 1980, whereas one in two workers were engaged 
in primary industry in the 1950s. Peter Duus, “Shöwa-era Japan and Beyond,” in Victoria Lyon Bestor 
and Theodore Bestor, with Akiko Yamagata, eds., Routledge Handbook o f Japanese Culture and 
Society (London and New York: Routledge, 2011), 17.
4’4 David W. Edgington, ed., Japan at the Millennium: Joining Past and Future (Vancouver:
University of British Columbia Press, 2003), 9, 250.
4 0 Japan has had the highest percentage of elderly people in the world, and fertility rates have been 
below the replacement rate of 2.1 since 1975. It was the “world’s oldest population” in 2005, and 
people over 65 are predicted to comprise 30.5% of the population in 2025. Bestor, V. Bestor, T. and 
Yamagata, A., Routledge Handbook o f Japanese Culture and Society, 3, 173.
436 Alex Kerr, Lost Japan (Melbourne: Lonely Planet, 1996), 25, and Alex Kerr, Dogs and Demons: 
Tales from the Dark Side o f Modern Japan (New York: Hill and Wang, 2001).
43" Hou, Insurgent Public Space, 99, 150. Japan’s overheated stock and real estate markets led to the 
bursting of the Bubble economy in the early 1990s. See Bestor, V. Bestor, T. and Yamagata, Routledge 
Handbook o f Japanese Culture and Society, 3; Edgington, Japan at the Millennium; and Takashi 
Murakami, ed., Little Boy (New York and London: Japan Society and Yale University Press, 2005), 
189. Also The Central Intelligence Agency, “Japan,” The Fact Worldbook,
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/ja.html (accessed 9 January 2013).
4 ,8 Jeff Kingston, Contemporary Japan, History, Politics and Social Change Since the 1980s (Malden, 
MA. and Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), 15-16.
439 Duus, “Shöwa-era Japan and Beyond,” 18. The aged and people without income have historically 
relied on family support in Japan.
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The reliance on agriculture, predominantly rice, in the region also played a role in the 
changing social circumstances of Niigata residents with which the ETAT is concerned. In the 
1990s, Japan had to confront the end of price insulation in agriculture that had protected 
inefficient practices since the mid-1980s.440 Rice has played a historically important role in 
Japan, for example, appearing in the myths and rituals of Shinto religion.441 The Japanese 
government’s arguments for agricultural protectionism included the promotion of values 
which remain evident in Niigata, of rice as a celebrated national symbol, as well as staple 
food.44" The value of close communal commitment and co-existence in village life is often 
nostalgically remembered as revolving around the cooperation that rice cultivation requires, 
according to the anthropologist Theodore Bestor.44’ Therefore, the lowering of rice prices on 
Japan’s entry to international produce markets not only decreased production but was 
perceived as a foreign, largely American, threat to the sanctity of Japanese farming and 
cultural life and a factor contributing to the purpose of the ETAT.
Thus, the ETAT originated as a form of resistance to the reduced viability of small-scale rice 
farming and which had resulted in Niigata’s hand-farmed koshijikari rice becoming an 
expensive niche product. Regional politics further exacerbated the local economic downturn 
and contributed to the demise of other specialist industries, primarily silk and textiles.444 In 
2000, when the Triennial commenced, national and regional governments had only recently 
begun to recognise the welfare needs of the elderly, some of whom had suggested that their 
generation would be the last in their village.44" The socioeconomic decline in Niigata
44,1 After World War Two government regulations restricted agricultural imports, fixed prices above 
world market levels and ensured most farming was on a small scale. Duus, “Shöwa-era Japan and 
Beyond,” 17. Japanese rice prices were seven times world prices in 1995, before Japan was forced to 
decrease price protectionism in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, due to failures of the 
Japanese rice crop and the country’s trade large imbalances. Steve Moody, “Japanese Rice Trade 
Policy,” Japan 101 Information Resource, http://www.japan- 
101.com/government/rice_trade_policy.htm (accessed 7 May 2012).
441 Through Shinto, rice is connected to the gods who gave rise to the Japanese imperial line. See 
Bestor, V. Bestor, T. and Yamagata, Routledge Handbook o f Japanese Culture and Society, 275. Rice 
appears in Japanese cosmology as the soul or self personified, according to Emiko Ohnuki-Tiemey. 
Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney, Rice as Self(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993).
44" Rice remains celebrated in contemporary life; for example, bales of rice comprise part of the prizes 
in sumo tournaments.
44, Theodore C. Bestor, “Cuisine and Identity in Contemporary Japan,” in Bestor, V. Bestor, T. and 
Yamagata, Routledge Handbook of Japanese Culture and Society, 275.
444 As a heartland of conservative Liberal Democratic Party politics (the local politician was the LDP 
prime minister in the 1970s, who had maintained agricultural subsidies and the local economy by 
creating large infrastructure projects in shinkansen, roads and tunnels and schools), Niigata felt the loss 
of majority government by the LDP in 1993. Adrian Favell, Before and After Superflat: A Short 
History o f Japanese Contemporary Art 1990-2011 (Hong Kong: Blue Kingfisher Limited, 2011), 175— 
176.
44" According to ETAT artist participant Adam Sutherland. Adam Sutherland, “An Audience with ...,” 
in Walwin, Searching for Art's New Public, 177-185.
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provided the context for a social art event aimed at resisting government negligence and the 
forces o f global trade, and reinvigorating social confidence.
The Significance of Community Governance, Culturally Informed Relations and a 
Civil Society Ethos
A local community form o f organisation, as well as, national cultural characteristics also 
contributes to the significance o f context for the operation o f the ETAT. In this section I 
discuss the importance o f the local administrative structure to the form and meaning o f social 
public art, arguing that normative community structure enabled N iigata’ s residents to form a 
cohesive, proactive agency for delivery o f the Triennial’ s regenerative purpose. I also propose 
that a national characteristic, in the form o f collective or other-focused social relations on the 
part o f Japanese people that I w ill discuss in more detail, contributed to the production o f 
social public art and the ETAT event. Additionally, in this chapter I argue that the social 
interactions w ith in art projects resulted in challenging the intrinsic relational sensibility which 
I discuss as having been identified in Japanese culture. The evidence o f culturally informed 
consensual relations in social public art in the ETAT opens for debate the applicability o f 
models o f agonistic politics for social art, and the significance o f concepts o f deliberative or 
communicative public spheres in the regulated environment in Japan. Thus, the situational 
factors o f communal administration and the presence o f culturally specific relations in Japan, 
contributes to my argument for the significance o f context in terms o f compound aesthetics.
Village or town associations play a role in the ETAT and its social public art projects as 
authorities that determine local participation in the event. Distinct from prefectural and 
municipal authorities, traditional neighbourhood or community associations (<chönakai) -  
grassroots but formal structures -  hold the power to administer local resources such as 
communal land and to direct decision making. The public neighbourhood associations address 
economic and social planning and local development, while offering social interaction.446 
Agreement o f the community association to host artists or maintain art outcomes for the 
period o f the Triennial infers a shared obligation for its success on individual members, as 
part o f the neighbourhood commons mechanism.447
446 Chönakai are decision-making bodies in matters such as fire fighting, crime control, traffic 
regulation, etc. Communal citizen participation in planning as part o f societal regeneration began in the 
1960s, replacing top-down planning (toshi-keikaku). The central government delegated planning 
authority to local government and citizen administration from the 1980s onwards. See N. Evans,
“ Machi-sukuri as a New Paradigm in Japanese Urban Planning: Reality or Myth?”  Japan Forum 14, 
no. 3, November (2002): 443-464.
447 See also note 506.
This administrative community mechanism, which supports the ETAT, intersects with but also 
differs from Kester’s analysis of politically coherent communities. According to Kester, these 
communities are defined in opposition to normative structures and formed through a “process 
of dialogue and consensus formation rooted in specific historical moments and particular 
constellations of political and economic power ... groups that have struggled to define their 
political identity and interests prior to the process of collaborative production”.44s Kester’s 
communities are able to negotiate new political identities by working in a dialogic and 
reflexive way with artists, processes which can be understood to navigate the ethical forms of 
dialogue critiqued by Bishop.440 I have already argued that the short-term duration of the case 
studies, including the ETAT, discourages dialogic relations as articulated by Kester. In 
addition, in contrast to the active consensus making aimed at the political transformation of 
identity discussed by Kester, I argue the consensus operative for the ETAT participants was 
largely based in normative structures including chönakai and national cultural characteristics. 
Nevertheless, the disenfranchised population of Niigata shared a political bond that acted as 
an organising principle and aligns with Kester’s concept of politically coherent community.4 0
The collective relational bonds understood to characterise Japanese social relations contribute 
to the realisation of the ETAT and its particular compound form of aesthetics, which includes 
social and cultural capital as well as economic regeneration.4^ 1 Individual residents, and 
volunteers from around Japan, support the ETAT and artists in ways which complement the 
responsibility of local populations to community interest. Volunteers are generally detached 
from local and bureaucratic obligations yet demonstrate other-directed behaviour to residents 
and artists who are strangers to them, as do residents. There is academic support for cultural 
characteristics in Japan to include the existence of relationality, conformity with the group 
and respect for authority. Sociologists and others understand contemporary Japanese 
sensibilities to be informed by a legacy of national collective solidarity. This sensibility 
includes cognisance of social duties and obligations and group decision-making that has roots 
in religious and political structures. The historical concept of the nation as one family or 
community attached to the Emperor system, and hence the responsibility of the individual to 
authority in Japan, remains relevant within the Japanese social structure, according to cultural
44X Kester, Conversation Pieces, 150, 160.
444 Bishop, “Outsourcing Authenticity?,” 116.
4MI Kester, Conversation Pieces, 150, 130.
4?1 Carol Manke notes the ETAT encouraged a different public/private dialectic. Carol Manke, 
“Expanding the Public Realm through Curated Collaborative Action, The Echigo-Tsumari Abandoned 
House Project,” in Curating Architecture and the City, ed. Sarah Chalpin and Alexandra Stara (London 
and New York: Routledge, 2009), 179-192.
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theorist Kaori Hayashi.* 4 *' - Philosopher Yuriko Saito also ascribes the characteristics of respect 
and consideration for others as part of an enduring, morally-based Japanese aesthetic 
tradition.4"  Hence, the consensual relations of residents and volunteers that support the 
purpose of the ETAT can be understood, 1 suggest, as part of the culturally specific nature of 
social relations in Japan.
I propose that the ongoing presence of cultural binding and the nature of social bonding in 
Japan and Japanese community-mindedness supports the proactive participation of local 
residents in social public art projects at the ETAT. In addition, such behaviour promotes the 
avoidance of public disagreement or antagonist behaviour. Research in anthropology and 
sociology recognises East Asian cultures as historically collectivist societies in comparison 
with the West, characterised by a sense of self that is understood as the sum total of 
relationships.4' 4 Anthropologist Alan Macfarlane argues that multiple and embedded 
relationships (to geographical community, family, friends, employment, religion, nation) are 
more important than the individual in Japanese culture. He describes Japanese thought and 
social behaviour as communally minded, and concepts of “I” and “you” as ambiguous in a 
structure in which “everything is situational, symbolically linked to something else”.4"  
Similarly, political scientist Robert Putnam finds that the Japanese obligation to communities 
of interest is responsible for narrowing relations within a group to “binding” and “bonding”, 
rather than extending and bridging between different groups.4' 6 Putnam finds responsiveness 
to others constrained by the dominance of existing responsibilities. Anthropological findings 
also conclude the prescription against “saying no” in Japanese culture is connected to the 
preference for mutuality in the Japanese relationality.4' 7 Japanese collectivism, respect and 
deference to others support, I suggest, the consensual behaviour that informs the aesthetics of 
the ETAT.
452 Hayashi argues the individual’s responsibility is to authority in Japan, not the public sphere, despite 
the influence of Western liberal individuality post World War Two. Kaori Hayashi, ‘“The Public’ in 
Japan,” Theory, Culture & Society 23, no. 2-3 (2006): 615-616.
4' 3 Yuriko Saito, “The Moral Dimension of Japanese Aesthetics,” Journal o f Aesthetics and Art 
Criticism 65, no. 1 (2007): 85-97.
4' 4 In Confucian societies, interdependency is a moral value institutionalised in family, paternalism and 
legal codes. See: Uichol Kim, Harry C. Triandis, Cigdem Kagitcibasi, Sang-Chin Choi and Gene Yoon, 
“Introduction” in Individualism and Collectivism, Theory, Methods and Applications, ed. Harry C. 
Triandis, Uichol Kim, Cigdem Kagitcibasi, Sang-Chin Choi, and Gene Yoon (Thousand Oaks, 
California: Sage Publications, 1994), 2, 6-8, and Thomas Hylland Eriksen, Small Places, Large Issues: 
An Introduction to Social and Cultural Anthropology (reprint, New York: Pluto Press, 2010), 58.
4"  Alan Macfarlane, Japan Through the Looking Glass (London: Profile Books, 2008), 75, 220.
4' 6 Robert Putnam, ed., Democracies in Flux: The Evolution o f Social Capital in Contemporary Society
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 390.
457 Macfarlane, Japan Through the Looking Glass, 153.
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Hence, the private subject in Japan is implicated in public networks of cultural, social, work, 
family, political and economic connections, as well as private associations, as situational 
influences on aesthetics. The notion of the “public” in Japan is informed by multiple forms of 
relatedness, in contrast to the Western understanding of separate public and private domains, 
as is demonstrated by the meaning of the term “public” in Japanese.* 4 *^  The connection 
between public and private is a “twisted double structure” of authority and civic life entwined 
with private life according to Kaori Hayashi.4"0 I am aware that there are exceptions and 
challenges to the notion of a communally minded or other-directed society, differentiated 
from the self-determining individualism characterising Western liberalism.400 However, 
volunteerism in East Asian cultures has been identified as being motivated by a concern for 
mutualism in behaviour between the self and acquaintances or peers.461
A final characteristic that informs the meaning of social public art in Japan, I argue, is the 
propensity of Japanese people to demonstrate a voluntary civil society.462 Large-scale citizen 
responses to national emergencies in Japan are understood to signify a sense of public 
responsibility for countering the lack of government and not-for-profit services, behaviour 
which differs from explanations for Western cooperative behaviour.46’ As a community 
supported endeavour for local regeneration, the ETAT is symptomatic of the efforts instigated 
by NPOs (organisations enacted under the Law to Promote Specified Nonprofit Activities) to 
deliver social services normally designated as the responsibility of central government in 
Japan, such as community regeneration, social welfare and environmental protection.464 The
4"s The term "public” has an official authority similar to “the master’s interest” or “heaven”, according
to Kaori Hayashi. Hayashi, “‘The Public’ in Japan,” 615-616.
4"6 In this framework private concerns are not to be sustained in the public realm. Hayashi, “‘The 
Public’ in Japan,” 615-616.
460 On liberalism see the Introduction, note 62 and discussion of the public sphere in the section “The 
Constitution of Publics”. The protests against nuclear power following the 11 March 2011 tsunami and 
Fukushima nuclear disaster are an indication of a new public-mindedness and oppositional behaviour 
in Japan that contravenes the idea of entwined public/private relations.
461 Macfarlane, Japan Through the Looking Glass, 153.
46~ An example of community-minded spirit in Japan is the 1.3 million volunteers estimated to have 
acted to aid victims of the Great Hanshin Earthquake in 1995. Statistics from Economic Planning 
Agency, in Akihiro Ogawa, “The New Prominence of the Civil Sector,” in Bestor, V. Bestor, T. and 
Yamagata, Routledge Handbook o f Japanese Culture and Society, 189.
463 Other reasons for volunteering in Japan are given as: the aging population; ineffective handling of 
welfare issues in decentralisation to local government, and not-for-profit associations that encourage 
broader citizen participation in domestic and international policy related issues. Furukawa and Menju, 
Japan ’s Road to Pluralism, 170. Western psychologists offer a range of explanations for cooperative 
behaviour, including self-interest or self-satisfaction, altruism and the conception of self as part of a 
commonalty. Michael Tomasello, Why We Cooperate, Based on the 2008 Tanner Lectures on Human 
Values at Stanford (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2009).
464 Since the enactment of the NPO Law in 1998, over 40,000 new civil service organisations have 
emerged in Japan, formalising delivery of welfare and social improvements through grass roots 
organisations and volunteers. Akihiro Ogawa argues that the state has strategically allowed NPOs to 
offer institutionalised structural reform, and incorporated NPOs into the neoliberal social and political
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ETAT  is a small act o f resistance against national neglect, in a context where chönakai and the 
sensibility o f communally minded participants, resembling aspects o f Kester’s politically 
coherent community, inform the form and meaning o f social public art.
The Purpose and Design of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009
The purpose and design o f the Triennial reflects the civil society function with which the 
event is tasked, and influences, I argue, social public art as compound aesthetics at the ETAT  
2009. In its social concern and the activation o f public art over a region, the ETAT  contrasts 
with the public and commercial art systems in Japan, which have developed in the second half 
o f the 20th century in accord with the Western model.46" The ETAT  is the largest site-specific, 
participatory public art event staged in Japan and one o f the largest in the world, although not 
the first event there to connect artists and the public.466 The scale, civic purpose and festival 
style programme distinguishes the ETAT  from the other Japanese museum-based art biennales 
and triennials associated with cultural development, primarily the Fukuoka and Aichi 
Triennials467, and from the typical European biennale art exhibition.468 The ETAT  theme -  
Human Beings are Part o f Nature -  places N iigata’s elderly population at the heart o f an event 
that aims to improve their welfare by encouraging creative interaction and cultural tourism.469 
The connection between people and landscape in the ETAT  purpose is associated with the 
concept o f the historical satoyama  lifestyle. The term satoyama  describes arable flat lands and 
mountain foothills in which rice fields or terraces and communities o f mutual support were
structure, thereby co-opting NPOs as an agent of neo-liberalism. Akihiro Ogawa, The Failure o f Civil 
Society? The Third Sector and the State in Contemporary Japan (Albany, NY: State University of New 
York Press, 2009); Ogawa, “The New Prominence of the Civil Sector,” 193; and Furukawa and Menju, 
Japan 's Road to Pluralism, 104, 164.
46" On the development of national, prefecture and city art museums in Japan see, Masaaki Morishita, 
The Empty Museum: Western Cultures and the Artistic Field in Modern Japan (Farnham, Surry & 
Burlington, USA: Ashgate, 2010). On contemporary art galleries in Japan see Favell, Before and After
, university art courses
engaged in social art projects and the Asahi Art Festival in Tohoku region since 2002, which aims to 
rejuvenate communities by connecting art and society. Art exhibitions identifying a turn against nature 
and toward urbanism in Japan include Against Nature: Japanese Art in the 1980s (1989).
467 The Japanese biennale or triennial events comprise: the Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale (est. 2000), 
Yokohama Triennale (est. 2003), Aichi Triennale (est. 2010), Setouchi International Art Festival (est. 
2010), and the discontinued Tokyo Biennale (1952-1990), Osaka Triennale (1990-2001) and Kyoto 
Biennale (2003).
468 On festivalisation as a strategy to develop urban tourism in Europe, beginning with the Venice 
Biennale, see Jan Andreas May, “Queen of the Arts’ -  Exhibitions, Festivals and Tourism in Fascist 
Venice 1922-1945,” in Creative Urban Milieus, Historical Perspectives on Culture, Economy, and the 
City, ed. Matina Heßler and Clemens Zimmermann (Frankfurt and New York: Campus Verlag, 2008), 
212-226.
469 The purpose of connecting people with nature coheres in the ideological ETAT objective to “create 
new values from these objects and skills and make them into regional assets” published as the 2009 
concept. “Concept,” Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, http://www.echigo- 
tsumari.jp/2009en/summery/concept.html (accessed 29 July 2009).
Superflat.
466 Other examples include projects by Art Tower Mito (see Chapter Seven)
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established over 1,500 years ago, and evidences the current role o f agrarian traditions in the 
national psyche. The references to persistence o f past in the event purpose is a factor, I argue, 
which has a bearing on the compound aesthetics o f the event.
The civil society function o f social public art is evidenced by the ETAT  request to artists to 
consider the prospects o f the people and area, and to enact art in a spirit o f collaboration with 
the local population.470 For ETAT  General Director and the initiator o f the event, Fram 
Kitagawa, engaging local people is a priority equal to cultural promotion and tourism.471 
Kitagawa requires that artists “work closely with local people to create works with strong 
roots in places”, a demand which, I suggest, encourages art associated with the agrarian 
context and its history and deters a critical approach towards the situation in Niigata.47’ The 
purpose o f social public art at the ETAT  is achieved through the economic benefit derived 
from a public summer festival in which the social public art projects are attractions, and the 
local welfare is delivered by social interaction. Social well-being results from the contact 
between residents and outsiders -  international and Japanese visitors, who, I suggest, 
influence the culturally defined relational boundaries o f residents and are influenced in return. 
Other outcomes o f the social public art event include improvements in regional 
infrastructure47’, and the implicit critique o f the governm ent’s neglect o f the region.
The ETAT  and its outcomes were initiated in 2000 by its General Director, Fram Kitagawa, 
after more than six years o f negotiations between Kitagawa and the municipalities o f the 
Prefecture as to the social and economic benefits that social public art would bring to the 
region.474 However, the event has primarily relied on the time, resources and buildings 
donated by individual residents and community organisations for its success. By the ETAT  
2009, 92 communities took part, and more than 80 per cent were happy to host artworks, in an
470 In 2012 the ETAT acknowledged its work as “community building”. Echigo-Tsumari Executive 
Committee, “Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial,” http://www.echigo-tsumari.jp/eng/about/ (accessed 28 
November 2012).
471 Kitagawa is Chair of Art Front Gallery in Tokyo, a small commercial art gallery that operates as the 
administrative base of the ETAT, and has experience in directing the integration of art in urban centres.
472 Fram Kitagawa, interview with the author, 21 July 2009.
47’ New facilities have included: the Matsudai Snow-Land Agrarian Cultural Center (No Butai) that 
promotes local produce and is connected to the communal rice terrace ownership structure, the Echigo- 
Matsunoyama Museum of Natural Science (Kyororo), the Echigo-Tsumari Exchange Center, and roads 
and other civic infrastructure.
474 Municipal engagement has been encouraged since 2000 by the constitution of an Executive 
Committee comprising the Mayors and Governors of the municipal assemblies (Kawanishi, Matsudai, 
Matsunoyama, Nakasato, Tokamachi, and Tsunan) and the Niigata Prefecture. The municipal 
governments introduced an ETAT “hometown tax” to fund the 2009 event in addition to income from 
the public ticket sales.
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increasing trend after only 28 communities participating in 2000.477 Although this number is 
less than half of the communities in the region, nevertheless, the involvement of communities 
through chönakai indicates the significance of the ETAT in terms of potential economic return, 
promotion of the area and social capital for participants.470
The organisational structure of the ETAT gives autonomy to artists and residents in terms of 
working relations and art outcomes, and hence is significant for compound aesthetics. As the 
head of a hierarchically structured organisation, Kitagawa retains control over the following: 
the purpose of the ETAT, initial community negotiations and formal approval of 
involvement477, municipal and funder relations478, the securing of major public spaces and the 
selection of artists.479 The ETAT does not employ curators, and lacks the performative 
curating evidenced at inSite_05. Instead, artists’ projects and other events are overseen by a 
small number of project coordinators and project leaders, who facilitate the planning and 
resourcing of artists’ residencies and art projects, and organise the tour guides and the corps 
of volunteer Kohebi-tai. The ETAT consequently does not provide critical feedback during the
477 2009 Statistics from Question 2, “The Fourth Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial in Data,” in Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009,
214. (Translated by Utako Shindo). Less than 10 villages were attracted to participate at over 2000 
meetings and interactions held with communities to establish support for the ETAT in the late 1990s. 
“Ten Years of Echigo-Tsumari: 1996-2006,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee 
Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2006 (Tokyo: Gendaikikakushitsu Publishers, 2007), 
232. Residents offered the reasons of expense and the lack of experience with contemporary art for 
their slow acceptance of the ETAT. “Greetings, Ikuo Hirayama, Governor of Niigata” in Echigo- 
Tsumari Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2003 (Tokyo: Echigo-Tsumari 
Triennial Executive Committee and Gendaikikakuskitsu Publishers, 2003), 2. As a consequence, many 
artworks in the first Triennial in 2000 were non-participatory sculptures or artworks in public spaces.
476 The level of endorsement may reflect the capacity of communities of elderly residents to volunteer.
477 The negotiation of resident participation and site permissions by ETAT staff, local government or 
Japanese artists was never straightforward. According to Kitagawa, they were always a “chain of 
interactions that included submitting proposals, social gatherings, and workshops”. Fram Kitagawa, 
“Human Time, That is Human Land,” in Echigo-Tsumari Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial 2003, 17. Japanese artists are required to negotiate the use of sites with residents 
and their associations, once Kitagawa has achieved formal approval.
478 Becoming incorporated under the Law to Promote Specified Nonprofit Activities (NPO Law)
(1998) for the 2009 event, the ETAT attracted a significant private sponsor in businessman and art lover 
Soichiro Fukutake, CEO of the Benesse Corporation. The Fukutake Foundation of the Promotion of 
Regional Culture supports events and endorses a tax rebate for local residents donating funds. Fukutake 
held the title of General Producer for the ETAT 2009. Subsequently, he initiated the Setouchi Festival 
in the Seto inland sea, another hollowed out region where Fukutake has two private art museums.
474 Artists are selected by open call with the assistance of external art advisors, particularly in regard to 
international invitations. Advisors in 2009 were: Tony Bond (Assistant Director, Curatorial Services,
Art Gallery of New South Wales), Tom Finkelpearl (Executive Director at Queens Museum, New York, 
Ulrich Schneider (previously Director of Museum of Applied Arts (MAK) in Frankfurt), Yoshitoki 
Irisawa (Coordinator of the ceramic art house project at the ETAT), Yuka Irisawa (Director, Inax 
Gallery, Tokyo) and Yusuke Nakahara (author, critic and academic).
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planning or production o f art projects, and encourages uncritical art outcomes in preferring to 
emphasise artist-participant relations.480
Kitagawa intends that the absence o f participant guidelines and the lim ited leadership and 
communication available from the small staff are strengths which encourage the involvement 
o f local people and deliver the ETAT purpose.481 He understands that the reliance on self- 
motivation expedites interactions “ that go beyond the borders o f region, generation or place in 
society” .48' Artists must place some trust in local people and volunteers, who support artists 
during their one- or two-month long working residencies.48’ These residencies and the 
participatory development o f social public artworks comprise the first phase o f the event. The 
second is the public viewing season o f the art outcomes designed to attract an audience during 
the three-month long Triennial, which takes the form o f a summer festival. The aim o f 
regeneration in Niigata, expressed in the ETAT theme “ Human Beings are Part o f Nature” , 
and the responsibility given to residents, artists and volunteers to jo in tly  produce art outcomes 
that w ill attract tourism inform are significant in the politics o f social relations and pertain to 
the compound aesthetics o f the event.
The Compound Aesthetics of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009
Economic Festivalisation
Established as a destination event by the fourth iteration in 2009, the ETAT claims to bring 
economic and social benefit to the Uonuma and Yuzawa area o f the Niigata prefecture as a 
consequence o f social public art. In this section I discuss the Triennial as a form o f economic 
“ festivalisation” , a direct political outcome in the aesthetics o f the event, yet an effect that is 
considered compromising for political or critical autonomy. In aiming to bring money into the 
prefecture, the ETAT is clearly implicated in economic markets. Hence, the pre-existing, 
participant communities in Niigata diverge from Bourriaud’s proposal o f micro-communities 
formed in opposition to capitalist relations o f production, and intersect w ith the arguments 
that social art mirrors forms o f capitalist exchange and commodity culture by Martin and
4X0 Kitagawa has little contact with artists, other than senior artists with international reputations, 
during preparatory residencies. Cass Matthews (Curator at Australia House), interview with the author, 
16 January 2010.
481 Kitagawa, “ Human Time, That is Human Land,” in Echigo-Tsumari Triennial Executive 
Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2003, 18.
48~ Kitagawa, “ Human Time, That is Human Land,” in Echigo-Tsumari Triennial Executive 
Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2003, 17-18.
48 ’ Observed by the author at the ETAT 2009.
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others.4*4 Economic festivalisation is a product of social public art and the aim to resist 
structural conditions, and hence forms part of the complex aesthetics at the ETAT.
Visitors to the ETAT are strategically immersed in the satoyama landscape (defined above), 
and enjoy the regional offerings -  cuisine, produce, lifestyle, ryoken, onsen and other 
traditions and customs -  that form part of the aesthetic experience of the event. The more than 
300 completed artworks in 200 villages in 2009 mean that a visit to the Triennial is of several 
days duration (see the table below for ETAT statistics). The hundreds of public sculptures, 
installations and projects by Japanese and international artists in towns, villages, schools, 
railway stations, homes, forests and rice fields encourage audiences to tour the region, in what 
sociologist and arts observer Adrian Favell describes as an “impossible ‘treasure hunt’” 485 and 
an economic boost to the region.
The art outcomes displayed to audiences of the ETAT are various and include conventional 
media -  drawing, painting, photography, sculpture and video -  and traditional crafts including 
ikebana and ceramics. Popular art projects by international art luminaries, such as Marina 
Abramovic’s The Dream House (2000-) or James Turrelfs building House o f  Light (2000-), 
comprise permanent attractions offering a range of attitudes to the Niigata context. Christian 
Boltanski and Jean Kalman’s installation in a disused high school, Last Class (2006-), also 
evokes the demise of the adjacent village. Visitors enter an assembly hall full of straw (the 
material traditionally used to make winter farming garments and insulate buildings), walk 
down a corridor of black mirrors, and find ex-students’ possessions donated by parents. 
Objects resembling glass coffins and piles of used clothes are installed on the upper floors, 
while a rhythmic sound resembling a beating heart pervades the building. Many installations 
are of newly crafted objects, however, many also comprise re-purposed agrarian artefacts 
(found tools, woven straw cloaks and shoes, etc.) or revive lost local techniques or draw on 
local narratives, and evoke history and tradition in being situated in houses that are more than 
a century old.48'1 For example, artist Seizo Tashima and residents have physically transformed 
the former Sanada primary school in Hachi, which, like most large schools in the region, had
484 On the community effect in contemporary art see Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 61, and the 
section “Relational Aesthetics: Nicolas Borriaud’s Theory of Social Art” in Chapter One. Martin, 
“Critique of Relational Aesthetics,” 378-382, and Foster, “Arty Party,” 21.
4X3 Favell, Before and After Superflat, 174.
4X6 Abandoned houses, often more than a century old, have been reused for social art projects since the 
ETAT 2006. Vacant houses in rural Japan have become a phenomenon, numbering 3,260,000 in 2003, 
and are forecast to increase to 4,600,00 by 2020. Notably, 80% of historic houses are left empty by 
owners to avoid tenants who might act against the community or disturb ancestors’ spirits. Statistics 
from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (2006), quoted in Sawasko Ono, 
Ryoko Sato and Mima Nishiyama, “Farmhouses as Urban/Rural Public Space,” in Hou, Insurgent 
Public Space, 170.
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been closed due to hollowing out. The artist and participants created scenes from a children’s 
picture book telling the story o f the last three students at the school using found materials 
(Hachi and Seizo Tashima Museum o f Picture Book Art). The Museum o f Picture Book Art 
exemplifies the compound aesthetics o f social public art in the ETAT in attracting visitors and 
tourism while providing social well-being by involving local residents in its creation and care.
Christian Boltanski and Jean Kalman, Last Class 2006- 
Installation view
Image courtesy Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial
Seizo Tashima, Hachi and Seizo Tashima Museum of Picture Book Art 2009- 
Installation view
Image courtesy Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial
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The oppositional purpose of the ETAT is validated in its claims to have established Niigata’s 
satoyama landscape as a national cultural destination and business opportunity.487 In 2009, 
evidence of the endorsement of the event was the in-kind support offered by over 400 
residents.488 The success of the event can also be deduced from its replication in other parts of 
Japan and Asia, particularly the social public art event Art Setouchi, which is modelled on the 
ETAT.W) The spending by audiences, artists and the volunteer Kohebi-tai on transport, 
accommodation, food and other services was evident during my time at the E TA T2009. 490 
Residents generate income from hospitality services, including renting deserted buildings for 
accommodation.491 Sales of produce also generate income. At least one village has worked 
with artists to secure new national and international rice sales.49'  Other social public art 
projects have revived small-scale industries such as silk production (The House o f  Cocoons- 
Sericulture Project by Kazufusa Komaki and Nocturnal Studio (2006-)) or established 
collaborative activities between artists and residents, including cafes and restaurants serving 
local produce, which offer residents new means of support.49’ Residents also earn income
4X7 In a post-£T4 7’ 2009 survey of 226 businesses across two municipalities, 50% claimed business 
increased up to 10% during the 2009 event; 12% of businesses experienced more than 20% sales 
increase; 76% of businesses noted increased sales compared to the ETAT 2006; and 91% of businesses 
endorsed the continuation of the Triennial. From “Questions to Local Businesses,” part of “The Fourth 
Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial in Data,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo 
Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 214. (Translated by Utako Shindo). The ETAT 
considered it attracted 60% of its audience from areas external to the prefecture in 2009, and 40% of 
these were return visits. For statistics see “The Fourth Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial in Data,” in 
Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 
2009, 213.
4X8 A statistic offered by Kitagawa in Kitagawa, “Linking the World with the Uniqueness of Echigo- 
Tsumari,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari 
Art Triennial 2009, 12. In a post-£771 T 2009 questionnaire 70% of resident responses supported 
continuation of the Triennial. From “The Fourth Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial in Data,” in Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 
214. (Translated by Utako Shindo).
4X9 The ETAT was a model for a future project financed by the Korean government, according to 
Kitagawa in, Fram Kitagawa, interview with the author, 26 September 2011. Art Setouchi, established 
in 2010 with Fram Kitagawa as General Director (Art Director), is based on the same model of local 
interaction and tourism, see Art Setouchi Executive Committee, “Setouchi Art Festival,” 
http://setouchiartfest.jp/en/news/post/53/Presentation+of+%22Setouchi+International+Art+Festival%2 
2+for+the+Press/(accessed 29 March 2011).
490 Organised weekend bus tours, introduced for the second Triennial, are highly subscribed.
441 The ETAT supports local revenue generation, for example by converting a school in Sansyo into a 
dormitory for volunteers.
49~ Grizedale Artists (a group of artists from Cumbria, UK, concerned with research and development 
connected to the social, cultural and economic environment) set up e-trading for villagers in Toge as 
part of their social public art project in the village during the 2006 ETAT. See Echigo-Tsumari Art 
Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2006, 246, and “The 
Future of Agriculture in Echigo-Tsumari,” Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo 
Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 117.
493 Around 100 residents are involved year round according to Kitagawa in “Kitagawa, Linking the 
World with the Uniqueness of Echigo-Tsumari,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive 
Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 12.
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from  m aintain ing permanent artw orks.494 The income earning opportunities provided by 
social pub lic art are an element o f  its po litica l resistance and compound aesthetics.
Table 1: Statistical Analysis of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial
2000 2003 2006 2009*
Com m unities 2 50 67 92
partic ipating (artworks sited (artworks sited
in 28 in 38
com m unities) com m unities)
A rtis ts /a rtis t groups - 87 101 154 188
Japanese
Artis ts /a rtis t groups 61 53 51 40
-  international (32 countries) (23 countries) (27 countries)
Tota l artists/artist 148 154 205 228
groups
No. artworks 140 213 334 365
No. permanent 69 129 149
artworks
V is ito rs 160,000 Over 200,000 350,000 375,000
N et economic benefit ¥12,758 m illio n ¥18,840 m illio n N ot ¥3.5 b illion
(prefecture estimate) available
Note: Statistics for 2000, 2003, 2006 and 2009: Echigo-Tsumari Executive Committee, 2000, 2003, 
2006 and 2009, and Kitagawa, 2009.
* 2009 was also the Year o f Niigata Tourism and Interaction.
494 Lauren Berkowitz, a participating Australian artist in 2003, noted the multiple profitable and 
philanthropic activities taking place across Triennials: “ The people who maintain my house are 
retirees; they work the land and live o ff  it, as perhaps they always have. They have taken on the 
Triennial as something o f their own. [.. .] The women maintain all the artworks in that area; it ’ s ajob 
for them and they take pride in it. They also take the admission money and show people around ... it 
has given the place a breath o f new life.”  Lauren Berkowitz, interview with the author, 16 October 
2009.
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As a cultural tourism destination, the Triennial is a three-month long public art festival; a 
liminal event offering a time out o f time, and place out o f place experience for urban Japanese. 
The ETAT aims to reverse the phenomenon perceived by Joshua Mostow o f city museums or 
art exhibitions replacing rural destinations for time poor urban Japanese, that is, taking a role 
as “hometown” for city populations.49" The ETAT invites connectivity with non-urban 
lifestyles during a period in Japan when, according to David Edgington “ ... increasing anomie 
among city residents led to nostalgia for a simpler rural life” .496 In this regard, social public 
art at the ETAT diverges from other forms o f Japanese contemporary art with a high profile 
during the period o f the thesis.49 Internationally, contemporary Japanese art during this 
decade was often associated with the distinctive pop-inspired imagery associated with artist 
Takashi Murakami and “Superflat” .498 According to Murakami his distinctive “critical pop” 
art with its obsession with infantilism is linked with the ideology o f Nihonjinron -  a historical 
concept o f Japanese distinctiveness and nationalism that I discuss further below.499 Despite 
the distinctive form o f art in the ETAT, I will argue this element o f national nostalgia or 
tradition plays an important role in the compound aesthetics o f the Triennial social public art 
outcomes in attracting urban audiences and in the symbolic representation o f local 
populations.
The ETAT, in taking the form o f a cultural attraction, implicated social public art in the 
economic basis o f contemporary festivalisation as part o f its aesthetics. Festivalisation has 
been identified with a change in the character o f public festivities, from oppositional or 
outsider celebrations to popular attractions. The ETAT offers a prefecture-wide range of 
music, performances, lectures and dance, as well as kite and other seasonal celebrations, in 
addition to social public art outcomes. The inclusion o f traditional and seasonal events attracts 
visitors from other regions and encourages local participation, especially for residents who 
admit to the incomprehensibility o f the social public art outcom es.500 The civil society
49;' Joshua S. Mostow, “Museum as Hometown: What is Japanese Beauty?” in Edgington, Japan at the 
Millennium, 224.
496 Edgington, Japan at the Millennium, 15.
497 For the range of Japanese art in the 1990s see Alexandra Munroe, “Hinomaru Illumination” in 
Japanese Art After 1945: Scream Against the Sky, ed. Alexandra Munroe (New York: Harry N. 
Abrams, Inc., 1994), 339-348.
498 Murakami Takashi, “A Theory of Super Flat Japanese Art,” in Murakami, Supa Furatto = Super 
Flat, (Tokyo: Madora Shuppan, 2000), n.p.
499 Murakami, Little Boy, 256. See also Marc Steinburg, “Otaku Consumption, Superflat Art and the 
Return to Edo,” Japan Forum 16, no. 3 (2004): 449. Murakami interpreted the aspects of infantilism in 
his art and the presence of Nihonjinron as an oppositional strategy against America’s sphere of 
influence.
M)0 On the suggestion the local population are bemused by the art see: Yusuke Nakahara, “Leaving the 
City Behind: Artistic Energy,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2000 Executive Committee, Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial 2000 (Tokyo: Gendaikikakushitsu Publishers, 2001), 14. Resident Tomoko 
Makaiyama found art appreciation at the ETAT took time and Ryoichi Maruyama stated “We don’t
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function of the Triennial is enhanced by the inclusion of traditional ceremonies or other 
popular events, which also support regeneration through cultural tourism.
The festivalisation 1 analyse regarding the ETAT reflects contemporary theorising around the 
experience-as-commodity. Festivals have lost the low culture identity of the carnival, which 
Henri Lefebvre perceived in the modem fete  as the ultimate expression of play.'"01 In being 
distinguished from the cultured nature of theatre, the renewed/e/e held, for Lefebvre, the 
potential for assertion of participatory citizenship and promise of collective revolution. This 
form of a playful revolutionary experience recalls, I suggest, the promise of Marx’s interstice 
in Bourriaud’s definition of relational art.502 Mikhail Bakhtin has also analysed the carnival in 
terms of a disruption to daily life. According to Bakhtin, the carnival has the potential to 
challenge, re-order and subvert the formation of a public."11’ These ideas also recall Bishop’s 
theorising of the democratic possibilities of antagonism in social art, yet are less relevant due 
to the intentions of the ETAT to assist in enhancing local wealth.
The economic basis of the ETAT can be distinguished from the direct revolutionary potential 
of the popular festival theorised by Bakhtin and Lefebvre. Considered from the 1990s as 
opportunities to turn the public domain into a generator of economic value, festivals have 
become part of the “experience economy”."04 Kitagawa strategically aligned social public art 
with the prefectural government’s New Niigata Riso Plan and long-held municipal goals for 
regional development through tourism, in a variant of urban redevelopment projects and their 
inter-relation with creative cities."0" In recent years the Triennial organisers have enhanced
understand the art but we enjoy volunteering”, in Lucy Birmingham, “Art Triennial Helps Revitalize 
Rural Niigata,” The Japan Times, http://searchjapantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/fa20090807a2.html (accessed 
18 May 2011).
M)l Henri Lefebvre, Writings on Cities, ed. E. Kofman and E. Lebas (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996), 167— 
168.
112 As discussed in the section “Relational Aesthetics: Nicolas Bourriaud’s Theory of Social Art” in 
Chapter One.
Ml3 Social hierarchies could be overturned, Bakhtin stated, in a “pageant without a division into 
performers and spectators [...] The place for working out, in a concretely sensuous, half-real and half­
play acted form, a new mode of interrelationship between individuals, counterposed to the all-powerful 
socio-hierarchical relationships of non-carnival life.” Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems o f Dostoevsky's 
Poetics, ed. and trans. Caryl Emerson (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1984), 122-3. 
"°4 Richards and Palmer, Eventful Cities, 28. See also Pine II and Gilmore, “Welcome to the 
Experience Economy,” as discussed in note 118.
The ETAT was aligned with the 1995 New Niigata Riso Plan (Creating Ideal Community Plan) 
aimed to regenerate communities through new partnerships between administrative regions, local 
government and private bodies in the prefecture, promoting regional assets including beech forests, 
tanada traditional stepped rice fields, and “Power roads”, after the prefecture office and residents 
initially objected to Kitagawa’s 1992 Art Necklace Plan. Watabe Hitoshi, (Department of City Policy, 
Niigata) “Memories and Prospects,” in Echigo-Tsumari Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial 2003, 12, and “Ten Years of Echigo Tsumari,” Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 
Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2006, 20. I discuss the creative
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the festivalisation of the area by extending regional promotions to include the annual winter 
Snow Art Project, the Water and Land-Niigata Art Festival, Daichi-no-matsuri summer 
festivals and cultural activities for people affected by the 2007 earthquake and 2011 tsunami. 
These activities have in turn attracted small-scale entrepreneurial initiatives and tourism, as 
well as new resident owners of regenerated buildings in the “vacant house project”.506 
Together, the economic festivalisation of the ETAT and the NPO framework provide, I argue, 
a “citizen state”, civic activity that is differentiated from the independent public sphere and 
Kester’s political communities in its association with legislative and economic systems. The 
concept of citizen state is proposed by Shun’ichi and Toshihiro, who see municipalities 
assuming greater responsibility for local governance'"07, and is appreciated by residents and 
others who offer support by volunteering their time and skills, and forms part of the complex 
politics of the ETAT. At best the ETAT offers a soft socioeconomic revolution as part of its 
civil society purpose in festivalisation and related activities supported by government rather 
than comprising a contestatory public sphere or direct political challenge.
The Politics of Social and Cultural Relations
As a result of its festival and emphasis on participatory art making, the ETAT encourages a 
contact zone for rural and urban Japanese, especially elderly residents who meet young 
volunteers and visiting international artists, in relations forming part of the aesthetics of social 
public art.508 In this section I discuss the potential meaning arising from the social and cultural 
encounters taking place at the ETAT in the monocultural context of Japan. An important 
consequence of social public art at the ETAT is, I argue, the appreciation of people from other 
cultures, social strata and of different ages509, which demonstrates sensitivity towards 
others."10 For Japanese people, this spanning of difference that I propose has an impact on the 
form of social bonds, which, I have argued, are a national characteristic or priority for
city philosophy in the section “Social Art: A Shift from Place to Publics in Public Art” in the 
Introduction.
"<)A The vacant house or Community Museum Owner Project in Niigata is discussed in Manke, 
“Expanding the Public Realm through Curated Collaborative Action,” 183.
507 Furukawa and Menju, Japan 's Road to Pluralism, 10.
M)8 The concept of the contact zone is an anthropological term that relates to sites of interaction 
discussed by Mary Louise Pratt in Pratt, Imperial Eyes, 16. See Introduction, note 137.
"°9 The ETAT audience comprises a high proportion of young people, according to resident Ozawa 
Shima, an ETA T guide since 2006. Ozawa Shima, interview with the author, 26 September 2011.
1(1 In a post-2009 ETAT questionnaire, exchanges with artists and volunteers ranked more highly 
(64.7%) than the revitalisation of local areas through tourism (62.7%). From “The Fourth Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial in Data,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo 
Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 214. (Translated by Utako Shindo).
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Japanese people. The political shift in identity brought about by communicative interactions 
also suggests the relevance of Kester’s proposition for realising ethical com m unality/11
The possible empathy and intersubjectivity arising for Japanese constituents I attribute to four 
factors: the individual responsibility owed to local community organisations; the cultural 
emphasis on respect in relations in Japanese culture; the altruistic purpose of the ETAT; and, 
the autonomy granted to artists and residents. In this section, I firstly discuss the relations of 
residents involved in the ETAT, and secondly the experiences of Kohebi-tai or volunteers, as 
evidence of the significance of cultural context to the complexity of the aesthetics of the event. 
Later in this chapter, I discuss the ways in which the empathetic nature of artists’ relations 
contributes to artworks that potentially convey the implication that residents are locked into 
the historical tradition of the satoyama lifestyle. The breaking down of culturally binding 
relations in regard to residents and the Kohebi-tai, I argue, forms part of the compound 
aesthetics of social public art in the ETAT, and reinforces the significance of cultural context 
for social art.
Social public art ultimately supported intergenerational and cross-cultural awareness, as well 
as self-reflexivity, for local people supporting and engaging with the ETAT, who interact with 
artists and volunteers -  strangers outside their established relations/1'  Participating residents 
are bound by a joint responsibility for the success of the ETAT, through their community 
associations/1’ This communal responsibility justifies the extent to which residents put aside 
farming, business or domestic duties to donate time and effort, and engage with artists and 
participate in art making during the Triennial/ 14 I observed individual residents investing in
;' 11 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 150.
' I2 As art critic Yusuke Nakahara noted: “Again and again I heard how local people had cooperated in 
so many ways in producing the works of art for the triennial. 1 heard about many old men whose help 
was hired because the young people of today no longer even know how to knot ropes. Thus, people 
were liberated from being mere spectators. Participation in creating the works became an opportunity 
to think about the meaning of art.” Nakahara, “Leaving the City Behind: Artistic Energy,” in Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial 2000 Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2000, 14.
This obligation was confirmed in a survey of inhabitants whose participation was based in 
municipal responsibility and not self-directed: in a post-2009 ETAT questionnaire, 41% of 64 
community representatives surveyed had not wanted production or display of art in their area and only 
25% voluntarily entered into the ETAT, with others being activated by the local council, ETAT office or 
artists’ requests for assistance. “People from 90 Communities Participated and More than 80% Said 
They Were Happy to Host Works,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo 
Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 214. (Translated by Utako Shindo).
?14 “Co-working” between daily tasks and the ETAT is a substantial effort for the men and women rice 
farmers, according to Sato-san in “Ten Years of Echigo-Tsumari: 1996-2006,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art 
Triennial 2000 Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2000, 243. (Translated by Utako 
Shindo). I observed the limited time residents could spare around the daily regime of rice farming at 
the ETAT2009. Residents also noted the effort required to “open themselves” to outsiders in “From the 
residents of Echigo-Tsumari,” in Echigo-Tsumari Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art 
Triennial 2003, 219-221. (Translated by Utako Shindo).
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artists’ projects in varied ways during preparations of social public art projects for the 2009 
Triennial.515 Local people often provided the narrative subject matter for art, as well as 
contributing labour, skills, resources and advice to the production of participatory art 
projects/16 Residents also donated food, transport, and at times accommodation for artists."17 
The presence of the artists in communities was considered an endorsement of the local culture, 
lifestyle and landscape."IS As a result, residents felt validated by the sharing of local traditions 
or beliefs in activities that offered cultural capital to both artists and local people."19
There is some evidence to indicate that social art participation generated relations with new 
groups beyond existing bonds, with the potential to influence the individual subjectivity of 
residents."'0 Apart from participating in art making and managing permanent artworks, some 
residents showed the enthusiasm to undertake independent initiatives, which include offering 
tours and hospitality to visitors."21 Residents surveyed in 2003 and 2006 concluded that the 
ETAT delivered reinvigoration in the form of: a sense of achievement and power of life; the 
enjoyment of mixing with sightseers; and, sense of community amongst local people who
1 observed elderly Urata residents regularly making the 40-minute walk to Australia House, often 
leaving gifts of produce for artists, or donating their time or resources. Also confirmed in Matthews, 
interview with the author, 16 January 2010, and Alex Rizkalla, interview with the author, 2 July 2010. 
‘"IA Skills shared by residents in the production of art during the ETAT 2009 included: temporary snow 
season architecture; traditional mud wall construction; terraced rice farming techniques; horticultural 
processes and techniques for environmental preservation; silkworm sericulture; Japanese paper 
production; traditional local weaving; ceramics; carving; flower arranging; dance, amongst others.
"I7 Evidencing residents increasing in confidence and commitment to the event and its visitors, 
according to the Governor of Niigata, who stated: “Their involvement went beyond collaborating in 
creating art. We saw so many residents cooperate with, participate in, and enjoy the art festival by 
guiding visitors, serving them tea, or organizing a program of events.” “Greetings, Ikuo Hirayama, 
Governor of Niigata” in, Echigo-Tsumari Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art 
Triennial 2003, 2.
"IX According to resident Yanagi in Yanagi-san, interview with the author, 13 September 2009.
"I9 Susumu Michihata noted artists learning from local people in “From Inhabitants of Echigo-Tsumari 
-What has the Triennial Left?” Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2000 Executive Committee, Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial 2000, 203. (Translated by Utako Shindo).
1 offer two examples of diverse local involvement. Australian artist Janet Laurence established a 
professional rapport with a retired botanist living in the region, and involved local women in the 
distillation of plants in the development of her permanent project, a herbal shot bar entitled Elixir 
(2003) in the small village of Uwayu, Matsunoyama. The women maintain and refresh the work each 
year. Janet Laurence, interview with the author, 27 January 2010. Lauren Berkowitz invited women 
and children to collaborate in the picking, drying and display of local flora for the installations Harvest 
House (2003); local women annually replace the plant material. Berkowitz initially worked with local 
women to research the medicinal and other uses of local plants and exchanged ideas on drying plant 
materials and Western art. Berkowitz, interview with the author, 16 October 2009.
":I Numerous residents confirmed undertaking these activities in “Local Voice” and “From the 
Residents of Echigo-Tsumari,” in Echigo-Tsumari Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari 
Art Triennial 2003, 218-220. (Translated by Utako Shindo). Enthusiastic resident Tatsuzo Murayama 
independently took 207 tours and welcomed 1,450 visitors during the 2000 ETAT. Tatsuzo Murayama, 
“An Enthusiastic Triennial Under the Burning Sun,” in “From Inhabitants of Echigo-Tsumari -  What 
has the Triennial Left?” Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2000 Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art 
Triennial 2000, 202. (Translated by Utako Shindo).
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gained confidence in interacting and guiding visitors.5-" Individual residents and volunteers 
acknowledged attaining empowerment and social and cultural capital from their engagement 
with artists during the Triennials/-’ Inhabitants reported that assisting artists and Kohebi-tai 
was a new, enjoyable vocation.-4 For example, caretaker Sachiko Murayama confirmed that 
new interpersonal relations were created in interactions with Kohebi-tai, and artist Marina 
Abramovic, during work on Abramovic’s Dream House in the village of Uwayu.525 
Abramovic designed a program for guests who stay overnight in a renovated farm house, who 
record their dreams in a Dream Book lodged in their wooden bed after bathing, eating and 
sleeping in a specially designed room. Other residents have also continued communications 
and exchanges with international visitors, contributing to the recognition of Niigata as a 
prefecture creating global linkages/26 The potential for intersubjectivity in social public art, 
or ethical community in Kester’s dialogic relations, resonates in local people’s admissions of 
feeling affected by the lives of visitors, and the establishment of new interpersonal relations.
>-- Hitoshi Watanabe, “Memories and Prospects, ” part of “Media’s Views on Echigo-Tsumari Art 
Triennial,” Echigo-Tsumari Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2003, 213, 
and Sato-san and Mr and Mrs Kobayashi in “Ten Years of Echigo-Tsumari: 2006,” Echigo-Tsumari 
Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2006, 245-246. 
(Translated by Utako Shindo). Residents of the village of Toge confirmed the benefit of interacting 
with UK artists during the 2006 ETAT, stating: “The combined program of events had a considerable 
and lasting impact on the village ... you could confidently say it changes the village and the morale of 
the people. There was a sense there were ways for the village to continue and that another generation 
might chose their way of life.’022 From “Toge Village Representative,” in Sutherland, “An Audience 
with ...,” 182.
?23 According to the Mayor of Tokamachi Shinichi Takizawa: “[l]nvolvement went beyond 
collaborating in creating art. We saw so many residents cooperate with, participate in, and enjoy the art 
festival by guiding visitors, serving them tea, or organizing a program of events. The artists’ 
involvement changed as well: more participating artists created works of art with a deeper sense of 
local commitment than in the first Triennial, by taking part in local events, holding workshops to 
interact with local people, and adapting to local requirements.” Shinichi Takizawa in Echigo-Tsumari 
Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Triennial 2003, 2. A local resident confirmed a 
similar outcome at the ETAT2009. Ishiguchi-san, interview with the author, 13 September 2009. In a 
post-2009 ETAT survey, 84% of 64 community representatives surveyed by the ETAT gained pleasure 
from hosting artists. Question 4 in “The Fourth Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial in Data,” in Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 
214. (Translated by Utako Shindo).
r'24 Kosakai Kimi in “From the residents of Echigo-Tsumari,” in Echigo-Tsumari Triennial Executive 
Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2003, 219. (Translated by Utako Shindo).
^  Murayama has remained in contact with the young volunteers he met in 2000. Sachiko Murayama in 
Rei Maeda ed., Marina Abramovic: Dream Book (Tokyo: Gendaikikakushitsu Publishers, 2012), 215. 
?26 Continuation of relations with international visitors was confirmed by resident Yanagi-san. Yanagi- 
san, interview with the author, 13 September 2009. Also Grizedale artists expected to continue 
exchanges with the Toge villagers subsequent to the visit of Niigata farmers to Cumbria, UK, see 
Manke, “Expanding the Public Realm through Curated Collaborative Action,” 189. On recognition of 
Niigata’s international links, see: Shun’ichi and Toshihiro, Japan's Road to Pluralism, 94, 97.
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Residents’ culturally based relationality is influenced, 1 suggest, by the many forms of contact 
residents have with people of different social and cultural background around social public art. 
Kitagawa observed the impact on residents who felt surprise and respect at:
“ ... the efforts of the artists to break down the wall of misapprehension”, which signified that 
residents changed their perceptions of outsiders."27 The significance of the interface between 
residents and artists is evident in the surprise of residents at, and appreciation of, artists’ 
motivation, hard work and the changes they brought to the area."2s Relating to other 
individuals is a process of translation of difference. Gayatri Spivak speaks of translation being 
at the essence of the encounter with others because it forces an awareness of difference.529 
The influence on culturally informed relations that I propose occurs in the intergenerational 
interaction between elderly residents and young volunteers, or the dealings with international 
artists in the ETAT, are the type of contact that Japanese academics claim contributes to the 
building of a more inclusive society in their monocultural nation.530
My argument that the ETAT contributed to spanning social difference and openness towards 
others and so had an impact on culturally based relations is supported by Tatsuro Hanada, 
who identifies the possibility of individuals having relations beyond typical lines of authority 
in Japan. Hanada finds the potential for private intersubjectivity in Japan supports the 
formation of public relations that are independent of the state, which can occur in non-spaces 
where social relations and identities are suspended."'1 These civil relations occur historically 
in public spaces, according to Hanada, such as markets, mountains, fairgrounds and spaces of 
public entertainment and ritual activities."’2 Similarly, discussing encounters between 
international artists and residents in Yamaguchi prefecture, academic Masako Iwano 
concluded that 10 years of artists’ cultural exchanges has resulted in the acquisition of cross- 
cultural tolerance by residents, a community consensus reached after cultural differences were
"27 Kitagawa, “Linking the World with the Uniqueness of Echigo-Tsumari,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art 
Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 1 1. Also Fram 
Kitagawa, “Next! Let’s Set the Spirit Alight!” in Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2000 Executive 
Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Triennial 2000, 22.
Noted in “Ten Years of Echigo-Tsumari: 1996-2006,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive 
Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2006, 240-247 (Translated by Utako 
Shindo).
"29 Listening to the other supports or tolerates difference and avoids assimilating or repudiating the 
experience of the other to the self as if universal, according to Gayatri Spivak, “Subaltern Talk,” in The 
Spivak Reader, ed. D. Landry and G. Mac Lean (New York: Routledge, 1996), 287-308.
" See Leng Leng Thang, Generations in Touch: Linking the Old and Young in a Tokyo Neighborhood 
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 2001), and Bestor, V. Bestor, T. and Yamagata, 
Routledge Handbook o f Japanese Culture and Society, 184.
"31 Tatsuro Hanada, “The Japanese ‘Public Sphere’: The Kugai,” Theory, Culture & Society, 23, no. 2- 
3 (2006), 612-614.
"32 Hanada, “The Japanese ‘Public Sphere’,” 612-614.
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resolved." ” These findings support my proposition of residents participating directly or 
indirectly in social public art or its festivalisation as experiencing social relations which are 
outside the Japanese culturally-based network of associations I described above.
There are numerous ways to interpret the social experiences and social capital accrued by 
residents participating directly or indirectly in social public art. The formation of these 
relations is no doubt based in the cultural prescription against “saying no” which overcame 
any disinclination to host artists’ projects. Yet resident participation could also be interpreted 
as transactional, in the idea of local people exchanging their individual contributions in return 
for the economic value added by cultural tourism and community welfare."’4 In this 
interpretation, residents are “producers” and “transactors” helping to get “the job done” and 
foster economic contributions. An alternate perception is to interpret the labour volunteered 
by the local population as gift relations. Discussing Japan, Macfarlane notes “[wjorking for 
an employer is seen as a gift of one’s labour and wages are the return of the gift. The Japanese 
word for salary is roku, which means ‘gift’” .53" Bruce Barber has previously associated 
collaborative or “littoral” art practice with Marcel Mauss’ idea of the mutually indebted 
responsibility in exchange. ’1’ However, there is no evidence that Mauss’ principle of endless 
reciprocity of gift giving, or the symbolic economy of guilt, operates in this case."37 
Nevertheless, the sociability of Niigata residents could be influenced by feelings of gratitude 
and possibly a sense of moral obligation if artists’ acts are interpreted as philanthropic. 
Overall, the proposition that residents achieve new relations as part of social and cultural 
capital or intersubjectivity in interactions with artists and others supports my argument for 
artists reducing their authority and spanning social and cultural differences between 
themselves and others in social public art, in ways that are reminiscent of Kester’s model of 
social art. This shared creativity offers the possibility of artists enacting an ethnographic 
sensibility and cosmopolitanism, a concept I will explore in Chapter Five.
" ” Masako Iwano, “Art as Part of Daily Life -  A Cross-Cultural Dialogue Between Art and People,” 
The Journal o f Aesthetic Education 37, no. 4 (2003): 114-121. Iwano observed a range of relations and 
a shift from dissensus and consensus, when cultural clash arising from the artists’ residencies was 
resolved in the reuniting of the community in a new frame of relations.
"34 Residents’ response to surveys suggested certain individual sentiments were put aside to achieve 
larger communal benefits in the ETAT, for example, when 30% of survey respondents noted that 
general local relationships (such as traffic) became inharmonious due to Triennial related activities. 
“The Fourth Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial in Data,” in Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive 
Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 214. (Translated by Utako Shindo).
" ’" Macfarlane, Japan Through the Looking Glass, 63.
~"36 Bruce Barber identified a “donative” or littoral practice in the 1990s, which he interpreted through 
Mauss, as “collaborative, extra-institutional work aimed at generating social and cultural change”. 
Bruce Barber, “The Gift in Littoral Art Practice,” Symposium, November 2000, Christchurch, Image 
and Text, http://www.imageandtext.org.nz/bruce_ch.html 2000 (accessed 14 August 2009).
Marcel Mauss, The Gift, The Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies, trans. W.D. Halls 
(New York and London: WW Norton, 2000). First published 1950.
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International artists were also potentially affected by the acts of Japanese constituents." '8 
Although the short-term nature of the social public art interactions meant that international 
artists lacked an innate understanding of Japanese culturally binding relations, for these artists, 
the social relations arising through the processes of social art production were manifold.539 In 
particular, I observed the presence of empathy on the part of artists, which assisted their 
cross-cultural communication and interaction with residents.540 Empathy is a conscious 
identification with, and feeling for, the other that can break down boundaries of otherness, 
and is interconnected with the consensual nature of Japanese culture discussed above. 
Residents noted the relevance of empathic processes for their interactions with strangers, and 
were confident that they could communicate with visitors without sharing a common 
language."41 One example was the empathetic interactions empowered by artist Marina 
Abramovic while working with residents on her project Dream House (2000—).542 Empathetic 
appreciation is part of the possible compound meaning of social public art in the ETAT, 
influencing artist-participant relations and, I will argue, the art projects they produce.
The Kohebi-tai (or “little snake squad” as the ETAT name their volunteers) similarly 
experience the event as a border/contact zone, which spans generational and cultural 
differences between the self and others and has a consequent impact on relations. The 
Kohebi-tai are considered “connectors” by the ETAT, suggesting that the organisation 
conceives their role as one of intermediation or border crossing."4’ Coordinators rely on 
volunteers to ensure that art projects are completed for the Triennial festival."44 Undertaking 
translation work, technical assistance, labour and other modes of support, the hardworking 
helpers are presented as equal partners with residents, in delivering local regeneration. As 
Kitagawa stated: “ ... having the Kohebi-tai in the forefront of the Triennial was a vital, key
538 I was able to observe the dialogic interactions of a number of Japanese artists who had made 
multiple site visits, and Japanese groups such as BankArt or university groups who have resided in 
houses and schools over multiple Triennials.
"391 observed Australian artists in the ETAT 2009 undergo a range of social experiences in working 
with neighbours and trying to understand their participants and the Japanese culture and its respect for 
community and authority. Many international artists can only afford the one visit, and due to the 1-2 
months duration of their residencies, the Australian artists admitted to lacking the communication skills 
and opportunities to initiate dialogue with residents and volunteers, a situation discussed further in 
Chapter Five. Artists also experienced similar affects at 2010 Art Setouchi, according to Ulanda Blair, a 
curator working with the organisers. Ulanda Blair, interview with the author, 29 October 2011.
"40 The artists at Australia House confirmed activating empathy with residents through embodied, 
visual and other communication, discussed in Chapter Five.
"4I Suggested by resident Yanagi-san. Yanagi-san, interview with the author, 13 September 2009.
"42 See Maeda, Marina Abramovic, 212. According to resident Keisuke Tairadate, Abramovic’s 
communications transcended cultural and social borders in a new phenomenon for the village. Keisuke 
Tairadate in Maeda, Marina Abramovic, 216.
'"43 However, as with residents, Kohebi-tai are not publicly acknow ledged at the sites of the art projects. 
"44 Kaori Mori, “Kohebi-tai: The Possibilities ‘the Connectors’ are Expanding,” in Echigo-Tsumari 
Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2003, 211-212. (Translated by Utako 
Shindo).
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part of the plan”.545 The volunteers are self-funded, publicly minded individuals or groups 
who come from all over Japan and Asia to assist the Triennial for periods lasting from a few 
days to several months."46 Formed in the lead up to the first Triennial, the Kohebi-tai initially 
set an example for resident involvement, and by 2009 volunteers numbered approximately 
1,0 0 0 . 47 The urban background, youth and increasing cultural mix of the Kohebi-tai intensify 
the heterogeneity of the contact zone and contribute to the compound meaning of social 
public art in the ETAT.
The Kohebi-tai characterise the Japanese cultural conventions of mutuality and spirit of 
volunteerism and civic mindedness, and typify the idea of work being a gift rather than a 
transaction discussed above. In the lead up to the public phase of the Triennial, volunteers 
work a minimum 13-hour day, and many take unpaid time from work to assist. While Kohebi- 
tai also lack the autonomy and flexibility of residents or artists"48, operating according to 
daily instructions, their numbers indicate they find meaning in the civil service nature of their 
contributions. The value of volunteerism for individual Kohebi-tai can include the acquisition 
of cultural capital (such as the knowledge to organise voluntary events), commitment to local 
family and acquiring class credits."44 Additionally, there is the possibility the experiences of 
Kohebi-tai can be interpreted as educational, in the type of self-directed, liberatory learning 
suggested by Paulo Freire in which a sense of greater civil connectedness or learning specific 
skills are achieved.""0 In summary, the civil society purpose of the ETAT is sustained by 
factors within the cultural context, which results in a soft resistance on the part of a “citizen 
state” or a community partly formed around the sociopolitical potential of art as suggested by 
Kester. I have shown how, in turn, the interactions during the production of social public art 
and the summer festival indicate empathy on the part of artists, and interrupt the conventional 
culturally-based relationality of Japanese participants who acknowledge the presence of new
"4" Kitagawa, “Human Time,” 18.
"46 The 2009 Kohebi-tai included a student group from Hong Kong.
"4 Statistic from Yoshiyuki Oshita, “Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial: No Longer Just an Art Festival,” 
Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 
2009, 90.
"4X The provisions made for the Kohebi-tai -  group billets in basic dormitories, shared meals and squad 
meetings -  and their regimentation as interchangeable units of labour, promote a team mentality.
"44 Students from 30 Japanese universities and vocational institutes received class credits for 
participation in 2009, see Oshita, “Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial: No Longer Just an Art Festival,” in 
Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 
2009, 90.
""° See Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972). At least one writer 
has noted that numerous Kohebi-tai experience a journey of self-discovery. Mori, “Kohebi-tai: The 
Possibilities 'the Connectors’ are Expanding,” in Echigo-Tsumari Triennial Executive Committee, 
Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2003, 211.
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social relations with others, as part of the complexity of the compound aesthetics, the 
framework outlined in the Introduction, of the ETAT,5"’
National Culture, Tradition and Aesthetics
In this final section 1 argue that much of the social public art made according to the ETAT 
purpose -  “Human Beings are Part of Nature” -  and responding to residents and the context 
in Niigata reinforces Japanese tradition (also known as re-traditionalisation) in terms of 
aesthetics and community identity. '"2 Social public art at the ETAT can be interpreted, I 
propose, as historicising its subjects and subscribing to the collective remembering, or 
memory industry, increasingly connected with the commerce of tourism/ "3 The buildings 
housing the artworks, the inclusion of aged agricultural and domestic tools and objects, and 
local subject matter, such as residents’ personal narratives, are capable of evoking history and 
memory. This sentiment in the art is further re-traditionalised by the message of the Triennial 
event, which affirms the association between people and the historical satoyama landscape. 
This results, I argue, in the dearth of avant-garde and critical content in the social public art 
outcomes, and therefore the limited relevance of Bishop’s concept of relational antagonism to 
social public art in the ETAT.
The art presented at the ETAT that offers this re-traditionalisation connects, I argue, with the 
meaning of Nihonjinron, or the sense of a unique Japanese psyche or culture built on 
tradition.""4 The claim of Nihonjinron is strengthened by the contention of scholars that 
entrenched traditional and moral aesthetics remain integrated in everyday life, despite 
ongoing change associated with post war modernisation. "" Accordingly, I understand the 
connectivity between rural tradition and modernity in social public art at the ETAT as 
parallelling the enduring respect for humans and nature in other aspects of life in Japan. 
Residents are associated with traditional agrarian community values in the purpose of the 
ETAT and many art projects, raising the risk of the population being wrongly understood as 
continuing a historical rural lifestyle. The distinctiveness of rural life is part of the attraction
For the definition of compound aesthetics see the section “Compound Aesthetics: An Expanded 
Framework for Critical Aesthetics and Social Art Discourse in the the Introduction.
"": The idea of de- and re-traditionalisation is suggested by Paul Morris, in Paul Morris, “Community 
Beyond Tradition,” Detraditionalization (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996).
""3 Vida Bajc, “Collective Memory and Tourism: Globalizing Transmission Through Localized 
Experience,” Journeys 7, no. 2 (2007): 1.
""4 Macfarlane, Japan Through the Looking Glass, 12-4. MacFarlane understands the character of 
Nihonjinron to be partly informed (and validated) by Buddhist beliefs of the intertw ining of past and 
present.
Writers such as Edgington emphasise consistencies between tradition and modernity in social, 
cultural, and economic Japan, partly as a consequence of the ongoing agricultural society that delivers 
the country’s high self-sufficiency in food. Edgington, Japan at the Millennium, 5.
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for visitors, but at the same time the Triennial Director expresses concern to dismantle the 
sense of otherness existing in the rural/urban divide, a distinction which, paradoxically, is 
reinforced by the re-traditionalisation of the art as part of past rural life.5 6
Many art projects re-purpose, replicate or re-create aspects of local history in ways that 
involve and are respectful to residents, and do not evidence critical investigation of the local 
and global conditions which have an effect on Niigata. This outcome can be attributed, I 
argue, to the selection of artists and the empathetic relations generated during the 
participatory art making or other interactions. Kaoru Muraki is an example of an artist who 
aspires to physically and symbolically situate residents within the satoyama lifestyle. Muraki 
has reinvigorated history at every Triennial by inviting residents to restore their historic 
houses. With the aim of revitalising and promoting the community tradition and identity of 
people, Muraki has taught people the technique of mud wall building, a skill that few people 
hold today.6' 7 Muraki’s work typifies projects in which a renewal of traditional Japanese 
practices is employed for potential regeneration. Such projects offer degrees of social capital 
and material benefit rather than the ideal of emancipation proposed by relational or dialogic 
aesthetics, and hence reveal the partial relevance of the critical theories of social art by 
Bourriaud and Kester. Such participatory projects convey an out-dated appreciation of 
subjects defined by the history of their rural environment. Thus, the ETAT, in encouraging 
artists to work closely with residents and engage with the history associated with the 
satoyama lifestyle, inspires art projects based in the promotion of cultural traditions and 
communal identity.
666 Kitagawa, interview with the author, 21 July 2009.
"  According to Muraki: “I hope that this project will stimulate people to refect upon the meaning of 
community and contribute to revitalising their community, by sharing their thoughts and making them 
part of a common understanding. I hope, too, that the revitalisation will not be merely a cosmetic one, 
but based on what they have now, preserves aspects of community that cities all over Japan have lost.” 
Kaoru Muraki, “Project of Making a View with Mudwall in Matsudai-town,” Echigo-Tsumari 
Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2003, 126.
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Maaria Wirkkala, TIRAMI SU 3: Lift Me Up -  One Way or Another 2006- 
Installation view
Courtesy of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial
In order to abide by the ETAT purpose and obligation to interact w ith residents, artists seek 
processes that can involve the input and participation o f local people. Personal stories and 
narratives are collected and employed in artworks. Projects also incorporate people’ s 
collected historical agrarian artefacts or materials, or, as in the work o f Muraki, display the 
traditional skills o f local people. Many tools remained accessible to the artists and their 
participants as farmers continued to employ traditional implements for generations until the 
1940s and 1950s.558 The retention o f agricultural implements may be credited to the cultural 
respect for, and sensitivity to, everyday materials and traditions, which are understood to be 
intrinsic to a Japanese aesthetic sensibility.559 A project by Atsushi Ozawa in 2009 was one o f 
many displaying venerable steel farming tools. In others, Toshikatsu Serikawa has been 
gradually building traditional log cottages w ith the aim o f creating a settlement, Richard 
Thomas creatively re-installed the poles that are retained alongside houses to buttress the 
buildings against the 3-metre high w inter snows in a work titled OIKOS (2009), and Maaria 
W irkkala ’ s popular re-working o f a sim ilar century-old house titled TIRAMI SU 3: Lift Me Up 
-  One Way or Another (2006-) includes an attic crowded with historical wood and straw 
artefacts abandoned by farming families. Such works provide a responsive celebration o f 
local agrarian traditions and can symbolise the sense o f tradition associated w ith Nihonjinron, 
as part o f the compound aesthetics o f art in the ETAT.
Bestor, V. Bestor, T. and Yamagata, Routledge Handbook o f Japanese Culture and Society, 90. 
:o9 Everyday aesthetics includes respect for the user, as well as materials and process. Saito, “ The 
Moral Dimension of Everyday Aesthetics,”  86.
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Few social public artworks at the ETAT offer a critical challenge to received history or resist 
contemporary structural conditions in ways that align with political dissensus or associated 
ideas within Bishop’s relational antagonism. Artist Lauren Berkowitz is typical o f artists who 
found inspiration for her social public art project in the prefecture museum o f natural 
history."60 One o f the only deliberately confrontational works is Marina Abramovic’s Dream 
House, which includes politically challenging statements painted on the walls o f one room. 
Nigel Helyer’s Everything’s Nice with American Rice (2003) is one o f the only projects to 
have issued a direct sociopolitical comment. The recipe he created with residents for a locally 
brewed fuel that could power rice farming equipment implied a critique o f the impact o f US 
agricultural trade quotas on Japan."61 Helyer’s work stands out amongst the art at the ETAT 
for the directness and contemporaneity o f its political content, and relevance to the conditions 
against which the ETAT offers soft resistance.
Nigel Helyer, Everything’s Nice with American Rice 2003
Installation view of shop front production of bio fuel from rice, Matsudai
Image courtesy Nigel Helyer
In artists putting aside their interests and respecting the theme “ Human Beings are Part o f 
Nature” , much art at the Triennial reinforces the myth that contemporary rural populations
>6() Berkowitz noted: “ I wanted to link with history, reflect an atmosphere or sense of place” . Berkowitz, 
interview with the author, 16 October 2009.
"6I Helyer involved residents in the development of a small distillery that converted imported US rice 
into fuel for farm equipment. Nigel Helyer, interview with the author, 9 February 2012. Also Echigo- 
Tsumari Triennial Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2003, 127.
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remain in harmony with nature’s forms and rhythms. As noted above, the rice paddy 
landscape is linked nostalgically with the history o f the Japanese state. The Triennial evokes 
the notion, established in the Tokugawa period (1603-1868), o f the sensitive and honorable 
exploitation o f the environment in small-scale subsistence fa rm ing /62 In tourism campaigns 
rice growing areas are exalted for having the virtues o f furusato  (home) and agriculture.563 
The festival promotions also imply that visitors are making a pilgrimage to places evoking the 
sacred in landscape traditions, which include the veneration o f mountains as sacred domains 
in Japanese history and Buddhism. Contemporary life for residents is, o f course, very 
different, no matter whether the region’s population remains attuned to nature.
The celebration o f the hardworking satoyama lifestyle in the social public art projects 
intersects philosophically, I argue, with Japanese aesthetics in the discourse o f Nihonjinron. 
Nihonjinron is a complex and ideological concept, one which essentially proposes a unique, 
continuous culture for Japan. The idea o f Nihonjinron has persisted, and is periodically 
revived in literary and cultural debate.564 In the 21st century, the sentiment o f Nihonjinron 
remains valid, supported by the resilience o f cultural traditions in contemporary Japan. 565 
Despite the infusion o f Western culture via economic globalization, Nihonjinron is linked to 
the Japanese aesthetics that scholars argue have a continuing presence in daily life, in ideas o f 
simplicity, perfection, rusticity and other popular values.566 The centrality o f rice to the 
Japanese spirit has also been associated with Nihonjinron ,567 In this discussion I use 
Nihonjinron in the sense o f the survival o f  distinctive national cultural and social traditions, in 
arguing for the pertinence o f the concept for the meaning o f art outcomes at the ETAT.
The validation o f people and place as bounded by history, and the claim o f unique and 
aesthetically superior native landscapes and lifestyle at the ETAT  connects with the concept o f 
Nihonjinron analysed by philosopher Yuriko Saito. Saito discusses the presence o f everyday 
aesthetics in experiences including the ephemeral beauty o f the summer rice fields, Japanese
M’2 Bestor, V. Bestor, T. and Yamagata, Routledge Handbook o f Japanese Culture and Society, 90. 
r'63 Paul Waley, “The Urbanisation of the Japanese Landscape,” in Bestor, V. Bestor, T. and Yamagata, 
Routledge Handbook o f Japanese Culture and Society, 91.
M’4 The concept was recuperated in ultranationalist discourse pre-World War Two. Post war, the idea 
continued to be aligned with reactions against Anglo-American cultural imperialism. Nihonjinron 
largely fell out of currency during the late 1980s due to US criticism of Japan’s employment of cultural 
uniqueness as special pleading in trade negotiations. However, the concept was re-employed during the 
1990s in international trade negotiations. Iwabuchi, Recentering Globalisation, 214.
?6:’ Edgington, Japan at the Millennium, 6. The impact of the flows of economic globalization on 
culture and the pervasiveness of consumerism were evident in Alex Rizkalla’s Japan Kunstkammer at 
the ETAT 2009, a collection of popular domestic Japanese-looking items collected at second-hand 
stores in Melbourne, Australia.
?66 Saito, “The Moral Dimension of Everyday Aesthetics,” 85.
67 Theodore C. Bestor, “Cuisine and Identity in Contemporary Japan,” in Bestor, V. Bestor, T. and 
Yamagata, Routledge Handbook o f Japanese Culture and Society, 275.
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crafts and traditional meals and the tea ceremony, as a form o f meaning based in traditional 
Japanese aesthetics, which incorporates a respect for others including nature.568 The sense o f 
Nihonjinron  in art at the ETAT  is evoked by art projects fulfilling Japanese tastes for intricacy 
and beauty in composition, the incorporation o f natural and found materials, detailed 
handwork, and the evocation o f respect for people and place. The use o f natural materials in 
projects -  for example the flowers, plants and foodstuffs in Berkowitz’s installations -  signify 
the beauty o f the environment and seasonal transformation.
Alternatively, the art outcomes displayed in houses recalls the pre-Meiji era practice o f 
displaying paintings and other objects in the alcove o f the small tearoom .569 As an example, in 
House Memory, created by Japanese artist Chiharu Shiota with neighbours in 2009, historic 
furniture, handmade straw capes, hats and shoes, and books donated by residents were woven 
within and behind spider-like webs o f black wool, providing a sense o f mourning for the past 
and for the “trapped” aging population. Such projects evoke time, fragility and mortality. 
These artworks can be interpreted as communicating Japanese “native attitudes” or aesthetic 
concepts o f mono no aware and yiigen, being, respectively, “the ancient sensitivity to the 
perishable beauty o f things”, particularly nature, and “a state o f mysterious sad depth” / 70
Chiharu Shiota, House Memory 2009 
Installation view
Image courtesy Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial
568 See Yuriko Saito, Everyday Aesthetics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007); and Sato, “The 
Moral Dimension of Everyday Aesthetics,” 85-97.
?69 From the 16th century until the Meiji era scrolls, lacquer works, utensils and pottery were displayed 
as part of the ritual and aesthetics of the tea ceremony. Morishita, The Empty Museum, 40.
>7° Donald E. Brown, “The Common Humanity Evident in European, African, Indian, Chinese and 
Japanese Aesthetic History,” in World Art Studies: Exploring Concepts and Approaches, ed. Kitty 
Zijlmans and Wilfred van Damme (Amsterdam: Valiz, 2008), 359-360. Yiigen is often related to 
sensibility associated with Noh performance.
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Heightened emotive responses to the past associated with the concepts o fyügen and 
Nihonjinron are conveyed by the metaphorical and phenomenological experiences created for 
visitors to social public art projects in disused family homes and schools, such as Boltanski 
and Kalmans’ The Last Class (2006-) described above."71 These qualities and respect for the 
continuity of culture are also found in the many abandoned, century-old houses that are 
repaired and re-purposed as sites for the social public art projects and contribute to the 
compound aesthetics of the ETAT. In aiming to give a voice to or represent a local community, 
the aesthetics of much art at the ETAT does not have the capacity to activate debate as 
political agency as anticipated in Bishop’s relational antagonism. Instead, the ETAT favours 
the prospect of local emancipation that is the central concern of Bourriaud’s relational 
aesthetics.
Not all social public art projects in the ETAT generate the effect of Nihonjinron. The 
Croquette House (2009) and Shedding House (2006) by Junichi Kurakake and Nihon 
University College of Art Sculpture Course students, and 1000 Colours (2009) by Yoshiaki 
Kaihatsu all altered the environment by giving historical houses new surfaces.572 Initiatives 
for the 2012 ETAT, including the new Echigo-Tsumari Satoyama Museum of Contemporary 
Art Kinare, which contains newly commissioned works from international artists who have 
participated in the Triennial, assist in countering the effect of Nihonjinron and the false 
impression of residents locked in the satoyama tradition."7 ’ Overall, however, a large 
proportion of art outcomes at the ETAT evoke the quality of Nihonjinron as an empathetic 
response to place, people and the civil society purpose of the Triennial.
Yet, in reality, residents of the Niigata region in which the ETAT is situated enjoy 
contemporary lives within a globalised world. For example, people in the small village of 
Toyoda (where I stayed in 2009) were connected to the Internet, some spoke other languages 
and a number had travelled internationally.'"74 Nevertheless, social public art at the ETAT 
creates a historicising or re-traditionalising, that, I argue, risks drawing Niigata and its
rwl A number of artworks at the ETAT 2009 related to “loss and death” according to Birmingham: “Art 
Triennial Helps Rural Niigata”.
"72 The students spent over 12 months working on the Croquette House, created a shop and film with 
the community and collaborated with local women to cook local croquettes for visitors, including the 
author, throughout the Triennial. See “Croquette House” and “ 1000 Colour Shop,” in Echigo-Tsumari 
Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 155, 38.
" ' ’ For example, artworks in the Echigo-Tsumari Satoyama Museum of Contemporary Art Kinare 
projects include a library installation and several artworks that did not represent the context of the 
region or its history.
"74 Observed by the author during the ETAT 2009.
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population into becoming a part of “the globalized memory industry”.57^ Within this context, 
festivalisation means that local people -  already marginalised -  have become a cultural 
attraction and a living spectacle. Thus, despite the reality of modern life, the ETAT enhances 
the perception, I suggest, of Nihonjinron in the suggestion of unbroken national identity in 
lives of residents who are custodians of traditional knowledge and ways of life.
In summary, my research suggests that the creation of social public art often led to new social 
and cultural capital, attracted revenue to the region and produced art outcomes which were 
not oppositional in tone but symbolised a nostalgic community identity. The Triennial 
succeeded in enhancing local pride and values and offering economic returns from tourism. In 
addition, in this section I suggested that interactions led to new personal associations, outside 
cultural relationality, for Japanese participants. However, in the process, social public art risks 
reinforcing Nihonjinron and the perception of the historical life of autonomous agrarian 
communities rather than contemporary social subjects. The multifarious aspects of social art 
at the ETAT, including the intersubjective impact of social and cultural interactions, the art 
outcomes, cultural tourism or economic festivalisation, and the critical affect of the re- 
traditionalisation of community identity support my proposition for social art to contain 
multifarious meaning.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have offered evidence of the composite nature of the aesthetics of social 
public art in the ETAT 2009 and past Triennials, which contrasts with the interpretation of 
social art in terms of either politics or aesthetics. In particular, I have shown the significance 
of cultural context to the purpose and outcomes of the Triennial. Social public art in the ETAT 
offered a form of soft resistance, or “citizen state” , supported by civil society interests. The 
art was incorporated into economic festivalisation that demonstrated success in counteracting 
the effects of government negligence and economic globalization on a “forgotten” population 
by boosting the local economy through tourism. Other outcomes, including resisting 
government negligence of the regional situation and the celebration of the satoyama lifestyle, 
and the shifts in the culturally embedded relations of Japanese participants which social art 
processes supported, reflect the range of interpretations of social public art at the ETAT, and 
the importance of context to the meaning of social public art.
?7r’ The recent rise of “the globalized memory industry” is discussed in Graham Huggan, Extreme 
Pursuits: Travel Writing in an Age o f Globalization (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 
2009), 134. See also the concept of “Japan as a museum” in Köjin Karatani, “Japan as Museum: 
Okakura Tenshin and Ernest Fenollosa,” in Munroe, Japanese Art After 1945, 33-39.
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A factor specific to the Japanese context and compound aesthetics of the ETAT is evidence of 
direct social and cultural change in terms of the disruption of conventional social bonds for 
Japanese participants. Evidence shows that local people felt validated by the attention of 
artists, visitors and participants. Moreover, Japanese residents and volunteers crossed the 
borders of culture, age and geography in their interactions with others, through their 
involvement with the art and festival. Such a shift in the Japanese culturally informed nature 
of relations is, I argue, facilitated by the moral purpose of the ETAT -  “Human Beings are 
Part of Nature” -  and the autonomy the Triennial gave to artists and residents in their creative 
interactions. An empathy or intersubjectivity was also supported, I maintain, by the specific 
cultural conditions that included the Japanese sensibilities of positivity and civic-mindedness, 
and an individual’s responsibility to their community as part of its collective administration. 
The ETAT demonstrates that a finer understanding of the meaning and outcomes of social 
public art can be achieved by taking account of the contingencies of the context of the art.
Cultural context was also significant, I argue, in the creation of links between tradition, 
national ideology and aesthetics in the art at the ETAT. The art was political insofar as it 
conveyed the values of Nihonjinron and aspects of national tradition as part of the validation 
of residents and the historical satoyama landscape at the ETAT. The risk that the art outcomes 
evoked a re-traditionalisation or historicising of residents’ lifestyles is one aspect of the 
compound aesthetics of social public art in the ETAT. Art which symbolised traditional 
agrarian life, economic festivalisation, and the citizen state nature of the ETAT threw into 
question the level of critical influence against state leverage or the influence of economic 
globalization able to be generated by such an event. Finally, social public art in the ETAT 
2009 demonstrated the limited applicability of the critical concepts of Bourriaud, Bishop and 
Kester and, hence, the possibility of alternative or open interpretations in which politics and 
aesthetics may be interconnected. The contingent and heterogeneous aesthetics associated 
with social public art at the ETAT is intertwined, I argue, with the specificities of the cultural 
context, as well as the moral purpose and style of production of the event.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE BLUE HOUSE
Analysis o f the artist-led event The Blue House offers further evidence o f the compound 
nature o f the aesthetics o f social public art as an interpretative frame for the form and 
meaning o f art in its widest associations. The term The Blue House refers to a five-year-long 
social public art event, and the individual art projects undertaken as part o f this event. The 
Blue House was activated from a large house in Amsterdam, from which artists, architects 
and others researched life in the newly constructed suburb o f IJburg by engaging with local 
residents. Having the purpose o f investigating and resisting normative urban planning, The 
Blue House event delivered social capital and social services to residents, and developed new 
capabilities and offered political and social awareness for artists and others. The Blue House 
thereby makes an ideal case study for the investigation o f the relevance the concept o f 
compound aesthetics to social public art and social art more widely.
My analysis focuses on the sociality and social productivity o f The Blue House, and the 
relevance o f the key theories o f social art by Nicolas Bourriaud, Claire Bishop and Grant 
Kester. The Blue House resembles the previous case studies in suggesting the importance o f 
context and inseparability o f politics and aesthetics in the discussion o f social public art, and 
offers evidence indicating that the formative theories o f social art cannot be applied 
holistically to the heterogeneous nature o f the projects in this event, but, nevertheless, are 
useful in discussing critical meaning. The initiator and primary organiser o f The Blue House, 
Jeanne van Heeswijk, encouraged artists to interact with strangers. These interactions 
generated, 1 argue, micro- or counterpublics in ways that, at a conceptual level, appear similar 
to Bourriaud’ s proposed grounds for communality in relational aesthetics but proved unable 
to offer the communitarian togetherness proposed by Bourriaud. 7(’ In addition, The Blue 
House activated many discussions and debates that raised social and political awareness o f 
residents’ context and supported “ contextualised praxis”  or reflexive learning amongst the 
dispersed milieu or expanded network o f artists. 77 In this way, the communicative relations 
between the constituents o f The Blue House indicated, I argue, the potential for a temporary 
but politically effective counterpublic sphere that intersects with Bourriaud’s concept o f 
relational aesthetics and Kester’s interest in the political effectiveness o f dialogue.
r’76 Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics is analysed in Chapter One.
' 7 Paulo Freire’s idea of pedagogical potential is discussed in regard to the social art in inSite_05 in 
Chapter Two, see note 351.
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In terms o f sociability, certain art projects demonstrated that participants negotiated their 
differences to act in unison and publicly shared private resources. By contrast, other art 
projects revealed the cultural antagonism present in Dutch society and the shock o f 
confronting socioeconomic difference that aligns with Bishop’s theory o f relational 
antagonism. The range o f politics and aesthetics relevant to the social encounters between 
artists and residents, the art outcomes pertaining to The Blue House support the proposition o f 
compound aesthetics, as defined in the Introduction, as a framework o f understanding social 
public art.37s
This chapter begins with an introduction to the social art practice o f van Heeswijk and her 
attention to fostering a civic art that can generate public capability and connects to citizenship. 
Her project, The Blue House, represented an important development in social art during the 
2000s, and 1 explain the aim or purpose o f the event in engaging with life in the environment 
o f IJburg and its significance for compound aesthetics in the second section o f this chapter. In 
the third section I explain the importance o f the national and local context o f  IJburg, which 
includes: civic ambitions to create Amsterdam Creative City57 ; government responses to the 
population pressures faced by the Netherlands; state engineering o f the physical fabric and 
population demographics o f the suburb; and, racial tensions prevalent in the Netherlands at 
the time, exacerbated by the high rate o f illegal immigration. The instrumental role o f the city 
and state in constructing the physical and demographic context o f IJburg informed the 
compound aesthetics o f The Blue House by forming a significant part o f the artists’ research 
context.
The Blue House organisers divided the artists’ projects into the themes o f history, “ instant 
urbanism” and hospitality, and in the remainder o f the chapter I analyse the extent to which 
the social public art projects provided pragmatic and political responses to IJburg. In contrast 
to the previous case studies, the discursive and often intangible nature o f the social public art 
at The Blue House was intended for participants rather than audiences. Many social public art 
projects addressed residents’ concerns regarding the establishment o f the suburb and provided 
alternatives to non-existent government-assisted social services. The social interactions 
arising during projects and their outcomes, which included many discussion events, had the 
potential to offer residents social and cultural capital in terms o f new knowledge and 
opportunities. However, these encounters also demonstrated, I argue, the temporary nature o f
378 See the section “Compound Aesthetics: An Expanded Framework for Critical Aesthetics and Social 
Art Discourse in the the Introduction.
379 See page 137. The Creative City title was intended to indicate a place of creativity not restricted to 
culture that would attract business and investment. See also the Introduction, 7.
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the communality or consensus achieved between members and residents. The social divisions 
arising over the allocation of public/private resources and the cultural tensions present at 
IJburg reflect, I argue, the presence of conditional hospitality. In their interactions, both the 
members of The Blue House and residents shifted, I argue, between the roles of hosts and 
guests, and indicated the relevance of the idea of hospitality to the social public art in The 
Blue House.
Jacques Derrida’s thinking on the subject of hospitality offers a way to analyse the complex 
ethical and political implications of the relations activated within the compound aesthetics of 
The Blue House. Derrida conceived hospitality as an intrusion into individual subjectivity, 
and perceived anything less than absolute hospitality as individual and collective violence. 
Interpreting the relevant social public art projects at The Blue House in terms of Derrida’s 
ideas suggests the event had the potential to raise awareness of the differences between self 
and others and/or a sense of intersubjectivity or cosmopolitanism. The potential for opening 
the self to others was evident in several projects at The Blue House, in which constituents 
shifted from antagonistic to consensual relations, and which contrast with Bourriaud’s micro­
utopias while resonating with Bishop’s interpretation of social art as an experience of 
relational antagonism. Derrida’s extensive thinking on hospitality indicates the potential of 
other perspectives to play a role in compound aesthetics in interpreting the heterogeneous 
nature of social public art.
In the final section I review the qualified nature of the political effectiveness of The Blue 
House, as a further element in the compound aesthetics of this case. The event aimed to 
independently insert art into the everyday life of IJburg, due to van Heeswijk’s 
entrepreneurial attempts to ensure the financial and operational autonomy of the event. 
However, based on the perception of the successful sociality of the event, city officials 
intended to appropriate the idea of The Blue House in future city planning. The resemblance 
between van Heeswijk’s skills and the entrepreneurism that is valued as creative in the 
cultural industries also indicates a potential risk for social artists if projects are compromised 
by instrumental public concerns. The tension between autonomy and productivity is the final 
element in my discussion of the compound aesthetics of The Blue House: an analysis which 
indicates compound aesthetics ranges from evidence of social public art delivering political 
resistance and building social capability to comprise a broad range of relations including the 
ethics of relations.
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Jeanne Van Heeswijk: Artist and Producer of The Blue House
Dutch artist Jeanne van Heeswijk has developed an artistic/curatorial practice that is political 
in its aim to make a critical contribution to local social life, in the Netherlands and 
elsewhere.580 Her research into new strategies for social transformation includes supporting 
and encouraging opportunities for other people to gain agency and self-determination through 
social art projects. Van Heeswijk’s practice reflects the tension prevalent in the aesthetics of 
social art, as artists seek to connect with daily life by participating and intervening in social 
situations while often aiming to generate critical behaviour that is independent o f instrumental 
cultural mechanisms, such as government cultural agencies. She often enters long periods o f 
immersion or participation in a local or specific context to understand how art can investigate 
urban dynamics and foster capabilities for creative and social life .'81 Van Heeswijk is 
adamant that her practice is art and not social service,58- and she has pursued an 
interdisciplinary interrogation o f situations with the intention o f encouraging the development 
o f new social structures.'85
Van Heeswijk’s practice reflects the social art and curating that has arisen in a distinct context 
in Europe compared to, for example, Suzanne Lacy’s new genre public art in the US. A 
history o f socialist collectivity and social coalitions and their resonance in contemporary 
political consciousness has influenced the forms o f social art practice in Europe, especially 
Eastern Europe.'84 More specifically, philosophical and direct support for small-scale social 
initiatives involving artists have been provided by policies reflecting the welfare state 
sensibility, which has remained within the Dutch government despite its relatively recent
' 8(l Summaries of Jeanne van Heeswijk’s projects are at “Jeanne Works”, http://www.jeanneworks.net/. 
' S1 Urbanism is a topic of interest in the Netherlands. Other examples of artists’ projects in new suburbs 
are Beyond (1997-2007) at Leidsche Rijn, Utrecht, and Optrek (2002-2010), art projects, 
interventions, debates and research into urban development and social engineering organised by 
Leontine Lieffering, Sabrina Lindemann, Annechien Meier and Marjan Schoenmakers in The Hague.
' 82 In contrast to the criticism of van Heeswijk’s projects as social service or “NGO art” by activist 
artists such as BAVO. BAVO, “Always Choose the Worst Option. Artistic Resistance and the Strategy 
of Over-Determination,” in The Art o f Over-Identification: Cultural Activism Today, ed. BAVO 
(Rotterdam: Episode Publishers, 2007), 24.
’ As she states: “To this extent, programs of actions, incitements to conversation, sites of exhibition 
and systems of circulation need to be proposed. For this, a practice of dealing with questions of urban 
spaces is needed, one that arises from a necessity to draw from and merge different disciplines and 
perspectives from many voices.” Jeanne van Heeswijk, “Divorce Should Be Obligatory Within 48 
Hours of Marriage,” in Insense/Reckless, ed. Paul Ardenne, Jeanne van Heeswijk, Baptiste Lanaspeze, 
Guilllaume Mansart and Herve Paraponaris (Marseilles: Bureau des competences et desirs, 2009), 27.
84 See Anthony Gardner, “Politically Unbecoming, Critiques of Democracy and Postsocialist Art from 
Europe,” (PhD diss., The University of New South Wales, 2008). For recent ramifications of the leftist 
collectivity in Eastern Europe see, oncurating.org, “Social Curating and Its Public: Curators from 
Eastern Europe Report on Their Practices,” Zurich University of the Arts, issue 18, 2013, http://on- 
curating.org/issues.php (accessed May 2013).
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embrace o f neoliberal economics and economic globalization."8" Van Heeswijk’s critical 
social art practice represents only one individual’s approach to social art amongst the wide- 
ranging contemporary sociopolitical engagements o f European artists.
Van Heeswijk encourages discussion and productive communality in her practice, as has been 
evident since her early works."86 Many projects have been long-term initiatives, as is 
exemplified by De Strip (2002-4) in Vlaardingen, outer Rotterdam, in which van Heeswijk 
facilitated artists, designers and residents in the activation o f entrepreneurial and creative 
activities within a rundown retail strip. The area became a work place and social space, 
offering exhibitions, workshops, a cafe, debates and lectures addressing the local context, and 
performances organised by residents.587 As a consequence the city recognised the cultural and 
social value o f re-activating disused shopping streets. Thus, van Heeswijk’s work reflects her 
values o f participation and capability building, and her former projects contextualise the 
development o f The Blue House.
By the time o f establishing The Blue House in 2004, van Heeswijk had reconsidered her 
heuristic focus on generating models for everyday life and was instead pursuing projects with 
socially useful outcomes."88 Her aim in making “a set o f concrete questions negotiable” also 
prioritised the participation o f others in “a collective creative practice” .589 Much o f her 
activity in fostering thought, communication and agency in participatory creative cultural 
production has been directed at local urban contexts.590 At IJburg, van Heeswijk lived on site 
for the first six months in order to understand the context and engage with the neighbouring
>x" Economic globalization is understood as an impure form of international market Hows, as defined in 
the Introduction.
"8(’ These intentions are stated as her interest in supporting “programs of actions, incitements to 
conversation, sites of exhibition, and systems of circulation”. See van Heeswijk, “Divorce Should Be 
Obligatory Within 48 Hours of Marriage,” 27. This approach is evident for example in the sound scape, 
A House for the Community (1996), which comprised recordings of diverse opinions on village matters, 
collected from local residents, and the sound track broadcast in the Oud-Beijerland town hall.
"87 Jeanne van Heeswijk, “Jeanne Works,” http://www.jeanneworks.net/ (accessed 13 May 2011); Van 
Heeswijk, Jeanne van Heeswijk: Systems, 249-67; and Ted Purves, ed., What We Want is Free, 
Generosity and Exchange in Recent Art (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2005), 95.
"8S Van Heeswijk stated she shifted from the “generation of models for investigation” in everyday life 
to pursue research in “fields of interaction in which certain questions can be generated, tested, 
confronted or related” in her social art practice. Jeanne van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 19 
May 2010.
"89 Van Heeswijk, “Divorce Should Be Obligatory Within 48 Hours of Marriage,” 40-42. As she 
stated: “I am interested in setting up a collaborative production whereby acting together establishes a 
locus, a community”. Van Heeswijk in Marjolin Schaap, “Super-directing -  The Work of Jeanne van 
Heeswijk,” in van Heeswijk, Jeanne van Heeswijk: Systems, 10.
"90 Van Heeswijk stated: “To be able to build urban spaces that allow for cultural, social, economic and 
political changes, I think it is important to create platforms where people are able to encounter each 
other and on the basis of the meetings that take place, construct representations of their environment.” 
Van Heeswijk, “Divorce Should Be Obligatory Within 48 Hours of Marriage,” 27.
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residents, in accord with her principal of being a “participating embedded observer”/ 91 The 
Blue House was van Heeswijk’s most ambitious and speculative project to date, and 
exemplified the artist’s critical concerns with testing and producing participatory practice for 
both social and creative ends.
The Purpose and Design of The Blue House
In accord with the previous cases, I argue that the aim of social public art at The Blue House 
and the design or organisation of the event are significant factors in the compound aesthetics 
of the social art projects. Van Heeswijk established The Blue House with architect Dennis 
Kaspori and artist Herve Paraponaris. They described the project as an attempt to “set up a 
testing ground, a field of interaction, supporting questioning and different investigations of 
space for the personal or the unexpected”.59- The purpose of The Blue House was to invite 
artists and members of the public to question the highly regulated nature of the newly planned, 
government-engineered suburban archipelago of IJburg in Amsterdam. Van Heeswijk’s 
management of the event ensured its constituents had substantial freedom to investigate the 
impact of the bureaucratic planning of IJburg. The only requirement for artists at The Blue 
House was the necessity for research to be based in interactions with neighbours. Otherwise, 
the wide ambit offered opportunities for social public art projects based on residents’ 
responses to the inflexible planning."9' Rather than create art outcomes for audiences, The 
Blue House research was disseminated at various discursive events, including a concluding 
symposium, the website, and globally through the members’ own channels.594
Van Heeswijk’s disinclination to submit the event to external accountability or evaluation, 
and her definition of The Blue House as art, were intended to differentiate The Blue House 
from cultural or community development projects. For this reason, her role included 
fundraising for the substantial costs of the event, which included the house mortgage and
91 Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 19 May 2010. Van Heeswijk had also earlier stated: “It is 
vital that 1 am inside the community, become a part of it and develop the ability to listen” Van 
Heeswijk in Mirijam Westen, “Mirijam Westen interviewing Jeanne van Heeswijk, ‘The Artist as 
Versatile Infiltrator of Public Space',” N Paradoxa 12 (2003): 28, http://www.jeanneworks.net/ 
(accessed 12 April 2010). See also van Heeswijk in O’Neill and Doherty, Locating the Producers, 30. 
"92 Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 19 May 2010.
"93 Jeanne van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 17 June 2011. Daniel Paes Leäo discussed the 
project developing over time from an unclear beginning, in Irene den Hartoog and Daniela Paes Leäo 
interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House, 12 
March 2008, 3, unpublished.
"94 Members could use The Blue House database of 5000 addresses to distribute printed matter. Jeanne 
van Heeswijk, “Profile The ECF and the Blue House Host Difference,” in European Cultural 
Foundation, Managing Diversity: Art and [the Art of] Organisational Change (Amsterdam: Mets & 
Schilt, 2007/2008), 35.
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members’ fees. To preserve the autonomy of the event, the funds were secured from non­
government sources or agencies that did not require defined outcomes.595 Van Heeswijk 
played the key role in this ambitious project, leading its planning, resourcing, logistics and 
direction.
To activate the event, van Heeswijk established a membership group, the Blue House 
Association for the Mind, which comprised artists and like-minded colleagues who were 
responsible for the production of the social public art projects. Hereafter, I refer to these key 
constituents as members. The association followed the model of Dutch housing associations, 
the organ through which residents have decision-making power over the public components 
of dense residential environments. Individual members were associates of van Heeswijk or 
were people who shared her interest in urbanism. The fluctuating membership of the 
association included artists, art theorists, curators, a philosopher, a writer, art and architecture 
collectives, art students, a sociologist, inhabitants of IJburg and the Arts Programme Officer 
of the European Cultural Foundation (ECF), most of whom lived in the Netherlands or 
Europe/96 Membership of the association attracted support to stay in the House for periods 
totalling six months.697 Members had two responsibilities; their research processes were to be 
responses to the interactions with the permanent inhabitants of IJburg, and findings were to be 
shared amongst the membership.598 Certain arrangements were intended to ensure members 
had an investment in the project and time to engage with neighbours to optimise project
696 Van Heeswijk avoided funding requiring agreed outcomes. Funds and in-kind support came from 
the European Council Foundation (ECF), Amsterdam Funds for the Arts (AFK), de Alliante, Stitchting 
DOENand VSB Fonds, the Mondriaan Foundation and the Prince Bernhard Culture Fund. Van 
Heeswijk rejected funding from agencies associated with the city of Amsterdam and Projectburo 
IJburg, according to Igor Roovers, the Managing Director of Projectburo IJburg. Igor Roovers, 
interview with the author, 21 May 2010. The Blue House operated as a foundation for legal and 
financial purposes. On the instrumental nature of evaluative tools see: Venda Louise Pollock and 
Joanne Sharp, “Real Participation or the Tyranny of Participatory Practice? Public Art and Community 
Involvement in the Regeneration of the Raploch, Scotland,” Urban Studies 49, no. 14 (November 
2012): 3063-79, and Making Culture Count: Rethinking Measures of Cultural Vitality, Wellbeing and 
Citizenship, conference, attended by the author, University of Melbourne, May 2012, 
(http://conference2012.culturaldevelopment.com.au/).
696 Paul O’Neill, “Locating the Producers, Case Study Report”, Blue House, February 2009, 
http://www.blauwehuis.org/blauwehuisv2/7news_idM637 (accessed 23 June 2010). Van Heeswijk 
organised The Blue House to combine “different disciplines and perspectives from many voices”. Van 
Heeswijk, interview with the author, 19 May 2010.
’97 Most members stayed for fewer than six months. Members were paid a fee of 6,000 euros or 1,200 
euros per month of residency, in order to free members from earning a living and enable them to 
concentrate on research according to van Heeswijk. Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 19 May 
2010. Van Heeswijk herself was only periodically in residence after the initial year of operation.
698 Van Heeswijk stated there was no single expectation from research; some artists only visited a few 
times, and members were not monitored. Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 17 June 2011. Paul 
O’Neill joined with the intent to publish or communicate members’ research acquired through 
interviews and discussions, and his outcomes included the book, Locating the Producers: Durational 
Approaches to Public Art (2011), co-edited with Claire Doherty.
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o u tc o m e s .U n lik e  the other case studies, the directive o f sharing findings amongst members 
and the emphasis on the concerns o f residents rather than production o f art for audiences can 
be considered to inform the aesthetics o f the projects at The Blue House.
The membership operated within an extended network that 1 describe as a milieu, following 
Gert-Jan Hosters, a connection which expanded the impact o f The Blue House beyond 
Amsterdam. Hosters’ concept o f a creative milieu is a complex network “o f mainly informal 
social relationships within a specific internal ‘representation’ and a sense o f belonging, which 
enhance the local innovative capability through synergetic and collective learning 
processes” .600 While having the opportunity to have a voice in matters via the Blue House 
Association for the Mind, The Blue House members comprised a geographically dispersed 
and very loose network. Individuals met only at one o f the larger activities -  such as the 
concluding symposium (2011) or the Sustainable Community Design event (2007)601 hosted 
by a member who lived in Hong Kong -  and demonstrated collective ownership only over 
major decisions, such as the Pump Up the Blue project in the second year o f the event, which 
is discussed below.60- The members also identified the opportunity for a collective learning 
process during the later stages o f The Blue House, in the idea o f forming an international 
network, known as the Migratory Blue Points, which would disperse the research and 
continue the learning from the event.6" ’ In this way, van Heeswijk’s design o f the membership 
and event enhanced, I argue, the critical potential o f the aesthetics o f social art in The Blue 
House event.
y>i) Research was an individual endeavour as the house only accommodated two members and 
contained no record of the presence of past projects, and no archives were accessible until a website 
was constructed. Despite the aim of encouraging individual research, Amy Plant and Ella Gibbs (Pilot 
Publishing) and Jo van der Speck found the lack of evidence of members’ research was a missed 
opportunity for collaboration and learning from others’ experiences. Amy Plant, interview with the 
author, 13 May 2010, and Jo van der Speck, interview with the author, 20 May 2010.
600 See Gert-Jan Hosters, “What is the City But the People? Creative Cities Beyond the Hype,” in 
Heßler and Zimmermann, Creative Urban Milieus, 386.
601 Hong Kong-based member Howard Chan organised an event for members investigating small-scale 
collaborative social projects, see “Het Blauwe Huis,”
http://www.blauwehuis.org/blauwehuisv2/?search=&project_id=34 (accessed 25 June 2010).
6(12 Member Paul O’Neill confirmed that members only formed a communicative network as time went 
on, describing the dynamics of the membership in terms of Ned Rossiter’s “organized network”.
Paul O’Neil, interview with the author, 10 May 2010. Rossiter posits that networks are not a convivial 
cohabitation and he questions the ability to associate or achieve resolution without compromising 
contradictory claims, interests and passions. Ned Rossiter, Organized Networks: Media Theory, 
Creative Labour, New Institutions (Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2006), 13.
603 Van Heeswijk also communicated her learning from The Blue House in public talks and 
publications, and applied knowledge gained during The Blue House in subsequent projects, such as The 
Unexpected Guest, a long-term project within the 2012 Liverpool Biennial. Member Daniela Paes Leäo 
opened a new social art space in Amsterdam based on her learning from The Blue House.
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Van Heeswijk was key, I argue, in the direction of the critical purpose, and design and 
outcomes of social public art in The Blue House event/’"4 Van Heeswijk claimed that the Blue 
House Association for the Mind was a “collaborative, self-organising and non-hierarchical” 
network, and her informal support was only as a facilitator.605 Nevertheless, evidence 
suggests she played a directive role in the aesthetics of The Blue House. The heuristic nature 
of her social public art practice meant that she was “a force” according to member Daniela 
Paes Leäo.606 A number of other artists looked to van Heeswijk for guidance, finding her 
innovative thinking in the field of social art was educational.607 According to Blue House 
member Marianne Maasland and Foundation representative Tanja Karreman, van Heeswijk 
had final say in the membership, and the power to decide whether proposals for social public 
art projects fitted The Blue House purpose.608 Members were only consulted on high-level 
decisions, and day-to-day operations were delegated to a manager who reported to van 
Heeswijk.600 The directorial acumen shown by van Heeswijk, her negotiation with residents, 
coupled with her extensive fund raising with the Blue House Foundation, resemble the 
innovation appreciated by corporate management.610 Van Heeswijk’s role could also be 
associated with the mobile and flexible worker favoured by neoliberal capitalism when she 
exchanged roles with member Igor Dobricic each week for a year in as a Blue House art
604 Paul O’Neill designated van Heeswijk “the artist as producer” in: Situations, “Research,” 
http://www.situations.org.uk/research_ltp_introduction.html (accessed 4 August 2010; site now 
discontinued).
60~ She described herself as “a conductor of energies, facilitator, sometimes seer, sometimes waiting”, 
and stated that other members were involved in the serious decision making, in Van Heeswijk, 
interview with the author, 17 June 2011. Previously, van Heeswijk called herself a mediator, 
intermediary and “urban curator” in Westen, “Mirijam Westen interviewing Jeanne van Heeswijk,” 
24-32, but later argued that academic forms of curating are deadening and restrictive, in Jeanne van 
Heeswijk et. ah, “Reflecting on Durational Research in Relation to Durational Practice,” in O’Neill and 
Doherty, Locating the Producers, 355.
606 Daniela Paes Leäo in Irene Den Hartoog and Daniela Paes Leäo, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of 
Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House, 12 March 2008, 3, unpublished.
607 Artist Sarah van Sonsbeek found van Heeswijk’s advice on her practice among the most influential 
aspect of involvement in The Blue House. Sarah van Sonsbeek, interview with the author, 22 May 
2010.
(,os Marianne Maasland, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  
The Blue House, 12 April 2008, 5, unpublished. According to Tanja Karreman, van Heeswijk requested 
one or two members to leave the Association, as their proposals did not fit the event purpose. Tanja 
Karreman, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue 
House, 10 March 2008, 5, unpublished. Rejected projects included residents’ ideas for parties or 
exhibitions of their own art, and research on the permanent house workers.
609 Irene van Hartoog, a social worker, was employed as house manager, responsible for organising the 
daily affairs of the house, assisting members with practical matters including translation and interacting 
with residents.
610 Creative industries and cultural innovation are valued for their capacity to attract people and 
business to areas under development, as I discussed in the section “Social Art: A Shift from Place to 
Publics in Public Art” in the Introduction. See also Stephen Shukaitis and Anja Kanngieser, “Cultural 
Workers Throw Down Your Tools, the Metropolis Is On Strike,” in Critical Cities: Ideas, Knowledge 
and Agitation from Emerging Urbanists, ed. Deepa Naik and Trenton Oldfield (London: Myrdle Court 
Press, 2010), 64-75.
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project.011 Van Heeswijk’ s capability in leading the organisation o f The Blue House indicates 
the tension between autonomous inquiry or actions and the socially productive nature o f the 
art in events inevitably operating w ith in in neoliberal economic conditions.6I~ Moreover, van 
Heeswijk’ s efforts highlight the role o f the purpose and design o f the event for the meaning o f 
social public art, and thus, the potential for political and conceptual inquiry as critical art 
outcomes in The Blue House.
The Context of The Blue House: IJburg as a Global City
The planning o f the suburb IJburg, and its implication in economic globalization and 
government policy, provided a political context for social public art, and inspired van 
Heeswijk’ s The Blue House. IJburg was a local response to the effects o f supranational trade, 
global populations flows, and state and city policy directives. The city council o f Amsterdam 
conceived a five-star business district along the c ity ’ s south access as part o f the 
transformation o f the Dutch capital into a global city that would be competitive in 
international financial and knowledge services. This was part o f the rebranding o f the city as 
Amsterdam Creative C ity, w ith IJburg as part o f city plans for a Manhattan-style metropolis 
on the banks o f the IJmeer.613 Amsterdam city planners conceived the suburb as a vehicle to 
facilitate participation in neoliberal economic globalization and address population pressures, 
concerns that appear in the projects at The Blue House.
Amsterdam has a long history o f involvement in international financial services and trade, 
sectors that continue to be central to the global status o f the Netherlands as part o f the single 
market European Union, and inform the development o f IJburg.614 Amsterdam is also 
recognised as being uniquely positioned in globalization on account o f its civic society, arts 
and drug culture, characteristics that have been supported by government policy.6 1 The
611 Igor Dobricic was the Arts Programme Officer o f the European Cultural Fund, one o f the major 
funders o f The Blue House, and the exchange aimed to question the aims of both organisations. See 
European Cultural Foundation, “ Almostreal,”  http://www.almostreal.org/ (accessed 29 September 
2010). In management theory artists on placement are understood to access their “ ignorance” o f the 
organisational reality in “ appreciative inquiry” focused on the future, which enables positive change in 
organisations conceived as “ centres o f infinite relational capacity” . See Martin Ferro-Thomsen, 
“ Change Through Exchange: Organisational Art and Learning,” in Sophisticated Survival Techniques: 
Strategies in Art and Economy: Product and Vision -  Reader, ed. Mari Brellochs and Henrik Schrat 
(Berlin: Kulturverlag Kadmos, 2005), 182-197.
612 Noted in the Introduction in the discussion of “ The Turn to Social Relations in Art” .
613 Merijn Oudenampsen, “ AmsterdamIM, The City as a Business,”  in Urban Politics Now: Re- 
Imagining Democracy in the Neoliberal City, ed. BAVO (Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2007), 111-115.
614 Saskia Sassen, Cities in a World Economy (Thousand Oaks, CA: Pine Forge Press, 1994), 90.
61> See John Keane, Global Civic Society? (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 25; Brenda 
Yeoh, “ The Global City? Spatial Imagineering and Politics in the (Multi)cultural Marketplaces of 
South-East Asia,”  Urban Studies 42, no. 5/6 (May 2005): 948; and Manuel Castells, “ Globalization,
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history o f “pillarisation” and welfare state policy in the Netherlands in the 20th century 
comprises a distinctive contemporary context.616 The distorting influences o f the Dutch state 
administration, evident in its welfare state philosophy and immigration policies, has resulted 
in the form o f economic globalization in the Netherlands being described as a “soft” or 
“ localised” globalization.617 This intersection o f global and national interconnections was 
reflected in the building o f Uburg and the planned cultural mix o f the suburb’s population.
Factors including the Dutch global status and history o f colonisation influenced the context o f 
Uburg, in requiring that the Netherlands has had to absorb a significant population increase, 
more than two million new migrants over the last three decades. Immigration has been the 
main cause o f accommodation shortages in a country o f only 71,528 square kilometers.618 
Permanent immigration has derived primarily from the former Dutch colonies o f Suriname 
and Indonesia, and Turkey and Morocco, and more recently from asylum seekers and Eastern 
European migrant workers.616 As a consequence one-third o f the population o f Amsterdam 
(and Rotterdam) comprise non-W estem ethnicities, and half that group are under 20 years old, 
a political impact which contributes to urban geographers Jan Duyvendak, Frank Hendriks 
and Mies van Niekerk describing the Netherlands as a national “ laboratory” for urban
Networking, Urbanisation: Reflections on the Spatial Dynamics of the Information Age,” Urban 
Studies 47, no. 13 (2010): 2743.
616 The pillars were the coexisting Protestant, Catholic and socialist sections of society that demarcated 
the delivery of education, healthcare, and media services, and trade union and employer organisations, 
and were formally endorsed by the Dutch government in the early 20th century. Delanty, Community, 
74-5, and Rudy B. Andweg and Galen A. Irwin, Governance and Politics o f the Netherlands (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002), 21-26. Pillarisation could not recognise the multicultural nature of 
society and was dissolved in the 1960s in the desire for a secular and diverse society, and the 
Netherlands welfare state philosophy. See also Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, Cultural 
Policy in the Netherlands (The Hague: Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, 2006). However, 
residues of pillarisation continued until the 1960s, and are still present in government policies that 
support a secular and tolerant social contract. Andweg and Irwin, Governance and Politics o f the 
Netherlands, 21 -26.
617 Soft globalization is defined in: Santos, “Globalizations,” 394, 396. On the contested nature of 
economic globalization see Kalb, Pansters and Siebers, Globalization and Development, 31.
61 x Up to 82% of the Dutch population are concentrated in four major cities (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 
The Hague and Utrecht) and 27 larger towns. Jan Willem Duyvendak, Frank Hendriks, Mies van 
Niekerk, “Cities in Sight, Inside Cities: An Introduction,” in City in Sight: Dutch Dealings with Urban 
Change, ed. Jan Willem Duyvendak, Frank Hendriks, Mies van Niekerk (Amsterdam: Amsterdam 
University Press, 2009), 12.
619 A large number of Dutch nationals immigrated after South American Suriname gained 
independence in 1975. Turkish and Moroccan immigrants were recruited to work in the Netherlands 
from the mid-1970s and subsequently received residency. The Netherlands also accepted migration 
from the new Indonesian republic in the 1940s and 50s. Statistics on ethic groups in the Dutch 
population (2008 est.) comprise: Dutch 80.7%, EU 5%, Indonesian 2.4%, Surinamese 2%, Moroccan 
2%, Caribbean 0.8%, other 4.8%. Central Intelligence Agency, “Netherlands,” The World Factbook, 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/nl.html (accessed 8 November 
2011) .
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development.6-0 Thus, non-Western immigration has created the need for massive urban 
development in the Netherlands that includes Uburg, while simultaneously posing a challenge 
to normative Dutch identity, a social condition that was apparent in the compound aesthetics 
of The Blue House.
The social tensions attributed to the high proportion of Muslims amongst new immigrant 
populations entering the small and predominantly Western Dutch population base were 
pressures evident in Amsterdam and Uburg.621 The distinctive position of immigrants to the 
Netherlands is underscored by Dutch citizenship policy, which defines non-native Dutch who 
have resided in the Netherlands for less than three generations as “foreign population” or 
allochtoon. At the time of The Blue House, allochtoon comprised 19 per cent of the 
population of 16.3 million, and more than half were from non-Western backgrounds.622 The 
murders in Amsterdam of the far-right, anti-immigration politician Pirn Fortuyn in 2002, and 
film director and columnist Theo van Gogh in 2004, were evidence of the escalation of racial 
and religious sentiments (especially anti-Islamic feelings) in debates over immigration and 
the perceived lack of national respect for allochtoon in the Netherlands.6"1 These events were 
characterised by some commentators as being part of a citizen revolt against a government 
that had become divorced from social and cultural reality, and significantly weakened the 
global reputation of the Netherlands as a tolerant and pluralistic society.6"4 The lack of 
equality or the conditional hospitality towards allochtoon reflects the N etherlands structural 
response to its largely non-Western immigration, and also informed state urban and social 
planning and, hence, the formation of Uburg.
('"(l Duyvendak, Hendriks, van Niekerk, City in Sight, 12. This mix also reflects the presence of what 
Arjun Appadurai calls “ethnoscapes”, a term that describes the flows of groups and individuals on the 
move in globalization who “appear to affect the politics of (and between) nations to a hitherto 
unprecedented degree”. Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions o f Globalization 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 33.
621 Duyvendak, Hendriks, van Niekerk, City in Sight, 10.
(1"2 Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, Cultural Policy in the Netherlands, 21. The Dutch word 
allochtoon (meaning ‘originating from another country’) reflects an official discrimination between 
ethnic Dutch (autochtoon) and the allochtoon who are first and second generation immigrants, and is a 
factor in Netherlands urban and social policy. See Sanne Boschman, “Residential Segregation and 
Interethnic Contact in the Netherlands,” Urban Studies 49, no. 2 (2012): 353-367.
623 Duyvendak, Hendriks, van Niekerk, City in Sight, 14-15. Theo van Gogh’s provocative film, 
Submission (2004), prophesised a violent reaction by offended minorities, and aired on Dutch TV just 
prior to his stabbing. Some scholars and politicians claim that the remnants of the pillarised social 
groups (such as schools or media associated with a religion) contributed to an overvaluation of cultural 
difference and the neglect of the “urgent need” to integrate newcomers into society. Duyvendak, 
Hendriks, van Niekerk, City in Sight, 14. Maarten P. Vink argues the level of multiculturalism 
supported by Dutch policy can be contested. Maarten P. Vink, “Beyond the Pillsarisation Myth,” 
Political Studies Review 5 (2007): 337-350.
624 Duyvendak, Hendriks, van Niekerk, City in Sight, 9, 16. On the breaking of the taboo on discussing 
ethnicity in the Netherlands, see Peer Smets and Marion den Uyl, “The Complex Role of Ethnicity in 
Urban Mixing: A Study of Two Deprived Neighborhoods in Amsterdam,” Urban Studies 45, no. 7 
(June 2008): 1444.
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IJburg is typical of recent urban development in the Netherlands, being engineered by the 
state both in terms of its population demographics and design, a situation which The Blue 
House aimed to research. Dutch urban planning has focused on low-rise, attractive compact 
environs that accommodate a predetermined blend of socioeconomic and ethnic 
demographics.62" IJburg was intended to address the identified need for housing and 
strengthen the city’s competitive position through the provision of (expensive) owner- 
occupied housing amongst the suburb’s 750,000 new suburban housing units.626 Additional 
plans for this flagship development included the integration of over 100 nationalities in 
70,000 homes by 2030, and the encouragement of participation in neighbourhood councils, 
reflecting Dutch social policy imperatives for social assimilation.627 Consequently, The Blue 
House showed some resemblance with these administrative and other national citizen 
initiatives concurrently being encouraged in dense urban areas for reasons of social cohesion 
and the creation of cultural capital. However, the purpose of independently researching the 
social context and misalignments arising in planning offered a critical emphasis to The Blue 
House social public art projects.
IJburg was centrally planned by the Amsterdam Housing Department and reflected the city’s 
goal of achieving “a vibrant, diversified and undivided Amsterdam”.6_s IJburg’s streets, 
waterways, architecture, public space, nature reserves, marina, public tram, shops and 
community centre were planned by the Projectburo, the city planning and administrative 
authority of IJburg. The first phase of construction was to deliver 18,000 homes for 45,000 
residents, provide numerous cultural and service facilities, and offer 12,000 jobs by 2013.629
Willem K. Korthais Altes, “Local Government and the Decentralisation of Urban Regeneration 
Policies in The Netherlands,” Urban Studies 39 (2002): 1439-1452; Louise C. Johnson, Cultural 
Capitals: Revaluing the Arts, Remaking Urban Spaces (Farnham, UK: Ashgate, 2009), 73; and 
Duyvendak, Hendriks, van Niekerk, City in Sight, 11. However, Dutch urban planners are considered 
to have underestimated the complexity and potential of inter-ethnic dynamics and social mixing. Smets 
and den Uyl, “The Complex Role of Ethnicity,” 1455-1456.
626 In the planning of the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the National Environment, 
1993.
627 See K. Dekker, R. Torenvlied, B. Völker, and H. Lelieveldt, “Explaining the Role of Civic 
Organisation in Neighbourhood Co-Production,” in Duyvendak, Hendriks, van Niekerk, City in Sight, 
223-225.
628 Geneente Amsterdam, City Housing Department website (www.wonen.Amsterdam.nl/English/) 
quoted in Smets and den Uyl, “The Complex Role of Ethnicity,” 1444. The authors associate 
Amsterdam social policy direction with Putnam’s bridging social capital which claims to enable 
individuals to link to other ethnic groups and people. Smets and den Uyl, “The Complex Role of 
Ethnicity,” 1442-1444. Amsterdam planners felt a pressing need to engender cultural and 
socioeconomic balance following the failed social experience of the high-density, high-rise satellite 
suburb of Bijlmermeer. Designed in the 1960s, by the late 1980s the Bijlmermeer evidenced social 
problems attributed to the concentration of lower socioeconomic residents. Woulter Vanstiphout, 
“Social Engineering of the City and Urban Design as an Achilles Heel,” Pavilion 13 (2009): 86-97.
626 Frans de Rooy, Wil Val and Gerard Vierboom, IJburg in uitvoering (Amsterdam: De Zuiderkerk) 8, 
no. 2 (2002): 23-24. The average housing density of 71 dwellings per hectare is typical for large
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However, the development had been delayed at the time of my research, due to ING Real 
Estate withdrawing from the Private Public Partnership consortium financing the 
development.* 6’0 Consequently, the ability of the Projectburo to influence IJburg’s 
development was diminished as the construction had been offered to other private 
companies.6’1 The bureaucratic spatial and social planning of Uburg resonates with David 
Harvey’s concept of neoliberalised urban authoritarianism in that the development served the 
capital city’s agenda of economic growth in association with being subject to the commercial 
interests of the building companies in charge of the construction.6’" The authoritarian nature 
of the planning and delivery of services to Uburg was a critical finding in a number of social 
public art projects that produced alternatives.
The social public art in The Blue House also contributed to the identity of Uburg as a new 
suburb, which otherwise lacked the identity, relations and history that comprise the 
anthropological definition of place, according to Marc Auge in Non-Places, Introduction to 
an Anthropology o f  Supermodernity.6” The Blue House was at the centre of the communal 
space within one of the first blocks to be built on Haveneiland (Habour Island), the first of 
three areas of reclaimed land to rise from the IJmeer lake in the phased construction of 
Uburg.6 '4 The tall and narrow freestanding house, one of the new, large “city mansions” for 
private sale, was distinguished by its scale, cobalt blue exterior and unusual placement-  
reminiscent of a panopticon.60 The house was situated in the centre courtyard of Block 35, 
which was described by resident Marius Knulst as being populated by “poor people, rich 
people, families, singles and couples, white people, black people all together” across a 50- 
metre span, with “houses worth 700,000 euros and those people rent for 400 euros a
European cities according to: J. Living, “Density in Planning,” Mill Hill Preservation Society, 2006, 
http://www.mhps.org.uk/articles/density.html (accessed 30 August 2011).
6j0 According to planning researcher Harry Smith, neoliberal forces have triumphed over participatory
planning in Europe since the 1980s, despite public participation informing planning and architecture 
theory. Harry Smith, “Place Identity and Participation,” in Place Identity, Participation and Planning, 
ed. Cliff Hague and Paul Jenkins (London: Routledge, 2005), 39-54. Cultural theorists have expressed 
concerns at the loosening of control over social mixing strategy in an increasingly commercial housing 
market. Smets and den Uyl, “The Complex Role of Ethnicity,” 1439-1460.
631 Oudenampsen, “Amsterdamlvl,” 112. Roovers, interview with the author, 21 May 2010.
632 Harvey, Spaces o f Hope. On the lack of local democratic participation in large urban developments, 
see Eric Swyngedouw, Frank Moulaert and Arantxa Rodriguez, “Neoliberal Urbanization in Europe: 
Large-Scale Urban Development Projects and the New Urban Policy,” Antipode 34, no. 3 (2002): 542- 
577, 544.
6" Marc Auge, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology o f Super modernity, trans. John Howe 
(London and New York: Verso, 1995), 52.
(”4 The three islands are Steigereiland, Haveneiland and Rieteilanden.
60 Designed by Teun Koolhaas Associates, the expensive house remained unsold, and was offered by 
de Alliante Private Housing Corporation through the Amsterdam Projectburo to be used for cultural 
activities for five years in exchange for the mortgage payments.
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month” .636 Block 35 was planned to accommodate the new Creative C ity populace in a 
scheme that increased the proportion o f privately owned, high-priced residences alongside 
more modest public and rental housing.6’7 Responding to its context, The Blue House 
contributed to the social history o f IJburg in contingent and complex ways, including 
encouraging critical discussion on planning, hospitality and attitudes towards other cultures in 
Amsterdam, finding alternatives to absent services and encouraging social capital in the daily 
life o f residents, in an event o f compound aesthetics.
The Compound Aesthetics of The Blue House
In this section I outline the varied outcomes and meanings o f social public art projects at The 
Blue House which comprise evidence for the compound aesthetics o f the event, the 
framework explained in the Introduction.6 ’8 The establishment o f a type o f community centre 
in The Blue House brought a critical aesthetics to Block 35. The Blue House was political 
insofar as it responded to the issues inherent to the instrumental city planning, as identified by 
residents, and encouraged neighbours and others to engage with the situation. Van Heeswijk’ s 
purpose promoted sociability in the process o f generating temporary social services and 
raising awareness and capability for residents, aims which resonate w ith Bourriaud’ s concerns 
for sociality and non-capitalist means o f exchange and the formation o f counter or m icro­
publics.636 As I w ill show, The Blue House social art projects that provided social services and 
debate indicate the tension between the autonomy o f art and its critical meaning, as part o f 
critical meaning in social public art.
In the sections that fo llow , I discuss The Blue House social public art projects in more detail 
according to two themes identified by van Heeswijk, Kaspori and Paraponaris: “ instant 
urbanism”  and hospitality.640 A third group o f projects concerned w ith “ history”  contributed 
to the generation o f accounts o f the new suburb and resistance to its instrumental planning. 
Amongst the projects focusing on history, a number o f members researched the establishment 
o f place at IJburg and the meaning o f liv ing in a suburb under construction. British artist duo
636 Marius Knulst, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part o f Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The 
Blue House, 11 April 2008, 2, unpublished.
637 On the shift in government policy from social housing toward private home ownership, see Ronald 
van Kempen and Hugo Priemus, “ Revolution in Social Housing in the Netherlands: Possible Effects o f 
New Housing Policies,”  Urban Studies 39, no. 2 (2002): 237-253.
6,8 See the section “ Compound Aesthetics: An Expanded Framework for Critical Aesthetics and Social 
Art Discourse in the the Introduction.
636 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 9.
(l4() Jeanne van Heeswijk in “ Locating the Producers: Interrogating the Curator -  The Blue House Focus 
Group Session,” 15 June 2008, in Paul O’Neill, “ Locating the Producers, Case Study Report, The Blue 
House," February 2009, http://www.blauwehuis.org/blauwehuisv2/?news_id=1637 (accessed 23 June 
2010) .
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Pilot Projects (Amy Plant and Ella Gibbs) complied film interviews with builders, architects 
and developers on construction sites for IJBuild (2006-08), a film that gave a sense of the 
global sources of materials being used to build Haveneiland. During the period 2005 to 2008, 
Dutch art historian Marianne Maasland and sociologist Marga Wijman conducted regular 
surveys of residents’ responses to the ongoing transformation of their public spaces in social 
public art concerned with awareness-raising.
In documenting the history of IJburg, members were encouraging discussion of the impact of 
the urban design. The interviews conducted by The Blue House members and urban 
researchers Transparadiso (artist Barbara Holub and architect Paul Rajakovics), with support 
organisation for youth Timon Woongroep, indicated that homeowners and residents felt 
betrayed when the lakeside views they were promised by developers were subsequently 
blocked by other buildings. Working with people belonging to a religious group housed in 
Block 35, Transparadiso erected a 12-metre high periscope atop a multi-storeyed building, in 
a work titled View-On! (2009).641 Transparadiso also displayed a new design for the block, 
entitled Blue Fiction -  The Blue Block (An Anachronistic Centre), based on the ideas elicited 
from residents of the block. Residents were politicised by the discussions led by 
Transparadiso, which led to the petitioning of the Projectburo in regard to future building.
Artist Daniela Pase Leäo surveyed individual residents in the surrounding homes on the 
current nature and future of IJburg, as a means to initiate interactions as well as determining 
local people’s responses to their situation. For her research, Pase Leäo created an interactive 
internet film entitled The Identity Builder (De Identiteit houwer) (2005-7), which addressed 
life at IJburg compared to residents’ past experiences at other locations, including the planned 
neigbourhoods of Bijlmer and Almere.642 Pase Leäo’s reflexive communications is an 
example of relations established by artists that I discuss further in regard to the hospitality 
projects, and which also supports my proposition of artists having an ethnographic sensibility 
which I discuss in Chapter Five.
The following review of a number of The Blue House projects directed at “instant urbanism” 
and hospitality evidences the heterogeneous character of social public art. The instant 
urbanism projects demonstrated the benefits generated in the aim to help fulfil residents’ 
immediate necessities. The hospitality-related projects reveal the commitment of members to 
generate social and cultural rapport. These projects, and the general difficulty members
641 The periscope on a building on Maria Austriastraat was open to the public at weekends. 
m: Daniela Paes Leäo, “De Identiteit-bouwer,” http://www.identiteitbouwer.org/ (accessed 14 June 
2010) .
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experienced in establishing a sense o f shared sociality w ith residents, suggested the relevance 
o f analysing relations at The Blue House in terms o f Jacques Derrida’ s concept o f hospitality. 
The fact that The Blue House members and residents were in itia lly  strangers and were 
constrained in the duration o f their interactions contributed to the d ifficu lty  o f establishing a 
shared purpose with neighbours. In turn, these delimited relationships underscored the 
impossibility o f activating unconditional hospitality w ith in such a context. The evidence o f 
social public art projects reveals the antagonistic situation at Block 35, yet also demonstrated, 
at least for temporary periods, the consensus reached between members and participants in 
order to achieve social art outcomes.64' Projects at The Blue House showed the potential for a 
politics o f relations which is both temporary and fragmented, in accord to some degree with 
the sociality proposed by Bourriaud.644 The resistance against local conditions and 
encouragement o f critical debate by the instant urbanism and hospitality projects suggest the 
potential relevance o f Michael Warner’ s counterpublics for the social public art activities at 
The Blue House. In ways sim ilar to the previous case studies, the mixed forms o f social 
relations in the social public art at The Blue House reinforce my argument for compound 
aesthetics as a framework for interpretation.
Instant Urbanism -  Immediate Responses to Urban Planning
Architect Denis Kaspori conceived the idea that a number o f social public art projects should 
address the idea o f instant urbanism in resisting the context in IJburg. The idea o f instant 
urbanism was to find immediate and participatory responses or solutions to issues created by 
the highly regulated planning.64" In conversations w ith residents, members identified many 
activities or services that had not been activated at IJburg. Most o f these were scheduled by 
the Projectburo to be developed in the future, but only once the population reached a target 
level. Upon its establishment in 2005, The Blue House building comprised the only site for 
sociability in Haveneiland, apart from a makeshift shop in a tent open for a few hours each
643 Member Igor Dobricic understood members’ interventions to generate temporary communality 
between alienated individuals. Dobricic stated: “ The Blue House is about creating unstructured space 
where it is possible to create alternative, provisional forms o f communities, for people who probably 
would not have much opportunity to activate themselves inside the existing social frameworks.”  Igor 
Dobricic, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part o f Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue 
House, 12 March 2008, 6, unpublished.
644 In accord with Bourriaud’s proposal for relations, which he discusses in the following terms: “ what 
artists are trying to do now is create micro-utopias, neighbourhood utopias, like talking to your 
neighbor, just what’ s happening when you shake hands with somebody. This is all super political...” .
In relation to relational aesthetics Bourriaud continued: “ The artwork of the 1990s turns the beholder 
into a neighbour, a direct interlocutor.”  Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 43.
Van Heeswijk sometimes called the question of how to address immediate necessities “ Cup-A-Soup 
urbanism” because it required ‘ instant’ responses without elaborate structures or large budgets. Van 
Heeswijk, interview with the author, 17 June 2011.
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day. Parks and shops were not scheduled for development on IJburg until 2014.('41’ When they 
first arrived, van Heeswijk and Manager Irene den Hartoog went door to door to meet 
neighbours and offer cordiality in an endeavour to “try to create platforms where people can 
meet”.647 Opened to the public two days a week, the house offered neighbourly hospitality, 
free coffee, information about IJburg, a drop in centre, and other amenities for a disconnected 
population, as well as intermittent members’ projects. The house and The Blue House 
members’ projects initiated the provision of social services, and public discussion of urban 
issues for a context that lacked basic amenities and social spaces. By offering critical forms of 
conviviality and as an alternative model of existence, The Blue House held the promise of 
Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics as an insertion into the existing sociopolitical system.648
Jeanne van Heeswijk, Community Restaurant (Proeflokaal) 2006 
Installation view
Image courtesy Jeanne van Heeswijk
Projects by members and residents aiming to highlight and resist gaps in commercial services 
included the provision of an informal flower shop, a “motel”, and various forms of transport. 
The latter included bikes, freely offered by members, and boat trips to the city offered at cost
646 Roovers, interview with the author, 21 May 2010.
64 Irene den Hartoog interacted with residents on a daily basis. Van Heeswijk, interview with the 
author, 19 May 2010, and Van Heeswijk, “Profile the ECF and the Blue House Host Difference,” 35. 
The hospitality of The Blue House was evident, according resident Astrid Bonder, who found that “in 
the beginning their intention was to be a heart, to be somewhere everyone can go and talk, have coffee, 
do something together. We are here, if you have ideas, just come”. Astrid Bonder, interview by Paul 
O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House, 12 April 2008, 3, 
unpublished.
64>< Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 23 and the section “Relational Aesthetics: Nicolas Bourriaud’s 
Theory of Social Art” in Chapter One.
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by resident Peter van Keulen (IJboot (2007)).649 The Autohotel (2007) or car motel was 
organised by student Evelien de Munck M ortier.650 Residents collaborated in the motel, 
offering their bathrooms and lounges to patrons whose parked cars were fitted out as a 
bedroom. Other projects providing social services included low-cost weekly dinners for 25 
people in the Community Restaurant or Proeflokaal (2006) that took place at the house.651 
This was an interim measure, organised by van Heeswijk as a collaborative project, prior to 
the establishment o f a community restaurant at Uburg operated by charitable agencies, as one 
o f the material ways The Blue House addressed the lack o f social services.
Marthe van Eerdt with Jeanne van Heeswijk, Children’s Library (Leejeblauw) 2006- 
Installation view
Photo courtesy Marthe van Eerdt
A number o f instant urbanism projects were independently initiated. Van Heeswijk supported 
a proposal by Marthe van Eerdt, a librarian and an early resident o f Uburg, that they establish 
a children’s library. Van Eerdt used her own books to set up a free weekly Leejeblauw housed 
in the ground floor o f The Blue House (instead o f waiting for the facility  proposed for 
2015).65“ The books attracted 80-100 children a week between 2006 and 2008, and the project 
provided social interaction for parents.* 6"1 By 2009 the library contained over 2000 donated
649 IJboot was also appropriated as a marketing tool by a real estate agent.
6M) Evelien de Munck Mortier was a student o f the Art Academy of Utrecht, and produced the 
Autohotel after the experience of master classes led by Van Heeswijk and Kaspori.
6"' Proeflokaal operated in association with the charitable organisations Stichting Voorportall,
Stiehting Dienstveriening, Zorg Uburg and a catering service. Van Heeswijk, Systems, 395.
652 A children’s centre, including a library, was planned by the Projectburo to be built in 2015.
6"3 Marthe van Eerdt, interview with the author, 15 June 2011.
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books and was moved to the permanent Centre for Parents and Children that had been 
encouraged by events such as The Blue House projects be completed ahead of schedule.654 
The Blue House also supported resident Johan Bakker’s idea for a Book Exchange (Boekenkas 
(2007-09)) in the absence of the official library service. After the closure of The Blue House 
the exchange continued for a short period in a cafe. Another instant urbanism project was the 
residents’ Consultation Hour (Spreehuur), in which residents aired their concerns with local 
Alderman Dennis Straat, was a discursive instant urbanism project held in the lounge of the 
house.
Numerous events organised by The Blue House members provoked discussions on local urban 
issues -  topics including the controlled planning, housing and space regulations, and the 
impact of economic forces and possible alternatives -  fostering the potential for a 
counterpublic, as noted above.655 Members generated discussion in a local TV debate titled 
The Art o f  Living Together (Kunst van het samemleven) (2008), and through artist Inga 
Zimprich’s Think Tank (2006) with the Jan van Eyk Academie. A conversation series on 
public space, entitled Chat Theatre (2006-09), was led by members Mauricio Corbalän and 
Pio Torroja (of m7red collective) and incorporated a live audience from Porto Alegre. Van 
Heeswijk claimed that participation in discussion enabled residents to connect with and re­
imagine their city.656 In addition, around 10,000 curious visitors engaged with the context of 
living in IJburg, appearing at weekends during the first year having heard about The Blue 
House from the Internet, flyers distributed by the House or the Amsterdam media.6 7 These 
communicative activities converge, I argue, with Michael Warner’s proposition of 
counterpublics. The small-scale resistance associated by Warner with the nature of the 
counterpublics is more apt in regard to The Blue House than Bourriaud’s discussion of art 
filling gaps in communal bonds and hence generating micro-community or Kester’s
654 Van Eerdt, interview with the author, 15 June 2011.
6:0 Resident Marius Knulst noted that the variety of active and discursive projects at The Blue House 
generated a healthy debate at a neighbourhood level, commenting: u\The Blue House] brought 
discussion to the neighbourhood ... It is good that the problems of the city come here, so that IJburg is 
part of the city, not an ideal place. You deal with that by having something like The Blue House where 
people meet and bring different ideas. This becomes a live community, where the problems are spoken 
about. This brings happiness but also healthy conflict to the neighbourhood.” Marius Knulst, interview 
by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House, 11 April 2008, 3, 
unpublished.
Van Heeswijk stated: "'The Blue House also showed the face of cultural engineering as well as social 
engineering in the Netherlands. It showed the thinking behind formal cultural structures, its 
inflexibility or inability to support more inclusive ways of imagining the places where we are, and 
inviting other people to co-imagine or co-produce their own daily living environment.” Van Heeswijk 
in Westen, “Mirijam Westen interviewing Jeanne van Heeswijk,” 28.
6"7 Paul O’Neill, Locating the Producers, Case Study Report, The Blue House. Visitors included a large 
proportion of causal drop-ins, as well as attendance at the 50 public events held over that period. Most 
events attracted 50 to 100 people, according to Roovers. Roovers, interview with the author, 21 May 
2010.
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politically constituted community. The Blue House did not foster the scale of communications 
that Jürgen Habermas claimed might contribute towards a politically effective public sphere, 
including by means of media including television.658 The Blue House members indicated the 
potential for communicative counterpublics within Amsterdam and amongst the milieu of 
members, as part of the compound aesthetics of social art public art.
Public space at IJburg was a contested resource, and a site for The Blue House members to 
test social relations and how they might be reconciled with private interests in instant 
urbanism projects. Private houses on one side of Block 35 backed onto the courtyard and 
residents had begun to appropriate space by fencing in areas of the shared space to add to 
their private gardens. In this environment member Rudy J. Luijters established a communal, 
edible garden on The Blue House land which encouraged social interaction and place making. 
She invited residents and their children from the block’s social housing, which lacked gardens, 
to create Public Garden (Publieke Moestuin) (2006-09). These neighbours maintained and 
utilised the garden, in a project which encouraged social interaction and civic values, 
theoretically forming the type of model advocated by Bourriaud.
Rudy J. Luijters with Jeanne van Heeswijk, Public Garden (Publieke Moestuin) 2006- 
09
Installation view
Image courtesy Jeanne van Heeswijk
6’6 *8 The members of The Blue House did not critically engage with the manufacturing of public opinion
by the mass media -  an activity crucial to Habermas’ model for citizenship -  although television and
the Internet were employed as vehicles for discussions on issues of urbanism in a number of social art 
projects. Habermas, The Structural Transformation o f the Public Sphere, 171, 206. On Habermas and 
the public sphere see the section “The Constitution of Publics” in the Introduction.
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The social capital gained by residents from the instant urbanism projects was, however, 
subjective, and varied for different participants. For example, artist Silvia Russel organised 
weekly multi-disciplinary art workshops in the house, entitled She-power (2005-06), in 
response to resident Astrid Bonder and other local mothers who had contacted The Blue 
House seeking social stimulus.659 As a consequence, both Russel and Bonder felt they had 
formed a common interest group and gained a sense o f enterprise, and Russel concluded that 
her practice was informed by her involvement in The Blue H o u s e d  Yet, while Russel’ s 
project seemed to echo Kester’ s prioritisation o f long-term contact and ethical communication 
in art as conditions for collaboration, her hopes that the women might continue the initiative 
independently proved unrealistic.661 Nevertheless, the immediate material responses, stimulus 
o f critical debate, and social capital arising in the resistance to planning in these instant 
urbanism projects contribute, in the intersection w ith aspects o f the key theories o f social art, 
to the compound aesthetics o f The Blue House.
Hospitality -  The Theory of Jacques Derrida
In this section I look further at how The Blue House highlighted the complexity o f social 
relations at IJburg, and the extent to which experiences o f social and cultural interaction and 
attitudes formed part o f the social capital for residents and learning for artists’ contextualised 
praxis. In interviews, many members recalled the lack o f community in IJburg, and the sense 
o f isolation they experienced staying at The Blue House, which made generating social 
relations w ith residents challenging.662 This discomfort was exacerbated by the ethical 
complexities o f liv ing  in close vicin ity. From w ithin the house, members could observe 
neighbours going about their daily lives while they were also themselves on fu ll view from 
the surrounding homes. Members experienced the isolation and social disorientation which is
6r>9 To Russel the situation felt like being a “ war artist” . Van Heeswijk, Systems, 396.
660 Astrid Bonder, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The 
Blue House, 12 April 2008, 2, unpublished. Silvia Russel, interview with the author, 20 May 2010.
661 See Chapter One, ‘Dialogic Aesthetics: Grant Kester’s Theory of Community Collaboration’ . Silvia 
Russel in Silvia Russel, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part o f Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  
The Blue House, 12 April 2008, 5 (unpublished). The women’s lack of interest was possibly due to 
other activities becoming available.
662 Daniela Paes Leäo was one member who noted an initial isolation and uncertainty regarding how to 
contact residents in open letters written by members. Daniela Paes Leäo, “ Letter Daniela Paes Leäo,” 
Het Blauwe Huis, http://www.blauwehuis.org/blauwehuisv2/7news id= 1917 (accessed 23 June 2010). 
Blue House members Pilot Publishing also noted that the isolation in IJburg was both a challenge and 
stimulus to new thinking. Pilot Publishing, interview with the author, 13 May 2010. Resident Astrid 
Bonder noted it was generally difficult to get residents out to social and cultural events on the island. 
Astrid Bonder, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part o f Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue 
House, 12 April 2008, 3, unpublished.
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attributed to urban life in situations of globalization/’6’ At Uburg, the tension between social 
remoteness and physical proximity was aggravated by the lack of an infrastructure that would 
normally provide opportunities for social contact.
Members were obliged to find ways to interact with neighbours in the creation of social 
public art projects. Negotiating ways to approach each other, The Blue House members and 
the participating residents of Block 35 effectively entered a social and cultural contact 
zone.664 Describing how the context required the artists “to observe sympathetically, to 
suspend judgement, to pay attention to the processes”666 in their projects, van Heeswijk 
reinforces the claim that social artists resemble participant observers, and span relations of 
difference with others as part of the aesthetics of social public art. The Blue House members 
were both uninvited guests at Uburg and hosts to neighbours and visitors. This situation 
highlights the tensions within social and cultural relations in Uburg, and the relevance of 
Jacques Derrida’s thinking in regard to hospitality as part of the compound meanings of social 
public art.
The conditions for hospitality in Uburg were complex, in a situation in which a neighbour can 
be understood as intimidating, and the hospitality of The Blue House was conditional due to 
its limited purpose as research and the duration of projects. The Latin root of hospitality, 
hostis, means stranger or enemy. As Frances McIIveen stated, the “troubled and troubling” 
origins of the word hospitality provide fertile ground for unpacking the structural nature of 
reciprocal exchange, and, hence, relations in social public art.666 Derrida’s project of 
conceptualising the uneasy sensibility of hospitality is also relevant in a time of heightened
f,(” Sociologists warn of the impact of urban isolation, and its detrimental effects on well-being. For 
example, see Kelly, Breadon, Davis, Hunter, Mares, Mullerworth and Weidmann, Social Cities. 
Cultural theorist Zygmunt Bauman also understands the contemporary disconnection between 
neighbours as a consequence of changes wrought by globalization, stating: “Not togetherness but 
avoidance and separation have become major survival strategies in the contemporary megalopolis.” 
Zygmunt Bauman, Globalization: The Human Consequences (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press and 
Blackwell Publishers, 1999), 48.
664 Accordingly, anthropologist James Clifford states that “cultural relations within the same state, 
region or city” can operate at the local level. James Clifford, Routes: Travel and Translation in the 
Late Twentieth Century (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997), 204. I discuss the 
relevance of Mary Louise Pratt’s anthropological understanding of the contact zone in the Introduction, 
note 118.
666 Van Heeswijk in “Locating the Producers: Interrogating the Curator,” 
http://www.blauwehuis.org/blauwehuisv2/7news_idM637 (accessed 23 June 2010).
666 Frances McIIveen, “Exchange -  The ‘Other’ Social Sculpture,” in Puves, What We Want is Free, 
179.
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global mobility in which nations, including the Netherlands, are increasingly confronted by 
the question o f their obligations to non-citizens.667
For Derrida, hospitality reflects a collusion o f power, and can only gesture at equality 
between hosts and guests. Derrida grounded his thinking in the history o f philosophical 
thought, especially Immanuel Kant’s proposition for universal hospitality (or peace) 
associated with the rights o f strangers in another’s territory, and the work o f Emmanuel 
Levinas on ethics and subjectivity.668 In the philosophy o f these thinkers, invitations reaffirm 
the authority o f the host, who holds the power to either welcome or exclude guests. Power lies 
in the sovereign nature o f the home, where the host can take advantage o f self-rule to select 
the guests who enter their dominion. This form of hospitality is conditional because it does 
not necessarily embrace all comers, and so by definition causes violence and injustice. True 
hospitality, for Derrida, would mean that a visitor was able to cross the threshold freely at any 
time without an invitation or key.
In Derrida’s post-structuralist argument, conditional hospitality must also contain the opposite 
possibility: unconditional welcome to anyone, a concept at odds with the reality o f sovereign 
states including the Netherlands. In this relation between equals, Derrida stated that the 
“visitor is not necessarily an invited guest [but] someone who could come at any moment, 
without any horizon o f expectation” .666 Therefore, unconditional hospitality contains the 
threat or danger o f  granting sovereignty to all callers.670 For Derrida, conditional hospitality is 
a provocation regarding the limits o f hospitality; the incitement to extend welcome beyond 
existing conventions.671 Crucial to Derrida’s interpretation is Levinas’ definition o f the
667 Jacques Derrida approached Emmanuel Levinas’ thought from the notion of hospitality in Adieu to 
Emmanuel Levinas, (trans. 1999, original 1997) and the interpretation of ethical subjectivity in 
hospitality as a humanitarian politics beyond the concerns of nation states, in Jacques Derrida, O f 
Hospitality: Anne Dufourmantelle Invites Jacques Derrida to Respond, trans. Rachel Bowlby 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000).
668 Kant’s claim was based on the basis of universal communal possession of the earth’s surface. 
Immanuel Kant, “Third Definitive Article of Perpetual Peace,” in Kant’s Political Writings, ed. Hans 
Reiss (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970), 21.
669 Jacques Derrida, “Hospitality,” Angelaki: The Journal o f the Theoretical Humanities 5, no. 3 
(December 2000): 17.
670 In response to Levinas’ question: what would it mean if we accepted the voice of the Other without 
responding with violence and suppression, Derrida states: “Pure, unconditional or infinite hospitality 
cannot and must not be anything else but an acceptance of risk. If 1 am sure that the newcomer that I 
welcome is perfectly harmless, innocent, that (s)he will be beneficial to me ... it is not hospitality. 
When I open my door, 1 must be ready to take the greatest of risks.” Jacques Derrida, Adieu to 
Emmanuel Levinas (1999), quoted in Mireille Rosello, Postcolonial Hospitality: The Immigrant As 
Guest (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2001), 11-12.
671 Derrida, O f Hospitality, 25, 27, 61-62.
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subject as höte, interpreted to mean both host and guest.'’7" The host is then a guest or stranger 
in one’s own home, an exile or refugee, as the host is without the power to receive or 
welcome. Hence, the ethics of the other also become part of the identity or consciousness of 
the self. That is, the guest enters the subjectivity of the host. In the extreme case of offering 
unconditional hospitality the subject is open to an other that exceeds or is beyond the capacity 
of the self, a welcome defined by Derrida as infinite.67 ’ Derrida’s ideas promoted a 
humanitarian politics beyond national borders, and the transformation of the concept of 
subjectivity, ideas, which I suggest, are relevant in regard to The Blue House hospitality 
projects.
Derrida’s extensive thinking on hospitality, which I have only briefly outlined, presents an 
alternative avenue for the interpretation of social public art, beyond Bourriaud’s anti­
commercial micro-utopias, Bishop’s antagonistic democratic debate, or the dialogical 
community politics addressed by Kester. Derrida’s proposition is significant in its 
acknowledgement of the receptivity of the subject to the other arriving at their door. As 
Derrida stated, “ I must be unprepared or prepared to be unprepared for the unexpected arrival 
of any other” for the ethics of hospitality to be activated.674 Considered in terms of Derrida’s 
logic or ethics of hospitality, hosts are ultimately dispossessed of both self and the 
sovereignty of home, thinking which The Blue House hospitality projects attempted to 
provoke.
Hospitality and Relations with Others
Part of the compound aesthetics of the social public art in this case is, I argue, the potential 
for increased awareness of the differences between self and others, brought to light in 
highlighting of conditional hospitality in IJburg. This awareness generates a potential sense of 
intersubjectivity through the presence of strangers. Members of both The Blue House and 
residents responded to others in relations that ranged from antagonism to temporary 
consensus. The event initially presented as a hospitable neighbour: offering sociality, 
information, and apparent generosity in numerous projects. However, welcome was 
conditional in this case, as residents were only invited across the threshold or participated
h'2 Jacques Derrida, Adieu to Emmanuel Levinas, trans. Pascale-Anne Brault and Michael Naas 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1999), 42.
673 Following the Levinasian definition of the subject as “subject of welcome” would destroy the 
Cartesian/Kantian tradition of the autonomous subject.
674 Jacques Derrida in Questioning Ethics, ed. Richard Kearney and Mark Dooley (London: and New 
York: Routledge, 1999), 70.
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Linder the terms of van Heeswijk and The Blue House, and projects raised awareness of the 
limited reception of strangers or the foreign allochtoon population amongst residents.
The sense of hospitality at The Blue House, and the variable agency achieved by residents675, 
was influenced, I suggest, by the degree or lack of shared purpose or intent between the event 
and its neighbours. Van Heeswijk held the residents at arms length.676 Van Heeswijk’s 
ambitions for The Blue House to be “many different things at the same time”677 almost 
certainly meant its purpose was not transparent to residents, and only a few local people 
activated projects.678 Certainly, the relevance of The Blue House to neighbours waned during 
the later years (2007-09), once commercial and city services had become established.676 
Neighbours such as Marius Knulst perceived The Blue House event as elitist, and found that 
the event was disengaged for the first two years, only later becoming integrated into the 
block.68" Others found that the concerns of members became increasingly inwardly focused, 
which contrasted with the conclusion of a number of participants that The Blue House 
contributed inspiration and sociality.681 The small amount of data gathered on residents
6 ° The inability of residents to establish collective agency through self-organisation was confirmed by 
participant Marius Knulst, who commented on IJburg residents’ lack of independent organisation 
despite being jealous of the Blue House resources. Marius Knulst in Marius Knulst, interview by Paul 
O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House, 11 April 2008, 2, 
unpublished.
676 Van Heeswijk considered that some neighbours were over enthusiastic in their desire to participate, 
and deliberately prevented the event from becoming an answer to “all their questions”. Van Heeswijk, 
interview with the author, 19 May 2010. Also see note 578.
677 Van Heeswijk interview with the author, 19 May 2010. Also Situations, “Paul O’Neill interviews 
Jeanne van Heeswijk,” University of the West of England, Bristol, 2009, 
http://www.situations.org.uk/research ltp_casestudies.html (accessed 24 November 2010).
978 The identity of The Blue House was also not easy to comprehend: it was reputedly a place for 
interaction, yet on most days it operated as a private house; the event was directed by an artist but did 
not operate as a gallery and it was focused on people yet identified as art.
679 By 2007 onwards residents had developed social networks, and the social public art projects were 
less frequent and often discussion-based, facts confirmed by Igor Roovers and member Johan Siebers. 
Roovers, interview with the author, 21 May 2010, and Johan Siebers, interview with the author, 7 May 
2010. Few casual visitors came to the house during the stay of Sonia Boyce, one of the final members 
in residence. Sonia Boyce, interview with the author, 12 May 2010. Three years into Maasland’s 
surveys she found that neighbours were preoccupied with “normal problems”. Marianne Maasland, 
interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House, 12 April 
2008, 3, unpublished. Van Heeswijk also noted the exceptional lack of interest by residents in co­
organising a block party in the final year. Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 17 June 2011.
680 Marius Knulst, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The 
Blue House, 11 April 2008, 3, unpublished. Block 35 residents surveyed by Maasland considered that 
by early 2008 the house operated only for artists. Marianne Maasland, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part 
of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House, 12 April 2008, 2, unpublished.
981 Marthe van Eerdt thought the house disengaged over time. Van Eerdt, interview with the author, 15 
June 2011. Similarly, Astrid Bonder thought the project was so different over time that she wondered if 
the members had changed their goals. Astrid Bonder, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the 
Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House, 12 April 2008, 3, unpublished. Nevertheless, residents 
Van Eerdt and Nicoline Koek found the event created sociality. Van Eerdt, interview with the author,
15 June 2011; and Nicoline Koek, interview with the author, 27 June 2011.
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indicated that responses to The Blue House were divided.68'  The varied experiences o f the 
neighbours and members -  who were all both uninvited guests and hosts in different ways -  
denotes, I argue, the relevance o f interpreting the social relations in The Blue House social 
public art projects in terms o f the concept and ethics o f hospitality.
In addition, Derrida’s theory o f the host/guest relationship is highly relevant to a research into 
The Blue House event and its hospitality projects in the Dutch context. As discussed above, 
The Blue House operated in an environment o f debates on immigration in the Netherlands, a 
situation stimulated by cultural and economic globalization. The lack o f respect for the 
foreign allochtoon population in Amsterdam rose to new heights during the period o f 
operation o f The Blue House, a situation which connects with Derrida’s response to social 
debates in France in his thinking on hospitality.68’ The conditional nature o f hospitality for 
allochtoon in the Netherlands was evident at Uburg. For some residents, the prescribed social 
mixing failed to deliver the utopian promise o f a new suburb devoid o f ethnic difference. 
Certain Uburg residents were particularly surprised to find that social housing at Uburg 
included residents from the Bijlmermeer housing blocks, known for their social problems, and 
others publicly protested against the presence o f Moroccan neighbours.684 Cultural and social 
tensions at Uburg conveyed the conditional hospitality o f residents to neighbours at a local 
level, and the attitude o f the Netherlands government towards immigration and citizenship 
more broadly, and informed the compound aesthetics o f social art.
Examining a number o f social art projects at The Blue House through the framework of 
Derrida’s concept o f hospitality reveals the ways in which members aimed to provoke 
consciousness o f the fragmented nature o f social and cultural relations existing at Uburg and 
in the Netherlands. In October 2006, van Heeswijk offered The Blue House as a place o f 
asylum for a non-resident, in an action that raised awareness o f the Dutch treatment o f 
refugees through media coverage.68" This project came in response to a request by member
682 Van Heeswijk questioned the perceptions that the project became less welcoming, referring to 
residents’ nostalgia for the romance of the “pioneering days” on Uburg, and that the largest number of 
external visitors came during the final year of the event. Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 17 
June 2011.
683 Derrida’s ideas around hospitality arose partly in response to the troubled intercultural relations that 
transpired after foreign immigration to France in the 1990s. Judith Still, Derrida and Hospitality: 
Theory and Practice (Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press, 2010), 20.
684 According to van Heeswijk, a number of newspaper articles profiled the protests of residents against 
Moroccans living in public housing in the same street as expensive private homes in Uburg, 
expressions of discontent which started a debate over cultural segregation in schools. Van Heeswijk, 
interview with the author, 17 June 2011.
68‘" The “asylum” was only legally possible because van Heeswijk claimed the house was under 
European law on the grounds of the ECF funding (through member Igor Dobricic). Van Heeswijk, 
interview with the author, 17 June 2011.
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Johan van der Speck, to bring undocumented immigrant Cheikh “Papa” Sakho, who had no 
resident permit, to the house.686 Sakho had evaded authorities since he escaped a fire at the 
Schiphol migrant detention centre on 26 October 2005.687
With the help of The Blue House, Sakho resisted the inhospitable legislative mechanisms and 
unlawful detention conditions, and his presence conveyed the need for empathy. Yet, 
unconditional hospitality is practically impossible, as Derrida concedes. While countering the 
extreme conditional welcome Sakho had received from the Dutch government, the hospitality 
The Blue House offered was similarly conditional on Sakho’s membership of the Blue House 
Association for the Mind. Nevertheless, once at The Blue House, Speck and Sakho continued 
to support and raise debate regarding migrant issues, organising the social public art project 
Migrant to Migrant (M2M) radio, an Internet programme and forum for migrant 
communities.688 Broadcast evenings engaged with other issues such as homelessness, and 
were a conduit for Speck’s advocacy for improved conditions in immigrant holding centres 
and less stringent citizenship conditions. The broadcast evenings coincided with the youth 
night at the house, providing a forum for members to meet local people. In these ways, the 
actions of Sakho, van der Speck and The Blue House brought local attention to the systematic 
discrimination within Dutch immigration processes and challenged the normative discourse 
on nationality and citizenship.
Like Sakho’s arrival at The Blue House, van Heeswijk’s Frida project connects with 
Derrida’s thinking on hospitality in regard to the conditional nature of the welcome extended 
by the Dutch state, and by neighbours. During 2008 and 2009, van Heeswijk offered full-time 
employment to four unregistered women migrants from Brazil and Bangladesh, part of a 
population who lived or worked (illegally) in the area.686 Each was employed in turn as the
886 Johan van der Speck is an independent journalist and activist for the rights of refugees arriving in 
Amsterdam.
687 Eleven asylum seekers were killed in the fire, and Libyan asylum seeker Ahmed Al-Jabali was on 
trial for arson and manslaughter at the time. A year later, the court found Al-Jabali guilty of arson 
despite the fact that the exact cause of the fire was not established. An official investigation challenged 
the presence of anti-immigration discrimination in the conditions of the detention centre, the acquittal 
of irresponsible officials in regard to the fire, and Al-Jabali’s two-year detention while awaiting court, 
as well as the guilty verdict.
688 M2M Radio http://m2m.streamtime.org/. M2M was broadcast from The Blue House on Friday 
nights until the end of 2008. The public were invited to join the broadcasters and the project 
highlighted the range of nationalities in IJburg. M2M and The Blue House also organised a day of 
commemoration for the refugees killed during the 2005 detention centre fire. “M2M Radio”, 
http://m2m.streamtime.org/ (accessed 20 May 2010).
686 The Frida project exemplifies van Heeswijk’s idea of “civic art” which considers “new ways of 
dealing with the notion of citizenship in relation to art and publicness”. Van Heeswijk in Van Heeswijk 
et. al., “Reflecting on Durational Research in Relation to Durational Practice,” 363. The Frida project 
was also supported by the ECF funds.
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resident host of The Blue House under the pseudonym “Frida”, welcoming members and 
guests, and preparing meals, including the M2M dinners.640 The Frida project made apparent 
the invisible economy of undocumented workers and their systematic lack of access to 
economic opportunity. The reversal of normative positions in the Frida project also meant 
that the women, their guests and the neighbours had to confront their personal ethics and 
negotiate new power relations, experiences that suggest the relevance of Bishop’s concept of 
relational antagonism. The women also symbolised the unstable relations between the roles of 
resident or stranger and citizen and alien, and those of host and guest, which applied to The 
Blue House members. For IJburg residents the disquieting presence of Sakho and the women 
in the Frida project offered the confronting but constructive experience expounded in the idea 
of relational antagonism outlined by Bishop.641 Bishop understands confrontation with 
different ethnic and economic status to lead viewers to self-reflexivity and questioning their 
assumptions.
Resistance against the hierarchical and violent character of hospitality in the Netherlands at 
structural, juridical levels and a provocation in regard to the need for ethical relations towards 
others was evident in the residencies of Sakho and the Fridas at The Blue House. The 
optimism of The Blue House, that even a conditional welcome can influence subjectivity and 
normative domains, accords with scholar Mireille Rosello’s understanding of relations of 
hospitality as including “frictions, approximations, gradually altered protocols” which alter 
social behaviour.<6,_ As a cultural theorist, Rosello optimistically speculates that shifts in 
asymmetrical power relations, away from the individualism associated with liberalism and 
globalization, could lead to a “globalized hospitality”. 1 suggest that the milieu of members 
acting as “Blue Points” had the potential to manifest Rosello’s proposition of “globalized 
hospitality”, including by applying the knowledge gained through social art at IJburg in future 
projects. The projects discussed above and The Blue House event itself can be understood, 
through the thinking of Derrida, to contrast the reality of a conditional welcome to the ethical 
and political potential for hospitality, as part of the compound aesthetics of social public art.
Two additional projects at The Blue House indicated the potential of social public art to draw 
attention to conditional hospitality, and to cause shifts in the asymmetrical relations between
690 Several of the women were only employed for a short period due to the complex hosting situation. 
Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 17 June 2011.
691 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 71.
692 Rosello, Postcolonial Hospitality: The Immigrant As Guest, 6. Rosello describes hospitality as 
comprising: “at the same time an ancient classical tradition, a philosophical value, an ethical imperative, 
a political issue, and also a polymorphous individual practice”. Rosello, Postcolonial Hospitality: The 
Immigrant as Guest, 171.
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self and other of the type that Rosello supports. These projects involved residents and 
members debating from individual and collective positions, and shifting from dissent to 
temporary consensus, and encouraged self-reflection on the ethics of hospitality as part of the 
dismantling the sovereignty of private and public space at Block 35. In 2007 Paraponaris 
proposed the creation of an additional space atop The Blue House building by sheathing the 
house in scaffolding. His design, entitled Pump Up the Blue (2007), was an instant urbanism 
project that responded to the perceived need for a meeting space for local teenagers. Using the 
temporary room constructed on the roof space, the Chill-ROOM  was to offer a substitute for 
the formal youth centre that was scheduled for construction in 2012.693 In response, certain 
residents voiced their protests at the idea of scaffolding and the presence of teenagers, 
associating youth with social problems at IJburg.694 The lawyers acting on behalf of residents 
argued that the scaffolding prevented rights of access.695 These issues were debated at a 
number of forums including meetings of the Block 35 Housing Association, whose 
representatives could close down The Blue House for any perceived negative influence on 
residents.696 Pump Up the Blue and the Chill-ROOM  re-exposed the tension between private 
and public interests evident in the colonisation of the communal courtyard of Block 35 for 
private space.
693 The Chill-ROOM was conceived by student Ingrid Meus when she was part of a master class in Fine 
Arts and Spatial Design for students of the Art Academy of Utrecht, conducted at The Blue House by 
van Heeswijk and Kaspori. Students were required to develop real life research, and van Heeswijk 
assisted Meus with this project.
694 Residents were fearful of youth living in the social housing, especially teenagers who had been 
transferred from the Bijlmermeer.
69? The status of the area around The Blue House as private ground eventually averted arguments 
regarding restricted public access to the surrounding public courtyard.
696 The Association held decision-making power over access to the shared courtyard, and permission 
from the Association was required regarding any activities that had ramifications for the block.
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Herve Paraponaris with Recycloop architects, Pump Up the Blue 2007 
Photograph: Raymond Mosterd
Ingrid Meus with Jeanne van Heeswijk, Chill-ROOM 2007 
Image courtesy of Jeanne van Heeswijk
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The resulting debates and negotiations concluded with residents placing their collective trust 
in The Blue House members. Pump Up the Blue and the Chill-ROOM  proceeded after van 
Heeswijk and other members modified the impact of the two projects.697 Van Heeswijk noted 
that the difficult processes of aligning the concerns of the guests and hosts at Block 35 
required all her persuasive skills as well as listening, discussion and debate.698 More 
significantly, a number of residents who had originally disagreed with the Chill-ROOM  
subsequently offered equipment to the project after they realised the teenagers were not a 
disturbance.6"  The project also had an impact at the governance level with the Amsterdam 
Projectburo advancing the construction of the official community centre to 2012.700 The two 
projects resulted in responsive shifts in the collective subjectivity of residents and members 
away from the self and towards others, and align with the interest in communality shared by 
Bourriaud and Kester. The influence of The Blue House on the early launch of the formal 
IJburg community centre and the Centre for Parents and Children suggests the transformative 
potential of social art integral to the theories of relational and dialogic aesthetics.
Usha Mahabiersing with Jeanne van Heeswijk, The Blue House Cinema (Blauwe Huis 
Cinema) 2007
Image courtesy Jeanne van Heeswijk
697 The Blue House agreed to the requirements of the Association which included hiring a full-time 
youth worker and undertaking other complex consultations.
698 Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 17 June 2011. The Pump Up the Blue and the Chill- 
ROOM manifest van Heeswijk’s earlier reflection that social art projects “can be a long-term and 
sometimes painful process, as people have to get used to each other’s different ideas and views”. Van 
Heeswijk in Mirijam Westen, “Mirijam Westen interviewing Jeanne van Heeswijk,” 28.
699 Denis Kaspori, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -The 
Blue House, 12 March 2008, 5, unpublished.
700 In the interim a youth agency collaborated with The Blue House on activities for the teenagers. The 
community centre commenced construction in 2009, and van Heeswijk negotiated use of the semi- 
constructed centre as the site for the concluding Out of the Blue symposium, 3-9 August 2009.
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Pump Up the Blue and the Chill-ROOM  were political in overcoming dissent and encouraging 
trust towards others.701 These episodes suggest the self-reflexive power of dissent that is the 
ideal political form in Bishop’s relational antagonism.702 The negotiations between the milieu 
of members and residents representatives paved the way for Block 35 to permit The Blue 
House to use the courtyard for other purposes, such as the makeshift, outdoor Blauwe Huis 
Cinema (2007). A series of films on the theme of neighbours and communities were projected 
on a screen hung on Paraponaris’ scaffold and viewed by patrons seated in the courtyard.70’ 
Pump Up the Blue and the Chill-ROOM  support the idea that the manifestation of the 
“gradually altered protocols” or intersubjectivity which Rosello considers can arise from the 
tensions of conditional hospitality may be part of social relations in art and the compound 
aesthetics of The Blue House.
The Impossibility of the Autonomy of Art -  Economic and Government Interests
The politics or aesthetics of The Blue House was additionally complicated, in that the 
successful social public art projects at The Blue House increased the risk of the event being 
appropriated by external forces and normative agencies. The generation of social and cultural 
capital at The Blue House and the entrepreneurial capabilities of van Heeswijk were attractive, 
I argue, to instrumental government and commercial forces, which are found in creative city 
development. To support this argument I discuss a final group of projects that show how The 
Blue House brought economic value to Uburg, and inadvertently supported government aims 
for an economically successful global city. I also maintain van Heeswijk’s direction of the 
selection and negotiation of projects at Uburg, such as Pump Up the Blue and the Chill- 
ROOM., can be likened to the skills of creative service providers.704 In addition, the social and 
cultural integration encouraged by the social public art at IJburg aligned with city and state 
policy priorities705, and made The Blue House an attractive model to replicate in future urban 
developments for Amsterdam city planners. Therefore, the compound aesthetics of The Blue 
House included the tension in social art between resisting or intervening in real world 
situations and maintaining an ‘arm’s length’ critical response.
01 The trust that was established in these two social public art projects resulted in a reduction in the 
frequency of the Block 35 Housing Association meetings.
02 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 71.
703 Coordinated by resident Usha Mahabiersing with Pluk de Nacht film festival, both members of The 
Blue House.
04 As 1 discussed earlier in this chapter in “Jeanne van Heeswijk: Social Artist and Producer of The 
Blue House’' and “The Context of The Blue House: IJburg as a Global City”.
7(b Governments in Western Europe have encouraged cultural interaction in policy strategy since the 
1970s, see Tony Bennett and Mike Savage, “Introduction: Cultural Capital and Cultural Policy,” 
Cultural Trends 13, no. 2 (2004): 7-14.
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Nicoline Koek with Jeanne van Heeswijk and Dennis Kaspori, Flowers for IJburg 
(Bloemen voor IJburg) 2005-07 
Image courtesy of Nicoline Koek
Several members’ projects at The Blue House diluted the critical potential of an independent 
event in generating economic markets and encouraging entrepreneurism, while responding to 
residents needs. The weekly flower stand, Flowers fo r IJburg (Bloemen voor IJburg) (2005- 
07) initiated by art historian and resident Nicoline Koek, was a small business responding to 
residents’ calls to brighten the environment.706 Koek had previously been unable to establish a 
small business, due to a planning oversight which meant that the city had not yet established 
trading regulations. The Blue House supported the venture by inviting Koek to situate her 
flower stand on the private frontage of the house.707 An initiative that similarly implicated The 
Blue House in commerce was the establishment by The Blue House members of a network for 
local entrepreneurs, known as Orgacom. This was a support and promotional network for new 
small business in IJburg.708 I also noted how projects such as IJboot were appropriated by
706 Koek and other residents claimed that the stand played a significant role in the generation of social 
interaction, attracting people to the neighbourhood, which resembled a building site. Nicoline Koek, 
interview with the author, 27 June 2011; Het Blauwe Huis, “Flowers for IJburg”, 
http://www.blauwehuis.org/blauwehuisv2/?project_id=16 (accessed 7 January, 2010); Marianne 
Maasland, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue 
House, 12 April 2008, 4, unpublished; and letter from Toine Heljmens, 2006 in van Heeswijk, Systems, 
393.
707 Koek, interview with the author, 27 June 2011.
708 The Blue House promoted the area and was appropriated by real estate agents, according to Marius 
Knulst in Marius Knulst, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  
The Blue House, 11 April 2008, 4, unpublished.
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commerce.701’ With such projects, business was part of the instant urbanism and compound 
aesthetics of The Blue House, an aspect of the members’ responsiveness to the expressed 
needs of residents during the establishment of IJburg.
In trying to build agency and activate opportunities, The Blue House can also be understood 
to inadvertently conform to aspects of the creative city discourse, and the associated 
government interests which van Heeswijk intended the event avoid, evidencing the complex 
aesthetics of the event. The creative city discourse is associated with the development of 
IJburg as part of an economically successful global city.710 The aspiration in creative cities for 
artists and inhabitants to attain “mainly informal social relationships ... which enhance the 
local innovative capability through synergetic and collective learning processes” and promote 
communication, understanding and knowledge transfer resembles van Heeswijk’s objectives 
for and instant urbanism and hospitality projects in The Blue House.* 111 Van Heeswijk’s ability 
to successfully carry out the multiple roles of the relationship builder, diplomat, fundraiser, 
producer and other responsibilities in her creative practice can be associated with the 
entrepreneurism that is valued in the cultural industries and neoliberal thinking. Van 
Heeswijk separated the resourcing of The Blue House from government initiatives and arts 
funding to maintain the autonomy of the event. Yet, the participatory emphasis of The Blue 
House meant that it was imbricated in all facets of life, including commercial interests, at 
IJburg. In addition, The Blue House projects supported, I argue, Dutch policy priorities of 
cultural and social cohesion and youth and migrant involvement in cultural expression.71"
Van Heeswijk’s entrepreneurial abilities in delivering the purpose of The Blue House 
contributed, I suggest, to the unplanned appropriation of the event by city planners. Igor 
Roovers, Managing Director of Projectburo IJburg and whose patronage van Heeswijk had 
strategically avoided, affirmed that he learnt from van Heeswijk’s self-reflexive creativity.713
/uv See note 649.
111 The creative city discourse was promoted by Richard Florida in his discussion of the creative class. 
See the section “Social Art: A Shift from Place to Publics in Public Art” in the Introduction.
11 Hosters, “What Is the City But the People? Creative Cities Beyond the Hype,” 354-386.
12 Dutch national and local government invest in both communitarianism and individual development, 
see Ted van de Wijdeven and Frank Hendriks, “A Little Less Conversation, A Little More Action: 
Real-Life Expressions of Vital Citizenship in City Neighbourhoods,” in Duyvendak et ah, City in 
Sight: Dutch Dealings with Urban Change, 121-40. On policy initiatives to encourage cultural 
expression see: The 1999 Cultural Outreach Action Plan implemented in 2006, Ministry of Education, 
Culture and Science, “Cultural Policy in the Netherlands”, Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, 
3, http://english.minocw.nl/english/culture.index.html (accessed 7 April 2010). Dutch cultural policy 
defined art as a lifelong “educational activity” aimed at the young and amateur, see Eva Brinkman, 
“Social Cohesion and Cultural Policy in the Netherlands,” Canadian Journal o f Communication 27, no. 
2 (2002): 269-275.
713 Roovers had been a regular visitor to The Blue House and had also introduced other Projectburo 
urban planners and city officers to the project in his belief that it was not sufficiently appreciated by
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Roovers planned to apply the knowledge he gained from The Blue House in future urban 
developments including the Phase II development of IJburg.714 He identified the event as a 
community-building initiative in an expensive residential area locked out of formal social 
services until the future.71" For Roovers, The Blue House had created a civic space that 
offered independent perspectives on IJburg’s urban development, especially in its early 
days.7i<’ Roovers engagement indicated the complex interconnections between autonomous 
criticality and productive action or resistance which was part of the multifaceted aesthetics of 
The Blue House and its social public art projects.
Conclusion
In this chapter 1 have analysed some of the elements that comprise the compound aesthetics 
of social public art, in so far as they are pertinent to The Blue House. The Blue House, as a 
milieu of artists and others who undertook research into urban life, demonstrated the potential 
for social public art to politically resist a situation of instrumental planning and normative 
state policy, in the commitment to create intersubjective relations with others. Encouraging 
social interaction and the public deployment of private space, the event enabled the re­
imagining and small-scale social alteration of part of a suburb of Amsterdam. Thus, an 
analysis of The Blue House confirms my argument for the compound aesthetics of social art, 
as this event was able to accommodate complex relations and meanings beyond the single 
focus on politics, ethics or art forms which were discussed in Chapter One as prevailing in 
discussions of critical aesthetics.
Amongst the potential meanings of the social public art at The Blue House were: direct 
physical or material benefits to residents, awareness-raising regarding their situation in a local 
and national context, the potential for intersubjectivity in sociability or hospitality, and social 
and cultural capital. The Blue House projects offered social capital and socially productive 
activities such as the provision of small-scale services and the fast tracking of planned public 
services. The participatory research of members addressed politics at a governance level and 
revealed a number of temporal and structural misalignments in Dutch holistic urban and
local government. Roovers, interview with the author, 21 May 2010. Roovers had already attempted to 
insert “temporary or small-scale activities within larger-scale developments” in other planning. Igor 
Roovers interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House,
1 December 2007, 3, unpublished.
714 Roovers, interview with the author, 21 May 2010, and Igor Roovers interview by Paul O’Neill, Part 
of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House, 1 December 2007, 14, unpublished.
713 Roovers, interview with the author, 21 May 2010.
1(1 Igor Roovers interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue 
House, 1 December 2007, 5,7, unpublished.
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social planning and state attitudes towards immigration. The projects also operated at a social 
level, interrogating the lack of community in the early years of IJburg, and contributing to 
public association as well as the genesis of a history of the new suburb. In addition, the 
character of many art projects encouraged local organisation or agency and critical debate. 
These discursive activities offered the potential for the formation of micro counterpublics that 
shared a political criticality, a form of micro public sphere proposed by Warner and related to 
Bourriaud’s ideas in his concept of relational aesthetics.
In terms of Van Heeswijk’s aims for the event to build individual capability, the outcomes of 
The Blue House were complex. Politically, it remains unclear whether the event offered 
transformative or emancipatory change in IJburg or Block 35. The inexplicit purpose and 
temporary duration of members’ interactions meant that residents did not continue many 
projects initiated as part of The Blue House or form the dialogic community Kester defines as 
politically effective. Yet, a number of residents, including van Eerdt and Koek, maintained 
the projects initiated with The Blue House, indicating how the event encouraged the capacity 
for political imagination and action.
I also suggested that The Blue House activated hospitality as a political imagining of relations 
with others. My analysis indicates how the event and projects could be interpreted according 
to the ethical logic of hospitality developed by Jacques Derrida. Derrida’s conceptual 
framework is readily applied in reference to the situation in Block 35 and the cultural 
pressures in the Netherlands arising from soft neoliberal or economic globalization. Both The 
Blue House members and residents at IJburg participated as guests and hosts. Residents and 
members responded to and tried to understand others, I argue, despite the conditional nature 
of their behaviour. Having to engage with other participants in the social art projects made 
visible certain instrumental conditions such as immigration laws. Projects demonstrated the 
potential for Bishop’s relational antagonism as a component of social art, yet intersubjectivity 
when individuals shifted their attitudes towards others and re-examined their approaches to 
public and private rights. Additionally, the Blue Points or future projects of members hold the 
possibility of member’s continuing to interrogate the conditional nature hospitality in 
subsequent social art projects, and realising Rosello’s proposition of “globalized hospitality”, 
confirming the complex meanings of social public art beyond single interpretations of politics 
or aesthetics.
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Due to the efforts of van Heeswijk to generate contextualised praxis, The Blue House 
members communicated their research on the conclusion of the event, indicating the value of 
compound aesthetics as part of a heuristic and pedagogic process for artists. Finally, the 
compound aesthetics of The Blue House exemplified the extent to which the critical 
autonomy of social art is limited by economic and bureaucratic instrumentalisation. The Blue 
House was open to appropriation by commercial interests and the agents of urban, social and 
cultural policy, circumstances that, paradoxically, also indicated its success as social art. 
Nevertheless, van Heeswijk’s concern for the generation of critical thinking and capability in 
participants, similar to Sanchez’s performative curating at inSite_05 discussed in Chapter 
Two, was especially influential for the artists involved. In the following chapter, I continue 
the investigation of the relations between artists and participants that I have argued forms part 
of the compound aesthetics of social public art in these case studies, and analyse certain 
resemblances between the processes of social artists and those of the embedded observer- 
participant in ethnography who both, in different ways, conduct fieldwork into the forms and 
conditions of everyday life and culture.
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CHAPTER FIVE: COMPOUND AESTHETICS AND ARTISTS -  THE 
(SOCIAL PUBLIC) ARTIST AS ETHNOGRAPHER
A number o f social art processes undertaken by artists resemble the forms o f research and 
communication which anthropologists employ in ethnography. These processes are political 
insofar as they contribute to the representation o f participants in social public art or subjects 
in anthropology. This chapter focuses on the intersection o f artists’ research and fieldwork 
processes with ethnographic practice, and analyses the ways in which this intersection 
enhances the political significance o f the compound aesthetics o f social public art. With 
reference to Hal Foster’ s seminal essay, “ The Artist as Ethnographer” , as well as Kwame 
Anthony Appiah’s concept o f cosmopolitanism, the case studies are reviewed in terms o f the 
artists’ particular relations with the subjects o f their art. In conclusion, an ethnographic 
reading o f relationships within social public art offers an alternative political interpretation 
that supports an argument for social public art as compound aesthetics, an understanding 
which is based on the political potential o f artists enacting cosmopolitanism.
A key aspect o f artists’ involvement in social public art has been shown to be the process o f 
negotiating relations o f difference. As a result, artists and their projects run the risk o f 
misrepresenting participants. For example, many social public art projects at the Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial 2009 (ETAT2009) associated local people with the nostalgia evoked 
by the reference to the satoyama landscape through the inclusion o f historical materials and 
subject matter, and the national symbolism imbued within traditional Japanese aesthetics. 
Similarly, critics and organisers o f the inSite events were concerned about the exoticisation or 
exploitation o f Mexican participants. The ethnographic method that has been developed to 
address such issues in anthropology is one o f the cross-disciplinary academic processes that 
are increasingly o f interest in the art academy. The case studies evidenced social relations that 
necessitated attempts to understand others, transformed subjectivity and supported 
contextualised learning for art practice. Many o f the artists and organisers o f the public art 
projects in the case studies were aware o f the need for an ethnographic sensibility in their 
approach to participants. For instance, Jeanne van Heeswijk o f The Blue House suggested her 
practice resembled that o f an ethnographic participant-observer. Thus, the case studies show 
that many social public art processes resemble ethnographic research, communication and 
thinking employed in ethnography.
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The behaviour of artists in social public art can be associated, I argue, with Kwame Anthony 
Appiah’s concept of cosmopolitanism. For this cultural philosopher, cosmopolitanism is 
based in the particularities of conversations with individuals who come from different 
positions to the self. Appiah further discusses the concept of cosmopolitanism as a radical 
interruption of the self by the presence of others, recalling Jacques Derrida’s thinking 
regarding hospitality discussed in the previous chapter. In his book, Cosmopolitanism: Ethics 
in a World o f Strangers, Appiah indicates a hope for individuals from varied social 
backgrounds and cultures entering relations of mutual respect despite their differing beliefs 
and values.717 Alongside the formative critical aesthetics of social art posited by Nicolas 
Bourriaud, Claire Bishop and Grant Kester, cosmopolitanism offers another political 
interpretation of social art as compound aesthetics.
The possibility of an ethnographic paradigm for artists was raised by Foster in his essay “The 
Artist as Ethnographer” in the mid-1990s.718 Foster is concerned with the risks posed by the 
mediation of subjects in art, and the potential for misrepresentation, although his essay 
addressed art in conventional media and not social practice. In his essay, Foster highlights the 
adverse consequences for both the community and the artist when art practitioners are ill- 
prepared to address otherness. Ultimately, Foster suggests that artists bring a greater level of 
critical thinking to their work when it involves the mediation of others. Foster’s argument, 
while being based on his textual interpretation of art and not observation of relations, is 
relevant to social artists, who, I suggest, have become increasingly aware of issues of 
misrepresentation and appropriation.
The finding of the potential for an ethnographic sensibility on the part of artists arises from 
evidence of certain shared processes between ethnographic researchers and social artists: 
artists’ preparatory research; self-reflexive communication with participants; and presentation 
of outcomes from the cases. The responsive and empathetic behaviour recognised by artists as 
necessary in social art practice, which I partly attribute to the increased common ground I find 
between ethnographic method and the processes of social art, offers a level of evidence that 
artists are aware of the ethnographic paradigm and the risk of representing others, especially 
in cross-cultural interactions. Evidence of the responsiveness of artists and their interest in the 
development of critical understanding of participants indicates that these artists show the 
potential for an ethnographic imagination and the practice of cosmopolitanism, in Appiah’s 
terms. In conclusion, the potential for artists to manifest a political model of cosmopolitanism,
717 Kwame Anthony Appiah, Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World o f Strangers (London: Penguin,
2006).
718 Foster, “The Artist as Ethnographer, 171-204.
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as an understanding of others that is influential on the self, is a critical aspect of compound 
aesthetics.
Cosmopolitanism
In his book Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World o f  Strangers, cultural theorist and 
philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah establishes a relationship between conversation and a 
concern for, and obligation to, others, which he defines as cosmopolitanism.719 Conversation 
and cosmopolitanism are habits of co-existence which Appiah believes are necessary for a 
civil society. For Appiah, conversation is not about valuing consensus or defining forms of 
dialogic communication, but rather helps people associate or “get used to one another”.72,1 His 
concept also differs from cosmopolitanism as strategic attempts to create social collectivity or 
transculturalism across bonds of place or kin.721 Appiah’s extension of conversation as a 
metaphor “for engaging with the experience and the ideas of others” resonates with my 
discussion of conversation in social public art.7“' In this way, the conversational forms of 
engagement shown by artists in social public art connect with Appiah’s concept of 
cosmopolitanism.
Appiah’s cosmopolitanism, evident in the display of diverse beliefs and practices, embraces 
the possibility of intersubjective social existence, a dynamic which he finds at the heart of 
anthropology.7-’ Cosmopolitanism in ethnography is the preparedness to be open to society 
and individuals beyond the self. The cosmopolitan ethnographer described by social 
anthropologist Ulf Hannerz has: “a personal ability to make one’s way into the cultures 
through listening, looking, intuiting, and reflecting, involving all the senses”.7' 4 So may the 
artist in social public art. Hence, Appiah’s anthropological interpretation of cosmopolitanism 
as part of an ethnographic imagination is relevant to an analysis of artists in the case studies.
19 Appiah, Cosmopolitanism, xii. Appiah discusses cosmopolitanism as the obligation to others beyond 
kinship, nation or normative connections. Appiah, Cosmopolitanism, xiii.
720 Appiah, Cosmopolitanism, 85.
21 Cosmopolitanism has numerous definitions, often being employed as a romantic, Western 
normative proposition for world citizenship and global ethics. On cosmopolitan politics see Pheng 
Cheah and Bruce Robbins, eds., Cosmopolitics: Thinking and Feeling Beyond the Nation 
(Minneapolis: Minneapolis University Press, 1998). For everyday cosmopolitanism see Wise and 
Velayutham, Everyday Multiculturalism, 42.
722 Appiah, Cosmopolitanism, 85.
723 Social anthropologist Adam Kuper has identified a cosmopolitan character in anthropology. Adam 
Kuper, Among the Anthropologists: History and Context in Anthropology (London and New 
Brunswick: Athlone Press, 1999), quoted in Veronica Strang, “Current Anthropology Forum on Theory 
in Anthropology, A Happy Coincidence? Symbiosis and Synthesis in Anthropological and Indigenous 
Knowledges,” Current Anthropology 47, no. 6 (December 2006): 982.
724 Ulf Hannerz, “Cosmopolitans and Locals in World Culture,” in Global Culture, ed. Mike 
Featherstone (London: Sage, 1990), 239.
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Appiah’s cosmopolitanism is particularly pertinent to the reflexive communication and 
behaviour evidenced by artists. Appiah implies that cosmopolitanism creates an emancipatory 
foundation for living together.2 *47“" He posits that “imaginative engagement” in conversations 
can symbolically and concretely cross boundaries of identity (national, religious and other).7“6 
In practice, however, evidence from the cases indicates the difficulty of spanning social, 
cultural and economic difference and hence the value of encouraging cosmopolitanism.
Appiah’s cosmopolitanism underlines the value of an ethnographic sensibility for artists, 
although social art evinces, as I discuss below, a greater subjectivity compared to 
anthropology. Evidence of the intuitive, reflexive and responsive ability of the artists to 
communicate from the cases demonstrates a cosmopolitan sense of a willingness and 
tendency on the part of artists to creatively engage with and value others. This engagement 
occurs alongside the artist’s personal allegiances or “identifications” (national, ethnic, 
religious, familial or other attachments, associations and groups that are plural).7“7 
Ethnographic imagination can be likened to the cosmopolitanism which Appiah advocates as 
a political approach to engage in conversations across personal, local and global borders.728 
Compound aesthetics encompasses, I argue, both concepts, ethnographic imagination and 
cosmopolitanism.
2" Appiah’s thinking differs from the ideal of cosmopolitanism conceived as a sensibility displayed by 
artists acting as “a consciousness” of the social situation in writing on contemporary art. See Nikos 
Papastergiadis, “Transnational Public Spheres, Large Screens and Aesthetic Cosmopolitanism,” 
Broadsheet, Contemporary Visual Art + Culture 40, no. 4 (December 2011): 236-241.
726 Appiah, Cosmopolitanism, 85.
727 Cosmopolitanism can also be interpreted in an identarian sense, as offering space for the specifics of 
social location, cultural tradition and other attachments of individual taste or “identifications” that are 
multiple for each person. Craig Calhoun, “Belonging in the Cosmopolitan Imaginary,” Ethnicities 3, no.
4 (2003): 544.
728 See Scott Lash and John Urry, Economies o f Signs and Space (London: Sage, 1994), 256; Ulrich 
Beck, Cosmopolitan Vision (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2006); Ulrich Beck, World Risk Society
(Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 1999); David Harvey, “Cosmopolitanism and the Banality of
Geographical Evils,” Public Culture 12 (2000): 529-64; Nikos Papastergiadis, “Glimpses of 
Cosmopolitanism in the Hospitality of Art,” European Journal of Social Theory 10, no. 1 (2007): 139— 
152; and Nikos Papastergiadis, “The Global Need for Collaboration”. Ulrich Beck understands 
cosmopolitanism has become an ideal philosophy for world citizenship in place of the modern 
definition in which political rights were subordinate to sovereignty. Nikos Papastergiadis finds 
cosmopolitanism is concretely visible in small gestures in specific places fostered by globalization.
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The Artist as Ethnographer
Interpreting images and installation art in his 1996 essay, “ The Artist as Ethnographer” , art 
historian Hal Foster claimed artists ran the risk o f misrepresenting their subjects, a possibility 
I have argued is relevant to the compound aesthetics o f social public art in regard to the case 
studies. Foster was responding to what he perceived as a lack o f self-reflexivity or ethical 
accountability evident in certain contemporary artists’ engagements w ith the cultural and 
sociopolitical context o f their subject matter.7"9 Foster’ s essay has a renewed significance 
w ith in the context o f social or participatory art practice. His ideas anticipated recent criticism 
o f the subjective nature o f collaborative art and the claims made for self-reflexivity in critical 
aesthetics.7’" For example, Foster’ s ethnographic paradigm was prescient in regard to Kester’ s 
advocacy for dialogic engagements w ith communities.731 Thus, Foster’ s text is both 
contemporary and relevant to my argument for cosmopolitanism and the greater common 
ground between ethnography and social art, as aspects o f the compound aesthetics o f social 
public art.
Foster’ s main thesis is that a dangerous “ ethnographic paradigm”  arises when artists who 
identify w ith groups outside mainstream culture situate themselves in the roles o f either a 
native informant or ethnographer.732 He admits that ethnographic methods are valuable for 
disciplines dealing w ith culture and the everyday (history, literature etc.). However, in visual 
art, the “ pseudo-ethnographer”  who does not question their own authority corrupts these 
methods and undertakes a “ mapping and essentialising [o f] the other” .7”  Even more 
dangerous is the buttressing o f the creative self when ethnographic “ self-othering”  flips into 
self-absorption and becomes -  in Foster’ s words -  a “ narcissistic self-refurbishing” . He is 
critical o f art that does not recognise political alliances or contestations.7 ’4 Follow ing the
729 Foster, “ The Artist as Ethnographer,”  171-204.
7311 Engagements with Foster’s essay include: Downey, “ An Ethics of Engagement,” 596-597. Downey 
argues both ethnography and contemporary collaborative art practices can mis-represent reality for the 
viewer/reader.
731 Kester refers to the ethical risks implicit in the artist’s position even in long-standing engagements 
with a community but does not mention Foster. Kester, Conversation Pieces, 174.
7,2 Foster, “ The Artist as Ethnographer,”  173-174. Foster refers specifically to people marginalised in 
post-colonial or situations o f cultural oppression, the cultural “ Other” discussed in post-structuralist 
theory.
733 Foster, “ The Artist as Ethnographer,”  185. In the documentary style o f art that he analyses, Foster 
considers that: “ [f]ew principles of ethnographic participant-observer are observed, let alone critiqued, 
and only limited engagement o f the community is effected. Almost naturally the project strays from 
collaboration to self-fashioning, from a decentring o f the artist as cultural authority to a remaking of 
the other in neo-primitivist guise” . Foster, “ The Artist as Ethnographer,” 196-197. Foster does not 
discuss participatory or social art.
'4 Foster states: “ To be sure reflexivity can disturb automatic assumptions about subject-positions, but 
it can also promote a masquerade of this disturbance: a vogue for traumatic confessional in theory that 
is sometimes sensibility criticism come again, or a vogue for pseudo-ethnographic reports in art that are
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thinking of Pierre Bourdieu, Foster also discusses artists who engage with ethnographic 
modes of investigation within art institutions and who thereby bring a similar risk of 
inappropriate cultural authority into exhibitions.* 7’" Foster also raises other paradoxical issues, 
primarily the problem of the artist embodying their subject community or site, and the 
cultural capital or economic gains contributed by artists being co-opted by external 
institutional or private interests.7 ’6 In his interpretation of the artist as an authority 
undertaking a sociological mapping of culture Foster superimposed a classical model of 
anthropology, rather than one that had begun to admit post-structural and post-colonial 
thinking.737
Foster’s central concern is to encourage greater self-criticality of artists in regard to their own 
authority, a concern that connects with the critical potential of social public art. To avoid 
under- or over-identification with their subjects, Foster advocates that artists create artwork 
that “attempts to frame the framer as he or she frames the other”. He suggests that artists 
should undertake innovative collaborations with communities (Foster does not identify the 
nature of these innovative collaborations) or art projects that symbolically re-occupy lost 
cultural spaces and propose historical counter-memories.7’8 Yet, Foster also admitted that 
artists are mostly aware of and foreground the complications of working across cultures.739 In 
this regard, other scholars have found that Foster’s ethnographic paradigm misconstrued the 
critical nature of the artists’ work.740 Ultimately, Foster’s essay interrogates the possibility of 
critical art based in artists’ dealings with others.
Foster’s ethnographic paradigm is relevant for compound aesthetics, being significant for the 
case studies as well as the theories of social art. The festival event and the art in the ETAT 
2009 conveyed the sensibility of a continuity of historical agrarian life due to its subject 
matter and nostalgic aesthetic, connecting with the meaning of Nihonjinron, or the sense of a 
unique Japanese psyche or culture built on tradition. The purpose of the ETAT and the artists’ 
respect for elderly residents were two factors influencing the reinforcement of traditional
sometimes disguised travelogues from the world art market. Who in the art academy or the art world
has not witnessed these testimonies of the new empathetic intellectual or these fldneries of the new
nomadic artist?” Foster, “The Artist as Ethnographer,” 180.
7° Foster, “The Artist as Ethnographer,” 190.
736 Foster, “The Artist as Ethnographer,” 198.
7,7 Foster, “The Artist as Ethnographer,” 178.
/ ,x Foster, “The Artist as Ethnographer,” 197.
739 Foster, “The Artist as Ethnographer,” 198.
411 John Wynne, “Hearing Faces, Seeing Voices: Sound Art, Experimentalism and the Ethnographic 
Gaze,” in Between Art and Anthropology: Contemporary Ethnographic Practice, ed. Arnd Schneider 
and Christopher Wright (Oxford: Berg, 2010), 49-65.
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Japanese aesthetics and community identity in social public art at the ETAT.14' As a 
consequence, I argued that the event could convey a misleading impression of residents. 
Similarly, social public art projects in inSite_05, on the US/Mexico border, risked the 
misinterpretation of the Mexican participants in their conditions of inequitable cultural and 
economic power.74' Yet, the artists at inSite_05 were evidently conscious of the existing 
marginalisation of their Mexican participants and consciously offered them agency in social 
art projects. Many artists in the case studies were aware of their authority, as will be discussed 
below. In addition, the involvement of public participants in social public art, in contrast to 
the art discussed by Foster, can be a force preventing or reducing the inappropriate 
interpretation of others. In advance of social art, Foster’s ethnographic paradigm foretold the 
risk of misrepresentation of others, an idea which remains pertinent to social public art and 
the potential for cosmopolitanism, a proposal which I investigate in this chapter in relation to 
evidence of critical reflexivity within artists’ social public art processes.
The Common Ground of Ethnography and Social Public Art
A factor in the proposition of cosmopolitanism as part of the compound aesthetics of social 
public art is, 1 suggest, the increased common ground between ethnography and art since the 
appearance of Foster’s paradigm. Epistemic changes in thinking and practice and the increase 
in reflexivity and interdisciplinarity brought ethnography and art closer together. The social 
sciences have admitted the partiality of the goal of objectivity in academic research since the 
1960s, and with the advent of post-structural and post-colonial thinking, anthropology has lost 
confidence in an objective interpretation of other cultures.74. In contrast, the field of visual art 
has consciously adopted more stringent research methods from other disciplines since the 
1990s, which offer closer relations with the social sciences. Overall, ethnographers 
recognised the value of art in their discipline and the rise of social art has brought 
anthropology and ethnographic method to the attention of the art academy.
Anthropology and ethnography are social sciences that are distinguished by their origins in 
objective research, having adopted general methods from science. Anthropology is concerned 
with human experience in the widest terms, including the institutions, systems, ideologies and 
histories and the beliefs, values, practices and memories they generate. Classical
41 Discussed in “The Compound Aesthetics of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009\ National 
Culture, Tradition and Aesthetics” in Chapter Three.
4" As media coverage of the inSite events has demonstrated. See note 336 in Chapter Two.
43 Loshini Naidoo, “Ethnography: An Introduction to Definition and Method,” An Ethnography of 
Global Landscapes and Corridors, InTech, Open Access, (2012): 1,
http://www.intechopen.com/books/an-ethnography-of-global-landscapes-and-corridors/ (accessed 6 
February 2012).
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anthropology analysed and shaped the subject matter of research into an ethnographic “text” 
as the form in which knowledge would be circulated and debated within a community of 
peers. Ethnographic methodologies in the discipline of anthropology emerged from an 
empirical basis and are applied more programmatically than art. Ethnographic method 
generates data for anthropological accounts of human experience in comparative social and 
cultural contexts.744 This method generally comprises the stages of hypothesis, fieldwork, data 
collection and reporting.74' Evidence gathering takes a variety of forms that include field 
notes, journals, audio-visual material and cultural artefacts.746 Foster’s argument employs a 
classical model of anthropology, and Foster’s presumption that intersubjectivity in art and 
ethnography lacked critical self-reflexivity was considered to have been in “bad faith” in 
ethnographic circles.747 The increased self-reflexivity in anthropology, and flexibility on 
preparedness and the duration of relations in ethnographic fieldwork, were elements in the 
greater subjectivity admitted in the disciplines leading up to the date of Foster’s ethnographic 
paradigm.
Since the 1980s, anthropologists have recognised the need to advance beyond “Writing 
Culture” to incorporate greater reflexivity on multiple fronts, resulting in, according to 
cultural historian James Clifford, “a ferment” in anthropology and ethnographic method.74S 
Ethnographic method had recognised the subjectivising of cultures and peoples pervasive in 
colonialism, neo-colonialism and other legacies of Enlightenment thinking from the 1980s. 
Anthropologists John Wynne and Arnd Schneider respectfully describe their discipline as 
potentially “parasitic”, and recognised as “the subject par excellence that appropriated and
744 Mariet Westermann, Anthropologies o f Art (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2005), 
xviii.
74' Eriksen, Small Places, Large Issues, 4-5.
46 Naidoo, “Ethnography,” 2.
47 American anthropologist George E. Marcus, a key figure with James Clifford in the interrogation of 
power relations in anthropology, confirms Foster did not allow for the critical changes occurring in 
anthropological methodology in the late 1980s. George E. Marcus, “Affinities: Fieldwork in 
Anthropology Today and the Ethnographic in Artwork,” in Schneider and Wright, Between Art and 
Anthropology, 83-94, particularly 88-89. Also see: James Clifford, The Predicament o f Culture: 
Twenty-first Century Ethnography, Literature and Art (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1988), 14, and James Clifford and George E. Marcus, eds., Writing Culture, the Politics, Poetics and 
Politics o f Ethnography (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986). Respected anthropologist 
James Faubion also argued that Foster’s concept of the art-interested anthropologist as “collagist, 
semiologist, avant-gardist” did not embrace the increased subjectivity and self-reflexivity in his 
discipline, which for Faubion included the more flexible positions on preparedness and the duration of 
relations in fieldwork. James D. Faubion, “The Ethics of Fieldwork as an Ethics of Connectivity,” in 
Fieldwork Is Not What It Used to Be: Learning Anthropology’s Method in a Time o f Transition, ed. 
James D. Faubion and George E. Marcus, (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2009), 145— 
164.
74X James Clifford in “An Ethnographer in the Field, James Clifford Interview,” in Site-Specificity: The 
Ethnographic Turn, De-, Dis-, Ex-, vol. 4, ed. Alex Coles (London: Black Dog Publishing Limited, 
2000), 57. Writing culture identified the biases of positioning, choice of voices and materials 
investigated. See Clifford and Marcus, Writing Culture, and Clifford, The Predicament o f Culture, 10.
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defined the other”.744 Anthropologist Kiven Strohm identifies the recent attention to “ethically 
conscious research” as identifying one of the contemporary challenges in ethnographic 
work.750 Other ethnographers also acknowledge that the analysis of the beliefs, ideas, values 
and practices in fieldwork is a translation and possibly mistranslation in the broadest sense.* 7' 1 
New interpretive modes of research have been developed in visual anthropology and 
ethnography, alongside changing protocols for negotiating cultural difference.7"- Many 
researchers now attempt to displace their authority in the field by offering public 
collaborators the status of co-producers, and confirming ethnographic findings in 
performative forms of presentation.7" ' Overall, the admission of reflexivity into method 
means that ethnography offers “no simple recipe for fieldwork”.7"4 In ethnographic method 
today, both theoretical frameworks and an emphasis on collaboration with participants 
support the ethnical and more flexible nature of relations between observers and subjects 
across asymmetries of class, economics and other types of authority.
Anthropologists have recently engaged with art as a means to reduce ethnographic authority 
over subjects. The processes of art practice admit levels of subjectivity and creativity into the 
research and presentation of data in the interests of collaboration and co-writing.7"" The social 
or open nature of art is understood by certain anthropologists to be part of an “embedded 
aesthetics” that can support the collective production and circulation of meaning.7"0 Respected 
anthropologists, including Marcus and Fred Myers, suggest that art can play a role in 
“investigating, representing or performing the boundaries of difference” in research.7"7 Visual
744 Schneider and Wright, Between Art and Anthropology, 62, and Arnd Schneider, “Uneasy 
Relationships, Contemporary Artists and Anthropology,” Journal o f Material Culture 1, no. 2 (1996): 
197.
750 Kiven Strohm, “When Anthropology Meets Contemporary Art: Notes for a Politics of 
Collaboration,” Collaborative Anthropologies 5 (2012): 98-124. Ethically conscious research aims to 
de-centre ethnographic authority through collaboration with participants in regard to the research 
question, interpretation and co-writing text.
7"' Strang, “Current Anthropology Forum on Theory in Anthropology,” 985.
7"2 See Raymond Madden, Doing Ethnography: A Guide to the Theory and Practice o f Ethnography 
(London: Sage Publications, 2010).
" ’ Madden, Doing Ethnography, 88-91.
7"4 Eriksen, Small Places, Large Issues, 29.
7:0 As an example see Miwon Kwon, “Experience vs. Interpretation, Traces of Ethnography in the 
Works of Lan Tuazon and Nikki S. Lee,” in Coles, Site-Specificity, 74.
7"° Faye Ginsburg, “Embedded Aesthetics: Creating a Discursive Space for Indigenous Media,” 
Cultural Anthropology 9, no. 3 (1994): 365-382, 368.
7 7 George E. Marcus and Fred R. Myers, introduction to The Traffic in Culture (Berkeley, Los Angeles 
and London: University of California Press, 1995), 1. Other anthropologists find relevance in art, see: 
Jon D. Prosser, “Visual Methodology, Towards a More Seeing Research,” in The Sage Handbook of 
Qualitative Research, ed. Norman K. Denzin and Yvonne Lincoln (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 
Publications, 2011), 488; Tim Ingold with Ray Lucas, “The 4 A’s (Anthropology, Archeology, Art and 
Architecture): Reflections on a Teaching and Learning Experience,” in Ways o f Knowing:
Methodology and History in Anthropology, ed. Mark Harris (New York: Berghahn Books, 2007), 291; 
and Strang, “Current Anthropology Forum on Theory in Anthropology,” 984.
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art, performance and design are art forms acknowledged by anthropologists as offering ways 
to counter preconceived thinking and suggest new methods of presentation in their 
discipline.* 7 *^ Finally, anthropologists Arnd Schneider and Christopher Wright observe that the 
sensory connectivity, relationality and virtuality they find in 20th century art forms are 
valuable in ethnography. They claim that art offers alternative and less determined modes of 
representation and ways to present research findings other than publishing that can furnish 
“new ways of seeing” or thinking.759 In this way, art is contributing to innovation in the 
research and the presentation of data in anthropology.
The growth of interdisciplinarity and the adoption of academic research-based methodologies 
in the field of art have also contributed to the greater crossover between ethnographic 
research and social art. The practice, criticism and theory of art have developed, since the 
1980s, in accord with the greater criticality and interdisciplinarity encouraged by 
postmodernist and post-structural thinking.760 By the 1990s, contemporary art practice was 
informed by the discourses and methods of art history, curating, cultural studies and 
philosophy, amongst other disciplines, whilst intersecting with new fields such as cinema and 
performance studies as well as the social sciences. Aspects of ethnography, archiving and 
cartography have been critically deployed in visual art in recent years.761 Fieldwork has 
emerged as a popular shared practice of embodied enquiry and a mode of representation and 
creative practice.70" The principles of research adopted in Western art education since the 
1990s have derived much of their frameworks from social science.763 Criticality and self- 
reflexivity of practice are emphasised in art education and art criticism as a nonnative part of 
an “expanded academy”.764 While art remains a more subjective form of research than the
7^  See Mary Black, “On Formal Ethnographic Procedures,” American Anthropologist 65, no. 6 (1963):
1347. The design studio has been considered relevant to fieldwork, see: Paul Rabinow, George E.
Marcus, James D. Faubion and Tobias Rees, Designs for an Anthropology o f the Contemporary (Duke
University Press: Durham & London, 2008), 116.
7'9 Arnd Schneider and Christopher Wright, “The Challenge of Practice,” in Contemporary Art and 
Anthropology, ed. Arnd Schneider and Christopher Wright (Oxford and New York: Berg, 2006), 1-27; 
Schneiderand Wright, Between Art and Anthropology, 1-21; and Schneider, “Uneasy Relationships,” 
183-210.
7611 As noted in the section “Background to the Formative Theories of Social Art” in Chapter One.
761 Harriet Hawkins, “Geography and Art. An Expanding Field: Site, the Body and Practice,” Progress 
in Human Geography 37, no. 1 (February 2012): 52-71,
http://phg.sagepub.com/content/early/2012/04/18/0309132512442865 (accessed 24 April 2012).
762 Hawkins, “Geography and Art,” 13.
763 See Henk Slager, The Pleasure o f Research (Helsinki: Finnish Academy of the Arts, 2012), 7-8.
704 Slager, The Pleasure o f Research, and Graeme Sullivan, Art Practice as Research (London: Sage 
Publications, 2005).
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social sciences765, academic art pedagogy during the period of the thesis employs multiple and 
interdisciplinary techniques.
Social art his contributed to the recognition that artists need to avoid misrepresenting others, 
and the value of employing principles and processes from ethnography in the interests of 
critical practice. A number of the key texts, for example, the writings of Grant Kester, focus 
on ethical relations in cross-cultural situations of social art. Kester’s dialogic framework 
resonates with the theory and practice of ethnography; he requires artists to understand the 
politics of situations and identify the spatial forces that “pattern human & environmental 
existence”.760 Artists must invest in time and acts of collaboration with communities and give 
voice to others, argues Kester, if they are to critically and self-reflexively recognise the 
differences between themselves and their collaborators. By contrast, for Nicolas Bourriaud 
and Claire Bishop it was the art and not the artist that was political.767 Over the period of the 
thesis, other texts on social art practice have been published that promote cross-disciplinary 
thinking and ethics.768 Ideas central to ethnographic method, including ethics, are also part of 
the growing number of social and public art courses offered in art schools.769 Social art 
practice, in the cross-disciplinary experience and interests of artists, contributes to the degree 
of common ground between art and ethnographic practice.
7(0 For example, artist Jondi Keane finds “practice as research” valuable for a range of “emergent, 
enactive and enunciative tactics, strategies and logics for the everyday practice of person” rather than 
utilising the research values, methods and measures imported from the sciences. Jondi Keane, 
“Practice-As-Research and the Realisation of Living,” in Jondi Keane, ed., Speculation and 
Innovation: applying practice led research in the Creative Industries (Brisbane: Queensland University 
of Technology, 2006), 7. The ability for art to be subjective and employ metaphor, allegory, analogy or 
imagination or to value failure while adopting research-based practice in the art academy is a matter of 
ongoing debate. See Slager, The Pleasure o f Research.
766 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 69. Kester advocates that artists undertake long-term embeddeness and 
acquire intercultural knowledge to avoid lack of cultural preparedness and communication, to minimise 
power imbalances and to generate meaningful relational projects.
767 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 27.
768 See Pablo Helquera, Education for Socially Engaged Art: A Materials and Techniques Handbook 
(Mexico City: Jorge Pinto Books, 2011), and Wietske Mass, ed., The Architecture o f Interaction, 
(Rotterdam: Wietske Maas, 2009).
769 Formative courses have included Suzanne Lacy’s Graduate Public Practice at Otis Arts Center, Los 
Angeles, and the Social Practice MFA at California College of the Arts San Francisco. The pressure on 
students to work collaboratively through social and participatory formats can be considered a “full­
blown pedagogical shift” in the USA according to Greg Scholette in "After OWS: Social Practice Art, 
Abstraction and the Limits of the Social,” e-flux Journal, 31, 01/2012, http://www.e- 
flux.com/journal/after-ows-social-practice-art-abstraction-and-the-limits-of-the-social/ (accessed 29 
January 2012). The use of ethnographic knowledge and experience in teaching by artists at universities 
and art schools was noted in Arnd Schneider and Christopher Wright, “Dialogues, with Dave Lewis, 
Rainer Wittenborn, Claus Biegert, Nikolaus Lang and Rimer Cardillo,” in Schneider and Wright, 
Contemporary Art and Anthropology, 125-145.
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The rise of self-reflexivity in academic methodology, engagement with areas of the visual arts 
by anthropologists, and the elevation of academic method in the art academy locate the 
common ground between ethnography and social art, and are, I suggest, compelling 
arguments for supporting the potential for cosmopolitanism as part of compound aesthetics. 
Nevertheless, art remains subjective in comparison to ethnography. There is no requirement 
yet for artists to “step back” and conceptualise being enmeshed in participant-observer 
relations, to be both “inside” and “outside” events, as James Clifford describes the self- 
consciousness required by ethnographic method.770 The concept of “an ethnographic 
imagination”, which visual anthropologist Amanda Ravetz explains as the creative tension 
between the conjunction of social experience (participation) and reflexive communication771, 
is useful in encompassing the greater subjectivity in social art in contrast to the social science 
of ethnography. This dynamic contains space for the intellectual, empathetic and creative 
capacities of individuals and contributes to pedagogy. This tension is evident in the 
responsiveness of artists to participants and contexts 1 discuss below, and forms part of the 
potential for cosmopolitan relations. I analyse in more detail evidence for the intersection 
between ethnographic processes and social public art in the case studies, evidence which 
supports the potential of ethnographic imagination on the part of artists, and, thus, the 
potential for cosmopolitanism.
The Fieldwork of Social Public Art
The artists involved with the E TA T2009, inSite_05 and The Blue House witnessed and 
participated in local societies in ways that resemble certain interactions and processes of the 
ethnographic participant-observer. Artists in the cases can be understood to have engaged “in 
the field”, interacting with strangers in the research and production of social public art in 
specific contexts. There are three areas of fieldwork where artists and ethnographers as 
participant-observers share some common ground: pre-visit preparation; interaction and 
communication with participants or subjects; and documentation or dissemination of 
outcomes. Evidence from the case studies shows the possibility of cosmopolitanism, in the 
responsiveness of artists demonstrated to situations and participants in the short timeframes 
available. Artists employed conversational and intuitive processes to engage and 
communicate with participants where the rapport or dialogue expected by classical
7711 Clifford was describing the expectation that ethnographers empathetically grasp the sense of 
specific occurrences whilst situating such meanings in wider contexts. Clifford, The Predicament of 
Culture, 34.
71 Amanda Ravetz, “News From Home: Reflections on Fine Art and Anthropology,” in Visualizing 
Anthropology, ed. Amanda Grimshaw and Amanda Ravetz (Bristol, UK and Portland, USA: Intellect 
Books, 2005), 21.
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ethnography was limited or impossible. These findings demonstrate artists showing respect 
for participants and an interest in spanning the boundaries of difference between themselves 
and strangers. Thus, the artists considered in this research display, in Ravetz’s terms, an 
ethnographic imagination and Appiah’s cosmopolitanism.
Research Preparation
The artists in the E TA T2009, in S ite 05 and The Blue House prepared and undertook research 
in ways which indicate an ethnographic sensibility. Ethnographers undertake years of 
theoretical and practical groundwork, including critical reviews of literature and theoretical 
positioning of research proposals, in readiness for local or cross-cultural fieldwork, which has 
incorporated the greater flexibility in research preparation discussed above.77" In this section I 
discuss the fieldwork preparation evident for artists in the case studies. In comparison with 
ethnography, artists must be largely autonomous in preparing for social public art. The 
question of how to engage with strangers in the field, raised by The Blue House members, is 
one faced by both anthropologists and artists alike.77' The cases indicate preparatory learning 
on the part of artists and organisers encourages reflexivity in social public art fieldwork.774 
The value noted by artists of preliminary research or time on site suggests the benefits of 
further cross-disciplinary intersections.
The inSite organisers set a precedent in terms of research preparation, which reflected the 
event’s theoretical intersection with ethnography. inSite2000-2001 offered preparatory 
assistance for artists in the field, and this assistance was extended to pre-event residences for 
artists in preparation for inSite _05.11' In addition, inSite staff assisted artists working with 
participants in “the field”.776 Artists were expected to attend six obligatory one-week 
programs in the San Diego/Tijuana area during October 2003-May 2005 in the lead up to 
inSite 2005 and proposing their ideas for the Interventions. The inSite organisation arranged 
guided visits to a range of localities (potential project/field sites), public symposia, 
presentations and informal professional networking with local artists and other professionals.
77" Eriksen, Small Places, Large Issues, 29.
77 ’ D.G. Jongmans and Peter Claus Wolfgang Gutkind, Anthropologists in the Field  (Assen: Van 
Gorcum & Comp. N.V., 1967).
774 Janet Laurence, Lauren Berkowitz, Alex Rizkalla and Richard Thomas found their investments in 
preparation returned the outlay of time and energy in participation in the ETAT. Laurence, interview 
with the author, 27 January 2010; Berkowitz, interview with the author, 16 October 2009; Alex 
Rizkalla, interview with the author, 20 July 2009; and Richard Thomas, interview with the author, 21 
July 2009.
77 See Chapter Two, notes 320, 327 and 353 for the background on the artists’ residencies.
76 Paul Ramirez Jonas found the research trips for inSite 05 were both informative and challenging, 
and appreciated the contact with new colleagues, see Chapter Two, note 352. Ramirez Jonas included 
material from research interviews in his final project Mi Casa Tu Casa.
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These visits afforded a first-hand understanding of the context and establishment of informal 
networks for artists, in the facilitation of their projects. In this way, inSite prioritised the kind 
of fieldwork practices associated with ethnography.
The ETAT 2009 offered a number of artists the opportunity to undertake pre-production 
fieldwork in Niigata prior to the final art-making period. Lucy Bleach and the other 
Australian artists who made pilot research trips benefitted from gaining familiarity with sites, 
and creating connections with the formal resident communities and their individual 
constituents. These artists used the time to “get[-] in touch” or “immers[e] oneself’ with/in 
the landscape and context.777 This preparation informed the preliminary concepts and 
planning of their resulting social public art projects.778 Preparatory visits also appeared to 
favourably influence the social nature of the art outcomes at the ETAT 2009. Richard Thomas 
did not have the opportunity for a preliminary visit and Alex Rizkalla was unable to visit the 
specific area where he was finally situated. Their art projects were less participatory when 
compared to those of Lauren Berkowitz, Janet Laurence and Bleach who had the benefit of 
several preparatory visits and who initiated introductory work on their art projects with the 
local participants. Rizkalla subsequently endorsed the concept of preliminary on-site research 
visits.779 Thus, research preparation at the ETAT 2009 informed the planning and sociability 
of artists’ social public art projects.
Of the three case studies, The Blue House most closely emulated ethnographic fieldwork and 
its research processes. The conditions of membership enabled the artists to undertake multiple 
visits to IJburg, provided they stayed no more than six months in total.780 The artists who 
made multiple visits employed these earlier interactions or preliminary research into their 
final projects. However, in contrast with true ethnographic method, The Blue House members 
were left to undertake their own preparations for, and forms of research. For example, Amy
777 Bleach, interview with the author, 21 July 2009; Berkowitz, interview with the author, 16 October 
2009; and Laurence, interview with the author, 27 January 2010. Bleach was hosted by the ETAT2009 
but some international artists could not obtain the funding (either from the ETAT or other sources) to 
undertake a research visit.
778 As examples, Laurence determined the exact location and general details of her project on a trip to 
the Niigata region two years in advance of the opening of the ETAT 2003. The visit allowed her to 
select one (elixir bar) of her four preliminary concepts, finalise a site that accorded with the local desire 
to restore an abandoned heritage building, and benefit from the knowledge of local people and a retired 
botanist in order to make her work historically and culturally authentic. Laurence, interview with the 
author, 27 January 2010. Two field trips also enabled Berkowitz to prepare for the ETAT2003 by 
studying the cultural and physical context, collecting information, and facilitating her involvement in 
the preparation of the building and collection of materials. Berkowitz relied on the data and inspiration 
from the field trip to plan the artwork. Berkowitz, interview with the author, 16 October 2009.
779 Rizkalla, interview with the author, 20 July 2009.
x" Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 17 June 2011. Van Heeswijk concluded the level of the 
fee she could pay prohibited members from being able to afford multiple trips or residencies.
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Plant & Ella Gibbs produced the film IJbuild compiled from recordings that were initially 
made as background investigation. Similarly the interviews Daniela Paes Leäo recorded with 
IJburg residents partly to initiate social contact became part of her Internet artwork, The 
Identity Builder (2005-7), alongside recordings of architects and politicians and other 
documentation. As “participant-observers”, Marianne Maasland and Marga Wijman surveyed 
residents’ reflections on IJburg periodically over the five years of The Blue House, and these 
polls were the social public art that was complied over time. Van Heeswijk’s research method 
for The Blue House members -  lack of preparation but durational engagement with 
neighbours -  demonstrated the comparatively subjective yet reflexive method for fieldwork in 
this event.
Overall, the case studies demonstrated the varied nature of approaches to research preparation. 
The inSite organisers prepared formal professional development for artists in order to 
encourage criticality as well as the empathy advocated by Kester in regard to dialogic 
relations. Yet even these preparations did not prepare artists for every fieldwork situation, as 
is the case in ethnography.781 The E TA T2009 and The Blue House encouraged artists to be 
intuitive in responding to social conditions as contrasting methods for engagement. In these 
varied situations, artists demonstrated ethnographic sensibilities in encounters with others.
Engagement and Communication
Social public artists employ communicative and documentary techniques common to those 
used in ethnographic fieldwork. Although social public artists are more interventionist in their 
approach than anthropologists, artists’ activities can also mirror the processes of ethnographic 
data collection. The case studies indicate that artists particularly rely on conversation as a 
method of engaging and communicating with participants. Face-to-face conversations, and 
forms of communications such as emails, were techniques employed by artists as ongoing 
formal and informal lines of responsive communication with their constituents.
A primary strategy in ethnographic communication and engagement is person-to-person 
conversation. Anthropologist Raymond Madden identifies the ability to converse, negotiate, 
and communicate as the pivotal element in ethnographic fieldwork.78" Conversation assists in 
maintaining the social interaction and relational basis of ethnographic fieldwork.78' In this
81 Artists found there was still much to learn, as was evident in American Steve Badgett’s recognition 
of his cultural biases toward Mexicans during inSite 05. See Chapter Two, note 396.
782 Madden, Doing Ethnography, 8.
78’ Ethnographic authorship by the participant-observer is inherently relational and texts are “always 
positioned relationally vis-a-vis others”, according to Huon Wardle and Gay y Blasco Paloma,
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discussion, I use the term conversation to refer to the literal discussions that took place as part 
of the artists’ research. The term also symbolises the informal character of the artists’ 
communications. The political possibilities of conversation range from consensual to 
antagonistic interchange to intuitive forms of empathy, and, in a larger context, the formation 
of the public or counterpublic sphere.784 Conversation offers the flexibility to be informal or 
formal but is generally complex and unstable in regard to the power relations of the 
contributors, who need to be attentive and listen.78"
Informal conversation, as a process of listening and reflexively interacting with others, is the 
primary mode of communication for artists’ research and a means of gaining the participation 
of others. As in ethnography, conversation is key to bridging differences between the self and 
others or for producing knowledge in new situations. Anthropologist Johannes Fabian 
describes the ethnographer’s role as “a provider of occasions, a catalyst in the weakest sense, 
and a producer”, terms that suggest the role of van Heeswijk at The Blue House™6 The art of 
conversation requires reflexivity in attending to what people declare and to what they assume, 
according to philosopher Michel de Montaigne in his essay “The Art of Conversation”.787 
Anthropologist Mark Harris also describes crafting knowledge as an active process, “it is tacit 
and situation dependent, performative and non-propositional”.788 Kester also understands the 
social artist to be an open listener. For Kester, the artist affirms the possibility of a public 
sphere as a new community identity when collaboration results in intersubjective dialogue.784 
The role of conversation is a practical process of crafting understanding that gives space to 
the situation or life of the participant as well as facilitating the self-criticality of the artist, as 1 
discuss. Conversation is a key aspect of fieldwork and the operation of an ethnographic 
sensibility.
Conversation and sociality were strategic techniques for conducting research at The Blue 
House. In addition, conversation was often the means for presenting and discussing social 
public art outcomes. Members’ contact with residents was instigated via casual interactions at
“Introduction, the Concerns and Distinctiveness of Ethnography” in How to Read Ethnography, ed. 
Huon Wardle and Gay y Blasco Paloma (New York: Routledge, 2006), 37-42.
784 For example, John Dryzek associates small talk with deliberative democracy, in Dryzek, 
Deliberative Global Politics, 54.
785 Michael Brenson in Jane Jacob and Brenson, Conversations at the Castle, 124.
Johannes Fabian, Power and Performance: Ethnographic Explorations through Proverbial Wisdom 
and Theater in Shaba, Zaire (London and Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1990), 5-7.
8 Michel de Montaigne, “The Art of Conversation,” trans. M.A. Screech (London: Penguin, 2003) 
discussed by Richard Sennett in Richard Sennett, Together: The Rituals, Pleasures and Politics of 
Cooperation (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2012), 274-276.
788 Mark Harris, “Introduction,” in Harris, Ways o f Knowing, 3.
784 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 106-11 1.
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the house during the coffee mornings and at Housing Association meetings or the discussion 
forums. The hospitality provided by Cheikh “Papa” Sakho and the M2M dinners at The Blue 
House provided a platform upon which other members could interact with visitors and 
generate relations that were formative for new projects. The Blue House manager, Irene den 
Hartoog, described The Blue House event as “conversations” about the environment at 
IJburg.790 Artists in the cases indicated listening to participants and allowing them an equal 
say and ability to partake in the negotiation and direction of the project. Conversation was 
integral to the involvement of residents and discursive nature of social public art at The Blue 
House.
A number of The Blue House social art projects culminated in discussion-based activities as 
well as employing conversation as a vehicle for research. The research of The Blue House 
member artist Sonia Boyce concluded in a filmed discussion with The Blue House “Frida” 
host over dinner.791 Boyce finds sharing meals encourages openness and conversation with 
others and for this reason has an important place in her practice.79- Discussing her mode of 
approach to participants at The Blue House, member Ella Gibbs declared that: “A major part 
of it is also to hold a space for the ideas of others, that is an important part, space for others 
who introduce fresh ideas. Disagreement can spark off something new too”.79’ Overall, at The 
Blue House conversation was the conduit to interactions with residents and the interactions 
that comprise an aspect of social public art projects.
Similarly, spending time with participants in the development of their Interventions was 
useful for the in S ite 05 artists. Conversation enabled better understanding of participants and 
the generation of a rapport, as well as an ability to establish effective working processes 
together. George E. Marcus asserts that “rapport” -  the mastering of the skills of translation, 
sensitivity and learned cultural competencies -  is a useful aim in ethnography.794 Artist Althea 
Thauberger at in S ite 05 demonstrated investing time and effort in establishing a rapport and
790 Irene den Hartoog in Irene den Hartoog and Daniela Paes Leäo interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of 
Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  The Blue House, 12 March 2008, 6.
791 This “Frida” had been a medical professional in Bangladesh and was now an undocumented 
immigrant awaiting Dutch residency. See Chapter Four “Hospitality and Relations with others.”
,9~ Boyce stated: “Because a lot of things I am interested in involve sociability in some way, usually to 
do with the mouth (eating, singing, talking or of that nature) the idea of food as bringing strangers 
together intrigued me. It is something we all participate in and understand. We already know those 
social skills, so we don’t need a reason for it. In a place where one can be anonymous, that one actively 
chooses to engage with strangers through those means I find really interesting”. Boyce, interview with 
the author, 12 May 2010.
79"’ Ella Gibbs, interview with the author, 13 May 2010.
744 George E. Marcus, “The Uses of Complicity in the Changing Mise en Scene of Anthropological 
Fieldwork,” in George E. Marcus, Ethnography through Thick and Thin (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1998), 105.
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maintaining an empathetic connection with the women at Murphy Canyon base as a part of 
her project.79" The American members of the Murphy Canyon Choir at in S ite 05 were women 
who shared a similar cultural background to Canadian Thauberger. However, the artist noted 
the significant ideological and social divide she felt between herself and her participants. As 
James Clifford stated, entering social interactions through conversation is a starting point for 
movement into the contact zone where “[njothing is guaranteed except contamination, messy 
politics and more translation”.79'1 While Thauberger did not share the overriding patriotism 
and dedication to family shown by the choristers, she was affected by their braveness and 
vulnerability (in both facing the threats endured by their husbands in the military and in 
undertaking to join the choir despite having no singing experience).797 Thus, the technique of 
conversation supported empathic associations and also created the critical thinking Bishop 
proposed in relational antagonism.
Further examples from inSite_05 evidence that face-to-face conversation facilitates 
information sharing and a deeper understanding of others. inSite_05 artist Steve Badgett from 
Simparch invested time in developing direct contact with his constituents in the colonia in 
Tijuana, and made several return visits after the closing of inSite_05 in an effort to maintain 
relations.798 Artist Gonzalo Lebrija also instigated intensive face-to-face interactions to 
understand the group of war veterans in his participant group during inSite_05, and showed a 
political application of empathy in learning from his constituents.799 Only through detailed 
discussions did the artist understand the physical and psychological incapacity of the 
individuals in this group, and the need to assume the responsibility for the design of their 
collaborative museum intervention Heroes o f  War (2005).80(1 Similarly, Christopher Ferreria 
suggested that the organic and challenging nature of conversation enabled communication 
across cultural and social difference during his inSite J )5  Intervention, Some Kindly Monster,
791 Thauberger spent time discussing the choristers’ lives in the military community, the frustrations of 
the context, constraints for involvement (including the difficulties of practicing singing at home, the 
lack of budget regarding the extra expenses of childcare and lack of time), as well as the creative 
development of the performance in emails. Blog entries in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 230, Folder 2 
Interventions/Althea Thauberger, Murphy Canyon Choir, Part One, 2005.
796 James Clifford, “Mixed Feelings,” in Cheah and Robbins, Cosmopolites, 369.
97 inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 230, Folder 2 Interventions/Althea Thauberger, Murphy Canyon 
Choir, Part One, 2005.
98 Badgett, email to the author, 14 March 2010.
99 Lebrija organised introductory discussions followed by interviews with participants, and found ways 
that the men could develop the project together. The possibility of learning from constituents rather 
than speaking in their name is noted by Richard Sennett as a political application of empathy. Sennett, 
Together: The Rituals, Pleasures and Politics o f Cooperation, 21-22.
800 See Chapter Two, “The Compound Aesthetics of the Interventions'. Public Awareness”.
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and were instructive for others as well as the artist.801 Ferreria described the interactions 
between his protagonists, stating:
It was messy. It was slow and exhausting. It was alive. It was definitely painful, and 
euphoric at times ... A lot o f talking, a lot o f translation. Not necessarily the kind 
between different tongues although there was a lot o f  that. Rather between different 
ways o f relaying ideas and relating to each other, speaking directly through 
insinuation and suggestion, through action and by example. It was about learning how 
to better read situations and the ways we spoke to each other.802 
Ferreria’s understanding o f the value o f intuitive or non-linguistic communication connects 
with the understanding o f empathy in ethnography as a human and social characteristic. 
Empathy is a basic psychological drive that enables humans to identify with objects outside 
the self, and the process o f entering into the experience o f others in ways that involve feelings 
over cognition.80’ In social art, as in anthropology, empathy reinforces the relational nature of 
life and the formation o f the understanding o f the self through interaction with others and 
their social and cultural situations.804 Empathetic and paralinguistic capabilities are 
acknowledged tools for communication in circumstances where ethnographic method or 
preparations do not allow for more discursive forms o f communication. Thus, Ferreria’s 
insight exemplifies the successful and educative deployment o f conversation in 
accommodating difference at inSite_05.
Language barriers at the ETAT 2009 complicated the function and purpose o f face-to-face 
conversation as an ethnographic tool used by visiting artists. Empathy undoubtedly assisted 
those artists at the ETAT  who lacked a facility with the local language. A number o f the 
Australian artists who participated in the ETAT  -  Bleach, Berkowitz, Laurence and Sue 
Pedley -  were able to “converse” empathetically with strangers across linguistic and cultural 
barriers.8(b Gaining the confidence o f others in non-verbal interactions is an engagement that 
Harris calls “other ways o f knowing” that spans “the bodily and the linguistic, the tangible
8111 See Chapter Two, “The Compound Aesthetics of the Interventions'. Social and Cultural Capital”.
8(,: Christopher Ferreria in “Christopher Ferreria, Some Kindly Monster” in Sanchez and Conwell, 
inSite 05/[Situational] Public, 175.
803 Vered Amit, Realizing Community (London: Routledge, 2002), 18. Philosopher and sociologist 
George Mead also describes empathy as operating in social situations when the individual regulates 
their behaviour according to the attitudes of others towards the self. George H. Mead, Mind, Self and 
Society (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1950), 254, 296.
804 Empathy is part of a renewed concern in subjectivity in anthropology, but had been prevalent in 
thinking in anthropology and the humanities in the understanding of the implication of the self in the 
social or self as a social being from the mid-20th century.
8(,:' Laurence, interview with the author, 27 January 2010, and Berkowitz, interview with the author, 16 
October 2009. Bleach and Pedley are discussed below.
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and the imaginary” .806 Bleach in particular was prepared to reach out to others beyond herself, 
in her social public art project, Oral Fibre, a project which was determined by the evolution 
o f her empathetic interactions with villagers in the surrounding community.807 Bleach 
deliberately avoided the mediation o f a translator and interacted directly with her Japanese 
constituents.808 Listening, displays o f goodwill and open mindedness from both Bleach and 
her Japanese interlocutors resulted in the production o f recordings, photographs and casts o f 
participants’ body parts, which were included as part o f Bleach’s art installation in a historic 
house. The artist and participants established knowledge o f each other in the process, causing 
Bleach to feel increasingly welcomed by their hospitality.800 The effectiveness o f even non­
verbal modes o f conversational interaction evidenced at the ETAT 2009 indicate the function 
o f conversation as a research, creative and pedagogic tool in social public art.
In conclusion, the E T A T 2009 , The Blue House and inSite_05 suggested the role o f 
conversation in social art processes. Conversation was a tool for engagement and 
communication that enabled artists to encourage participants to overcome their differences 
and work together on creative outcomes. There is evidence other artists involved in social 
public art discussed in this thesis also employing an ethnographic imagination.810 These 
responsive reactions highlight the artists’ demonstration o f conversational and intuitive forms 
o f engagement in efforts to learn about their counterparts during social public art. Thus, the 
employment o f conversational processes in the case studies supports the proposition o f an 
ethnographic imagination for artists and the potential for cosmopolitan relations with others.
806 Mark Harris, “A Discussion Concerning Ways of Knowing” in Harris, Ways o f Knowing, 323.
8117 Bleach noted the influence of their empathetic encounters on her art project, which had started with 
Bleach asking questions about daily life, stating: “... once I got here I realised 1 didn’t need to be so 
literal. They didn’t have to talk about a specific topic, about their ancestors, and actually what really 
helped me was when I had my first formal meeting with the community, a man said: “I don’t care 
about art, I just want to find out about Australia.” I thought: “That’s it, that’s great!” I need to respond 
to that and ask them about what they do. That allows people to relax and great stuff happens and you 
find out a lot. That moment was very liberating and helped me open the work up again.” Bleach, 
interview with the author, 21 July 2009.
808 Bleach had only a basic facility with Japanese but found: “Just being around the language, after a 
while you could anticipate what people were going to say without trying to figure it out. You started to 
pick up words.” Bleach, interview with the author, 21 July 2009.
809 Bleach found the care and humour she received from her Japanese host community gave her a sense 
of feeling “at home” that increased over the residency. Bleach, interview with the author, 21 July 2009.
810 Nigel Helyer, artist in Spaced: Art Out o f Place discussed in Chapter Seven, took an anthropological 
approach to becoming engaged with the local population of itinerant fishermen in this event; watching, 
following up leads, and talking to people to make contacts and be invited to their temporary homes and 
work places. Helyer, interview with the author, 9 February 2012.
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Lucy Bleach, Oral Fibre 2009 
Installation view
Image courtesy of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial
Local residents in Toyoda having their ears cast during sessions with Lucy Bleach 
Image courtesy of the artist and the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial
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Presentation and Dissemination of Research
Documentation enables the development of critically evaluated knowledge and ethnographic 
method through publication and debate in anthropology. For artists, the creation and 
presentation of an art project is generally more important than its documentation. However, 
social art practice often incorporates documentation from artists’ fieldwork. In addition, the 
discursive components of projects staged at the ETAT, The Blue House and inSite_05 indicate 
the organisers’ concern to disseminate outcomes and encourage the self-reflexivity.
Moreover, art and ethnography have drawn closer together in the pursuit of new interpretative 
methods that include art forms and practices, illustrated by the reliance on images as data in 
visual ethnography. For example, new modes of dissemination of content and data are a 
common interest for artists and anthropologists. The new media, photography and video used 
by ethnographers for the documentation and presentation of research are tools similarly 
employed in the production and communication of artworks and projects. Cameras are an 
aide memoire, a recording device and creative tool for artists in social public art.8" Artists in 
the case studies remarked that video was a valuable form of note taking or sketching in “the 
field”.81' Generally, artists have an understanding of the need for self-reflexivity in the use of 
photography and film media. Many artists are aware of the theoretical legacy developed in 
visual ethnography, and are familiar with critical ideas of the image, author and subject, and 
the authority of the observer; a framework developed in cultural theory and film studies.81'
The presentation and dissemination of research at inSite 05 evidences an alignment with the 
techniques and sensibility of ethnography. Having collaborated on a previous social art 
project, artist Itzel Martinez del Canizo encouraged the male participants in her Intervention 
at inSite JO5 to use video to represent their ideas. Like the organisers of inSite, del Canizo was 
aware of the need to avoid mis-representing her constituents in the film project. Her strategy 
for minimising their mediation was to listen, observe and show a deep interest in the men. Del
811 American artist Judith Barry, involved in inSite97 and inSite2000—2001, relies on interview 
techniques to create relations in unfamiliar situations, as she states: “when 1 do research one of the 
things I almost always do is a long series of interviews with local people in the area. That is to combat 
that thing we mentioned of people parachuting in and thinking that they are instant experts”. The 
interviews were subsequently included in her film-based works at inSite. Judith Barry, interview with 
the author, 6 March 2010.
812 Pedley, interview with the author, 27 January 2010, and Plant, interview with the author, 13 May 
2010.
81' Theories of the gaze and subject by philosopher Giles Deleuze, art theorists Laura Mulvey and Hal 
Foster, and ethnographer Jean Rouch and others were taken up in art theory in the 1980s and 1990s. 
Indigenous artists have also turned the camera back on their colonisers since the 1980s. See Marianne 
Riphagen, “Indigenous Cosmopolitanisms, Up and Coming Artists and Their Photomedia Works in 
Australian and International Visual Art Worlds,” (PhD diss., Radboud University, Nijmegen, the 
Netherlands, 201 1).
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Canizo spent long periods with her participants, and she believed: “We become accomplices, 
confidants, and momentarily even friends”.814 Del Canizo felt she had consciously addressed 
the risk of mis-representing her participants through the processes of acquiring familiarity and 
offering them a medium in which they could represent themselves.81" In the process of 
allowing participants to document themselves on film, Del Canizo demonstrated the concern 
regarding the mediation of others that reflects an aspect of ethnographic sensibility.
Artists and the event organisers at inS ite05 intended to contribute to pedagogy in the social 
art field by disseminating the social art research generated in the event. The large number of 
interpretative programs offered during inSiteJ)5 -  the public talks and forums during the 
artists’ residencies and at other times, the “Conversations” and series of “Garage Talks” -  
conveyed the importance inSite placed on critical reflection and dialogue regarding the theory 
of social art and the social public art projects in the event.816 inSite_05 connected with 
ethnographic interests in documenting and analysing its projects and disseminating 
information to national and international audiences and peers.
As for inSite_05, The Blue House was predicated on the presentation and dissemination of 
practice and research. The open discussions on urbanism, the members’ presentations of 
fieldwork research in progress, and the closing symposium all comprise evidence of artists’ 
debating the outcomes of their social public art projects and generating dialogue on method, 
contextualised practice and meaning. The Blue Points or dispersed members from The Blue 
House were another means for the international dissemination of learning from this event.817 
While these informal presentations are subjective compared to the process of peer-reviewed 
publications in anthropology, they, nevertheless play a pedagogic role which reaches beyond 
the art projects in both geographic and temporal terms. Discussions, involving participating 
artists and the public, resemble the critical concern in anthropology in terms of the
Sl4 Itzel Martinez del Canizo in “Itzel Martinez del Canizo, Ciudad Recuperacion,” in Sanchez and 
Conwell, inSite_05/[Situational] Public, 89.
Sl" del Canizo in “Itzel Martinez del Canizo, Ciudad Recuperacion,” 89.
816 The inSite 05 Interventions publication also included some documentation of project research and 
development.
81 Van Heeswijk described the Blue Points as an open framework, stating: “It’s not about a knowledge 
network. It could be that we set up a Chatheater in Porte Alegre, so the people that developed the 
Chatheater, the M7Red people, can offer the Chatheater to assist local communities in Brazil. Or that 
we co-organise with our members in Hong Kong who are involved in the social sustainability within 
neighbourhood development. So there we help our members to develop research projects: in a 
conference or book, action or intervention or in whatever form. To translate the research to other 
environments where it is needed. That is what we are trying to do. It’s not a classical tool kit but we 
want to make sure that what the House generated can find its place elsewhere.” Van Heeswijk, 
interview with the author, 19 May 2010.
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“com petence” o f ethnographic findings, or the testing o f results with informants.818 The 
concluding symposium organised by The Blue House was an opportunity for exploring 
outcomes that allowed feedback from residents and others. In this way, the presentation and 
dissemination o f research at The Blue House, which was critical to the delivery o f the projects’ 
purpose, included opportunities for debate with local residents in processes that resemble the 
interest in competent data in ethnography.
Individual artists also conceived their own processes for investigating competence. Sue 
Pedley raised the notion o f appraising the value o f her ETAT 2006 project by exhibiting 
documentation o f the project in another part o f Japan where she could have a dialogue with 
ETAT volunteers from that area and the public. Pedley proposed displaying documentation o f 
the development and her project Haze (2006) in other Japanese cities where Kohebi-tai 
(volunteers) lived, suggesting: “ it could be a good idea to highlight a foreigner’s 
interpretation back in the city” .819 The ETAT has focused on the benefits o f social public art 
for Niigata residents rather than the evaluation or international promotion o f its activities. 
Nevertheless, many ETAT social public art projects include evidence o f residents or their 
situations, as I discussed in Chapter Three, and the event commissions and publishes 
documentation o f each event.820
The overlap between aspects o f ethnographic techniques and the artistic processes employed 
in the cases and discussed above -  research preparation, communication across social and 
cultural difference and dissemination o f research -  signals the potential for artists in social 
public art to demonstrate an ethnographic imagination. As a review o f the case studies has 
shown, the processes o f a number o f artists encompass research and its preparation, the intent 
to communicate with participants and disseminate outcomes. Aspects o f the case studies align 
with Ravetz’s definition o f ethnographic imagination as the “ability to reflect and 
communicate from a perspective forged within social experience itse lf’, in regard to reflexive 
communication and thinking in social experience shown by artists that contains space for 
intellectual and empathetic relations.8-1 Thus, the common ground between ethnographic
818 On competency see Clifford, The Predicament o f Culture, 9, and Schneider and Wright, 
Contemporary Art and Anthropology, 26. George E. Marcus describes ascertaining competent 
outcomes in ethnography as the “shared imagination between anthropologist and informant being able 
to project the site-specific mise-en-scene of fieldwork outward beyond the immediate confines of the 
local”. Marcus, “The Uses of Complicity,” 123. Competency of data by the host community is 
considered to verify results and reduce the perception of the ethnographer’s objectivity in the eyes of 
the community.
819 Pedley, interview with the author, 27 January 2010.
820 Published in the post-event catalogues, a publication on the abandoned house project and symposia 
that have been part of the festival events.
821 Ravetz, “News From Home,” 70.
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fieldwork and social public art, particularly the evidence of artists in spanning relations of 
difference with strangers through conversational inodes of communication, supports the 
possibility of artists enacting an ethnographic sensibility.
Compound Aesthetics and the Reflexive Sensibility of Artists
In this section I examine further evidence for the reflexivity of artists in regard to others, in 
order to reach a conclusion on the relevance of Foster’s thesis of an ethnographic paradigm to 
the compound aesthetics of social public art. The ethnographic sensibility that I have claimed 
artists share in the common ground with ethnography is a more intuitive and subjective 
practice than the social science of ethnography and discipline of anthropology, despite the 
academic methodologies recently incorporated in the art academy. The greater subjectivity 
shown by artists in their mandate to be creative, however, does not exclude the presence of 
responsiveness and reflexivity in artists’ relations. Evidence from the case studies suggests 
artists demonstrate a greater awareness of subjects than is acknowledged by Foster in his 
thesis on the activation of an ethnographic sensibility.
Artists in the ETAT exhibited an intuitive and empathetic approach to participant relations, 
despite the art outcomes of many projects possibly conveying the erroneous impression that 
the rural residents of Niigata were characterised by their historical lifestyle and landscape.822 
As artists deliberately entered situations without a preconceived plan, they were obliged to 
interact with numerous people and accommodated interactions in the production their projects. 
Lauren Berkowitz, Janet Laurence and Sue Pedley were three artists who adapted their 
projects as a result of mistranslations and misunderstandings that took place at the ETAT 2003 
and ETAT2006.823 After Pedley departed from her preliminary research visit to Niigata, the 
female participants in her project from the small village of Matsukuchi, Matsunoyama sewed 
designs they had improvised on the 500 cloths, a key element in her project, instead of the 
Japanese patterns intended by Pedley. Pedley took the volunteers initiative as a happy chance 
event, and incorporated these changes into the outdoor installation entitled Haze, which 
comprised the cloths hung on rice drying racks.8"4 Pedley also enjoyed empathetic 
relationships with the local women, farmers and Kohebi-tai over several weeks during the 
installation of the work. Although speaking very little Japanese, Pedley made connections that 
resulted in shared meals, joint trips to bathhouses and a visit to a Shinto temple. This
8-2 Discussed in “The Compound Aesthetics of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009: National 
Culture, Tradition and Aesthetics” in Chapter Three.
823 Berkowitz, interview with the author, 16 October 2009.
824 Pedley, interview with the author, 27 January 2010.
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formative experience informed Pedley’s future social public art projects.8"" Pedley’ s project in 
the ETAT exemplifies the responsivity and creativity o f social public art practice, attributes 
also valued in ethnography but which, in their degree, distinguish social public art from 
conventional ethnography.
Residents embroidering elements of Sue Pedley’s Haze 2006 
Image courtesy of Sue Pedley
Sue Pedley, Haze 2006
Installation view
Image courtesy of Sue Pedley
Subsequently Pedley let herself take more spontaneous approaches to social public art projects. 
Pedley, interview with the author, 27 January 2010.
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Local participant installing Sue Pedley’s Haze 2006 
Image courtesy of Sue Pedley
The responsivity o f artists in the ETAT depended upon their level o f experience w ith social 
practice, their preparation and available support during the short periods o f fieldwork. 
Australian artists in the ETAT had only a few months’ notice o f their involvement and 
therefore struggled to acquire more than a rudimentary level o f Japanese language. The 
significance o f language and translation is highlighted by the experience o f non-Japanese 
artists in the ETAT. 826 The Australian artists in the E TA T2009 -  Bleach, Rizkalla and Julie 
Davies, and even Richard Thomas ~ -  regretted not having better cultural preparations. ~ A ll 
these artists acknowledged their lack o f Japanese language and were disappointed not to be
826 The ETAT coordinators and Kohebi-tai (volunteers) were the unofficial translators for non-Japanese 
artists but due to their large workloads and time constraints there were frequent gaps in contact, 
reinforcing the necessity for artists’ interaction with residents. By contrast, inSite provided translators, 
and staff acted as mediators and translators for artists whilst absent from the area, and The Blue House 
manager assisted non-Dutch artists with language or found translators.
827 Thomas had previous experience in Japan and a basic facility with the language.
828 Thomas, interview with the author, 21 July 2009, and Rizkalla, interview with the author, 2 July 
2010. English speaking artists also regretted that the English-speaking Kohebi-tai (volunteers) reduced 
their interactions with Japanese speakers.
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able to pursue in-depth conversations with neighbours.829 These artists all desired a deeper 
awareness of the social, cultural, and political lives of nearby residents than they were able to 
achieve.8’" As such, these artists endeavoured to find intuitive and empathetic ways to be 
responsive to participants and avoid the mis-representation of their subjects discussed in 
Foster’s ethnographer paradigm.
Admitting the constraints on their cross-cultural interactions, particularly language,
Australian artists working at the E T A T 2009 demonstrated interest in learning about and 
accommodating the social and cultural circumstances of their participants. As part of his 
Japankunstkammer installation, Rizkalla planned to cook and share a meal with the local 
village residents.8’1 This meal was an occasion to thank the community, socialise and collect 
responses to the objects in his installation. These written statements were available for future 
visitors within the installation. Rizkalla sought information from local residents (in English 
and through a translator) on the best times and days to host the meal in order to accommodate 
the work commitments of the men and the social mores that limited the availability of women 
residents. Eventually, a daytime meal generated the attendance Rizkalla desired. The artist 
subsequently reflected that the planning offered as much learning about Japanese culture as 
the narratives his guests contributed on the objects. In addition to the empathetic interactions 
of Bleach, Rizkalla’s attempt to understand and create sociality with his neighbours evidences
83?
the responsive and flexible intentions of artists’ processes at the ETAT 2009.
x:" Rizkalla concluded he would not participate in a future ETAT without basic language skills, as it 
was foremost in the factors that contributed to his failure to have contact with local people. He had 
been disappointed to not be able to develop the social contact opened through conversations undertaken 
with translation (assisted by local Japan-Australia Association members or ETAT volunteers) in the 
interests of better understanding his interlocutors, and the mutual communication that would eliminate 
the risk of relating to each other as “exotic”. Rizkalla, interview with the author, 2 July 2010.
8j0 These artists felt lacking rather than authoritative compared to their Japanese neighbours, and would 
like to have been better prepared. They faced the additional constraints of living at a distance from 
neighbours and being preoccupied with the completion of artworks for the festival season of the ETAT. 
Australian artist Ben Morieson (ETAT2006) also regretted his inability to communicate on a personal 
and professional level. Visual Art Residency, Report and Final Acquittal for Ben Morieson, Asialink, 
The University of Melbourne, 2006, np.
831 Group meals were a regular part of Rizkalla’s art practice, often hosted in his home town with the 
Melbourne artist-run gallery Ocular Lab from its establishment in 2003.
832 Rizkalla, interview with the author, 2 July 2010. The guests departed surprising early for the artist, 
having to attend to rice fields in the afternoon. Australian artist Ben Morieson at the 2006 ETAT also 
recognised the necessity of ethical relations with his Japanese teenager participants. Morieson, in 
Visual Art Residency, Report and Final Acquittal for Ben Morieson, np.
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Alex Rizkalla, Japankunstkammer 2009
Installation view of meal with residents during Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009 
Image courtesy of Alex Rizkalla
Acting on their experience and intuition, artists in inSiteJ)5 showed a mindfulness towards 
participants that, 1 argue, counters the risk o f Foster’ s ethnographic paradigm o f “ mapping the 
other” . A noted in Chapter Two, Interventions’ artists negotiated their own approaches to 
situations and identified the need to give agency to participants. Christopher Ferreria 
responded to his participants from different cultural backgrounds and their negotiations 
during the project Some Kindly Monster. Ferreria realised that he had to allow his participants 
to take responsibility for their own contributions in order for their relationships to be: “ based 
upon a mutual respect for each other’s histories, knowledge, skills, and possibilities o f 
contribution” .8”  Many other artists revealed a general awareness o f their authority or 
imbalance in power relations, and understood the need to encourage the ethical agency o f 
participants. Althea Thauberger, Itzel Martinez del Canizo, Thomas Glassford and Jose Parral, 
Mark Bradford and Maurycy Gomulicki, artists o f inSite_05 Interventions, all expressed a 
similar awareness o f the need for reflexive relations between artists and participants.
83j “ Christopher Ferreria, Some Kindly Monster” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] 
Public, 175.
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Thauberger documented how she had to find ways to enter into balanced and ethical relations 
with her participants in the Murphy Canyon Choir, noting the need to be flexible and adaptive 
whilst also acting firmly and cooperatively.8’4 Gomulicki admitted that “ethical questions 
were embedded because of the cultural consciousness of the border” and that the learning 
from his Intervention, Aerial Bridge, was a “life changing experience”.80 This artist 
recognised that he had been presumptuous in assuming to know the cultural values and 
personal motivations of his collaborators -  the model plane pilots. He described how he found 
it necessary to give and take control at different times as part of respecting the passion and 
cultural differences of the aero groups (avoiding “Americanisation” of the project) and 
offering agency to the individual participants.8j6 Although undertaking his first social public 
art project, by the time of proposing his project Mark Bradford similarly recognised the 
“compound ethics” of working with the Mexican maleteros. Bradford discussed how he 
sought to build trust and communication through “day-to-day engagement” while respecting 
the men and aiming to avoid exacerbating their precarious situation.8’7 Even Javier Tellez’s 
One Flew Over the Void (discussed in the following chapter), which deliberately provoked 
and challenged ideas of the social stereotyping of marginalised people, is an example of an 
artist treading a very delicate ethical line in the presentation of its Mexican participants. As 
these examples illustrate, various artists in inSite_05 gave agency to participants and 
responded with an intuitive sensitivity to power relations.
The inSite organisers also drew on their experience of past inSite events, aiming to enrich the 
preparation and reflexivity of the artists and avoid the mediation of public participants. The 
preparatory research residencies were intended to familiarise artists with the local situation as 
a form of research preparation. The “performative curating” of Osvaldo Sanchez was partly 
aimed at preventing the stereotyping of participants in inSite_05. Sanchez and the organisers 
monitored the integrity of the Interventions, in terms of their impact on participants.8 ’8 Thus, 
inSite_05 was shaped by the curator’s and organiser’s sensitivity to the treatment of 
participants.
8,4 Emails from Althea Thauberger, 24 April 2006, in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 199 
Interventions/Althea Thauberger Murphy Canyon Choir/Coro de Murphy Canyon, 2005.
80 From “Project Reflections: Maurycy Gomulicki” inSite Archive, MSS 707, Box 187 
Interventions/Maurycy Gomulicki, Aerial Bridge/Puente aereo, 2005.
836 “Maurycy Gomulicki, Aerial Bridges > Puente aereo” in Sanchez and Conwell, 
inSite 05/[Situational] Public, 198-203.
8,7 Evaluation form in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 182, Interventions/Mark Bradford, Maleteros, 
2005.
838 For example, Josep-Maria Martin’s Interventions project was cancelled due to the ethical risks 
inSite perceived in the lack of ongoing financial support for the program Martin planned for adolescent 
undocumented migrants at the Casa YMCA de Menores Migrantes in Tijuana.
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Producer Jeanne van Heeswijk drew on her long experience as a social art practitioner to 
encourage reflexivity in the thinking of The Blue House members, in requiring members to be 
responsive to neighbours at IJburg. At The Blue House, van Heeswijk’s attempts to establish 
autonomy from external influences, the length of members’ residencies, the requirement for 
local participation and the information-sharing with peers and the public encouraged research 
that avoided the pitfalls associated with Foster’s ethnographic paradigm. Most members were 
Dutch or European, and hence did not experience the language difficulties discussed in regard 
to the E TA T2009. Nevertheless, the situation of The Blue House in Block 35 meant that 
members in the house felt out of context. Consequently, artists had to cross the barrier of their 
own “othering” to make contact with residents.8’9 This situation contributed to reflection on 
authority and relationality on the part of The Blue House members. Spontaneity was one of a 
number of strategies for responsiveness to others, according member and academic Paul 
O’Neil, who stated that:
The invitees may have come in with prescribed ideas regarding what they wished to 
do based on previous work. However, the particularities of IJburg and of the large 
villa in the block, and of people moving in and out, and having to show yourself at a 
certain moment, no matter how small that gesture may be, is part of a learning
840process.
The length of the residencies and fieldwork at The Blue House also enhanced the 
understanding of participants and enabled the creation of ethical relationships, according to 
members Silvia Russel, and Amy Plant and Ella Gibbs.841
The participants and other constituents of social public art projects offer additional checks 
against inappropriate behaviour on the part of artists in terms of Foster’s concept of 
ethnographic mis-representation. The Block 35 Housing Association at IJburg was an
839 For ethnographic recognition of the attitudes toward others see, Wynne, “Hearing Faces, Seeing 
Voices: Sound Art, Experimentalism and the Ethnographic Gaze,” in Schneider and Wright, Between 
Art and Anthropology, 63.
840 Paul O’Neill, interview with the author, 11 May 2010. Spontaneity was an important strategy For 
remaining open to situations in social art, according to The Blue House artist Amy Plant who stated: 
“One has to trust the natural process of interacting with people and staying responsive. If you have too 
much of a strategy you might miss it. That is a really key point to working this way. We can shift but it 
doesn’t mean you lose sight of an aim.” Plant, interview with the author, 13 May 2010.
841 Amy Plant and Ella Gibbs (Pilotproject), interview with the author, 13 May 2010. Member Silvia 
Russel established duration as a parameter in her social practice for this reason, as she explained: “I 
want to be visible and be part of the environment in a way. For me I need to be there for a while, to get 
people to trust you and then on that basis I ask them questions about their lives. The embeddedness is 
important; 1 was in The Blue House for 6 months.” Russel, interview with the author, 20 May 2010. 
Paul O’Neill also argues for the relational benefits of the five-year long “durational” Blue House, in 
O’Neill and Doherty, Locating the Producers, 17-78.
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administrative vehicle with the power to veto inappropriate The Blue House activities.84- The 
debate over the use of public and private space generated by the Pump up the Blue project 
exemplified the extent to which the Block 35 residents had a mechanism that could prevent 
members acting against the interests of other residents.84 ' The chönakai or community 
associations discussed in regard to the ETAT were another form of participant authority or 
local organisation that could offer a sense of “competence” or response to artists’ behaviour.
The fact that artists appreciated having to examine their own expectations and practices 
indicates their awareness of the need for self-criticality and the need to respect and understand 
others in ways that connect with Appiah’s concept of cosmopolitanism. Daniela Paes Leäo 
confirmed that the reflexive experience of The Blue House developed the thinking in her 
socially engaged practice.844 Evaluating why her participants did not sustain the workshops 
she had organised with them at The Blue House Silva Russel also reflected: “1 want to learn 
for my next project ... There are always different perspectives, and 1 always learn from 
others.”84'^ Sonia Boyce also noted how challenges at The Blue House offered learning, 
saying: “Each question leads to more questions ... its always precarious, about a project of 
negotiation and trying to figure out what are you or we are doing here?”846 Van Heeswijk 
understood the cultivation of the self in a social art project in terms resembling 
cosmopolitanism, stating that social art resulted in a “common se lf’ that is “a type of daily 
revolution”.847 In these ways, members at The Blue House demonstrated, 1 argue, sensibilities 
in social public art that support the idea of an ethnographic sensibility for artists.
In conclusion, the responsive and intuitive behaviour of artists in social public art projects 
indicates, 1 argue, a greater sensitivity towards participants than is acknowledged by Foster in 
his thesis of the ethnographer paradigm. Artists’ reflexivity at the ETAT, The Blue House and 
inSite_05 offers evidence of common processes and potential for a shared sensibility between 
social public artists and ethnographers. Many artists revealed a general awareness of their 
authority or the imbalance in power relations, and understood the need to encourage the
84~ Chapter Four, “The Compound Aesthetics of The Blue House: Hospitality and Relations with 
Others”.
x4’ Participants at the ETAT also faced a similar control mechanism in the authority of the traditional 
neighbourhood or community associations (chönakai) that gave and could rescind the permission for 
artists to work in communities. See “The Context of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009: The 
Significance of Community Governance, Culturally Informed Relations and A Civil Society Ethos” in 
Chapter Three.
844 Daniela Paes Leäo, interview with the author, 22 May 2010.
84? Russel, interview with the author, 20 May 2010.
846 Boyce, interview with the author, 12 May 2010.
84 Jeanne van Heeswijk, “You and the City, Diaries of a Future Avant-Garde,” Muzej na Cesti: 
Museum in the Streets, ed. Zdenka Badovinac and Bojana Piskur (Museum of Modern Art, Ljubljana, 
2008), 102.
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ethical agency of participants in projects. Artists bring a sensibility that includes empathy and 
techniques which embrace spontaneity and creativity, which cross over with and adapt the 
ethnographic method. Foster’s essay remains valid in highlighting the risks of mis­
representation associated with social relationality in art. However, I conclude that Foster’s 
ethnographic paradigm is moderated by the critical reflexivity in artists’ relations, which 
supports an ethnographic imagination and the potential for cosmopolitanism that comprise 
part of the range of the aesthetics of the social public art.
Conclusion
In conclusion, artists exhibit behaviour resembling ethnographic sensibility and 
cosmopolitanism, which supports my proposition of an approach to the study of social public 
art as compound aesthetics. This finding is based on areas of common ground between 
ethnography and social art, and examples of a number of processes common to social public 
art and ethnography identified in the case studies. An analysis of the ETAT, inSite_05 and The 
Blue House demonstrated responsive processes and self-reflexivity on the part of artists, and 
potential for cosmopolitanism as part of the multiple meanings of social public art.
In being cognisant of the need to span difference, and to establish a rapport with others in 
relations that are also influential on their own subjectivity, artists in the cases demonstrated, 1 
argue, an ethnographic imagination or sensibility as defined by Ravetz. Ravetz’s definition 
embraces the creative tension between the social experience of participation and reflexive 
communication and thinking in regard to others. This ethnographic sensibility on the part of 
artists arises from the evidence of certain shared processes between ethnographic researchers 
and social artists: artists’ preparatory research, self-reflexive communication with participants 
and presentation of outcomes from the cases. In addition, in aiming for rapport and a sense of 
co-ownership of projects, artists demonstrated degrees of responsiveness and reflexivity in 
their communications with and attitudes towards participants.
Hal Foster’s thesis of the artist as ethnographer, which identifies the risk which the artist as 
participant-observer takes when representing or mediating others, is a reminder of the 
enduring differences between anthropology and social art. However, I argued that increased 
common ground between ethnographic method and social art processes -  in the pursuit of 
reflexivity and subjectivity in anthropology and adoption of critical method and aspects of 
ethnographic principles in art theory and practice -  goes some way to refuting the concerns 
raised by Foster. Examples from the case studies also revealed artists being aware of issues of 
authority and mediation of participants while offering participants agency, and bridging social
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and cultural differences. Foster’s ethnographic paradigm foretold the risks of cultural mis­
representation and value of ethnographic method, dangers which Grant Kester’s dialogic 
aesthetics is designed to avoid, and which are diminished with the responsive and empathetic 
behaviour of artists in social art practice.
For these reasons, artists show the potential, 1 propose, to practice Appiah’s cosmopolitanism, 
based on an ethnographic imagination or reflexive and creative interest in spanning difference 
with their participants. This form of cosmopolitanism -  a willingness and tendency to 
creatively engage and value other people in their particularity -  is an ethical and political 
interpretation of relations that arises from the shared ground of artists’ processes and 
ethnographic method. The potential for cosmopolitanism, in its resemblance to Kester’s 
advocacy for ethical social relations in art, is, 1 conclude, evidence of the multiple political 
interpretations of social art, and part of the compound aesthetics of social public art.
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CHAPTER SIX: COMPOUND AESTHETICS AND AUDIENCES
In this chapter I argue that the concept o f  compound aesthetics is also relevant to the critica l 
understanding o f  the meanings o f  social pub lic art fo r audiences. There are numerous ways in 
w hich audiences m ight engage w ith  social public art. These possib ilities extend beyond those 
offered by the form ative  theories o f  social art, w hich assume audiences are active interpreters 
o f  art. I focus on four ways in w hich meaning m ight be analysed as arising fo r audiences and 
discuss each in relation to the case studies. These four modes o f  meaning are: the critica l 
purpose o f  the event; the c ritica l and creative ideas o f  artists and participants; the critica l 
awareness raised by the context; and non-cognitive experiences o f  social pub lic art. Each o f 
the three case studies has been discussed in terms o f  their po litica l aims; purposes directed at 
challenging social art theory; rev ita lis ing  a hollowed out region; and investigating the social 
impact o f  urban design. This discussion provides evidence to support the idea that the 
organisers’ intentions, and, at times, the po litics o f  relations, may be manifest fo r audiences in 
the creative projects o f  artists and participants. V is ita tion  to social public art projects and 
interaction w ith  local constituents also has the potential, I argue, to raise critica l awareness o f 
the context and its participants fo r audiences. The critica l understanding o f  audiences is also 
assisted, m y research suggests, by the interpretation and the discursive activ ities that address 
the social context w ith in  the events. In addition, viewers who understand social public art as 
conventional art or performance, and who are unaware o f  the discursive or critica l intent o f 
social pub lic art, may experience, 1 argue, affective or non-cognitive responses as part o f  the 
m u ltip le  possib ilities w ith in  a fram ework o f  compound aesthetics. In summary, I propose that 
compound aesthetics embraces a m u ltip lic ity  o f  meanings fo r audiences that can include 
d is tinct aspects o f  the form ative theories o f  social art.
The idea o f  compound aesthetics overcomes the reductionism  o f  the key theories to a single 
interpretation social art. This chapter begins w ith  a review  o f  the role o f  the audience in the 
form ative  theories, and the relationship between these concepts and the case studies. In 
Chapter One, I noted the lim ited  discussion o f  audiences in the key concepts o f  social art, and 
in the In troduction I discussed one p la tform  fo r the development o f  th ink ing  around the 
m u ltip lic ity  o f  meaning o f  social art fo r audiences, in Umberto Eco’ s “ open w o rk ” . Eco 
understood that the perform ative experiences o f  art reflected or conveyed m ultip le  meanings, 
inc lud ing  consciousness o f  the contemporary condition o f  existence in society.848 As indicated
lS4i< See the section “ Compound Aesthetics: An Expanded Framework for Critical Aesthetics and Social 
A rt Discourse”  in the Introduction.
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in Chapter One, the critical aesthetics of Nicolas Bourriaud and Claire Bishop assume the 
existence of an active critical spectator, who is able to interpret art interactions and in 
Bourriaud’s case is producing new conditions.844 Bourriaud and Bishop make claims for 
social art being a register, model or activator of change, which is capable of liberating the 
viewer from a position of alienation in capitalist society. Reviewing the three formative 
theories of social art in this chapter, 1 discuss the assumptions which have been made 
regarding audiences -  primarily suppositions relating to the shared experiences and the 
socioeconomic status of viewers -  and test these ideas against the case studies.
The following four sections identify distinct ways in which audiences are able to find 
meaning, both critical and non-cognitive, in social art. This analysis of audience experience 
confirms my proposition that compound aesthetics offers an alternative frame for the 
interpretation of social public art in addition to the singular theories in the formative concepts 
of social public art.850 Three of the four modes of audience responses I discuss assume the 
active engagement of individual viewers and their ability to critically comprehend and 
imagine the outcomes of social public art practice. Firstly, I present the argument that 
audiences can interpret critical meaning from the purpose of the event or its direct impact. 
Secondly, 1 suggest that the critical ideas of artists, or the soft politics of relations, may be 
apparent in the creative outcomes of the social public art projects in ways which convey 
reflexive concern for others, and a potential cosmopolitanism on the part of artists. Thirdly, 1 
propose that the critical experiences of audiences are assisted by the context -  the places 
visited and contact with people -  which raise awareness of immediate sociopolitical and 
cultural situations. In addition, some cases encouraged learning by offering discursive events 
and publishing outcomes to assist audience understanding and critical thinking.
Furthermore, social public art admits a fourth mode of meaning for audiences -  emotional 
and non-cognitive or aesthetic experience -  in ways which ratify the proposal of compound 
aesthetics as a concept that enables a multiplicity of interpretations. The final section of this 
chapter discusses the extent to which greater recognition of emotional or non-cognitive 
engagement with social public art events warrants close consideration, alongside cognitive 
responses. Significantly, these types of experiences are pluralist, depending on a variety of
X49 The understanding of the audience as an active, critical viewer is evident in the early writing on 
social art and socially-engaged art. Mary Jane Jacob separated social forms of public art into audience­
generated and audience-responsive art that affected non-mainstream audiences, in, Mary Jane Jacob, 
“An Unfashionable Audience,” in Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 50-59. Lacy stated that values in art 
shifted away from authorship, quality and collectability once the viewer became a collaborator or 
participator. Lacy, Mapping the Terrain, 38.
XMI Evidence is from secondary sources apart from observations made at the Echigo-Tsumari Art 
Triennial 2009.
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personal factors, rather than part of the common subjectivity assumed in Kantian aesthetics or 
implied in the generalisations made by the key theories of social art. Cultural context and 
background are relevant to non-cognitive experience, I argue, as evidenced by the case of the 
Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009 (ETAT 2009). My analysis of audience understanding 
supports the proposition of compound aesthetics as a critical framework for understanding the 
multiplicity of meanings in social public art.
Audiences and the Key Concepts of Social Art
Claims that art can activate public engagement and a critical response to everyday life are 
fundamental to the concept of critical aesthetics. Critical aesthetics connects art, the viewer 
and society in a political interpretation of public life, as discussed in Chapter One. In the 
following sections, I outline the distinctive interpretations of viewing experiences put forward 
by the key theorists of social art: Nicolas Bourriaud, Claire Bishop and Grant Kester. I 
discuss the singular focus of these writers’ ideas in regard to the role of audiences, which 
limits the applicability of their theories to the contingent and heterogeneous meanings of 
social public art. This leads to the discussion of a critical alternative, compound aesthetics, as 
a framework for the range of ways in which viewers in the case studies can be understood to 
find meaning in social public art.
Critical aesthetics and the key theories of social art assume active viewers, “presupposed as a 
subject of independent thought”, according to Bishop.* 8"1 Both Bourriaud and Bishop’s 
interpretations of audience experience assume that audiences are groups sharing common 
characteristics.B ourriaud  interprets audiences in art galleries as participants that can form 
micro-communities of resistance. In comparison, Bishop is concerned with the impact of 
socioeconomic difference on the individual’s subjectivity.853 Context is also defined as part of 
the viewer’s experience of difference in relational antagonism, although Bishop did not 
analyse the impact of context in detail. While Bishop discusses individual viewers, both 
writers do not allow for the possibility that audience experience is influenced by numerous
8"' Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 77. Other theorists and critics have also presumed
a cognitive, art-informed onlooker, see, Irit Rogoff, “We-Collectivities, Mutualities, Participations”,
Klein Theater, fmalzacher’s blog, http://theater.kein.org/node/95 (accessed 5 December 2009).
8:0 Bishop assumed that audiences derived from the middle or upper class socioeconomic spectrum,
which generally characterises gallery and museum visitors. Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational
Aesthetics,” 51-79. Audiences in Bourriaud’s concept of relational aesthetics are also gallery visitors.
Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics.
8” Bishop criticised Bourriaud for obscuring the politics of communication in his failure to 
acknowledge concrete social differences and questions of who works are made for and how they create 
culture. Bishop, “Introduction,” in Bishop, Participation, 13.
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factors across the individual’s knowledge or social, cultural or economic background, as well 
as the exogenous situation.
In comparison, Grant Kester did not discuss audiences in his concept of dialogue in social art, 
but focuses on artists and communities as participants in social art.* 8'4 His idea of dialogic 
aesthetics is an argument for the concrete political significance of community in art. While 
not accounting for visitors to the sites where social art unfolds, Kester does recognise the 
significance of the relations and experiences that take place during social art. Discussing 
artists and participants, he considers the mutable nature of relations when focusing on the 
criticality that he claims arises in ethical relations. Kester’s recognition of the operation of 
empathy and the potential for intersubjectivity between artists and participants in social 
encounters is relevant, I suggest, to research into the meaning of social public art for viewers.
Audiences and Relational Aesthetics
As discussed in Chapter One, audiences play a key role in Bourriaud’s Relational Aesthetics, 
in which art offers an alternative model for collectivity to the neoliberal emphasis on 
individualism in the rise of economic globalization.8"  Artist and audience encounters have 
the capacity to counter the absence of a public sphere and the diminishing influence of the 
public in democratic politics in relational aesthetics.856 Bourriaud’s vision of community 
reflects a neo-Marxist and deliberative interpretation of relations.8' 7 Relational Aesthetics was 
written in Europe after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 at a time when post-Communist 
Eastern Europe had rapidly become aligned with neoliberal capitalist values. Societies were 
also struggling to encompass increasingly diverse groups of people as a result of mobility 
under economic globalization. In this context, Bourriaud sought a catalyst in art that might 
mobilise oppositional power.8' 8
8' 4 See “Dialogic Aesthetics: Grant Kester’s Theory of Community Collaboration” in Chapter One.
8"  On economic globalization see “Economic Globalization: Part of the Public Context of Social Art”
in the Introduction.
8' 6 See the sections “Social Art: A Shift from Place to Publics in Public Art” and “The Constitution of
Publics” in the Introduction.
8' The term community was adopted in the 19th century by political and sociological thinkers,
including Karl Marx and Ferdinand Tönnies, to describe social forms that were understood to be in 
opposition to the effects of industrial capitalism and the impersonal organisation of the State. 
Bourriaud’s understanding of audience association as a form of community discussed in “Relational 
Aesthetics: Nicolas Bourriaud’s Theory of Social Art” in Chapter One.
8' 8 Bourriaud was only one of many writers pursuing a similar philosophical agenda. For example, 
proposing the construction of a counter-empire, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri described the desire 
and imagination of the multitude, rather than that of the artist, as having the power to create and realise 
new forms of community and co-operative subjectivity. Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire 
(London and Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001).
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In Relational Aesthetics Bourriaud discusses social relations as provoking, managing and 
modelling group encounters that are “like an angelic programme” in being outside the 
economic system.859 He also imagined that audience interactions had a temporality, having 
the potential of being “a dot on a line”, evolving as people “joined together in a form”.860 In 
this way, Bourriaud assumed that an art of social exchange did not create surplus value by 
exploiting the participating audience. He also proposed that, in relational art, artists and 
participants form a self-styled community or micro-community during the encounters of 
social art. The “community effect” of relational artworks -  the ability to produce a temporary 
collective form through free association -  would give rise to micro-communities, Bourriaud 
proposed.861 In this model, artists and audiences in art galleries would join in an evolving 
collective form that forecast a model for public social and communicative relations.
Relational aesthetics claims that the work of art has the power to generate collectivity beyond 
the art gallery, and turn the beholder into a neighbour, a direct interlocutor inviting exchanges 
between individuals at the neighbourhood level.86" Bourriaud discusses the “beholder- 
manipulator” as the agent who brings together the otherwise unstable units in the art, and 
forms the link between the elements of “signs, objects, forms, gestures . . .”.86’ For Bourriaud 
the audience comprises the social glue within a dynamic form of community in progress, a 
community able to form and re-form through interactions.864 The realisation of community as 
a series of constantly connective networks returns a sense of “wholeness for the individual”, 
according to Bourriaud, who uses the term in an organic sense.8'0 Bourriaud’s proposition of 
consensual communality contrasts with concepts of community that have been informed by
Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 30, 18, 36.
860 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 21, 19.
861 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 61. Bourriaud stated: “[t]oday’s art ... encompasses in the 
working process the presence of the micro-community which will accommodate it. A work thus 
creates, within the method of its production and then at the moment of its exhibition, a momentary 
grouping of participating viewers.” Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 58.
862 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 43, 31. For Bourriaud the art is relational, not the artist, see 
Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 27. His references to audiences as neighbours evoke The Blue House.
863 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 20-21.
8M Bourriaud’s use of the term community is close to the historical sense of a commons, in this 
explanation of the term by political economist Massimo De Anglis “ ...the common is complex, and 
relational -  it is produced and reproduced through relations weaving together a rich tapestry of 
different times, spaces and struggles ... Commons suggest alternative, non-commodified means to fulfil 
social needs, e.g. to obtain social wealth and to organise social production. Commons are necessarily 
created and sustained by ‘communities’ i.e. by social networks of mutual aid, solidarity, and practices 
of human exchange that are not reduced to the market form”. Massimo De Anglis, The Beginning of 
History (London: Pluto, 2007), 1.
8(0 On social forms of community as networks see David Minar and Scott Greer, eds., The Concept o f 
Community: Readings with Interpretations (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1969), 6. Raymond 
Williams has described how the term “community” was interpreted as a set of common interests until 
the 18th century when its meaning became associated with people of a geographic area, in, Raymond 
Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary o f Culture and Society (London: Fontana, 1983).
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anthropological research, and comprise “complex processes through which sociality is sought, 
rejected, argued over, realized, interpreted, exploited or enforced”.860 Contrastingly, the social 
work of art comprises a “bonding agent” in Bourriaud's words, which offers a utopian 
smoothing out of relations and unions between individuals of divergent interests and 
backgrounds, rather than actively challenging inequality.867 In the concept of relational 
aesthetics, audiences in art galleries form dynamic social relations and micro-communities at 
the artist’s prompting, and act as agents for future bonding with other participants.
For this reason, relational aesthetics is understood as always communicative and dynamic -  as 
“forever unfinished discursiveness” -  a proposition that is disseminated and exists in 
relationships with other forms.868 In the positioning of dialogue as “unfinished 
discursiveness”, Bourriaud references Felix Guattari’s advocacy for political transformation 
arising at a grass roots and small-scale level.869 Audiences and communities are to enjoy 
relational aesthetics as “ways of living and models of action within the existing real”.8 0 In 
this way, relational aesthetics describes art that invites viewers into social relations, and 
presumes those dynamic consensual relations can be extended into the world beyond art.871
Bourriaud’s concept of relational aesthetics has not been borne out by the evidence from the 
case studies, as discussed in previous chapters. The case studies are predominantly events in 
which audiences are invited to view the outcomes of projects on completion. Hence, the cases 
offer limited opportunities for audiences to engage with or imagine Bourriaud’s model for 
community formation, particularly as there is little opportunity to interact with artists or 
others in the creation of social public art projects. Notably, The Blue House operated as a site 
of communication showing research-in-progress to visitors, rather than offering tangible 
projects. This event supported the possibility of a counter public sphere through its discursive 
activities. However, there is no evidence that audiences of The Blue House projects or in the 
other cases formed micro-communities of resistance, either in or in front of the work, as 
Bourriaud proposes. It is impossible to assess whether the discursive behaviour encouraged 
by The Blue House continued in daily life in IJburg. Hence, Bourriaud’s proposition of 
relational aesthetics remains largely symbolic or hypothetical, in terms of the lack of evidence 
for activating the emancipation proposed in relational aesthetics at a public level.
866 See Vared Amit and Nigel Rapport, The Trouble with Community: Anthropological Reflections on 
Movement, Identity and Collectivity {London and Sterling, Virginia: Pluto Press, 2002), 13.
867 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 20.
898 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 26.
869 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 86-105.
870 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 13.
871 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 26.
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Furthermore, the case study events are designated art events, and are implicated in economic 
globalization and the neoliberal economic system. The cultural tourism generated by the 
ETAT to address rural disenfranchisement, and the commercial social art projects created as 
part of the engagement of The Blue House with IJburg, run counter to the neo-Marxist 
philosophy of Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics for audiences.87" Nevertheless, the ETAT 
demonstrates, 1 suggest, transgression of the boundaries between public and private relations 
for individuals as the “outcome of an interaction between artist and beholder”87' in social art. 
Yet, social public art at the ETAT relied on normative community organisation, an 
administrative form contrary to the dynamic form Bourriaud proposes. Bourriaud’s advocacy 
of the “community effect” on audiences as social agents within contemporary art is a limited 
model of audience experience in relation to social public art.
Audiences And Relational Antagonism
Bishop also proposes a distinct role for audiences, one in which they are stimulated by 
experiences of difference to activate a dialogue that will percolate argument and resist 
representative democratic forms. In her concept of relational antagonism, Bishop claimed that 
political criticality rested in the experience or reception of the art and not in the form of the 
artists’ interactions with, or intentions for, the art.874 In Bishop’s theory, the viewer has a one- 
to-one experience of conflict in social art which is connected with the realities of politics in 
life.8 7" The politics of social art is only operative, according to Bishop, when the artist directs 
the work to offer critical insights into the conventions and assumptions held by viewers, and 
not through the ethics of relations or emancipation. Social art activates the agonistic 
interrogation of socioeconomic difference by means of the viewer experiencing the shock of 
the other in comparison to the self, according to Bishop, as a generic viewing experience.
Relational antagonism implies that artists seek to disrupt or challenge the viewer’s ideas and 
sensibilities. Bishop’s relational antagonism aligns social art with 19th century avant-garde 
art tactics, and the strategy of shock that dislocates familiar expectations or conditions of
87" See my discussion of economic festivalisation at the ETAT 2009 in the section “The Compound 
Aesthetics of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009: Economic Festivalisation” in Chapter Three, and 
examples of commerce at The Blue House in “The Impossibility of the Autonomy of Art -  Economic 
and Government Interests” in Chapter Four.
X7 ’ Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 80. See the section “The Compound Aesthetics of the Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial 2009: The Politics of Social and Cultural Relations” in Chapter Four.
874 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 51-79. Bishop described relational antagonism as 
being a model of subjectivity that is “a divided subject of partial identifications open to constant flux” 
in contrast to a subject of harmonious continuity.
87" Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 54. Also Bishop, “The Social Turn,” 178-184.
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reception in the viewer of art.87" Although expressing the intention for social art to intersect 
with daily life, it can be argued that relational antagonism also suggests a modernist hermetic 
focus on the art object, which leads to stimulating thought in the viewer.*77 Apart from a 
general recognition of the significance of context, Bishop focuses on the power of the 
artworks to deliver the stimulus for reflection that generates meaning for viewers.
Bishop employs the political philosophy of Jean Luc-Nancy in her argument for relational 
antagonism, specifically Nancy’s designation of the impossibility o f the generation of 
cohesive community.878 Bishop also associates her relational antagonism with Jacques 
Ranciere’s active, autonomous spectator who responds to art situated in the zone between art 
and life, and consequently participates in dissensual discussion or debate in society.874 
However, the examples Bishop cites are similar to the case studies discussed in this research 
insofar as they are clearly designated as art projects or within public art events. This suggests 
that viewers may interpret the projects in the cases as representational or symbolic rather than 
dissensual due to their indirect association with daily life.
Bishop’s discussion of relational antagonism presumes a middle class, bourgeois viewer who 
would be troubled by lower socioeconomic situations.88" In “Antagonism and Relational 
Aesthetics,” Bishop discusses artworks by Santiago Sierra and Thomas Hirschhorn which she 
understands as consciousness-altering experiences, capable of unsettling gallery-going 
audiences and making them uncomfortable about their relations with others.881 She suggests 
that Hirschhom’s Bataille Monument (part of Documenta XI in 2002) raises social tensions 
because it is situated amongst a lower socioeconomic and immigrant demographic in Kassel, 
Germany. By contrast, Sierra deliberately provokes audiences by confronting gallery 
audiences with people of lower socioeconomic status. Meaning resides in experiences of 
socioeconomic contrast in either the context or as part of the sociality of the art for Bishop.
876 See the section “Relational Antagonism: Claire Bishop’s Theory of Audience Experience” in 
Chapter One, and Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 78.
8 7 See Michael Fried, Art and Objecthood: Essays and Reviews (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1998), 164-168, and Bishop, Participation, 13.
878 In The Inoperative Community, Nancy argued that the notion of “community” or being-in-common 
was defunct, as any democratic form must be grounded in disagreement and never able to reach 
unanimity. Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 68. In addition, Bishop attributed the 
philosophical basis for her political model to the thinking of Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe. 
Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 65-67.
89 See Jacques Ranciere, “The Emancipated Spectator,” in Ranciere, The Politics o f Aesthetics, and 
Ranciere, The Emancipated Spectator. For Ranciere, viewers develop their own “story” of their 
experiences, and “[ajn emancipated community is in fact a community of storytellers and translators” 
that is part of a political sphere. Ranciere, “The Emancipated Spectator,” 278.
880 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 70-77.
881 Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” 51-79.
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The violence of avant-garde tactics in social art is directed, in Bishop’s thinking, towards an 
intersubjective recognition by the viewer of the difference between the self and others. This 
situation was evident, for example, for The Blue House members living at the centre of Block 
35 and residents involved in the Pump Up the Blue and Chill-ROOM projects. However, 
while assuming that this experience occurs to an individual audience member, Bishop does 
not explain how the identity of the viewer influences the sorts of dialogue which she 
presumes are prompted by such a problematising of the self. The concept of relational 
antagonism also implies that viewers lack an ethical sensitivity to others until encouraged or 
challenged by the artist’s insight. Nevertheless, Bishop’s theory of relational antagonism 
generally acknowledges the significance of the background (socioeconomic identity) of the 
viewer on the reception of social art. Bishop also does not preclude emotional or non- 
cognitive experience by the viewer as an active interpreter. The influence of background, and 
the importance of phenomenological as well as intellectual experience, is relevant to an 
analysis of some projects in the case studies.
Audiences and Dialogic Aesthetics
According to Grant Kester, social artists are capable of enacting a communality that is 
defined as political. In Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern Art, 
Kester focuses on community as the organising principle for resistance in struggles against 
global capital and for political identity.882 In discussing Kester’s concept of dialogic relations 
in Chapter One I noted the extent to which dialogue is not applicable to the case studies in 
this research. Nevertheless, Kester’s thinking remains pertinent, I suggest, to the discussion of 
audience relations. Like Bishop, Kester recognises the mutable and intersubjective nature of 
relations as part of the constitution of community, in ways which contrast with Bourriaud’s 
generic collectivity.
Kester, like Bishop, is concerned with subjectivity and the extent to which social relations in 
art can challenge the individual’s preconceptions. However, for Kester, political 
consciousness comes about in the relational form of the art, when an artist and community 
confront their own presumptions about each other and about themselves in ethical and critical 
community participation.88’ Kester concludes that intersubjective incursions occur between 
artists and participants during the processes of dialogic relations which cohere into 
community.
88 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 130.
88' Kester, Conversation Pieces, 174, 95.
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Kester argues that social public art raises ethical questions which are addressed by dialogic 
relations between artists and participants. Artists are responsible for understanding that 
communities are complex and hegemonic, and require dialogic relations to avoid the risk of 
representing or appropriating the participants’ community.884 Two-sided dialogue with a 
politically constituted community should include “active listening”, mutual learning from 
each other and “intersubjective vulnerability”, according to Kester, in order to ensure that the 
artist avoids positions of creative or pedagogic mastery.88^ Such ethical relations between the 
artist and community will involve the intersubjectivity that challenges fixed identity, and will 
ultimately support the development of a new collective identification between the artist and 
the community.886
Kester’s advocacy of dialogue and intersubjectivity in collective relations references 
Immanuel Kant’s “The Critique of Pure Reason” and Kant’s account of epistemology, and 
hence involves an empathetic reaction.887 Based on his reading of Kant, Kester understands 
that the cognitive mind has a choice; either to reject challenging experiences as a threat to the 
individual’s integrity as a person, or to reconcile the new experience with existing experience. 
This allows the individual to better integrate with, and maintain a cognitive understanding of, 
the world.888 In this thinking, the rational Kantian viewer or subject weighs their actions in 
terms of their impact on others. They also reconcile new experiences with their existing 
conceptual worldview. Specifically, in dialogic aesthetics the subject acquires knowledge 
about the world through social interaction.
Kester’s dialogic theory of social art as encouraging empathy and intersubjectivity between 
artists and communities may be usefully applied, I argue, to audiences. Artists such as Lucy 
Bleach and Sue Pedley displayed empathy in, and learning from interactions with participants 
during the ETAT. Evidence of the ETAT, for example, fostering civil society and new forms 
of relations for Japanese constituents, or The Blue House encouraging a counter public sphere, 
also resonates with Kester’s concept of intersubjectivity. Yet, there was no evidence that 
participants, let alone visitors, could generate the type of politically constituted communality 
capable of effecting direct political change, as proposed by Kester. This was due to the short 
duration of the events which prohibited the establishment of collaborative dialogue between 
artists and participants. Contrary to the centrality of durational dialogue as a conduit to
884 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 115, 171. Otherwise, according to Kester, artists reinforce the 
perception of the population as an entity to be “serviced”.
88:1 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 151, 150.
886 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 77.
887 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 74.
888 Kester, Conversation Pieces, 74-76.
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m eaning in Kester’s dialogic aesthetics, compound aesthetics offers a broader frame of 
critical meaning for audiences. In the following section I discuss four ways in which audience 
experience in the case studies may be understood, indicating the presence o f multiple 
interpretations o f social public art and support for compound aesthetics as a critical 
framework for understanding.
Compound Aesthetics and the Viewing Experience
Audiences’ experiences comprise part o f the heterogeneous and contingent meanings of 
social public art. Meaning for audiences can be located, I suggest, within the criticality o f the 
social public art event, the subject matter and creative ideas o f artists, and the view er’s 
understanding o f social situations. In addition, I propose that when audiences are not 
positioned as the active viewer (assumed by proponents o f critical aesthetics), the possibility 
o f emotional or non-cognitive experiences cannot be precluded, and are therefore comprise 
one interpretation o f social public art.
While the collective terms “viewers” and “audiences” are deployed in this discussion, this is 
not to suggest that each audience member has a universal or common response to art projects 
and events. The scope o f my research did not extend to surveying audiences’ responses, and I 
cannot present evidence on the individual nature o f viewing experiences. Nevertheless, the 
increasing diversity o f audiences, and the idea o f the public as a complex and multifaceted 
group o f individuals, have long been recognised in the postmodern relativity o f multiple 
cultural, social and gender perspectives.889 The layered meaning o f art is also understood as 
indicative o f  the multiple and negotiated nature o f social relations, according to certain 
anthropologists and art researchers.8 ,0 The extensive investigation o f audience responses to art 
by cultural policy researchers Eleonora Belfiore and Oliver Bennett has highlighted the 
diverse cultural, social and individual determinants o f audience experiences.8 )1 In addition, 
the assumption that meaning is influenced by individual experiences and background is also
889 As is apparent in early writing on social art, such as Mary Jane Jacob’s understanding that new 
genre public art has the ability to work with different rather than new audiences. Jacob, “An 
Unfashionable Audience,” 50-59.
890 This is suggested by anthropologist Fred Myers when he states “Artworks produced in a community 
and used to communicate and connect with others do so in ways that are multiple, mutual and where 
meaning is continually negotiated according to various perspectives, practices and positions of power.” 
Fred Myers quoted in Sullivan, Art Practice as Research, 160. The layered meaning of art is also 
proposed by theorists such as Eleanor Heartney. Eleanor Heartney, Art and Today (London and New 
York: Phaidon Press, 2008).
891 Eleonora Belfiore and Oliver Bennett, “Determinants of Impact: Towards a Better Understanding of 
Encounters with the Arts,” Cultural Trends 16, no. 3 (2007): 225-275.
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in accord with the theoretical recognition of intersubjectivity by Bourriaud, Bishop and 
Kester.892
Consequently, I discuss the experience of the self as imagined in relation to others, and in 
relation to personal pre-existing conditions (including community bonds, past experience and 
values, beliefs, interests, actions and language), in ways which support the idea of a unique, 
individual subjectivity. This is in accord with anthropological thinking, as Mark Harris has 
argued: knowing is not the production of knowledge but “the continuous line of its reworking 
by human practice from one context to another.”89' Personal memory and past experience, as 
well as context, are also factors in imagination, according to art writer Morgan Quaintance.894 
Hence, precedents in theoretical research offer a range of experiences or meanings that 
connect with critical thinking on intersubjectivity in the key theories of social art, and 
highlight individual experience in ways which are pertinent to my discussion of viewers and 
audiences.
My discussion of audience experience largely presupposes, in accord with Umberto Eco’s 
concept of “open work” and subsequent theories of social art, that audiences and viewers are 
generally intentional and active observers of social public art. Bishop claims that viewers do 
not leave behind their active engagement with the world when they enter into installation art, 
which for Bishop resembles social art in terms of its impact on subjectivity. A transitive 
relationship comes to be implied, according to Bishop, between “activated spectatorship” and 
active engagement in the sociopolitical arena.892 In my research, I presume an active viewer, 
one who is aware of the nature of the event.896 However, I also admit the possibility of non- 
cognitive experiences of social public art, especially for audiences unfamiliar with social art.
The active interpretation of art is encouraged, as 1 will show, by the critical purpose of the 
event as it is conveyed to audiences. As discussed in the second section, the outcomes of 
social public art also convey the reflexive and symbolic ideas of artists. The short duration 
and often performative or ephemeral nature of much social public art raises the issue of
862 Bourriaud discusses the evolving and contingent nature of experiences, and suggests that “the status 
of the viewer alternates between that of a passive consumer, and that of a witness, an associate, a client, 
a guest, a co-producer and a protagonist”. Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 58.
89j Mark Harris, “Introduction,” in Harris, Ways o f Knowing, 6.
X‘M Morgan Quaintance, “Private Moments,” Art Monthly 354 (March 2012): 7-10.
895 Bishop regards installation as “analogous to the viewer's participation in the world”. Bishop, 
Installation Art, 11.
896 As all the case studies were destination events requiring travel to the site.
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project/event visibility for subsequent audiences.847 Nevertheless, I propose that active 
viewers have the potential to use their imagination to creatively visualise the politics of 
relations in participatory production. This assumption that viewers are critical interpreters of 
relations resembles Bourriaud’s proposition that audiences envision new models of relations 
during their participation in social art. The case studies have also shown that the politics of 
relations between artists and participants extend from antagonism to the possibility of 
cosmopolitanism. In the third section, 1 argue that active viewers can also extrapolate 
awareness and the understanding required to debate ideas from their experience of the 
situations and interactions with constituents at social art events. Active and self-reflexive 
interpretation and discussion can be assisted, I argue, by the types of discursive activities 
offered by organisers and artists, as is evidenced in two of the three case studies. Finally, the 
multiple aesthetics of social public art projects may also, I propose, include non-cognitive 
aesthetic experiences for those viewers who are not active, critical audiences, in contrast to 
the formative theories of social art.
The Role of the Purpose and Design of the Social Public Art Event
Social public art events can be analysed as playing a critical role in conveying direct and 
symbolic meanings of social public art to audiences. The message of the purpose of an event, 
and its manifestation in the tangible political outcomes of projects, can convey the critical 
character of the event and frame audience interpretation. In previous chapters, I have 
discussed the purpose or overarching intention of each event. This purpose, I suggest, 
transmits to audiences the sociopolitical nature of the social public art projects created as part 
of the event. In this section I extend this argument to include a discussion of the purpose 
which thematically frames the event and the messages it conveys to audiences. I also discuss 
the extent to which the clarity of the purpose of social public art events or projects is a factor 
for audience understanding.
847 For example, audiences had limited access to the final Interventions projects across the inSite 05 
viewing period, for reasons of project location and periodic timing. The projects were rolled out over 
“Special Event” weekends: the August opening weekend, 23-25 September and 21-23 October 2005. 
The bus tours to the Interventions on these weekends were heavily subscribed and offered audiences 
opportunities to discuss the events. Krichman interview with the author, 27 March 2010, and Email 
from Althea Thauberger to Osvaldo Sanchez and Donna Conwell, 24 April 2006, in, inSite Archive 
MSS 707, Box 199, Interventions/Althea Thauberger, Murphy Canyon Choir, 2005. Interventions artist 
Mark Bradford understood that the cart provided for the Mexican porters in his Maleteros project 
would, like the men themselves, have “an ambiguous status -  both invisible/visible in the how of the 
border region”. Mark Bradford Proposal in inSite Archive, MSS 707, Box 227, Folder 2 
Interventions/Mark Bradford, Maleteros, Part One, 2005.
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The purpose promoted by a social public art event creates a critical and creative framework 
for the social public art undertaken in its name. Jeanne van Heeswijk’s idea of independently 
researching urban planning, and its impact on social life at Block 35 in the new suburb of 
IJburg, signposted The Blue House members’ investigation into instrumental urban 
planning.898 The event inspired curiosity beyond the immediate neighbourhood, despite the 
fact that the only project relevant to a conventional art audience was a display from the 
Stedelijk Museum.899 Promotions by The Blue House and media coverage raised the profile of 
the event beyond IJburg and lead to visitation from residents from other parts of 
Amsterdam.900 The many thousands of visitors discussed the rationale, and nature of the 
intention of the event with members living in the house, and, in this way, gained knowledge 
of The Blue House activities.901 The engagement of the general public with the purpose of The 
Blue House confirms the critical opportunities provided by social public art for the discursive 
generation of a field of knowledge.
The broad theme of the ETAT similarly offered audiences an entry point to social art in the 
context of Niigata. The ETAT purpose -  Human Beings are Part of Nature -  positioned the 
impetus of the event as local people in historical relation with the area’s satoyama landscape, 
a symbolism that I have argued was reinforced in the outcomes of many social public art 
projects in the event.902 The civil society purpose in the focus on the economic regeneration of 
Niigata and psychic welfare of residents has remained the key message at the forefront of
898 Van Heeswijk described the purpose of The Blue House as to “set up a testing ground, a field of 
interaction, supporting questioning and different investigations of space for the personal or the 
unexpected’’. Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 19 May 2010. Van Heeswijk also spoke of The 
Blue House membership looking for what was “unplanned” in the planning. Van Heeswijk, interview 
with the author, 19 May 2010. Also see “The Purpose and Design of The Blue House" in Chapter Four.
899 The Stedelijk Construction Cabin (3 October 2008-December 2009) was a mobile public 
programme operated by the Stedelijk museum while the museum building was closed for restoration 
works. See “Stedelijk Museum,” http://www.stedelijkindestad.nl/pages/index_en (accessed 20 April 
2011). Other projects in the public domain included Daniela Paes Leäo’s Identiteitbouwer website 
interactive, or Bart Janssen’s Artificial Tree sculptures on which plants grew in sites in IJburg, and 
subsequently commissioned for production by the housing corporation.
900 The Blue House promoted its research to a local demographic through the Internet, flyers and the 
news media.
901 Paul O’Neill suggested around 10,000 visitors appeared at the house on weekends during 2005, see 
Chapter Four, note 624. Van Heeswijk observed that the highest visitation occurred in 2008-9, see 
Chapter Four, note 649. Van Heeswijk ensured visitors could always access “someone in the House 
who wanted to talk about why the Flouse was interesting to them or what they learnt or the struggles 
within the house”. Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 19 May 2010. She also found that 
“[Especially in the last year the house became so well known that we had to open for more days, they 
had heard about the house and were just visiting although there may be nothing happening. Sometimes 
we had 1,000 a month just to see the House! Some of them really wanted to get engaged.” Van 
Heeswijk, interview with the author, 17 June 2011.
902 See the section “The Compound Aesthetics of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009\ National 
Culture, Tradition and Aesthetics” in Chapter Three. The ETAT promotes the sentiment that local 
people are proud to expose their region and its characteristics to others.
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ETAT promotions of the Triennial, although the reasons behind the situation of the region’s 
population are not made explicit.903 The ETAT offers soft or “citizen state” character of 
resistance in its support of civil society interests. The experience of visiting the dispersed 
artworks and interacting with residents as part of the E TA Ts  cultural tourism event reinforced 
this idea for audiences. Visiting the ETAT also affirms the role of the audience as contributing 
to the creation of civil society, an understanding of audiences which is distinct from the key 
theories of social art.
The purposes of the ETAT and The Blue House may suggest to audiences the relevance of the 
political imaginary of a micro-community or small-scale public sphere; concepts that are 
important to the theories of both Bourriaud and Kester.904 However, the cultural tourism that 
underpins the ETAT and empowers visitors as regenerators of the environment and its 
population eliminates any prospect that the event offers an interstice or non-market model, 
concepts which lie at the core of Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics. I have also noted the extent 
to which Van Heeswijk encouraged the social capacity of the individuals who had contact 
with The Blue House which included the support of commercial projects, and how the 
behaviour of The Blue House members and participants resonated with Warner’s idea of 
counterpublics.10" Audiences coming to The Blue House were primarily exposed to the 
potential for small-scale debate and the activation of a counter public sphere as a critical force 
within a context of government and economic development, as part of the compound 
aesthetics of social public art.9"1’
The cases also imply that more clarity in the theme or communication of purpose can assist 
understanding for audiences, and thereby support the analysis of audience experience as a 
relevant part of critical aesthetics. As one example, IJburg residents were unclear as to the
903 Civil society is defined as: “the arena of un-coerced collective action around shared interests, 
purposes and values. In theory, its institutional forms are distinct from those of the state, family and 
market, though in practice, the boundaries between state, civil society, family and market are often 
complex, blur[red] and negotiated. Civil society commonly embraces a diversity of spaces, actors and 
institutional forms, varying in their degree of formality, autonomy and power. Civil societies are often 
populated by organisations such as registered charities, development non-government organisations, 
community groups, women’s organisations, faith-based organisations, professional associations, trade 
unions, self-help groups, social movements, business associations, coalitions and advocacy groups ” 
according to “What is Civil Society?” Centre for Civil Society, London School of Economics, 2004, 
http://www.lse.ac.uk/collections/CCS/what_is_civil_society.htm in Graham Black, “Embedding Civil 
Engagement in Museums,” Museum Management and Curator ship, 25, no. 2 (2010): 129-146. The 
concept of the ETAT 2012 includes a section on “a new model for building community”. “What is 
Echigo Tsumari Art Field?” Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial, http://www.echigo-tsumari.jp/eng/about/ 
(accessed 24 October 2013).
904 See Bourriaud’s “community effect” and Kester’s advocacy of community above.
As discussed in “The Constitution of Publics” in the Introduction.
""6 See the discussions of the compound aesthetics of “instant urbanism” and hospitality in Chapter 
Four.
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philosophy o f The Blue House as a result o f van Heeswijk’s intention for the event to be 
“many different things at the same time” .907 inSite _() 5 also communicated multiple intentions 
in its promotions, and in the lengthy curatorial statements o f Osvaldo Sanchez.908 Reasons for 
the indistinct messaging at inSite_()5 were the desire to attract global as well as local attention 
and visitation, and the number and variety o f activities comprising inSite_05.909 As part o f the 
multiple messaging at inSite_05, The FarSites exhibitions -  in presenting artworks focused 
on urban tensions, conflicts and direct social action from five cities -  contrasted with the 
participatory art focus o f the Interventions.91° Nevertheless, audiences could interpret the 
investigation o f urban life in the themes o f inSite_05, as part o f the meaning within this event.
The primary message conveyed around the Interventions at inSite 05 -  to make visible 
diverse groups o f public participants in their situations -  connects with the focus o f critical 
aesthetics but differs from each o f the formative theories o f social art. This focus tests the 
potential o f art to create an informal public domain or public sphere.011 In both the initial 
curatorial statement and post-event catalogue, Sanchez signalled that the participatory 
Interventions should seek new forms o f public domain and subjectivity, in ways which are 
distinct from Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics.012 Sanchez did not try to explain or offer any 
single answer to the question o f how “the public” might be produced through processes o f 
sociality in art. In fact, he noted the conflict between the expectation o f providing a critical 
audience experience and his curatorial demand that artists insert themselves into existing 
public situations.913 Despite the interrogation o f social art rather than social amelioration in 
the Interventions, audiences could see for themselves the real benefits provided in projects
07 Van Heeswijk, interview with the author, 19 May 2010.
008 See “The Performative Curating of inSite 05" in Chapter Two. The Introductory Curatorial 
statement written in September 2003 discussing all components of inSite 05 was 19 pages, and 
discussed public space and representation, the nature of the public domain, and heuristics and social 
activism.
909 Krichman, interview with the author, 27 March 2010. inSite 05 was promoted in email updates, in 
the art media, locally and on the website, and international audiences and media were encouraged to 
visit during the Interventions special weekends. iSite_05 included: the FarSites: Urban Crisis and 
Domestic Symptoms in Recent Contemporary Art exhibitions at the San Diego Museum of Art and the 
Centro Cultural Tijuana; a Mobile Trans-border Archive', the live sound and image event Ellipses, the 
5 internet-based art projects, Tijuana Calling and the Conversations -  a series of workshops, lectures 
and conferences, as well as the Interventions.
910 The Farsites exhibition at the San Diego Museum of Art and the Centro Cultural Tijuana presented 
artwork taking a documentary approach to developments in the urban domain in Buenos Aires, 
Caracas, Mexico City, New York and Sao Paulo.
911 The focus on publics was also to direct artists away from focusing on the Tijuana/San Diego border 
and to avoid the kind of representation of the border and its conditions that had been criticised in the 
past.
912 On the focus on participants over audiences see Sanchez, “Fading Tracers,” 47. On relational 
aesthetics see Osvaldo Sanchez, “Bypass/Curatorial Statement,” inSite Archive, MSS 707, Box 231, 
Folder 7, np, and “The Performative Curating of inSite_05” in Chapter Two.
913 Sanchez, “Fading Tracers,” 36-37.
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such as Thomas Glassford and Jose Parral’s La Esquina/Jardines Las Playas de Tijuana, 
Simparch’s Dirty Water Initiative or Mark Bradford’s Maleteros?u Some trace of benefits 
remained for audiences beyond inSite_05. n> To counter the lack of visibility of the temporal 
Interventions projects, inSite also provided public information resources during the viewing 
season of inSite_05, which supported the critical engagement of audiences and compensated 
for the lack of specificity in the event purpose. The “infoSites”, stationed in Tijuana and San 
Diego, were resources to explore in detail the purpose and context of the event, and 
background on the social art.916 These actions demonstrated inSite’s conscious recognition of 
the benefits of offering interpretation for audiences on the purpose and socio-political nature 
of social public art in inSite_05, and offer a critical role for audiences considered in terms of 
compound aesthetics other than the concepts outlined in the formative theories of social art.
The Critical and Creative Social Public Art Projects
In addition to the critical thinking behind events, audiences have the opportunity, 1 argue, to 
perceive the specific critical and creative ideas explored by the artists and participants in the 
creation of social public art projects. An understanding and re-imagining of the sociopolitical 
situation of others can be conveyed in numerous symbolic, metaphorical and affective ways 
by the aesthetics of projects. Critical understanding might also be confirmed by evidence of 
the direct political or material impact of social public art. Additionally, the compound 
aesthetics of social public art includes the politics of relations, as this research has shown. In 
particular, this refers to the interactions of others in relation to the self. Audiences are made 
aware that social public art projects arise from participatory creativity between artists and 
members of the public, which can take multiple or compound forms, in contrast to the 
singular interpretations proposed in the key concepts of social art.
914 Simparch in particular was keen to convey the ease of creating permanent, low cost practical 
solutions to poor living conditions, and placed their equipment in a pedestrian area at the border. Steve 
Badgett and Mike Lynch in Claire Caraska, “ Drinking Water Fresh From the Sewer,” San Diego 
Voice, 13 October 2005. Copy in inSite Archive, MSS 707, Box 177.
4I> As observed by San Diego journalist, Robert Pincus, discussing Gonzalo Lebrija’s Heroes o f War: 
“it had an impact on the Veteran’s Museum not readily apparent to viewers. It has enhanced the space 
in which it appears. Books in the library have been newly arranged and labelled. Old carpet was 
removed and the floor refurbished. Long after inSite_05 ends, the room will be emblematic of the value 
of this collaboration between artist and veterans.” Robert Pincus, “A Pair of Artists Capture Individual 
Stories While Illuminating in the Larger Group Content”, The San Diego Union-Tribune, 8 September 
2005, 27-28.
916 The infoSites were specially designed temporary information buildings stationed near the Farsite 
exhibitions venues at the San Diego Museum of Art in Balboa Park and the Omnimax Cinema at the 
Centro Cultural Tijuana. Attendants offered information about each of the Interventions projects and 
audiences could view folders of information on artists’ works and video interviews with the artists, as 
well as research materials on public art, participatory art practices and the region in Spanish and 
English.
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This section explores the extent to which social public art projects convey a range o f 
outcomes, including allegoric or metaphorical meanings as well as evidence o f direct 
interventions, in regard to local situations. Projects can symbolise the sociopolitical nature o f 
the situation and/or the indirect politics o f relations. Audience experience or re-imagining o f 
the relations that occur between artists and participants is a prompt, I suggest, for viewers to 
consider the nature o f intersubjectivity between the self and others. Such re-imagining o f 
relations can incorporate the full range o f interactions, from antagonistic to temporarily 
consensual, and the potential for cosmopolitanism evident in the case studies. The range o f 
dynamic relations understood to occur between artists and participants contrast with the 
distinct interpretations o f relations posited in each o f the key theories o f social art.
Audience members may not only be spectators o f social art project outcomes, but can be 
directly involved in projects. This involvement increases the opportunity for social public art 
to have an impact on subjectivity. This was the situation, for example, for those visitors to 
inSite_05 who had the opportunity to purchase a pair o f Judi W erthein’s Brinco {Jump) 
sneakers. These shoes were made for (and about) illegal border crossers, and worked to 
convey something o f the inequitable sociopolitical environment in Tijuana.417 The public also 
comprised the medium o f Mans W range’s intervention The Good Rumor Project (2005). 
W range’s project was an experiment in generating a public by inverting the negative effects 
o f culturally based rumours through the construction o f positive narratives.4IS The rumours 
were to have been systematically spread via a “statistically representative” group o f people in 
Tijuana and San Diego, private citizens with useful networks, as well as via magazines, radio 
and blogs.414 Members o f the public who, either consciously or inadvertently, spread the 
rumours were participants in this art project. The rumours symbolised the power o f language 
as an ideological vehicle, and the ability for social art to reach audiences by word o f mouth, 
while involving audiences as participants as critical aesthetics such as Bourriaud’s relational 
aesthetics expect. The Interventions at inSiteJ)5 offered a range o f metaphorical and 
allegorical meanings, as well as opportunities for insight into relations and possible 
intersubjectivity for audiences.
417 See “The Compound Aesthetics of the Interventions: Direct Outcomes” in Chapter Two.
418 Wränge organised discussion sessions in Tijuana and San Diego to generate the content of the good 
rumours about Mexicans and Americans with the intention of countering existing cultural and national 
stereotypes held by people in the two cities. The rumours were never revealed. Positive rumours 
suggested by the workshop included Tijuana being established as an IT capital (Techjuana) and the 
establishment of an entertainment centre, Centro de Californias, that could be entered and exited from 
either side of the border. inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 230, Folder 6 Interventions/Mäns Wränge, The 
Good Rumor Project, Part One, 2005.
414 InSite Archive MSS 707, Box 230, Folder 6 Interventions/Mäns Wränge, The Good Rumor Project, 
Part One, 2005. Wränge proposed that the rumours would be tracked via a website as they advanced 
across the region.
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Numerous artists drew attention to the nature of borders, or cultural, economic and social 
barriers and inequities in the Interventions, as literal and symbolic boundaries that were also 
applicable to life elsewhere.* 9' 0 In the instance of Judi Werthein’s Brinco, the project raised 
awareness of the political associations linked with illegal border crossings, and the 
community of would-be immigrants to whom Werthein donated hundreds of pairs of Brinco 
sneakers and the income from their sale.921 The humour in the design of the Brinco sneakers, 
with their compass, torch and camouflage colours and map of safe crossing points on the 
removable insole of the shoe, appealed to purchasers.92" Other US audiences, including 
certain news media, were outraged at the symbolic encouragement of illegal border crossers, 
accusing Werthein of assisting people to break the law.92. Some commentators, however, 
indicated that audiences recognised the contradiction between the perception that the project 
supported illegal immigration and the fact that undocumented Mexican workers in the USA 
comprise a large proportion of the labour force, especially in California.9' 4 Other meanings in 
compound aesthetics that audiences could take away from Brinco were the legislative and 
economic inequities between Mexico and the US as a result of NAFTA, and the impact of 
Maquiladora-style assembly plants around the globe.9'"
920 This was despite Sanchez aiming to avoid border politics and stating that the border was a subject 
only in Javier Tellez’s One Flew Over the Void, a project discussed below. Sanchez in “Garage Talk 3, 
October 23, 2005,” ed. Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/ [Situational] Public, 329.
921 Werthein distributed 550 pairs o{'Brinco sneakers during August to November 2005 to deported 
illegal migrants returned to numerous shelters in Mexico, and at sites along the border where potential 
migrants liaised with people smugglers known as “coyotes”. 200 pairs of Brinco shoes were sold at a 
boutique store in San Diego and the proceeds were donated to Casa Del Migrante, a support 
organisation for people hoping to cross the border. A woman at a shelter run by catholic nuns was 
filmed crying on camera when she was given a pair of the sneakers, stating that she had never had a 
pair of new shoes. KUTV “Special Sneakers Aid Immigrants’ Run to the Border,” 
http://kutv.Com/watercooler/local_story_322144710.htm, in inSite Archive, MSS 707, Box 177.
922 An image of Saint Toribio Romo, patron saint of migrants, was on the heel, and the US eagle on the 
toe, symbolising the preferred direction of movement of the wearer.
923 The BBC World Service and Associated Press, as well as US media, ran stories on Brinco, and the 
artist was inundated with media requests, according to the Evaluation Report in inSite Archive MSS
707, Box 201, Interventions/Judi Werthein, Brinco, 2005. Clips of the television coverage were shown
by inSite Executive Director Michael Krichman at The Art o f Engagement Symposium, Museum of 
Contemporary Art, 22 October 2009, attended by the author. Blog entries ranged from virulent 
criticism of Brinco 's promotion of illegal immigration to support for the questions and issues the
project raised. For example: “Illegal immigration should be treated like treason ... All immigrants do is
take jobs away from hard working American citizens.” Jack Roberts, blog post to nathangibbs.com, 8 
December 2005 in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 201, Interventions/Judi Werthein, Brinco, 2005.
9"4 Blog entries at nathangibbs.com in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 201, Interventions/Judi Werthein, 
Brinco, 2005. For example: “I think Judi as an artist merely took a very unique way to reflect on an 
existing problem, creating a work of art ... If it renews the dialog between US and Mexican officials on 
what to do about it, it would have additional merit. And please let’s stop being so hypocritical about 
how illegals come into this country; not a single soul in southern California complains about all the 
labor most illegal Mexicans quietly fulfill adding to an economic boost everywhere. If you want to stop 
the flow, tackle the problem domestically first.” A3n, blog post to nathangibbs.com, 17 November 
2005 in inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 201, Interventions/Judi Werthein, Brinco, 2005.
92" The contrast between the Chinese production cost of a pair of the sneakers (SUS17) and their retail 
price in San Diego ($215) highlighted the imbalances of economic globalization. On the inequities
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Jonas Christopher Ferreria’s Some Kindly Monster, Maurycy Gomulicki’s Aerial Bridge and 
Itzel Martinez del Canizo’ film project Ciudad Recupercidn were inSite_05 Interventions that 
symbolically expressed the divisions between people from shared interest groups in the San 
Diego/Tijuana region. Significantly, Ferreria’s car customers could not countenance 
collaborating on a joint design for the detailing of the van, and separated the work by dividing 
the vehicle into two halves.9-6 In Gomulicki’s Aerial Bridge, the allegorical symbolism of the 
cross-border flying event between two model airplane clubs in Tijuana and San Diego, was 
conjoined with the micro-politics of the collaboration between the two clubs.927 The idea of 
collective passion or shared dreaming that both Ferreria and Gomulicki explored also 
pervaded these projects. Gomulicki believed that the audience from the two countries 
experienced the symbolic potential of the binational flying event.92lS By contrast, Martinez del 
Canizo allowed participants to highlight their vastly different social realities. The 
rehabilitating drug takers, discussing their aspirations for reintegration into urban life, came 
from a vastly different socioeconomic environment from the upper class women living 
Tijuana and interviewed in the film Ciudad Recupercidn. Del Canizo concluded that Ciudad 
Recupercidn became “the bridge between one reality and another, between one type of 
perception and another” for audiences.9-9 An antagonism was established within Ciudad 
Recupercidn that recalls Bishop’s argument for relational antagonism and symbolically 
conveyed something of the socioeconomic differences in the region. This is an example of 
ways in which the concept of compound aesthetics is able to encompass a range of critical 
meaning for audiences that is more expansive than a singular model of social art.
In addition to the symbolic content of the art, projects may cause the viewer to reflect on 
socioeconomic, ideological and cultural differences between themselves and project 
participants. The politics of relations between artists and participants in compound aesthetics 
range from antagonism to temporary consensus, as is posited in the key theories of social art, 
and evidenced in the case studies. Certain Interventions at inSite_05 offered varied 
interpretations of the sociopolitical situations of others. Apart from the allegorical aim of 
manifesting a universal desire to sing, Althea Thauberger’s Murphy Canyon Choir was noted 
for its ability to inspire empathy in audiences who appreciated the brave attempts of the non-
between Mexico and the USA see “inSite: The Event and the Situation at the USA-Mexico Border” in 
Chapter Two.
926 See “The Compound Aesthetics of the Interventions: Social and Cultural Capital” in Chapter Two. 
92 See “Social and Cultural Capital” in Chapter Two. The two clubs were the Real del Mar Model 
Airplane Club in Tijuana and the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego.
9-S Maurycy Gomulicki in “Garage Talk 2,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite_05/[Situational] Public, 
323.
929 Itzel Martinez del Canizo in “Garage Talk 2,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] 
Public, 324.
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professional participants.9 ,(1 If empathy is the necessary ingredient for dialogic relations, as 
Kester claims, projects such as Murphy Canyon Choir exemplify this model of relations. 
Thauberger herself showed empathy but, in addition, registered an ideological gulf between 
herself and the participants who honoured the military in their songs of love and loss. 
Thauberger believed that the singer would “show us something about ourselves and the world 
which, while transporting, also remains within the actual and social, and which begs viewer 
responsibility.”9’1 Suggesting that critical thinking and intersubjectivity could lie in the 
complex tensions between politics and sociability, Murphy Canyon Choir demonstrated 
compound aesthetics in the combination of empathy and critical recognition of ideological 
positions.
A final example from inSite_05 supports my proposition of compound aesthetics as a 
framework able to accommodate interpretation of a diversity of audience experiences. The 
psychiatric inmates of the Centro de Salud Mental el Estado de Baja California joined with 
artist Javier Tellez to devise a public performance, designed, costumed and programmed by 
the patients.9’' One Flew Over the Void (Bala Perdida) resembled a circus complete with 
ringmaster and music, singing and speeches in Spanish accompanied by a local Mexican 
band.9” The finale was the shooting of a human cannonball, commissioned by Tellez, over 
the metal border fence onto the beach of Borderfield National Park, California. The event 
attracted substantial media coverage, and raised awareness of mental health issues.9 ’4 
However, certain commentators noted the ease with which the criticality in the carnivalesque 
project was overwhelmed by sensationalism, and the inference of participant exploitation.9’"
930 Jan Tumlir, “inS!TE05,” ArtForum, November 2005, 248-249, in inSite Archive, MSS 707, Box 
176. Tumlir stated Murphy Canyon Choir “... spoke to the crossing of a border miles from this one -  
Iraq’s -  in intensely personal and implicated language. Empathy -  in such short supply on any military 
front and forum of political debate -  was here resuscitated via intimate interpersonal exchange.”
931 The criticality Thauberger felt was the response that she hoped would arise for audiences of the 
performance, as she stated: “I would like to think that the way the transparency of the women’s 
ideology was manifest during the concert caused some people to reflect on the way we all build 
defences.” Email from Althea Thauberger to Osvaldo Sanchez and Donna Conwell, 24 April 2006. 
inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 199, Interventions/Althea Thauberger, Murphy Canyon Choir, 2005.
932 Javier Tellez undertook extensive workshops over nearly 12 months with the patients of the Centro 
de Salud Mental el Estado de Baja California. Tellez is known for engaging with socially stigmatised 
and institutionalised groups, and addressing physical and psychological borders in his art practice. New 
York-based Javier Tellez has worked with the disabled, poor and institutionalised psychiatric patients 
in works such as You Are Here (2002) in a Venezuelan institution and La Passion de Jeanne d'Arc 
(Rozelle Hospital), a filmic work generated from workshops with 12 women in a Sydney institution.
933 One Flew Over the Void was performed at Playas de Tijuana beach against a backdrop of collaged 
USA/Mexican flags hung on the border fence. During the performance one of the patients, wearing a 
tiger mask, held a placard stating that patients are also humans.
934 Media coverage included interviews in the Spanish-speaking media in which some of the patients 
discussed the mental health system in Mexico.
935 Lauri Firstenberg, “Reviews: ’San Diego/Tijuana’,” Art Papers, Nov/Dec 2005, 60, in inSite 
Archive, MSS 707, Box 176.
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Tellez was aware of potential interpretations of appropriation or marginalisation of the 
participants. Tellez confirmed that his concern was not to ameliorate social ills or emancipate 
others but support the interests of the patients in indicating the borders that they faced 
everyday. Tellez aimed to organically produce an outcome that would contest the historical 
representation of the mentally ill.936 In this way, One Flew Over the Void was a complex work 
for audiences in its possible inspiration of either or both empathy and dissensus.
Javier Tellez, One Flew Over the Void (Bala Perdida) 2005 
Installation view 
Courtesy of inSite_05
One Flew Over the Void straddled the borders of interpretative and affective possibilities for 
audiences. One Flew Over the Void confirms my proposition of the compound nature of 
social art by manifesting both the delicate territory of relations and the power of imagination. 
According to Tellez, the pathology or agonism he identified in the project was not intended to 
put difference on display; rather the project was understood as “an attempt for all of us to us 
to enjoy our symptoms ... and to fly over borders!”9’7 Indeed, some viewers did interpret One 
Flew Over the Void as a symbolic event and a metaphor for the transcendence of physical and 
social borders.9’* In its mix of desire, parody and spectacle, One Flew Over the Void disrupted
936 Javier Tellez in “Garage Talk 2,” in Sanchez and Conwell, inS ite05/[Situational] Public, 323.
937 Javier Tellez in “Javier Tellez, One Flew Over the Void,” Sanchez and Conwell, inSite_05/ 
[Situational] Public, 73.
938 Robert Pincus, “High Flying Art,” Los Angeles Times, 29 August 2005, D3, in inSite Archive, MSS 
707, Box 176.
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expectations regarding the public domain and its activation.9'9 At another level, One Flew 
Over the Void also indicates the potential for viewers to imagine the self in relation to others, 
an understanding that Thauberger also hoped for as an outcome of her project. Sanchez noted 
how the participants -  the artist, patients and even doctors -  were all affected by this event. 
As identified in the previous chapter, the self-reflexive attitudes of artists in the case studies 
included artists being empathetic to their collaborators, and demonstrating the potential for 
cosmopolitanism. For audiences of One Flew Over the Void, engagement with others could 
range from reactions of empathy to relational antagonism. Compound aesthetics includes the 
idea that audiences can imagine a range of types of social relations, from dissent to 
intersubjectivity, evoked by social public art projects.
Understanding something of artist-participant relations is dependent on the specific character 
of the social public art project and the viewer’s experience of interactions. The step between 
interpreting the subject/form of a social artwork and thinking self-reflexively about sociality 
as a viewer is, indeed, significant.940 As philosopher of art and cognition, Greg Currie, 
suggests “there is an enormous psychological difference between merely imagining 
something happening, and imagining yourself there watching it happen”. However, cultural 
policy theorists Belfiore and Bennett, in their research into audience encounters, also 
concluded that finding the self with others may promote self-reflection or awareness.941 It is 
true that the empathetic identification that had an impact on Steven Badgett at inSite_05 or 
Lucy Bleach at the ETAT 2009 in cross-cultural situations is unlikely to be experienced by 
audiences who are interacting with people in events for much shorter periods.942 Nevertheless, 
the cultural background of audiences or participants may influence meaning for audiences, as 
evidenced by the responses of Japanese residents to the ETAT,94’ Performative social public 
art projects -  when accompanied by an understanding of the purpose of the event and 
immersion in its context -  could suggest to audiences, I propose, the sociability experienced 
by artists and participants. Social public art projects in the case studies evince a range of 
relations from antagonism to temporary consensus, as well as changes in cultural forms of
939 Sanchez noted the potential for social art to manifest a symbolic and imaginative life beyond the 
public presentation, stating that he thought of projects such as Tellez’s Interventions as “fables, 
surviving as what people tell others about them.” Sanchez in Robert Pincus, “It’s Art: Human 
Cannonball to be Shot Across Border,” The San Diego Union-Tribune 21 August 2005, F2, in inSite 
Archive, MSS 707, Box 176.
940 Gregory Currie, Image and Mind: Film, Philosophy and Cognitive Science (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), 179.
941 Belfiore and Bennett, “Determinants of Impact,” 225-275.
94~ See “The Compound Aesthetics of the Interventions'. Direct Outcomes” in Chapter Two, and “The 
Fieldwork of Social Public Art: Engagement and Communication” in Chapter Three.
94 ’ I argued Japanese participants in the ETAT could have an intersubjective experience leading to new 
forms of social relationality in “The Compound Aesthetics of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009: 
The Politics of Social and Cultural Relations” in Chapter Three.
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social relations. These forms of relations differ from the distinct political forms of community 
posited by Bourriaud and Kester.944 The analysis of audiences of social public art 
experiencing changes in subjectivity, as well as reflecting on new knowledge and symbolism 
that provokes imagination supports compound aesthetics as a useful frame for interpretation 
alongside existing critical theory.
The Significance of Context
Another interpretation of the critical meaning of social art in compound aesthetics is the 
interpretation of art generating consciousness-raising in audiences. The case studies suggest 
that visiting social public art events is an opportunity to understand the motivation behind the 
critical purpose of an event and the associated social public art projects. Audiences of social 
public art in the case studies had a brief experience of a geographical location and 
sociocultural situation, and experienced face-to-face contact with local people. The work of 
cultural policy researchers Belfiore and Bennett supports the argument that context -  
comprising the elements of culture, tradition, structure and ideology -  influences audience 
responses to art.945 In this section 1 discuss the types of meaning visitors may experience in 
the vernacular situation of the case study social public art events. Experience of the context 
exposes audiences to situations of social, cultural and economic tension or pressure, and thus 
is a factor in critical meaning. The case studies also evidence the value of discursive activities 
for enhancing the critical awareness of audiences and thus contributing to critical aesthetics.
Visitors to any of the case study events, or even to a single project within the event, 
encountered the local physical environment, and could access information about the context 
and increase their critical understanding in multiple ways. inSite_05 exemplified the potential 
for site visitation to augment awareness. Visitors to Bradford’s Maleteros or Simparch’s Dirty 
Water Initiative and several other Interventions were required to cross the border into Tijuana, 
where the disparity between rich and poor, and between the standard of urban services 
provided in Mexico and California, is immediately evident. Visitors to Tijuana experienced 
the lengthy waiting times and close scrutiny of the Border Patrol, to which Latin Americans 
crossing into the US are routinely subjected.949 The inequality in areas of wealth, mobility, 
employment and urban infrastructure in Tijuana, compared to the situation in San Diego,
944 As discussed in “The Compound Aesthetics of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009: The Politics 
of Social and Cultural Relations” in Chapter Three.
943 Belfiore and Bennett, “Determinants of Impact,” 225-275.
946 As an example, the difficulties of travelling regularly through the border from Tijuana for artists 
Felipe Barbosa and Rosana Ricalde were so pervasive that they focused their Interventions project on 
an examination of hospitality.
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supports Bishop’s theory that Western viewers will experience shock and awareness of socio­
economic inequalities and antagonisms related to specific geo-political contexts.947 In a 
different way, Althea Thauberger used the bus journey to the Murphy Canyon precinct to 
have a spokesperson (Jennifer Martin from Military Outreach Ministries) explain something 
of the context of life in the military to audiences. This established the context for the 
emotional and political reception of the Murphy Canyon Choir concert for the audience.94S In 
this way, elements of Bishop’s relational antagonism are relevant to compound aesthetics in 
regard to audience experience of socio-economic and cultural experiences.
Visitors to the sites where the case studies occurred can be understood as critically 
interrogating the context of the event. Respected international curator, Okwui Enwezor, 
understands audiences of international biennial exhibitions as able to reflexively problematise 
the economic and social positions and inequities of location while finding ways to interact, a 
concept which he describes as the “diasporic public sphere”.949 The ETAT was designed as a 
consciousness-raising event* 9'0, requiring visitors to undertake several days travel to see as 
many of the more than 300 social public art projects spread across the 760 square kilometres 
of the Uonuma and Yuzawa areas in Niigata.9' 1 Travelling in the satoyama landscape, visitors 
are likely to taste the regional cuisine, observe the elderly farmers tending small rice fields, 
and experience local hospitality. Residents who are involved with the art act as hosts during 
the summer festival, which highlights local traditions and customs for visitors.9'" The impact 
of the effects of global trade and social policy are evident in the “hollowed out” 
demographics and empty buildings of the region. Active interpreters visiting the ETAT are
94 The Interventions projects of Wränge and Werthein (discussed above) demonstrated the existence of 
dissent on the part of US citizens toward Mexicans, particularly in regard to race and immigration.
Bishop, ‘Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,’ 75-77.
448 Thauberger described the discussion on the bus as helping audiences to “acknowledge and own the
ultimate cultural touristic structure of the work.” Email from Althea Thauberger to Osvaldo Sanchez
and Donna Conwell, 24 April 2006. inSite Archive MSS 707, Box 199, Interventions/Althea
Thauberger, Murphy Canyon Choir, 2005.
949 Okwui Enwezor, “Mega-Exhibitions and the Antinomies of a Transnational Global Form” in
Biennials, Manifesto Journal 2 (Winter 2003/ Spring 2004): 94-119.
9'° From the start, the ETAT was intended to foster consciousness-raising at a national level within 
Japan, according to General Director Kitagawa: “An artist creates a work of art in an alien place. By 
that act, the site becomes a public place, to people involved in the area, to the owner of the land, to the 
artist, and to those who co-operated in creating it. By ‘public’ 1 mean ‘belonging to the citizenry.’ For 
various complex reasons -  the political culture of Japan, our social structure, established procedures -  
public consciousness in this sense has not, it has been said, been part of Japanese life. These works of 
a rt... are thus an opportunity.” Fram Kitagawa, “Next! Let's Set the Spirit Alight!” in Echigo-Tsumari 
Art Triennial 2000 Executive Committee, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2000, 23.
951 See the sections on “The Purpose and Design of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009” and “The 
Compound Aesthetics of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009: Economic Festivalisation” in Chapter 
Three. 60% of visitors come from outside Niigata.
9' 2 Visitors buy passports and maps of the social public art projects, the passport encouraging a quest to 
register as many art projects as possible in its pages.
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lead by this consciousness-raising event to reflect upon the ways in which the social public art 
event mirrors or contrasts with the contemporary life evident in the environs of Niigata and 
elsewhere in Japan.953 One commentator described the ETAT as the context for establishing an 
international commons, the meeting and collaboration of Japanese nationally with young and 
old from other countries in the “outside world”.954 Overall, compound aesthetics recognises 
the relevance of context as a factor in visitor experience, to a greater degree than 
acknowledged in the formative theories of social art.
Experience of the design and planned social mix of IJburg similarly can be interpreted as an 
influence on meaning for visitors to The Blue House amongst factors contributing to meaning. 
Visitors would have noted the lack of amenities in the suburb, particularly in the initial years 
of The Blue House .955 For Dutch visitors, the new suburb may have appeared typical of newly 
planned urban environments and highlighted the distinctive activities of The Blue House as a 
public and participatory investigation of life in a new residential area. Visitors who were 
hosted by one of the “Fridas”, the unregistered women migrants, or who attended the 
Community Restaurant or Proeflokaal during the M2M radio evening at the house, could 
have become aware of the conditional nature of hospitality, which has been discussed as 
operating at the levels of the individual and the state. Visitors to The Blue House may have 
experienced Bishop’s relational antagonism in meeting non-native Dutch residents or 
undocumented immigrants and being made conscious of their own normative expectations in 
regard to citizenship.>M’ Van Heeswijk recognised the value of context, and hoped the 
experiences of projects -  including the asylum of Cheikh “Papa” Sakho and the Frida Project 
-  would confront the personal ethics of guests, and require the recognition of power 
relationships between the self and others as part of the critical outcomes of The Blue House.
The critical viewing of audiences encountering the context of social public art can be 
enhanced, I argue, by the provision of discursive events or documentation that further 
explicate the nature of the social public art in question. Critical consciousness is raised by 
interaction. Accordingly, Kester argues that discussion is more than just a tool, suggesting
9?3 Artist Janet Laurence confirmed that visitation to the ETAT improved cultural awareness on the part 
of audiences. Laurence, interview with the author, 27 January 2010.
9:14 Yoshiyuki Oshita, “Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial: No Longer Just an Art Festival,” in Echigo- 
Tsumari Art Triennial Executive Committee Tokyo Secretariat, Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009, 
90.
9:0 The Blue House commenced in 2005, while the area was under construction.
9Ml The idea of welcome to The Blue House at the level of individual and state sovereignty, and in 
regard to Jacques Derrida’s concept of unconditional hospitality were discussed in the sections “The 
Compound Aesthetics of The Blue House: Hospitality -  The Theory of Jacques Derrida” and 
“Hospitality and Relations with Others” in Chapter Four.
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that “subjectivity is formed through discourse and intersubjective exchange itself.”* 9"7 Both 
The Blue House and in S i te 05 offered discussions, symposia and other conversational events 
as, or in accompaniment to, the social public art projects.958 Van Heeswijk understood social 
art as “incitements to conversation” and discussion as a way o f producing communality.959 In 
this vein, The Blue House members organised numerous public discussion events in which 
research was shared. These included Transparadiso -  presenting ideas on alternative urban 
planning and other urban issues960; the 2009 concluding symposium Out o f  the Blue961; Inga 
Zim prich’s 2006 Think Tank with the Jan van Eyk Academie; the 2008 local TV debate The 
Art o f  Living Together (Kunst van het sam em levenf and the conversation series on public 
space led by Mauricio Corbalän and Pio Torroja during 2006-09 entitled Chat Theatre, which 
included international as well as local audiences.96'  Documentation o f projects on The Blue 
House website also supported the audience’s critical understanding, according to the key 
organisers.96 ’ Audiences at these events could join in the sense o f a community or 
counterpublic which was evident in communication between residents.964 I understand 
discursive and documentary projects assist audience awareness o f the context, as one aspect 
within compound aesthetics as it relates to audiences.
Audiences o f the Interventions could benefit from the lengthy series o f public discussions 
organised by inSite_05. The Conversations series were envisioned as an ongoing programme 
of dialogues, workshops, lectures and publications, which began in 2003 and continued over 
the culminating exhibition phase from 23 August to 13 November 2005.9f1" The Conversations
9" Kester, Conversation Pieces, 112. By contrast, Bourriaud argued that the role of the audience is as
the form demonstrating political potential.
9"8 inSite was acknowledged as a discursive biennale in Nikos Papastergiadis and Meredith Martin, 
“Biennials as Platforms for Social Exchange,” in Filipovic, van Hal and Ovstebo The Biennial Reader, 
4L
11"9 See the thinking of van Heeswijk discussed in “Jeanne van Heeswijk: Social Artist and Producer of 
The Blue House” in Chapter Four.
960 Chapter Four, 160. Topics included the impact of economic and state forces on planning, housing 
and space regulations, the presence of youth in the area, and related ideas.
961 Out o f the Blue addressed physical, philosophical and psychological questions of living together. 
Three sessions focused on the three themes of the social art projects: history, urbanism and hospitality.
962 Chat Theatre included a live audience from Porto Alegre.
9<” Posited by The Blue House member Igor Dobricic, who stated: “The decision to make a real social 
difference hangs in the hands of the people who should have an opportunity to look at her [van 
Heeswijk’s] documentation of The Blue House process. The existence of this documentation, and the 
potential to propose new arguments by using it, is for me the biggest social benefit. Provides some 
form of an imaginative cultural heritage ... Documentation, if well done, is very powerful.” Igor 
Dobricic in Igor Dobricic, interview by Paul O’Neill, Part of Locating the Producers, Case Study One -  
The Blue House, 12 March 2008, 6, unpublished.
964 Marius Knulst (himself a resident) found communication was manifested by the discussions and 
debates, see Chapter Four, note 622. The sharing of knowledge amongst The Blue House members as 
part of the Migratory Blue Points may also inform future audiences.
96:1 “inSite_05 Press Release: 16 September 2005” announced in Arts4All, Art Press News 
http://arts4all.com/newsletter/breakingnews/breakingnews.asp?bb=3630&aid=6, copy in inSite
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included artists’ talks on the development of their Interventions, numerous panel discussions 
with the inSite curators and directors, and other local and visiting speakers. These speakers 
included artists, architects, academics, philosophers and urban planners with expertise on 
subjects relating to public life in urban domains. Many speakers had previous experience of 
the inSite events and a deep understanding of their significance.%<1 inSite_05 audiences could 
also gain additional reflexive insight into the context and thinking around the social public art 
projects by attending the “Dialogue” talks by artists and Garage Talks during the public 
viewing season.967 These discussions were intended to enrich the audience’s understanding 
and interpretation of the Interventions projects, processes and the local and global context.968 
These discussion events benefited from the involvement of academics, curators and other arts 
professionals who had contact with artists during the development of their Interventions or 
had been involved in inSite programmes over time.969 The critical meaning of social public art 
for audiences can be enhanced, 1 argue, by discursive programmes which generate knowledge 
of context and understanding of the political nature of the art and social relations.
Recognition of Non-Cognitive Experiences
In this section I propose that compound aesthetics as a frame for interpretation can recognise 
audience experience of social public art based in non-critical or non-cognitive responses, in 
addition to critical meaning. As I discussed in the Introduction, the critical thinking associated 
with active viewers in the development of critical aesthetics from Conceptual art emphasised 
an intellectual interpretation and political role for art in society that was differentiated from 
aesthetics focused on the historic understanding of art in aesthetic philosophy. Nevertheless, 
the role of sensory experience has been significant in the Western philosophical tradition of 
aesthetic theory prior to Kant, and continues to have a place in thinking of many other
Archive, MSS 707, Box 176, Press Coverage, 2005. Sixteen Conversations were organised by long 
time inSite participant, Sally Yard, from the University of California, San Diego, in a partnership with 
the University of California, San Diego and Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico.
966 A number of discussants were engaged for two years as part of inSite 05, tasked to follow the 
development of the artists’ proposals though to realisation. This process began with a conference 
addressing themes from inSite2000-2001, followed by a three-day working meeting with artists, 
participation in a discussion forum on artists’ proposals, and the Garage Talks public symposia. Topics 
discussed at the Conversations included: modes of participation in urban life; changing urban dynamics 
and the interconnections of institutions; neighbourhoods, citizens and aliens; globalization and informal 
urban development; the embodied city; geography and imagination, and other social public art models 
that raised awareness for critical audiences. The discussions were subsequently self-published by inSite 
under the themes Liminal Zones/Coursing Flows, The Embodied City and The Average City and 
Public Domain: Enclaves and Data Dreams.
967 The moderated Garage Talks were open public forums held with selected artists and the curators of 
the Interventions. The Garage Talks were held on 28 August, 25 September and 23 October 2005, 
during the “Special Event” weekends when inSite conducted tours to the Interventions.
968 Sanchez and Conwell, inSite 05/[Situational] Public, 318.
969 Many participants had contributed to other public forums, inSite publications, or were interlocutors 
in artists’ proposal presentations.
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prominent, Western philosophers of aesthetics. The proposition of greater acknowledgement 
o f non-cognitive experiences, which 1 discuss in regard to the case studies, is the final 
perspective in this chapter on compound aesthetics as a framework that allows for the 
generation of multiple meanings by audiences and practices of social art, in contrast to the 
key theories of this mode of art.
My proposition of non-cognitive viewer activity draws on the history of aesthetic theory of 
the arts, and the intersection or connectivity of intellectual reflection and sensory experience. 
In their writings, Plato and Aristotle conceded certain senses, primarily sight, hearing and 
smell, offer experience of art, and the ‘higher’ senses of hearing and sight continued to be 
relevant for an understanding of art for 18th century philosophers such as Gotthold Ephraim 
Lessing.1,70 Kant’s theory of aesthetics as posited in his Critique o f  Judgment (1790), briefly 
reviewed in the Introduction, is concerned with the viewer’s pleasure at the beauty of art. 
Kant attempted to integrate fine art in system of reflection based on sensory experience, 
commonly arising in the play of imagination or disinterested pleasure. Kant presumed 
aesthetic judgement concerned the sensation the subject experiences in relation to the 
representation of an object, which Kant presumes accorded with a universal conformity of 
pleasure or taste.971 Subsequently, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, in his Lectures on 
Aesthetics (1823) also devised theories of art based on sensory experience in connection with 
inner subjectivity and spirituality.
The idea of experiencing things in the world through a single consciousness of intellect and 
senses was developed further in the 20th century by Edmund Husserl and the 
phenomenological tradition that he founded. In Husserl’s thought, humans relate to the world 
through a single sense organ, as integrated networks of perception and conscious being.97" 
More recently, writers developing concepts of affect in regard to the experience of art have 
argued for a model of the embodied, feeling and thinking subject who derives interest or 
pleasure from looking at art.973 Writers on affect discussed in regard to art argue that rational 
thought and embodied or affective engagement can coexist in experiences of art and the 
aesthetic domain.974
970 See Jonathan Ree, “The Aesthetic Theory of the Arts,” in Osborne, From An Aesthetic Point o f 
View, 57.
971 See “Compound Aesthetics: An Expanded Framework for Critical Aesthetics and Social Art 
Discourse” in the Introduction.
9711 Joseph Cohen and Dermot Moran, The Husserl Dictionary (London: Continuum Press, 2012).
973 See for example, Sue Best, “Rethinking Visual Pleasure, Aesthetics and Affect,” Theory & 
Psychology, no. 17 (2007): 505-514.
974 Best, “Rethinking Visual Pleasure, Aesthetics and Affect,” 509.
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The idea o f sensory or non-cognitive aesthetic judgem ent -  as a function o f the same faculties 
associated with cognition and part o f conscious being and experience -  remains a possibility 
for viewers o f social public art.97" I suggest this may be the circumstance for the case studies 
as viewers were largely spectators rather than participants in the social art projects discussed.
1 am not suggesting that audiences share a common or universal judgem ent o f taste, as Kant 
claimed in his ideas o f common sense.976 1 am not proposing a universal, consensual experience of 
social public art by all viewers. In contrast, my proposition assumes that the idea o f critical 
faculties also contains its opposite -  sensory and subjective experiences or qualities o f the 
mind and body. These qualities are unique, and hence specific to individual viewers who 
respond to art in unique ways.
Non-cognitive viewing, alongside cognitive faculties, is, 1 suggest, encouraged by the 
performative nature o f much social public art, which takes the form o f  concerts, actions or 
presentations. Additionally, social public art attracts audiences who are not necessarily 
knowledgeable viewers o f social or contemporary art due to its public location accessibility. 
Non-cognitive responses could be generated in viewers who experienced social public art as 
more conventional forms o f spectacle, and who are unaware o f the critical purpose and 
discursive potential o f  social public art. It is possible that the social public art projects I have 
described in this thesis generated feelings, pleasure or other embodied sensibilities as 
responses in viewers, as well as rational analyses o f the political ramifications o f art. The 
potential exists for audiences to enjoy social public art projects in non-cognitive ways as 
distinct from critical relations to purpose, content or context.
In reference to the case studies, the social public art projects that were performative, such as 
the Murphy Canyon Choir at inSite_05, could provoke emotive and non-cognitive responses 
if viewers had an expectation o f enjoying the content on the oral experience alone.
Thauberger suggested as much, stating that “the energy o f a singing concert can enable a kind 
o f (dare I say) spiritual connection/oneness between people present.”977 The attractiveness o f 
the restored landscape in Glassford and Parral’s La Esquina/'Jardines Las Playas de Tijuana 
might, similarly, have generated pleasure and non-cognitive responses in viewers who
67" Christian Helmut Wenzel, An Introduction to Kant's Aesthetics: Core Concepts and Problems 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 2005), 81-5.
976 Artists, participants and audiences in the case studies indicated individual perspectives and did not 
form communal bonds, I argued, due to the short-term nature of the art projects. In the Critique o f  
Judgement Kant presumed that the sharing of a sensus communis (common sense or the universal 
assent or agreement of others to an individual’s assessment of taste) was necessary for the 
communicability of subjective aesthetic judgements.
977 Email from Althea Thauberger to Osvaldo Sanchez and Donna Conwell, 24 April 2006. inSite 
Archive MSS 707, Box 199, Interventions/Althea Thauberger, Murphy Canyon Choir, 2005.
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physically enjoyed the improvements made to the foreshore or found the upgrade a safer and 
more attractive place. Viewers could also appreciate the skills of the model plane flyers in 
Gomulicki’s Aerial Bridge without being cognizant of the political character of the interaction 
between the two sets of flyers, enjoying the aerial performance for the skill of the flyers and 
dynamics of the choreography.
The social public art projects that originated according to the empathetic purpose of valuing 
the people of Niigata in the ETAT also suggest affective responses were part of the meaning 
of social public art. Japanese visitors in particular could respond in an embodied way to sense 
of Nihonjinron evoked by the traditional materials and techniques employed in numerous 
social public art projects in the ETAT, such as the straw clothes and accoutrements in Chiharu 
Shiota’s House Memory!’7* I discussed in Chapter Three how the detailed handcrafts, 
incorporation of natural and found materials, and intricacy and beauty in composition in many 
ETAT art projects evoked the nostalgic cultural sensibility and the historical national 
characteristics of Nihonjinron!m  The aged objects used in social public art projects at the 
ETAT, and the historic homes in which they are often installed, can communicate, 1 argue, 
Japanese “native attitudes” or aesthetic concepts of mono no aware and yiigen. Respectively, 
these terms translate as “the ancient sensitivity to the perishable beauty of things”, 
particularly nature, and “a state of mysterious sad depth” rather than critical meaning.480 
Nihonjinron has a presence in ideas of simplicity, perfection, rusticity and other popular 
values in daily life. According to scholars such as Yuriko Sato, such traditional Japanese 
aesthetics continue in everyday objects and materials, and on these grounds Japanese viewers 
would be familiar with such sensibilities.081 Nihonjinron and traditional cultural attitudes may 
be part of the experience of Japanese viewers of social public art in the ETAT, in addition to 
political interpretations of the art.
Analysed through the prism of compound aesthetics, Japanese audiences at the ETAT can, 1 
suggest, experience the summer rice fields and Japanese life, and the social public art and 
events in the summer festival in accord with the non-cognitive aesthetic sensibility associated 
with Nihonjinron. The experience of Nihonjinron was encouraged by the purpose of the event 
-  the validation of people and place as connected with national and local history -  and the
078 Illustrated on page 141.
979 1 discussed Nihonjinron as a complex and ideological concept, essentially a proposition of a unique, 
continuous culture, with emotional associations and moral qualities, in Chapter Three.
980 On the concepts of concepts of mono no aware and yiigen see Brown, “The Common Humanity 
Evident in European, African, Indian, Chinese and Japanese Aesthetic History,” 359-360. Yiigen is 
often related to sensibility associated with Noh performance.
981 Saito, “The Moral Dimension of Japanese Aesthetics,” 85.
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associated claim of Niigata’s unique and aesthetically superior native landscapes.982. The 
focus on the satoyama landscape, and use of natural materials and handmade objects in 
Triennial art projects, confirm affective aesthetic characteristics for Japanese audiences, 
including the beauty of the environment and associations of time, fragility, mortality and a 
respect for others.98 ’ Such examples suggest that audience experience of social public art can 
be understood as including sensory or affective responses to art, in addition to cognitive 
analysis.
Conclusion
In this chapter 1 have argued that the concept of compound aesthetics as a critical lens for 
recognising and interpreting the multiple meanings of social public art is supported by a 
number of interpretations of audience engagement. Audiences’ potential experiences of social 
public art include a range of critical and non-cognitive experiences and meanings, in addition 
to those discussed in the formative theories of social art. These claims for heterogeneous 
audience involvement in social public art in the case studies are a counterpoint to ideas of 
audience in the key theories of social art. I analysed three ways in which reflexive or 
knowledgeable audiences could find meaning in social public art: in an experience that is 
framed by the event purpose; by bringing their imagination, personal background, 
sensibilities and cognitive faculties to interrogate and re-invent the content and politics of the 
art projects; and by having their awareness raised by the context of the art. It was seen that 
these critical meanings for audiences are assisted by the provision of information and 
discussion activities. In addition, the compound meanings of social public art include, I argue, 
non-cognitive experiences. Evidence from the case studies supports these distinct modes of 
critical and non-critical meaning, and the polyvocal nature of social public art as compound 
aesthetics.
The key theories of social art presume critical audiences, and narrowly locate meaning in the 
form of social relations between members of the public and artists or the reflective thinking of 
viewers faced with unfamiliar social situations. Compound aesthetics offers a framework that 
can include the distinct aspects of the theories posited by Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester which 
are applicable to the case studies, as well as examples of other audience experiences as one 
alternative model. There was little opportunity for audiences of the case study events to form 
the non-market micro-community proposed by Bourriaud, or the political forms of
982 Discussed above and in “The Compound Aesthetics of the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial 2009: 
National Culture, Tradition and Aesthetics” in Chapter Three.
983 See Saito, Everyday Aesthetics and “The Moral Dimension of Everyday Aesthetics,” 85-97.
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Community advocated by Kester. However, the events could symbolise the political nature of 
the types of interactions between participants and artists or audiences which is central to the 
thinking of Bourriaud, Bishop and Kester. The communicative nature of discursive projects at 
The Blue House or inSite_05 also suggests an alignment with Michael Warner’s theoretical 
notion of counterpublics. Additionally, analysis of the critical meanings for audiences were 
discussed in regard to the influence of factors including the awareness raised by the context 
and purpose of events, and the variety of art projects.
The usefulness of the framework of compound aesthetics I have developed is also supported 
by the influence of social public art on the viewer’s subjectivity. The creative projects gave 
viewers multiple opportunities to critically reflect on their personal situation as part of the 
process of understanding the lives of participants and their relationships in social public art 
projects. Bishop’s concept of relational antagonism was found to be applicable to audiences 
confronted with unfamiliar experiences. Being face-to-face with situations of socioeconomic 
and cultural difference was one of a number of ways to stimulate consciousness-raising or 
critical thinking. In addition, the experiences of artists in the case studies indicate that 
audiences are also able to reflect on the situations of participants and recognise the value of 
empathy, a condition significant for Kester’s concept of dialogic aesthetics. The potential to 
recognise cosmopolitanism on the part of artists is a further aspect of meaning which may be 
relevant to critical meaning for audiences.
I also suggest that factors indigenous to individual viewers can inform subjective and non- 
cognitive experiences for audiences who are not stimulated to reflect upon the critical purpose 
of social public art. Part of the possible meaning of compound aesthetics of social public art 
in regard to audiences is, I propose, the sensory and affective experiences of finished projects 
and performances. Analysing a number of ways audiences can be understood to find meaning 
in social public art supports compound aesthetics as a framework that overcomes the singular 
focus of models on politics or aesthetics in the formative theories of social art, and suggests 
the usefulness of future research in this area. In the following chapter, I discuss the ways in 
which compound aesthetics is applicable to other fields, specifically public museums in their 
concern for public engagement.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: COMPOUND AESTHETICS AND PUBLIC 
MUSEUMS -  THE SIGNIFICANCE OF KNOWLEDGE SHARING
In this chapter I argue that the proposition o f compound aesthetics as a critical framework for 
social public art is also relevant to museums activating social participation. I suggest that the 
shared concern for public participation in museology, museum practice and social art raises 
the relevance o f compound aesthetics for public museums and, in particular, art museums. 
Access and inclusion are prominent subjects in contemporary museological discourse, and are 
central to the concern to generate the “ participatory museum” . In addition to the traditional 
museum roles o f preserving collections and fostering the appreciation o f culture and society, 
museums aim to increase the cultural and social diversity o f audiences, and the collaborative 
nature o f programme design. In this chapter, I discuss the relevance o f compound aesthetics 
to the activities o f museums that have applied strategies for activating a critical and diverse 
public, particularly the programming o f relational art, and the initiation o f off-site social art 
projects. The applicability o f compound aesthetics to participatory programming by museums 
raises implications for critical analysis o f the practical work o f museums, and the 
understanding o f audience experience across social public art and museums.
I begin by reviewing the development o f public access and equality o f participation in 
museology, which has been part o f the reshaping the public role o f museums in recent 
decades to encompass public rather than state agendas. The social philosophy in museology 
gained momentum in the 1980s, when the need to open museums to greater inclusivity and 
diversity was acknowledged. Amongst recent museological ideas for public participation are 
concepts aimed at social transformation, concerns responding to cultural policy and social 
issues, and improved community access to collections. I highlight Eilean Hooper-GreenhilTs 
“ post-museum” , Mariana Salgado’s “ open”  museum, and Christina Krep’s “ appropriate 
museology”  amongst the many ideas that demonstrate museological concern to deliver social 
and cultural outcomes which resemble the motivations o f social public art. In the first half o f 
this chapter, I discuss how, since the development o f these ideas, museums have increasingly 
activated public inclusiveness and collaboration with diverse constituents to achieve a great 
variety o f outcomes, suggesting the applicability o f compound aesthetics as a framework for 
interpretation o f museum engagement with publics.
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One of the ways in which art museums are facilitating participation is through performative or 
discursive forms of programming, including exhibitions of relational or social art.984 
Discussing a number of examples of exhibitions intended to generate social participation, 1 
conclude this form of programming does not necessarily attract the involvement of visitors or 
encourage critical reflection or debate in the ways proposed in the key theories of social art by 
Nicolas Bourriaud, Claire Bishop or Grant Kester or achieve the social goals of post- or open 
museums. The programming of social art projects in public space by art museums is seen in 
the examples of Cafe in Mito in Japan and C3West in Sydney to offer outcomes associated 
with appropriate museology, and in this way resemble compound aesthetics. These examples 
o f participatory museum programming are shown to be contingent on the context, design and 
curatorial direction of events, preparation of artists, and the duration and autonomy of 
projects, and delivered a range of critical art outcomes including well-being for participants 
and awareness-raising for audiences.
In the applicability of compound aesthetics to post-museum or participatory programming, I 
find that public art museums and curators face a number of challenges in common with the 
issues identified for organisers and artists in social public art. These shared challenges 
include: finding like-minded partners to facilitate projects; fostering a shared purpose with 
public participants, the possible misrepresentation of the public participants; and the question 
of how to offer subsequent audiences insight into the compound nature of projects within 
exhibitions. Analysing examples of audience experience, including the critical meaning of 
social public art communicated in exhibitions, I contend that compound aesthetics offers a 
relevant lens for the critical analysis of practice and audience experience for both the museum 
and art sectors interested in public participation.98"
My discussion of the relevance of compound aesthetics to museums is restricted to the 
Western model of public museums or art galleries, generally operated by, or on behalf of, 
municipalities, cities, states and national governments in the interests of their constituents. In 
particular, my analysis relates to public art museums as non-profit art institutions which 
operate with a public mandate, governance and resources (such as national, state and city art
984 Art museums lack the social and cultural material in the collections of other types of museums, 
which are able to invite communities to work with such collection material. There are exceptions in art 
museums, such as museums that are custodians of collections for communities, such as Indigenous 
peoples.
9X" Empirical evaluation of the social impact of art is beyond the scope of this thesis. Rigorous 
statistical evaluation of the impact of the arts has been carried out in scholarly work in recent years, 
nevertheless, cultural theorists and sociologists continue to debate the intrinsic versus instrumental 
value, function and impact of culture and art forms, suggesting further qualitative and quantitative 
research is useful. For formative work on this debate see: Eleonora Belfiore and Oliver Bennett, The 
Social Impact o f the Arts: An Intellectual History (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010).
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museums), according to the accepted definition o f the International Council o f Museums.986 
Museums in this definition include collecting institutions and Kunsthalles (non-collecting 
spaces showing temporary exhibitions) and are distinguished from private museums and 
commercial art galleries that are in the business o f buying and selling artworks.987 My 
discussion o f public museums does, however, include Japanese public art museums, as 
Japanese institutions have followed the Western model o f art institutions since the 1970s.988 
The concept o f compound aesthetics has implications for critical analysis o f the practical 
work required for an art institution to become a properly participatory museum.
The Development of Public Participation in Museology
Over the last two centuries, museums have sought to admit the increasing social and cultural 
complexity o f society, in response to a situation in which, according to museum theorist Hilde 
S. Hein, the universal values and frameworks once employed by institutions are now 
“dissolving in a world that affirms the global while denying the universal” .989 By the early 
1990s, the emphasis on audience participation in museums was noted by theorists as changing 
the theory and operations o f public institutions.990 In the 21st century, museums are expected 
to embrace social responsibilities and offer cultural leadership and support, as well as 
continue their conventional roles o f collecting, exhibiting and educating.991 Museums are
986 The definition of the International Council of Museums, the internationally recognised governing 
museum body, states “A museum is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its 
development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits the 
tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study 
and enjoyment.” International Council of Museums, “Museum Definition,” International Council o f  
Museums, http://icom.museum/the-vision/museum-definition/ (accessed 10 January 2013).
987 1 acknowledge that many private museums, such as the Barnes Foundation in Philadelphia, USA, or 
Samsung Leeum Museum in Seoul, Korea, operate with a similar communal focus as public museums. 
The Barnes Foundation has as its mission “the promotion of the advancement of education and 
appreciation of the arts”, see, The Barnes Foundation, http://www.barnesfoundation.org/about/mission 
(accessed 10 January 2013). Nevertheless, I exclude private museums from the scope of this discussion 
because they do not have a solely public remit.
988 Japan’s “open” museums, defined by Morishita as institutions without collections, began with the 
Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum (1926), and collections began to be established in Japanese public 
museums during the national museum boom of the late 1960s. Morishita, The Empty Museum.
989 Hilde S. Hein, The Museum in Transition (Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 
2000), xi.
990 As Eilean Hooper-Greenhill stated: “Museums are changing from being static storehouses for 
artifacts into active learning environments for people. This change in function means a radical 
reorganisation of the whole culture of the museum -  staff structures, attitudes and work patterns must 
all mutate to accommodate new ideas and new approaches. In addition to looking inward to their 
collections, museums are now looking outward toward their audiences; where in the past collections 
were researched, now audiences are also being researched; the balance of power in museums is shifting 
from those who care for objects to include, and often prioritise, those who care for people. The older 
ideology of conservation must now share its directing role with the newer ideology of collaboration.” 
Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and Their Visitors (London and New York: Routledge, 1994), 1.
991 In his recent book Museums in a Troubled World, museum governance professional Robert Janes 
advocates that museums, their communities and stakeholders should take a stewardship role and attend
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frequently tasked with enhancing community self-determination and addressing policy 
concerns.99'  A factor in this change was the desire expressed by the public for a new social 
consciousness in museums, and a greater civic relevance.993 The deepening social, cultural 
and political engagement o f museums has influenced programming and encouraged the 
inclusion o f projects o f  social art in public art museums.
Public participation and collaboration are recent manifestations o f the changing philosophy 
and civic engagement o f museums, away from the legacy o f 19th-century museums as 
authorities shaping a citizenry on behalf o f the democratic state. Public museums have 
traditionally been instrumental in supporting the development o f the symbolic and functional 
networks o f state power. Cultural theorist Tony Bennett identified this role for public 
museums as the “exhibitionary complex” .994 Museums were places that conferred values, and 
in admitting different sectors o f society were generators o f the “general public” , according to 
Bennett.995 By the 1980s, however, museum theorists identified the need for museums to 
recognise social and cultural difference and galvanise active, and hence critical, public 
participation.
Institutional efforts to expand the social and cultural diversity o f audiences have been 
stimulated by museum practice, museology, policy and public interest. Stimuli for greater 
public participation included the recognition o f past discrimination on cultural and
to pressing social, cultural, and ecological issues as guardians of their holistic environments. Robert R. 
Janes, Museums in a Troubled World: Renewed, Irrelevance or Collapse? (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2009).
492 Richard Sandell, Museums, Society, Inequity (London: Routledge, 2002), 7. Graham Black argues 
that museums should participate in creating civil society, and offer culturally inclusive activities and 
communications, a neutral place to open dialogue on contentious issues, and provide opportunities for 
visitors to reflect on experiences, augment their understanding and voice their own theories or evaluate 
their own actions. Black, “Embedding Civil Engagement in Museums,” 129-146. See also Janet 
Marstine, introduction to Janet Marstine, ed., New Museum Theory and Practice, An Introduction 
(Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2006), 5.
993 For example, evident on placards during the brief Occupy Museums protest in the USA in late 2011, 
a direct action movement for popular democracy initiated by political activists. The Occupy Wall 
Street protest camp at Zuccotti Park, New York in September 2011 encouraged global protests at the 
capitalist control of wealth and other institutions considered part of an inequitable system. See Sarah 
van Gelder, This Changes Everything (San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2011).
994 Tony Bennett, “The Exhibitionary Complex,” in The Birth o f the Museum: History, Theory, Politics 
(London: Routledge, 1995), 59-88. Originally published in New Formations 4 (Spring 1988): 73-102. 
Also Tony Bennett, “Exhibition, Difference, and the Logic of Culture,” in Museum Frictions, ed. Ivan 
Karp, Corinne A. Kratz, Lynn Szwaja, and Thomas Ybarra-Frausto (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 2006), 46-69. Timothy Mitchell also argues the museum has been a historical 
instrument employed strategically to organise perceptions of nations or cultures in public space, in 
Timothy Mitchell, “The World as Exhibition,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 31 (1989): 
217-236.
995 Bennett, “The Exhibitionary Complex,” 59-88.
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socioeconomic grounds, and public demands for greater access and relevance.990 In his 
seminal 1989 anthology, New Museology, art historian Peter Vergo posited the need for a 
self-reflexive shift in institutions away from the examination of museum methods and 
towards an examination of museum purpose as part of a new impetus in critical thinking in 
museums.997 The principles of new museology encouraged democratisation within museums 
in numerous ways, but especially as people-centred museums.998 In the 1970s and 1980s, 
museums were also part of an interdisciplinary recognition of a history of Western hegemony, 
and the colonisation and marginalisation of peoples.999 Institutions sought ways to proactively 
acknowledge social and cultural diversity. For example, an effort to counteract the effects of 
cultural discrimination and appropriation for Indigenous peoples in facilitating sovereignty 
over materials is one of the many motivations for greater democratic access. In this way, 
public pressure for social and cultural representation and community decision-making, 
combined with new thinking in museology, contributed to amplifying public participation in 
museums.
Public museums also remain vehicles for the delivery of social and cultural policy, in ways 
resembling the social and economic instrumentalisation of public art, although researchers 
question the success of this instrumentalisation.10"0 Bennett identifies a refashioning of 
museums into “civic laboratories” or instruments since the 1980s, as part of the broad 
reorganisation of civic purposes, social values and cultural identity generated via relations
906 Annette van den Bosch, “Museums,” Third Text 19, no. 1 (January 2005): 81.
997 See Peter Vergo, introduction to Peter Vergo, ed., New Museology (London: Reaktion Books, 1989, 
1991 reprint), 3. On the history of criticality in museums and exhibitionary spaces, see Kylie Message, 
New Museums and the Making o f Culture (Oxford and New York: Berg, 2006), 102.
998 The importance of social relations in museums was noted, for example, in, Sharon MacDonald and 
Gordon Fyffe, eds., Theorizing Museums: Representing Identity and Diversity in a Changing World 
(Oxford and Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1996). Greater democratisation in regard to cultural 
communities raises new questions for museums operating in a “world culture”, which I do not discuss 
further in focusing on the local contexts for museums. See Lisa Karisson Blom and Mikela Lundhal, 
“Haunted Museums,” Eurozone (first published in Glanta 2-3 (2012) in Swedish), 
http://www.eurozine.com/articles/2012-12-18-blom-en.html (accessed 20 December 2012).
999 Occurring in disciplines including art history, anthropology, history, cultural studies and 
philosophy. For example, during the same period, ethnography was moving away from the emphasis 
on “writing people” toward an increased embrace of everyday life, see James Clifford, “An 
Ethnographer in the Field, James Clifford Interview,” in Coles, Site-Specificity, 63. See also Donald 
Preziosi and Claire Farago, “Introduction: Building Shared Imaginaries/ Effacing Otherness,” in 
Grasping the World, The Idea o f the Museum, ed. Donald Preziosi and Claire Farago (Aldershot,
Hants: Ashgate, 2004), 4.
1000 The instrumentalisation of public art in regard to place making is discussed in the section “Social 
Art: A Shift from Place to Publics in Public Art” in the Introduction. Research that questions the social 
instrumentalisation or appropriation of museum operations includes: Belfiore, “Art as a Means of 
Alleviating Social Exclusion: Does It Really Work?” 92, and Jane Bryan, Max Munday and Richard 
Bevins, “Developing a Framework for Assessing the Socioeconomic Impacts of Museums: The 
Regional Role of the ‘Flexible Museum’,” Urban Studies 49, no. 1 (2012): 133-151.
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with objects in institutions.1001 In the 21st century, museums are doubly instrumentalised by 
social and economic aims, according to anthropologist Anthony Shelton.100'  Like public art, 
public museums find themselves employing culture for social, cultural and economic 
purposes, such as delivering tourism, redevelopment, and social services. Often accountable 
to both state and corporate support, the lack o f autonomy o f public museums is a factor that 
perhaps limits the possibilities for activating a compound aesthetics o f participatory 
programming.
Within the revisioning o f the role o f public museums, Hooper-Greenhill’s proposition o f post­
museum activities in public spaces that promote shared authority and privilege non-specialist 
participants remains pertinent. Hooper-Greenhill was not the first theorist to emphasise 
programming in public space in the concern for museums to enlarge their purpose beyond 
transm itting knowledge and sovereign values.100’ Nonetheless, she was an early advocate for 
the critical and contingent experience o f the viewer, understood as individual participants in 
“ interpretative communities” which have a shared understanding o f a cultural situation and 
that the meanings shift with time, context and other inform ation.1004 In the interests o f 
participation and learning, Hooper-Greenhill conceptualised the post-museum as an 
institution operating in external or public spaces, creating relations with communities, and 
undertaking events that conceptually resemble social public art. As an abstract provocation, 
the post-museum was understood to move “as a set o f processes into the spaces, the concerns 
and the ambitions o f communities” engaging non-traditional audiences or populations in a 
closer relation with the institution.1005 Overall, Hooper-Greenhill’s idea o f the post-museum
1001 Tony Bennett, “Civic Laboratories: Museums, Cultural Objecthood and the Governance of the 
Social,” Cultural Studies 19, no. 5 (2005): 521-547.
1002 Shelton states that “[m]useums are no longer motivated primarily by either established or 
experimental academic programming, but by the delivery of external institutional objectives broadly 
related to social engineering policies and subordinated to supposed market forces”. Anthony Shelton, 
“Museums and Anthropologies: Practices and Narrative,” in A Companion to Museums Studies, ed. 
Sharon Macdonald (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006), 64-80. The connectivity between museums and 
economic markets in the Western world had its roots in the origins of the modernist citizen or 
individual as consumer and the displays of the nineteenth century department store and Great 
Exhibitions. See Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as 
Mass Deception,” in Dialectics o f Enlightenment (London and New York: Verso Classics, 1997), 120— 
167.
1003 Hooper-Greenhill’s formative proposition for more collaborative institutions in the “post-museum” 
reflected her extensive work in museums, and acknowledged the importance of cultural context and 
background for the construction of knowledge by museum audiences. Museum and cultural theorist 
Kylie Message notes shared authority was promoted from the mid-1990s onwards, through the French 
ecomuseum movement in the 1970s. Kylie Message, email to the author, 9 February 2013.
1004 Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and their Visitors, 121, x. Hooper-Greenhill understands learning is 
both social and personal and is influenced by the interpretative communities of the participant. Hooper- 
Greenhill, Museums and their Visitors, 124-126.
1005 Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and the Interpretation o f Visual Culture (London and New 
York: Routledge, 2000), 153. Rosalind Krauss also predicted museum activities moving into public
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aims to increase awareness of the distinct and unique identities and concerns of public 
constituents, and foster the sharing of specialist knowledge between museums and 
communities.1006 The concept of the post-museum extending into society arguably engenders 
critical thinking and awareness, builds social capabilities and offers social transformation, 
characteristics that have been identified in the critical theorisation of social public art.
Public Participation in Museology Since the 1990s and the Relation to 
Compound Aesthetics
In this section, I review the broad range of critical positions regarding social relations and 
public participation in museological discourse and their activation in institutions, ideas that 
support the applicability of compound aesthetics to museum programming. The theorisation 
of public participation in museums over the timeframe of this thesis (the late 1990s until 
2009) has generated a wealth of ideas, including the prioritising of social inclusion, and is 
driven by a range of motivations.1007 One train of discussion has been based in technological 
development, promoting immersive and interactive digital environments as methods for 
interaction; ideas which led to the characterisation of museums as “experiential” 100* or 
“expositionary complex[es]”.100° Researchers remain divided over the educational or 
democratising value of immersive environments or multimedia experiential displays.1010 An 
economic argument for participation was also raised in the late 1990s, in which participation 
replaced “edu-tainment” as a lure for audiences and their dollar in the “experience
space, see Rosalind Krauss, “Postmodernism’s Museum without Walls,” in Thinking About Exhibitions, 
ed. Reesa Greenberg, Bruce W. Ferguson and Sandy Nairn (London: Routledge, 1996), 344.
1006 Hooper-Greenhill describes the post-museum as an experience in which: “a cacophony of voices 
may be heard that present a range of views, experiences and values. The voice of the museum is one 
amongst many”. Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and the Interpretation o f Visual Culture, 152.
I(,,, Griselda Pollock and Joyce Zemans contend that participation has become institutionalised in 
museology, and hence is often a key objective for public museums tasked with serving a local public, 
in Griselda Pollock and Joyce Zemans, eds., Museums After Modernism: Strategies of Engagement 
(Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2007).
I(H)* Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, “Exhibitionary Complexes” in Karp, Kratz, Szwaja and Ybarra- 
Frausto, Museum Frictions, 35-45.
1009 Martin Hall coined the term expositionary complex as an association with historical themed 
museums or the multisensory environments designed for world fairs, in Martin Hall, “Reappearance of 
the Authentic,” in Karp, Kratz, Szwaja and Ybarra-Frausto, Museum Frictions, 36 and 70-101.
1010 See Richard A. Watermeyer, “Conceptualisation of the Post-Museum as Pedagogical Space,” 
Journal o f Science Communication 1 1 (2012): 1-8. Fatigue and disenchantment are identified as 
experiences of technologically facilitated mediation, in, A. Tsorini, “Technology Fatigue in Digital 
Interactive Exhibitions,” Engage Review 24 (2009): 27-32. Immersive museum environments are 
associated with the creativity of the contemporary artist, conceived as the “artist ex machina", in, 
Christopher M. Marshall, “Re-Imagining Meaning in the Contemporary Museum. From Things that Go 
Beep in the Case to the Artist Ex Machina,” in Making Art History, A Changing Discipline and its 
Institutions, ed. Elizabeth C. Mansfield (New York: Routledge, 2007), 222-243.
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economy”.10" The diversity of thinking regarding the reasons for, and methods of, activating 
social and civic relations via museums, indicates that numerous intentions were promoted for 
participatory museums. Thus, the multiplicity of approaches and outcomes associated with 
theories of public participation in museums dovetails effectively with the understanding of the 
compound aesthetics of social public art put forward by this research.
A social imperative in conceptual frameworks for public participation in museums focuses on 
engaging or building the capacity of interest groups, communities or publics in specific 
contexts, which may engender critical thinking and often aspires to social transformation and 
aligns with government policy imperatives.101" New concepts for the social and civic 
contributions of museums often invite public participation in programming, and include: the 
reinvented museum (Anderson); the engaging museum (Black); the constructivist museum 
(Hein); the responsive museum (Lang, Reeve & Woolard); the total museum (Sola); the 
dialogic museum (Tchen & Sevcenko), and the hybrid museum.1013 Discussion of a number of 
ideas for museums to take critical roles in social engagement -  ideas that museums undertake 
transformative social work (Silverman), function as laboratories (Zemans), or are re-purposed 
into clubhouses or soup kitchens (Gurian) or add cultural capital to aspects of the community 
(Fuller) -  indicate the breadth of support for social participation on the part of museums.1014 
The Internet has also inspired ideas for interactive forms of programming at museums
1(111 Pine II and Gilmore, “Welcome to the Experience Economy”. Pine and Gilmore argued profits 
could be made from provision of memorable (immersive) experiences. Such thinking was recognised 
as deepening the imbrication of museums in the neoliberal commercialisation of culture, and aligning 
museums with the cultural industries, and cultural subjects with consumers, see, Preziosi and Farago, 
“Introduction: Building Shared Imaginaries/ Effacing Otherness,” 4-9.
11)12 Theorists including Hilde Hein and Stephen Weil understand the museum as an agent for social 
change. Hein, The Museum in Transition, 99, 119-126, and Stephen E. Weil, Making Museums Matter 
(Washington and London: Smithsonian Institute Press, 2002), 207.
1013 Gail Anderson, The Reinvented Museum: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives on the 
Paradigm (Walnut Creek: Altamira Press, 2004); Graham Black, The Engaging Museum: Developing 
Museums for Visitor Involvement (London: Routledge, 2005); George E. Hein, Learning in the 
Museum (1998; repr., London and New York: Routledge, 2002); Caroline Lang, John Reeve and Vicky 
Woollard, The Responsive Museum: Working With Audiences in the Twenty-first Century (Aldershot, 
England and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2006); Tomislav Sola, “Making the Total Museum Possible,” in 
Museums in a Digital Age, ed. Ross Parry (Abington, Oxon: Routledge, 2010); John Kuo Tchen and 
Liz Sevcenko, “The ‘Dialogic Museum’ Revisited: A Collaborative Reflection,” in Letting Go, Sharing 
Historical Authority in a User-Generated World, ed. Bill Adair, Benjamin Filene and Laura Koloski, 
(Philadelphia: The Pew Center for Arts and Heritage, 2011), 80-97; and Vitus Vestergaard, “The 
Hybrid Museum: Hybrid Economies of Meaning,” Conference Paper at The Transformative Museum, 
23-25 May 2012, Roskilde, Denmark, http://www.dreamconference.dk/wp- 
content/uploads/2012/03/vestergaard.pdf (accessed 16 July 2012).
1014 Lois H. Silverman, The Social Work o f Museums (London: Routledge, 2010); Joyce Zemans in 
Pollock and Zemans, Museums After Modernism, 29; Elaine Heumann Gurian, “Museum as Soup 
Kitchen,” Curator 53 (2010): 71-85; and Nancy J. Fuller, “The Museum as a Vehicle for Community 
Empowerment: The Ak-Chin Indian Community Ecomuseum Project,” in Museums and Communities: 
The Politics o f Public Culture, ed. Ivan Karp, Christine Mullen Kreamer and Steven D. Lavine, 
(Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992), 327-365.
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(Simon), and social engagement via technology (W ong).101" These wide-ranging ideas in 
museology offer a parallel perspective on the political role o f museums to the critical 
aesthetics o f social art.
Recalling the principles o f social public art, museological theories propose that museums 
should increasingly act as potential agents o f social justice; empowering people and serving 
basic needs including health, well-being, learning, life skills and identity form ation.1016 
Renowned American museologist Elaine Heumann Gurian has advocated that museums take 
on a larger role that includes social support.1017 Gurian argues that museums could be 
community assets and places o f sanctuary, much like a clubhouse, soup kitchen or community 
centre.1018 In the economic downturn and social pressures o f post-GFC USA, Gurian 
recommends that museums adopt social functions akin to their role in disaster or wartime 
conditions.1010 Such ideas mirror the social service attributes associated with some forms o f 
social art.
Amongst theoretical positions on the public role o f museums, Nancy J. Fuller has 
extrapolated the concept o f the ecomuseum -  community museums which activate heritage 
preservation, and tourism and education in public space. Fuller considers that community 
museums acting as learning centres can address the needs identified by specific 
com m unities.10' 0 Fuller emphasises the new role for ecomuseums, which act, she states, as 
“an instrument o f self-knowledge and a place to learn and regularly practice the skills for 
community building” .10' 1 In this way, these institutions offer resources for the economic, 
social and political growth and development o f a society, over and above the heritage and
1015 Nina Simon, The Participatory Museum (Santa Cruz, CA: Museum 2.0, 2010), and Amelia S. 
Wong, “Ethical Issues of Social Media in Museums: A Case Study,” Museum Management and 
Curator ship 26, no. 2 (2011): 97-112.
1016 Silverman, The Social Work o f Museums, 13. Lois Silverman is a museum educator and academic.
1017 See Elaine Heumann Gurian, “The Opportunity for Social Service,” (1991) in Elaine Heumann 
Gurian, Civilizing the Museum, The Collected Writings o f Elaine Heumann Gurian (London and New 
York: Routledge, 2007), 82-87.
1018 Gurian argues that beyond opening collections to be shared with local communities and to develop 
programming, museums should be safe spaces and resources, sites for community rituals, offer 
affordable food, and offer space for other socially-minded organisations to present services including 
day and after school care and vocational education. Gurian, “Museum as Soup Kitchen,” 71-85.
1019 Gurian does not acknowledge the weakness in her argument, that museums are also under 
conditions of financial stringency.
1020 Fuller, “The Museum as a Vehicle for Community Empowerment,” 361. Ecomuseums originated 
in France in the 1970s and mainly operate in Europe. Ecomuseums share characteristics with 
traditional museums but are concerned with heritage sites existing in holistic relations with public 
agencies, resources and communities. See Gerard Corsane, Peter Davis, Sarah Elliott, Maurizio Maggi, 
Donatella Murtas and S. Rogers, “Ecomuseum Evaluation: Experiences in Piemonte and Liguria,
Italy,” International Journal o f Heritage Studies 13, no. 2 (2007): 101-116.
1021 Fuller, “The Museum as a Vehicle for Community Empowerment,” 328.
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cultural revival mission of the ecomuseum.102- Like Gurian, Fuller encourages the 
transformation of museums into cultural centres for personal growth and social interaction. 
Both writers understand the museological desire for relations with communities to be part of 
an increased self-reflexivity for participants and institutions, a characteristic that was also 
analysed as significant in the case studies.
Compound aesthetics is also pertinent to museums that are delivering critical public 
participation through performative or discursive programming including exhibitions and 
events.1023 Museums are said to have undertaken a “performative turn” in programming over 
the last decade, especially in contemporary art museums.1024 Performative or event-based 
programmes include discussions, symposia, forums, tours, performances, workshops, and 
interdisciplinary interactions, as well as social art. Academic Mick Wilson notes how this 
discursive turn has privileged critical dialogue over material culture.10-" For Wilson, the 
performative turn includes “processual” rather than “procedural” curating, where processual 
refers to dynamic, adaptive and open-ended encounters between curator and artist in contrast 
to a process of working to a narrow or pre-defined conclusion.1026 Processual applied to 
inSite_2005 curator Osvaldo Sanchez in Chapter Two of this thesis.1027 Charles Esche 
identifies the merging of social policy and critical and pedagogic purposes in museums which
1022 Fuller’s idea is evident in community museums, often acting in partnership with other community 
resources such as libraries, which aim to empower marginalised or overlooked local cultures. See 
Lissant Bolton, Unfolding the Moon: Enacting Women 's Kastom in Vanuatu (Honolulu: University of 
Hawi’i Press, 2003); James Clifford, “Looking Several Ways: Anthropology and Native Heritage in 
Alaska,” Current Anthropology 45, no. 1 (2004): 5-30; and Naihiro Nakamura, “Managing the 
Cultural Promotion of Indigenous People in a Community-Based Museum: The Ainu Culture Cluster 
Project at the Nibutani Ainu Culture Museum, Japan,” Museum and Society 5, no. 3 (Nov 2007): 148— 
167. Nakamura has noted however, that successful ecoprojects including the Ainu Cultural Cluster 
Project at the Nibutani Ainu Culture Museum in Biratori, Hokkaido, Japan, and other projects in the 
UK, are often short term and not sustained. Nakamura, “Managing the Cultural Promotion of 
Indigenous People in a Community-Based Museum,” 163.
1023 Message, New Museums and the Making o f Culture, 4.
1024 Paul O’Neill, “The Curatorial Turn: From Practice to Discourse,” in Issues in Curating Art and 
Performance (Bristol: Intellect, 2007), 13-28. Writers advocating for performative programming from 
museums and curators include: Simon Sheikh, “Instituting the Institution,” in Performing the 
Institution(al), vol. 2 (Lisboa: Kunsthalle Lissabon, 2011), 101,97.
I02:' Mick Wilson, “Curatorial Moments and Discursive Turns,” in Paul O’Neill, ed., Curating Subjects 
(London: Open Editions, 2007), 202-216, 211. The creative nature of performative programming is 
also considered to contribute to the blurring of boundaries between professional museum staff 
(especially curators and educators) and artists. See Darryl Blank, “Artist/Curator, Curator/Artist,” 
CuratorsinContext.Ca, Art Curators Talk About Curating,
http://curatorsincontext.wikispaces.com/Artist-Curator (accessed 10 January 2012), and Paul O’Neill, 
“Interview: Paul O’Neill, with Dorothee Richter, The Curators Symposium at Witte de Witte, 
Rotterdam, 7 March 2009,” onCurating.org, issue 6/10, http://www.on-curating.org/issue_10.php 
(accessed 6 August 2010).
1026 Paul O’Neill and Mick Wilson, eds., Curating and the Educational Turn (Amsterdam: de Appel 
Arts Centre & Open Editions, 2010), 16-19.
102 Sanchez’s curating is discussed in “The Performative Curating of inSite 05" in Chapter Two.
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aim to comprise “part community-centre, part laboratory, part academy”.IILS Enhancement of 
social capabilities and critical thinking in participatory museums mirrors the purpose of case 
studies such as The Blue House. Thus, performative or discursive programming, as identified 
in current museological discourse and present in institutions, reflects many of the features of 
social public art and connects with the critical theories of social art.
The Internet has similarly become a space and stimulus for collaboration and discursive 
programming in museums, in the interests of sociality, knowledge and building capability, in 
ways which inform the methodology of programme delivery.10-9 The form of social 
communication through the Internet has also informed museological thinking, including the 
ideas in Nina Simon’s influential text, The Participatory Museum .l03° For Simon, the 
participatory cultural institution aims for co-creation and learning, as a place where visitors 
“create”, “share” and “connect” with each other around content.10,1 Simon argues that 
exhibitions and associated programmes can offer different levels of involvement and meaning, 
turning passive viewers into informants, experts, creators, or contributors depending on the 
level of participation.10,2 She suggests that ideas for creative, participatory activities in 
multidisciplinary museums can personalise the institution; educate staff to enter trust relations 
with visitors; interpret museum collections and material as social objects; and involve 
participants in dialogues about ceding control.1033 However, Simon’s strategies for audience-
IIL1< Charles Esche in Jonas Ekeberg, ed., New Institutionalism (Oslo: Office for Contemporary Art 
Norway, 2003), 78. Tony Bennett also identified public museums as civic laboratories in Bennett, 
“Civic Laboratories,” 521-547. Interestingly, research from science museums in Europe has concluded 
that presenting laboratories within museums failed to support dialogue or interactivity with visitors. 
Morgan Meyer, “Researchers on Display: Moving the Laboratory into the Museum,” Museum 
Management and Curatorship 26, no. 3 (2011): 261-272.
1029 Use of computer technology by museums has the potential to generate new social skills, contribute 
to literacy and new ways of thinking, according to: Henry Jenkins, with Ravi Purushotma, Margaret 
Weigel, Katie Clinton and Alice J. Robinson, Confronting the Challenges o f Participatory Culture: 
Media Education for the 21st Century (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2009), 4. On the potential for web 
2.0 technologies to foster social connectivity, see David Gershon, Social Change 2.0 (New York: 
Hurley, 2009).
1030 Simon identifies four levels of museum commitment to interaction and audience agency, which 
range from public consultation to autonomy: “contributory”, “collaborative”, “co-creative” or “hosted”, 
and argues that collaborative projects expose audiences to different voices, increase meaning for 
participants, and strengthen the connection of participants to the institution. Simon, The Participatory 
Museum. At the time of writing Simon was a social technology scholar and museum exhibition design 
consultant.
1031 For Simon “Create means that visitors contribute their own ideas, objects, and creative expression 
to the institution and each other. Share means that people discuss, take home, remix, and redistribute 
both what they see and what they make during their visit. Connect means that visitors socialize with 
other people-staff and visitors-who share their particular interest.” Simon, The Participatory Museum, 
203-295.
1032 Simon, The Participatory Museum, 238.
1033 Simon, The Participatory Museum, 274.
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centred museums do not submit the realities of Internet participation to critical analysis.1034 
Nevertheless, Simon’s audience-centred museum resembles a number of aims for social 
public art, including enhancing social well-being and new forms of relationships, which I 
discussed in regard to a case study such as the ETAT, and artists and participants spanning 
difference with others in the processes of social public art.
Also researching the connectivity between museums and technology, Amelia Wong argues 
that a blend of communication styles, including text, social media and artists’ conversations, 
increases interaction and broadens participation for museums beyond the institutional 
walls.1035 Media design scholar Mariana Salgado similarly looks to digital platforms in her 
argument that an “open” museum can support social inclusion in museums.10 0 Drawing on 
ideas of interaction in peer-to-peer media design, Salgado proposes that the open museum is a 
platform for collaboration between participants (including audiences, disadvantaged 
communities and other museums) of equal status. Salgado’s ambitious concept of open 
museums extends existing thinking in its aim to provide a sense of co-ownership between the 
museum and others in the co-design of exhibitions and co-creation of programming.10’7 
Salgado’s proposal of the open museum resembles Hooper-Greenhill’s post-museum 
integrating the museum and the concerns of communities by taking collections into the public 
realm. Museums such as the group of Glasgow Museums in Scotland directed by Julian 
Spalding have independently activated their own forms of the “Open Museum”1038 since 1990. 
This programme undertook to enhance learning, communication and acknowledgement of 
diversity by partnering with libraries and schools to give people and communities access to 
collection objects in their own neighbourhoods.10’0 Salgado’s ideas also resemble Bourriaud’s 
argument for the creation of communicative social formations in relational aesthetics or the
1034 Simon does not interrogate the accessibility of digital environments or issues for relations such as 
the “culture of speed”, or the temporary and slight character of relations identified, for example, by 
John Tomlinson. John Tomlinson, ed., The Culture of Speed: The Coming of Immediacy (Thousand 
Oaks, CA: Sage, 2007).
I0 ” Wong, “Ethical Issues of Social Media in Museums,” 108.
1036 Mariana Salgado, “Openness, Inclusion and Participation in Museums,” paper presented at Open 
2009 International Symposium, Media Lab Helsinki, Academia.edu,
http://www.academia.edu/350794/Openness Inclusion_and_Participation_in_Museums (accessed 13 
January 2013).
1037 Salgado argues one route to an open paradigm is to share rules or the understanding of aims 
between partners. Salgado, “Openness, Inclusion and Participation in Museums,” np.
1038 Research Centre for Museums and Galleries, University of Leicester, A Catalyst for Change: The 
Social Impact o f Museums (London: Heritage Lottery Fund, 2002), 
http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/museumstudies/rcmg/projects/a-catalyst-for-change- 
1/Catalyst%20for%20change.pdf (accessed 12 December 2012).
1039 Research Centre for Museums and Galleries, University of Leicester, A Catalyst for Change: The 
Social Impact of Museums, http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/museumstudies/rcmg/projects/a-catalyst- 
for-change-l/Catalyst%20for%20change.pdf (accessed 12 December 2012). The projects were 
community not curator-led and were also intended to drive attendance to Glasgow Museums.
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dialogic relations of artists with politically constituted communities proposed by Grant 
Kester.11140 This theoretical overview has indicated that ideas of shared purpose or dialogic 
collaboration have an established legacy in both museology and social public art. Thus, the 
conceptual basis for the participatory museum has much in common with compound 
aesthetics as a framework that can reflect aspects of the critical concerns in the theories of 
social art as well as other interpretations of social public art production.
Other museum theorists also follow Hooper-Greenhill’s thinking regarding the post-museum 
as advocating external and off-site collaboration for non-traditional audiences or populations, 
and evoke compound aesthetics in arguing for the social benefits of activating museum 
collections or other museum programmes in public locations. Museum director and researcher 
Christina Kreps argues for projects or programming that are connected with, and sensitive to, 
local culture. Krep’s concept of “appropriate museology” advocates programming which is an 
“effort to refashion professional museum practices and technologies to better fit local cultural 
contexts and socioeconomic conditions”.1041 She describes her methodology as “a bottom-up, 
community based approach that combines local knowledge and resources with those of 
professional museum work to better meet the needs and interests of a particular museum and 
its community”.1042 Similar to the Open Museum project discussed above, the involvement of 
previously disenfranchised stakeholders in programme planning, and with collections, in 
appropriate museology addresses ways to generate inclusive cross-cultural museums.1043 
Additionally, in the “bottom-up” direction of public programming, Kreps “appropriate 
museology” and ideas of the “open museum” recall Kester’s proposal for artists to facilitate 
the social concerns of communities in a dialogic form of social public art. The contingent 
nature of critical meaning in compound aesthetics similarly identified the importance of local 
context and purpose, factors that are significant for participatory museums in the external 
activation of collaborative practices.
1040 See “Relational Aesthetics: Nicolas Borriaud’s Theory of Social Art” and “Dialogic Aesthetics: 
Grant Kester’s Theory of Community Collaboration” in Chapter One.
1041 Christina F. Kreps, “Appropriate Museology in Theory and Practice,” Museum Management and 
Curatorship 23, no. 1 (2008): 23. At the time of writing Kreps was Director of Museum Studies and 
the Museum of Anthropology, University of Denver, USA, and her research centres on Indigenous 
cultural heritage museums.
1042 Kreps, “Appropriate Museology,” 26.
1043 See also Christina F. Kreps, Liberating Culture: Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Museums, 
Curation and Heritage Prevention (London and New York: Routledge, 2003). Jennifer Barrett argues 
that, theoretically, appropriate museology surpasses the audience participation processes advocated by 
new museology, and remodels curatorial practice by adopting curatorial methods that are sited within 
cultural communities. Jennifer Barrett, Museums and the Public Sphere (Malden, MA. and Oxford: 
Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), 153.
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Alongside new thinking in museology which indicates the applicability of compound 
aesthetics to participatory programming, strategies for public access to collections and 
“bottom-up” forms of programming have been operating in many museums since the early 
1990s. These approaches are particularly relevant for museums holding cultural collections. 
Numerous museums have developed deep working relationships with cultural and Indigenous 
communities, collaborating in the curation of collection displays and events (often termed 
community-curation or “distributed authority”).1044 Museum/community collaborations have 
also activated projects in the area of custodianship of objects and collections.104" Museums 
have also sought to change their relationships with previously marginalised communities and 
publics through inclusive and collaborative programmes, such as the discursive and practical 
sessions and artists-in-schools programmes delivered, for example, by the Perc Tucker 
Regional Gallery, Queensland, and Museum Victoria in Australia or The Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Cambridge, UK, in mobile projects.1040 In this way, museums have demonstrated 
that they can be within publics rather than “about” or “for” them, as observed by theorist 
Stephen E. Weil, in regard to offsite programming, even if not wholly designed by external 
participants.1047 In these ways, the existing participatory programming offered by museums 
resembles elements of compound aesthetics including the ethnographic sensibilities displayed 
by artists engaging populations in their own contexts while being aware of issues of 
representation.
However, in contrast to the short duration of the social public art events discussed in this 
thesis, museums recognise that community-based programming requires long-term 
approaches to the inclusion of local communities in museums. Understanding that their 
constituents are changing faster than museums, the Smithsonian Museums have developed
1044 Message gives examples of museums and cultural communities acting in concert, in Message, New 
Museums and the Making of Culture, 2. Vestergaard discusses users producing their own content and 
dialogue in forms other than object-based exhibitions, in Vestergaard, “The Hybrid Museum: Hybrid 
Economies of Meaning.”
I(l4^ Working together, museums and communities have facilitated the repatriation of ancestral and 
sacred objects to Indigenous groups. For example, the National Museum of Australia is responsive to 
the Indigenous communities associated with its holdings, and has collaboratively built relationships, 
shared knowledge, and developed policies and guidelines for the responsibility of Indigenous materials 
considered to be held on behalf of communities and custodians. See National Museum of Australia, 
“Repatriation,” National Museum of Australia, http://www.nma.gov.au/collections/repatriation 
(accessed 10 January 2013).
11140 These programmes aim to reach people unable to visit the museum. See Australia Council for the 
Arts, “New Audiences Youth Audience Development,” report (Australia Council for the Arts, 2005)
http://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0020/40655/Protein_PercTuckerGallery.pdf;
The Fitzwilliam Museum, “Outreach Visits,” The Fitzwilliam Museum, 
http://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/dept/education/outreach/visits.html; and Museum Victoria, 
Melbourne, “Discovery Programs,” Museum Victoria,
http://museumvictoria.com.au/education/discovery-programs/ (accessed 10 January 2013).
1047 Weil, Making Museums Matter, 12-52.
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longstanding strategies to address diversification and new audiences.104* The British Museum 
is known for prioritising audiences in local contexts, working through a partnership of 
cultural institutions to engage communities in London as well as with regional, diasporic and 
international audiences. 1049 The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York also employs 
participation on multiple fronts, including “friendraising strategies” to welcome new and 
diverse multicultural communities into their museum.10M) As these examples indicate, 
compound aesthetics is relevant to museums that are taking individual approaches in the 
direction of the post-museum and the challenge of activating appropriate museology.
Given the diverse approaches to public involvement, institutions and the public may differ in 
their understanding of the meaning of participation. 10' 1 Research in the US has shown that the 
public understand participation as a broad definition, which includes attendance at institutions 
and exhibitions; individual practice or group expression; building social capital and capacity; 
membership and giving; relations of trust and confidence; expressions of preferences and 
dispositions; and the production of a limited public sphere or counterpublic. 10' 2 This 
discrepancy points to the challenge of generating a shared purpose between organisers and 
participants, an issue identified in discussing the social public art case studies. Despite the 
multiplicity of interpretations of participation, other museum researchers, including Hilde S.
11148 “Increasing and Diversifying Smithsonian Audiences, An Overview of the 2004 Meeting of the 
Smithsonian Institution Council, October 18, 2004,” Smithsonian Office of Policy and Analysis, 
http://www.si.edu/Content/opanda/docs/Rpts2004/04.10.DiversifyingAudience.Final.pdf (accessed 10 
January 2013).
1049 The British Museum operates ongoing programmes for engagement with “Black, Asian, minority 
ethnic and refugee communities in London” as well as adults, families and schools. The British 
Museum, “Strategy to 2012,”
http://www.britishmuseum.org/pdf/Strategy%20to%202012%20web%20version.pdf (accessed 10 
January 2013).
1(b0 “Friendraising” or strategies for participation include: a Multicultural Advisory Committee 
(comprising representatives from African-American, Asian, Hispanic/Latino, American Indian, Muslim 
and other communities); museum staff participating and meeting people in communities; celebrating 
community occasions in programming; and programming for different cultural, age and family and 
social justice groups. Metropolitan Museum of Art, “Multicultural Audience Development Initiative,” 
Metropolitan Museum o f Art, http://www.metmuseum.org/en/events/programs/multicultural (accessed 
10 January 2013,), and Donna Williams, Chief Audience Development Officer, Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, “How to Broaden Your Museum’s Audience,” Te Papa Tongawera,
http://blog.tepapa.govt.nz/2009/07/23/how-to-broaden-your-museums-audience/ (accessed 10 January 
2013).
I(" 1 On the disjunction between museum and public understanding of the meaning of participation, see 
Indianapolis Museum of Art, Research, Technology and Engagement Department, “Please Chime In,” 
Indianapolis Museum of Art, http://www.imamuseum.org/blog/2011/10/11/please-chime-in-the- 
challenges-and-opportunities-of-participatory-culture/(accessed 4 May 2012).
I0' 2 Bill Ivey and Steven J. Tepper, eds., Engaging Art: The Next Great Transformation o f America's 
Cultural Life (New York: Routledge, 2008), 27-8. An alternative idea of participation is Irit Rogoffs 
suggestion that audiences produce themselves almost regardless of the museum content, when she 
discusses visitors engaging in a “looking away” mode of spectatorship in museums, using the visit to 
engage in other social occupations. Irit Rogoff in Gavin Butt, ed., After Criticism: New Perspectives to 
Art and Performance (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2005), 122.
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Hein and Jennifer Barrett, also support ideas of grass roots programming in museums 
resembling Kreps’ “appropriate museology” or Hooper-Greenhill’s post-museum as enabling 
local communities or publics to take forms of curatorial agency.1053 Museums are activating 
museological and institutional aspirations for social engagement and have developed 
expertise in the practice and theory of community programming. The contingent nature and 
compound meaning of museum participatory programming is suggested, I propose, by the 
role of the local context, the shared purpose between organiser and public participants, and 
the influence of the form of programme on the participatory outcomes. Thus, a number of 
similarities exist between the practice and theory of participatory programming by museums 
and social public art that suggest the applicability of compound aesthetics to both.
Relational Aesthetics: Participation in Art Museum Programming
In this section I analyse the reasons why public art museums operate in a unique situation in 
regard to activating the goal of social participation and grass roots programming, and 
examples of a number of noteworthy exhibitions aimed at sociability and discursive 
outcomes.1" 4 Civic participation contrasts with the historical role of art museums as 
advancing connoisseurship, although today many art museums have become specialists in art 
education. Nevertheless, the continuity of conventional functions is supported by the findings 
of researchers Jens Andermann Simine and Arnold-de Silke, who form the narrow conclusion 
that art museums remain dedicated to the timeless and universal values of art.10 " Collections 
of art are also, I argue, less directly connected with communities and makers than social and 
cultural collections containing material artifacts, items of collective making and community 
history.1056 Few public museums wish to risk placing art from public collections into non­
museum environments as occurred in the Glasgow Open Museum project. In this way, the 
autonomy of art, the characteristic modernist white cube gallery space, and the 
responsibilities of custodianship of public collections of artworks offer specific challenges in
l0"3 Both Hein and Barrett promote the inclusion of the local context and constituents as a methodology 
for generating public interconnection, and enabling agency for communities, understanding bottom-up 
programming to counter pressure from neoliberal market forces and private sector cultural industries. 
Hein, The Museum in Transition, ix, and Barrett, Museums and the Public Sphere, 152-4.
I()"4 Barrett identifies that activating participation in a cultural context is a challenge for art museums, 
as publics may prefer their own community or public contexts. Barrett, Museums and the Public 
Sphere, 154.
1055 Jens Andermann Simine and Arnold-de Silke, “Introduction: Memory, Community and the New 
Museum,” Theory, Culture & Society 29 (2012): 5. They find art museums are not fully committed to a 
broad service or civil society goal.
Managerialism is also argued as a factor restricting public participation in art museums. See Angela 
Philp, “Museums and the Public Sphere in Australia: Between Rhetoric and Practice,” (PhD diss., 
Australian National University, 2006), and Janes, Museums in a Troubled World, 62-70.
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regard to art museums activating deeper engagements with the general public. These factors 
place limits on the realisation of compound aesthetics in public art museums.
Other factors, such as the parallel development of critical thinking by artists and art 
institutions during the 1980s and 1990s, also form part of the context for participatory 
programming in art museums. The critical reflection in art museum programming has drawn 
on institutional critique in art practice and new institutionalism that addressed the politics of 
context and institutional operations, alongside the emphasis on audience engagement in new 
museology.10 7 Nonetheless, critical work has been done in a number of art institutions to 
offer previously marginalised communities an increased voice in collections and 
programming.10^  In addition, museums have adopted the critical strategies displayed by 
artists, as they did in the development of new institutionalism, in discursive programming and 
performative curating. Museum theorist Jennifer Barrett and art writer Fraser Ward propose 
that the actions of artists might allow collective identifications across social categories, and 
give rise to a partial and mobile strategic public in their participation with art museums.1059 
They signal the potential for museums working with artists to become operative public 
spheres, despite Habermas’ argument that creative activities are too subjective to be the 
subjects of communicative discourse.1060 The presence of performative and discursive 
practices in museum programming aiming for public engagement, as in social public art, 
evidences the relevance of compound aesthetics to the operation and value of participatory 
museums.
Exhibitions incorporating relational or social art, and social public art in public space, are two 
strategies for participation which have critical implications for art museums, and hence are
l(b7 The discourse and practice of institutional critique evolved from conceptual art in the late 1980s, 
and focused on exposing the “exhibitionary complex” and ideological, political and economic power 
relations concerning art museums. A well-known example was Fred Wilson’s Mining the Museum at 
the Marland Historical Society, USA. See Benjamin H.D. Buchloch, “Allegorical Procedures: 
Appropriation and Montage in Contemporary Art,” in Art After Conceptual Art, ed., Alexander Alberro 
and Sabeth Buchmann (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2006), 27-53. Institutional critique was 
considered to have implied an undeserved normative critical function for art, according to Isabelle 
Graw in Isabelle Graw, “Beyond Institutional Critique” in Institutional Critique and After, ed. John C. 
Welchman, vol. 2 of the Southern California Consortium of Art Schools Symposia (Zurich: JRP 
Ringier, 2006), 137-151; and to have failed, according to Frazer Ward, “The Haunted Museum: 
Institutional Critique and Publicity,” October 73 (Summer 1995): 71-89.
1058 Indigenous peoples in particular have gained access to, and custodianship of, collection material, 
and these, and other communities, are now becoming users and researchers in collaboration, sharing 
skills and knowledge with art museums and other institutions.
1<b9 Ward suggests that communication across exhibition audiences may produce manifestations of the 
public sphere, no matter how limited. Frazer Ward, “The Haunted Museum,” 71-89.
10611 Barrett, Museums and the Public Sphere, 173. Tony Bennett argues that public museums are 
governmental and guided by policy or public discourse, and hence do not fulfill Habermas’ criteria. 
Also see Angela Philp, “Museums and the Public Sphere in Australia”.
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analysed in regard to the relevance o f compound art in art museum programming. After 
discussing the incorporation o f relational art in exhibitions as a methodology for public 
participation, in the following section I examine several examples o f off-site social art 
originated by art museums, which reveal more complex aesthetics in their politics o f human 
relations, interconnection with context, outcomes, and awareness-raising for audiences. 1 will 
suggest that examples o f relational art in programming to be discussed lacked the politics of 
relations or socially transformative outcomes and the criticality o f the key theories o f social 
a rt.1001 By contrast, the examples o f off-site social art programmed by art museums evoke 
post- or open museum concepts and the potential o f appropriate museology, thereby 
providing multiple meanings for the public, museums and other partners contingent upon the 
purpose, context and form o f the event or project.
As a component o f exhibitions, relational art may offer new experiences and participatory 
engagements for audiences, yet, as my discussion o f several ground-breaking exhibitions will 
show, does not fully address the potential for greater inclusivity and criticality sought in 
museology. The four exhibitions discussed here, Theanyspacewhatever (2008), The Art o f  
Participation: 1950s to Now (2008-09), Art in the Twenty-First Century (2010-11) and The 
Tourist, the Pilgrim, the Flaneur (and the Worker) (201 1), are important projects that indicate 
the move by public art museums to create new communicative experiences and develop 
audiences, drawing on the traditional institutional functions o f research, display and education. 
Yet, these exhibitions primarily engaged existing visitors, and did not always achieve the new 
forms o f exhibition making hoped for by curators or suggested by Bourriaud’s relational 
aesthetics.100- Moreover, these four exhibitions failed to offer the public any participation in 
programme planning or engage with local contexts and thereby increase their social relevance. 
Relational art exhibitions exemplify the issues for art museums intending to foster critical or 
meaningful participatory engagement through exhibitions o f new forms o f art.
The exhibition Theanyspacewhatever held at the Guggenheim Museum, New York, in 2008, 
organised by esteemed curator Nancy Spector, introduced audiences to social art by the key 
practitioners o f relational art discussed in Nicolas Bourriaud’s Relational Aesthetics.1063 
Spector paraphrased Bourriaud in proposing that the exhibition would draw viewers into
1061 The following examples confirm some of the criticism of the key theories of social art, in particular 
the utopian nature of Bourriaud’s proposition of relational aesthetics, discussed in Chapter One.
1062 Bourriaud, “Berlin Letter About Relational Aesthetics,” in Doherty, Contemporary’ Art, 48.
1063 The artists included Angela Bulloch, Maurizio Cattelan, Liam Gillick, Dominque Gonzalez- 
Foerster, Douglas Gordon, Carsten Höher, Pierre Huyghe, Jorge Pardo, Philippe Parreno, Rirkrit 
Tiravanija, all mentioned in Bourriaud’s publication Relational Aesthetics.
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activating social processes that subtly transformed everyday life.1064 Yet, despite Spector’s 
explicit intentions, this well-researched exhibition was considered a failure by a number of 
critics, who argued that it revealed the inability of relational art to motivate public interaction.
Theanyspacewhatever was unable to attract a public or facilitate the audience participation in 
the artworks, failing the impetus of relational art and critical aesthetics. Participants were 
reported as being largely absent from the exhibition, diminishing any sense of relational 
aesthetics as a means to, or ends for collaboration.106" Such critical responses mimicked the 
critical discussion circulating around Bourriaud’s Relational Aesthetics in the concern for 
relational art having the necessary critical reflexivity to effect the museum or its 
community.1066 In the catalogue, Spector acknowledged the debated nature of Bourriaud’s 
proposition that relational aesthetics generated communality or micro-utopias. She intended 
the meaning of the art to remain open, an intention that was heralded by Umberto Eco, while 
allowing artists to reclaim subjectivity for themselves and their viewers, a purpose that is 
shared by the formative theories of social public art and part of compound aesthetics.1067 The 
lack of public engagement with Theanyspacewhatever evidences the difficulty of relying on 
exhibitions of relational art to deliver participatory programming that can achieve the 
museological goals of enhancing visitation and engaging audiences in critical thinking 
regarding their socioeconomic conditions.
The Art o f  Participation: 1950s to Now at the San Francisco Museum of Modem Art, 
appearing almost concurrently with Theanyspacewhatever, revealed a greater complexity but 
also the limited possibilities within exhibitions for enacting models of sociality along the lines 
of critical aesthetics. With this exhibition, the curator, Rudolf Frieling, aimed to redesign the 
political potential of art, and alter the public perception of the museum.1068 The Art o f  
Participation was intended to establish a genealogy for implicit as well as more active 
audience participation in art. The exhibition comprised art from the 1950s and 1960s by 
Fluxus artists, the silent orchestra in John Cage’s 4’5 J ” (1952), an Andy Warhol Do It
1064 Nancy Spector, Theanyspacewhatever (New' York: Solomon R Guggenheim Museum, 2008), 20. 
I06:' Critic John Kelsey concluded “The utopianism and question of whether collaboration or open 
works are part of the solution or part of the problem today was defused by a ‘certain “badness”’ or self 
conscious potential of flop. Works became functional, Utopianism was blanked out, rather than inviting 
in the museum crowd the works were left vacant -  glimpses of ‘common space’ within the 
functionalized, policed space.” John Kelsey, “‘Theanyspacewhatever’, Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum, New York,” Artforum, XLVII: 7, March 2009, 236-237.
1066 See Doherty, “The institution is dead!” 2-4. Responses to the exhibition also recalled Hal Foster’s 
critique of museums deploying relational aesthetics in the assumption that museums were presuming 
that sociability and ethics are lacking in everyday society. Foster, “Arty Party,” 21.
1067 Spector, Theanyspacewhatever, 20.
1068 The redefinition of the character of the museum in the mind of the public was a curatorial subtext 
for the project. Rudolf Frieling, interview with the author, 25 February 2010.
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Yourself {1962) drawing, and contemporary art including relational and Internet art.1069 In this 
way, Frieling interpreted participation as spanning contemplative and interactive audience 
experiences, and bridging the dialogues on media art, online sociality and contemporary art, 
including relational aesthetics.1070
Frieling disagreed with Bourriaud’s claim that art could create micro-utopias. The curator 
counter claimed that artists have come to consider the museum as a terrain for potentially 
transformative agonistic experiences, along the lines o f B ishop’s relational antagonism .1071 
The Art o f  Participation included only one artist, Felix Gonzalez-Torres, from Bourriaud’s 
Relational Aesthetics, alongside works that offered, in Frieling’s opinion, concrete 
performative experiences.107" These more substantive works included the gift exchange o f 
photographs o f the sitter in The Gift by Jochen Gerz, which Frieling understood as avoiding 
what he called “relational aesthetics as a mere gesture” .107’ Nevertheless, these and other 
“ low-tech” works o f interaction, such as the re-production o f Tom M arioni’s artist’s studio in 
The Act o f  Drinking Beer with Friends is the Highest Form o f  A rt (1970/2008), an installation 
periodically stocked with beer for drinking in the space o f the artwork, seem convivial rather 
than activating shock and hence discussion in the mode o f relational antagonism. While the 
exhibition increased audience social interaction, a number o f reviewers nevertheless debated 
the degree o f participation experienced by visitors who were contributors to, rather than 
collaborators in, artists’ projects.1074 Overall, The Art o f  Participation demonstrated a number
11160 Rudolf Frieling, “Toward Participation in Art,” in The Art o f Participation: 1950s to Now, ed. 
Rudolf Frieling (San Francisco, New York and London: San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and 
Thames & Hudson, 2009), 47^18. Conceptual art provided the basis for Frieling’s concept of 
participation as encounters by unwitting participants, to which he added physically interactive and 
social art practice, and works using the web 2.0 platform.
1,170 Frieling would also have liked to extend the exhibition into public space. Rudolf Frieling, interview 
with the author, 25 February 2010.
1071 Frieling mentioned Chantal Mouffe’s ideas of democratic antagonism, discussed in regard to the 
key theories of social art. See the section “Relational Antagonism: Claire Bishop’s Theory of Audience 
Experience” in Chapter One.
I(,7~ Frieling, The Art o f  Participation: 1950s to Now, 43. Felix Gonzalez-Torres was represented with 
an untitled “stack” of lithographs, from which the public could take a sheet. The concrete performative 
experiences included Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s interactive Microphones, in which microphones 
broadcast the voice of the previous participant when subsequently spoken into.
1073 For The Gift, visitors had their photo taken and framed but could only take home the photo of a 
stranger. The museum accessioned the 1900 images from Gerz’s project, in what Frieling called “an act 
of joint cultural production”. Frieling, interview with the author, 25 February 2010.
1074 One reviewer noted “people communicating more actively with each other and with strangers” in 
Geneva Anderson, “The Art of Participation: 1950s to Now,”
http://genevaanderson.wordpress.com/2009/01/25/the-art-of-participation-1950-to-now/ (accessed 13 
September 2012). However, visitors were “unwitting bystanders” and participation was debated by 
Anna Dezeuze in, Anna Dezeuze, “The Art of Participation: 1950s to Now,” Art Monthly (UK) 325 
(March 2009): 24-25. Kris Paulsen noted guards intervening in the public use of Gonzalez-Torres’ 
prints as an example of the public art museum being unable to surrender to free public play or 
engagement. Kris Paulsen, “The Art of Participation: 1950s to Now,” Shotgun Review Archive, Art
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of types of public engagement with art but of a limited nature due to the type of artworks, and 
the museological conventions around exhibiting art in a museum.
The Gallery of Modern Art (GOMA) in Brisbane, Australia posited relational art as a strategy 
for audience development in the large exhibition Art in the Twenty-First Century (2011- 
2012). Art in the Twenty-First Century had multiple aims: a serious overview of global 
contemporary art; collection development; audience expansion; dialogue with a focus on 
youth and families, and children’s education.1076 Designed as a summer blockbuster, this 
exhibition comprised works in a wide range of media, and offered a raft of types of 
interpretation.1076 Works by artists central to Bourriaud’s discussion of relational aesthetics 
were important components of the exhibition, specifically: Rikrit Tiravanija’s Thai meal for 
four dinners Untitled (lunch box) (1998-); Olafur Eliasson’s enormous participatory Lego 
block installation The cubic structural evolution project (2004); two-storey high slides by 
Carsten Holler in the entry foyer, entitled Left/Right Slide (2010); Martin Creed’s room of 
balloons, Work No. 956 (2008); and Rivane Neuenschwander’s I Wish Your Wish (2003), a 
wall of statements of hope on a coloured ribbon from which viewers selected a wish to take 
away. These works were essential to the attraction of new and young or family audiences and 
represented the global turn to social art in the decade under review as two institutional 
imperatives for the exhibition.
Despite the extensive and multiple modes of interpretation offered by GOMA, Art in the 
Twenty-First Century revealed the difficulties in balancing the physical enjoyment of 
relational artworks and encouraging a meaningful critical dialogue with the Gallery’s 
community. The playful nature of these social or relational artworks, with the scale of the free 
exhibition and the educational and performative programming, contributed to the mass appeal 
for audiences. Collective social participation was largely limited, however, to co-creation in
Practical, http://www.artpractical.com/shotgun_review_past/the art_of_participation_l 950_to_now/ 
(accessed 13 September 2012).
1075 Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of Modern Art is known for its children’s educational projects 
based around artworks, which were initiated in the early 1990s. The Gallery has dedicated artworks, 
space and staff to education, and contributed to academic research on children’s learning in museums, 
for example, in research projects with noted early childhood education specialist Barbara Piscitelli, 
according to Dr Caroline Turner, previously Deputy Director, Queensland Art Gallery (1982-1999), in 
a personal communication with the author, 5 April 2012. The institution had also previously dismantled 
some boundaries between the roles of curator, educator, programme and community liaison staff and 
artists, and its exhibition, education and public programmes in its concern with retlexive institutional 
thinking and audience development and dialogue.
1076 Interpretation included an extensive scholarly catalogue, comprehensive website, internet social 
media, an exhibition blog, live web casts of talks, iPhone applications, installation videos on Flickr, 
artists’ interviews on YouTube, didactic panels, cinema screenings, public programmes and guided 
tours, and specific education activities including the Queensland Art Gallery’s dedicated Kid’s 
Education Programme and a Kid’s Festival.
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Eliasson’s Lego block landscape or the four diners at each of Tiravanija’s meals, as most of 
the participatory artworks and Internet projects encouraged individual interaction. The public 
popularity of Art in the Twenty-First Century was a point of contention for some critics who 
overlooked the political content in other works.1077 For Gallery Director Tony Ellwood, 
however, the exhibition fulfilled his intention for the Gallery to be audience-driven because it 
attended to socioeconomic diversity, particularly in attracting a young audience, and 
promoting scholarship and research.1078 GOMA employed discursive and educational 
programmes in addition to highly accessible artwork as a means to deliver institutional aims. 
Ultimately, Art in the Twenty-First Century limited the critical dialogue with audiences 
proposed in ideas of critical aesthetics.
The VanAbbe Museum in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, offers an example of an art museum 
engaged with ideas resembling compound aesthetics in a suite of events aimed at encouraging 
visitors to become more analytical viewers.1070 The exhibition The Tourist, the Pilgrim, the 
Flaneur (and the Worker) was the culmination of a two-year programme of groundbreaking 
projects, entitled Play VanAbbe, which had the overarching aim of re-vitalising collection 
exhibitions and interrogating audience experiences.1080 In its quest for audience participation, 
the VanAbbe Museum mediated the audience experience of art in The Tourist. Audiences 
were invited to choose one of four identities, which were each associated with a unique mode 
of interpretation: the tourist was a viewer who read didactic information; the flaneur 
experienced art while listening to music; the pilgrim contemplated works without guidance,
1(17 Art in the Twenty-First Century attracted a record audience for the Gallery of over 450,000 visitors, 
despite the Gallery being closed for five weeks due to extensive local floods. For contrasting opinions 
over the inclusivity of Art in the Twenty-First Century see: Aleema Ash, “The Contemporary Art 
Gallery: Equal Access for All?” Artwrite 47, 19 October, 2011 (11.18pm), College of Fine Arts, 
University of New South Wales, http://blogs.cofa.unsw.edu.au/artwrite/?tag=gallery-of-modern-art 
(accessed 9 February 2013), Queensland Art Gallery, video of symposium “What Does a 21st Century 
Art Museum Look Like and Who is it For?” Art o f the Twenty-First Century, Gallery of Modern Art, 
http://21 cblog.com/what-does-a-21 st-century-art-museum-look-like-and-who-is-it-for/ (accessed 10 
January 2012). Christopher Allen construed the exhibition as mass entertainment, finding the 
experience “overly crowded, populist, a rambling circus” and the participatory works “gimmicks”. 
Christopher Allen, “Carnival Capers,” The Weekend Australian, 9 April 2011, 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/carnival-capers/story-e6frg8n6-1226033122793 (accessed 13 
June 2011).
1(178 Tony Ellwood in Rosemary Neill, “Mass Appeal,” The Australian, 2 July 2011, 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/mass-appeal/story-e6frg8n6-1226084238179 (accessed 10 
January 2012) (Attendance numbers from this source), and Tony Ellwood in Queensland Art Gallery, 
“What Does a 21st Century Art Museum Look Like and Who is it For?” (0.37.23), Art in the Twenty- 
First Century, Queensland Art Gallery, http://21cblog.com/what-does-a-21st-century-art-museum- 
look-like-and-who-is-it-for/ (accessed 10 January 2012).
1079 See “Play VanAbbe”, VanAbbe Museum, http://www.vanabbemuseum.nl/en/browse- 
all/?tx_vabdisplay_pi 1 %5Bptype%5D=24&tx_vabdisplay_pi 1 %5Bproject%5D=548.
1080 Play VanAbbe included a rotating room of collection works selected by the public and hung for a 
week at a time. Other exhibitions presented different histories of museum collecting and models of 
modernist museums.
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and the worker made notes that were left for subsequent visitors. The experience o f one or 
more modes was intended to challenge audience expectations and encourage thinking about 
the meaning making in the activities o f  museums.
The participatory strategy in the VanAbbe’s The Tourist elicited a mixed response from 
audiences, reinforcing the relevance of compound aesthetics and the challenge of 
participatory exhibition making. The exhibition attracted a youth audience but the curators 
recounted that regular visitors did not find the format user-friendly.1081 The ambiguous 
feedback meant that the VanAbbe was also uncertain whether or not participation had 
stimulated self-reflexive audiences.1082 While The Tourist raised awareness o f  the role of the 
institution in shaping visitor experience, my personal conclusion o f the experience o f the 
exhibition was that it failed to offer agency to the audience. As in the other examples, 
participants were merely users rather than public collaborators and, hence, had no specific 
investment in the purpose o f the exhibitions.108 ’ The reality o f  these experiences contrasts 
with the greater public involvement and critical outcomes advocated for the open or post­
museum and appropriate museology in their connection with compound aesthetics and the 
nature o f  social public art.
These examples have indicated the difficulties of achieving the museological goal of public 
participation, especially the activation o f social engagement and critical meaning in 
exhibitions o f  relational or social art. In particular, the form o f  exhibitions and location within 
the space o f  art museums, while playing a role in critical meaning making in institutions, does 
not satisfy the museological concern to make social contributions with the sectors o f  the 
public who are not museum visitors. Theories o f  the post-museum, the open museum and 
appropriate museology and the public activities o f  museums evidence the ambition for 
museums to enhance meaningful social engagement in ways that intersect with the concerns 
and compound aesthetics o f  social public art. In the following section I discuss two examples 
o f  participatory public programming by art museums that can usefully be analysed in terms of 
a framework o f  compound aesthetics to understand their multiple ramifications and outcomes.
1081 Charles Esche (Director, Van Abbe Museum), interview with the author, 20 June 2011.
1082 Christiane Berndes (Chief Curator, Van Abbe Museum), interview with the author, 20 June 2011.
1083 1 visited The Tourist, the Pilgrim, the Flaneur (and the Worker) across the course of three days 
(18-20 June 2011), and during that time most of the small number of visitors were not using the 
interpretative materials relating to the respective roles.
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Compound Aesthetics and Public Art Museum Participatory Programming: 
Cafe In Mito And C3West
There could be no fixed outcomes, only aspirations. There had to be an element o f 
trust: that highly experienced cultural institutions could deliver something new and of 
benefit to the artist and the public.1084
Elizabeth Ann M acgregor (2010)
Participatory or social art projects in public contexts are complex propositions for art 
museums, and require a level o f shared purpose and flexibility between all participants, as 
Elizabeth Ann Macgregor, Director or the Museum o f Contemporary Art, Sydney, notes 
above. Social public art is particularly relevant, I suggest, to the off-site programming o f 
public art museums that often resembles social public art.108" In this section I discuss two 
examples that demonstrate the relevance o f compound aesthetics for museum social 
programmes situated in local contexts. The first event, Cafe in Mito, resembles aspects o f the 
“bottom-up” methodology o f Kreps’ ‘appropriate m useology’, in being proposed and 
designed by members o f the public in concert with artists and the initiating museum, Art 
Tower Mito, based in the centre o f the small city o f Mito, in Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan.1080 The 
other event, C3West, comprised projects commissioned by the Museum o f Contemporary Art 
(MCA), Sydney, with business, other art centres and artists.1087 These events resembled the 
forms and the contingent meanings I have discussed as features o f the compound aesthetics o f 
social public art, and suggest implications for critical analysis, and hence the benefits o f 
further research into event and museum social public art programmes.
The event Cafe in Mito offered a situated and collaborative social art response to a local 
context by an art m useum .1088 In the late 1990s, the curator o f Art Tower Mito, Eriko Osaka, 
decided that her museum should address the “hollowing out” in the suburbs o f Mito, the 
condition o f population loss I discussed in regard to the ETAT  in Chapter Three.1084 The result
1084 Elizabeth Ann Macgregor, “Foreword,” in Lai ly, Ang and Anderson, The Art o f Engagement, ed. 
Elaine Lally, Ien Ang and Kay Anderson (Perth: UWA Publishing, 2010), vii.
I()8:' For example, in the Introduction 1 noted Mary Jane Jacob’s Places with a Past (1991) and Culture 
in Action (1992-93), both precedents for the engagement of art museums with artists in public space. 
Introduction, note 49.
1086 Art Tower Mito is a conventional art museum and cultural facility (including a theatre/concert 
hall).
1087 The MCA is now titled the Museum of Contemporary Art Australia.
1088 The title is an acronym of “Communicable Action for Everybody” and also referred to the cafe as a 
place that has historically been a communicator of culture. Eriko Osaka, “Cafe in Mito 2004 -  
Communication ‘to connect the town, art and people’,” Cafe in Mito (Mito: Art Tower Mito, 2004), 54.
1089 Lessening the autonomy of the museum was also an aim of the event, during a time when the 
management of municipal museums in Japan was being contracted to the private sector, according to
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was a shared engagement amongst staff in strengthening the museum’s relationship with the 
city, especially with residents who were not visitors to the gallery. Resembling appropriate 
museology, local people played key roles as the initiators and managers of projects in the 
subsequent Cafe in Mito projects, taking place during 2002-2004 and 2009-201 1.109(1 Groups 
of inhabitants collaborated with commissioned artists and staff over several years, on the 
design and production of small-scale projects, which were visible in empty buildings, houses 
or shop fronts close to Art Tower Mito.1091
An example of a Cafe in Mito project was, “ Imaginary Dream”, which comprised 23 pop-up 
stands made and operated by unemployed people, selling crafts, produce and other goods in 
the streets, and which moved to the grounds of the Museum on the final day. Such projects 
offered income and self-esteem, involving residents in a range of social relations in their 
development and production, including initiating volunteer groups, and actively guiding other 
members of the public to engage with the projects.1092 Cafe in Mito was also integrated into 
formal museum exhibition programming.109 ’ A substantial exhibition of artwork, selected for 
its ability to communicate social issues or take social forms, extended the ideas in Cafe in 
Mito to the museum’s audience. The difficulties of public collaboration and of making an 
exhibition of project-based activities in the gallery, noted by the Art Tower Mito curators, 
exemplify some of the implications for the post/participatory museum shared with social 
public art.
Mizuki Takahashi, the Art Tower Mito curator. Mizuki Takahashi, presentation at The Seventh Asian 
Museum Curators Conference (The Japan Foundation, Tokyo, 28 September 2011), author’s notes. 
Curator Eriko Osaka had a history of working with art with a sociopolitical engagement, for example 
including a work by Yoshiko Shimada on Japan’s colonial and wartime history in Korea in the 1997 
exhibition Flexible Coexistence, which focussed on Korean “comfort women” who were forced to 
provide sexual services to Japanese soldiers. According to Osaka, this artwork attracted many visitors 
of Korean descent living in Japan, and thus also touched on continuing contemporary discrimination 
against Japan’s Korean minority population. Dr Caroline Turner, personal communication with the 
author, 25 May 2012.
109(1 In 2004, the event included lectures and workshops as well as the renovation of three buildings.
1091 Projects ranged across a festival for small-scale local producers, children proposing the building of 
a boat to journey to an offshore island, and the physical re-siting of a house as a symbolic community 
gesture.
1092 According to the Art Tower Mito curator, Mizuki Takahashi. Takahashi, presentation at The 
Seventh Asian Museum Curators Conference (The Japan Foundation, Tokyo, 28 September 2011), 
author’s notes.
1093 Cafe in Mito stretched the human resources of Art Tower Mito but also enabled the museum to 
generate a range of contacts with city officials, architects, urban designers, independent curators, artists, 
university students, an NPO, and other people who supported projects. Osaka, “Cafe in Mito 2004 -  
Communication ‘to connect the town, art and people’,” Cafe in Mito, 54.
1(194 Takahashi noted that being in public was often confronting for all the participants. Takahashi, 
presentation at The Seventh Asian Museum Curators Conference (The Japan Foundation, Tokyo, 28 
September 2011), author’s notes. In the exhibition, the artists represented the projects with recent 
artworks and events, and the museum employed the catalogues to convey the wider projects in each 
iteration. See Tsukasa Mori, “Reclaiming Everyday Life through Art,” Happiness in Everyday Life, ed. 
Tsukasa Mori and Yuu Takehisa (Mito: Art Tower Mito, 2009), 71.
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As an event similar in purpose and operation to the ETAT, Cafe in Mito comprised compound 
aesthetics in making an active contribution to social life and successfully engaging different 
groups in creative relations over a shared purpose.1095 The event was political in facilitating 
social capital that included self-confidence in participation, learning new skills, and 
opportunities for relational experience in volunteering, as well as concrete benefits, such as 
services and the establishment of temporary businesses, that were not eventuating through 
other channels. Art Tower Mito would not otherwise have been involved in generating social 
outcomes, and the curator concluded the projects stimulated critical thinking regarding 
sociopolitical issues and the self in relation to others, and brought new audiences and partners 
to the museum. The programmes assisted in creating economic, creative and social 
opportunities for residents in ways which connect with Grant Kester’s thinking regarding 
politically constituted communities.1096 In these ways, Cafe in Mito reflected the applicability 
of compound aesthetics to the civic and critical bottom-up participatory programming that 
offered a positive and cosmopolitan role for art in times of economic and social emergency.
The C3West initiative of the MCA activated the idea of the post-museum and compound 
aesthetics by relying on artists, rather than the public, to initiate the impetus for projects of 
social public art.1097 Staged over a three-year period, from 2007 to 2010, the title C3West 
indicates the purpose and disparate constituents of the programme. C3West designates 
collaboration between community, commerce, and culture in Western Sydney (lower 
socioeconomic suburbs more than 50 kilometres away from the Museum). The MCA’s 
intentions behind the project were threefold: to interrogate social art by producing four artists’ 
public projects aimed at engaging new audiences with contemporary art; establish new 
relationships with other Western Sydney cultural institutions; and launch partnerships with 
corporations which could identify strategic opportunities for artists to engage in aspects of 
their core business.1098 C3West also concluded with an exhibition at the MCA, a profiling of 
the outcomes of the event for the Museum’s established audiences, and an evaluative
ll)9" However, unlike the ETAT, Cafe in Mito was not intended to attract cultural tourism but simply to 
enliven life in local neighbourhoods.
1096 For example, the Mito Chamber of Commerce partnered in Cafe in Mito in 2004, supporting the 
renovation of several deserted buildings for the street activities. Takahashi confirmed the new activities 
and the diversification of audiences for Art Tower Mito. Takahashi, presentation at The Seventh Asian 
Museum Curators Conference (The Japan Foundation, Tokyo, 28 September 2011), author’s notes. For 
politically constituted communities, see “Dialogic Aesthetics: Grant Kester’s Theory of Community 
Collaboration” in Chapter One.
11197 The reliance on artists was evident from both the published accounts of the evaluators, and a 
symposium which included the participants. Lally, Ang and Anderson, The Art o f Engagement, and 
The Art of Engagement Symposium (Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, 22 October 2009), 
attended by the author.
1098 C3West was a partnership between the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, Panthers World of 
Entertainment, SITA Environmental Solutions, Veolia Industries and University of Western Sydney, 
Penrith Regional Gallery, Casula Powerhouse and Campbelltown Arts Centre.
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publication.1099 Hence, the MCA set the agenda in C3West, moving out into public space in 
accord with the notion o f the post-museum, and raised critical implications in not involving 
local communities through the grass-roots derivation o f projects advocated in Kreps’ concept 
o f  appropriate museology.
The four key projects comprising C3West constituted a compound aesthetics in activating a 
range o f political outcomes that included the contested nature o f certain o f the artists’ 
relations. French artist Sylvie Blocher created the video, A Fairy Take fo r  Adults, a myth 
based on life in the suburb o f Penrith, and a political comment on the lack o f community 
involvement in a large-scale local land developm ent.110(1 Australian artist Ash Keating 
produced performative events raising awareness o f waste issues in Activate 2750xm, and 
Jeanne van Heeswijk’s Talking, Trash: Personal Relationships with Waste, documented 
residents’ attitudes to natural resources and recycling. Less engaged with a public issue, the 
photographs o f a number o f players and fans o f the Penrith-based rugby team the Panthers 
{Heads Up) by Craig Walsh required substantial negotiation on the part o f the artist. These 
projects resembled the case studies 1 have discussed in detail in raising awareness o f local 
people, and social issues, as well as potentially offering the opportunity for small-scale 
counterpublics or communicative action, suggesting the relevance o f my idea o f compound 
aesthetics to the event.
C3West revealed the critical importance o f the purpose and design o f participatory museum 
art projects. In its failure to align the purposes o f the participants and the lack o f the flexibility 
needed to accommodate artistic processes C3West exhibited similar factors to those that 
influenced the compound aesthetics identified in the case studies.110’ These factors led to 
compromises to the aims and autonomy o f artists, and the potential for commercial 
instrumentalisation o f projects. C3 West was a complicated, demanding experiment into 
cultural production, with an identity that the organisers admitted was “never quite clear” .1103
1099 Lally, Ang and Anderson, The Art o f Engagement.
1100 The development involved a cooperation between the Penrith Panthers Rugby League Club, ING 
Real Estate Australia and Penrith Council.
1101 The Penrith postcode is 2750. Keating worked with waste management company SITA 
Environmental Solutions and different resident publics to create processions o f ‘waste creatures’ in 
streets, retail and other locations in Penrith amongst other events.
11<L The diversity of purposes were as follows: the MCA aimed to generate innovative art and research 
and new publics in C3West, the Penrith City Council intended to foster community, and commercial 
and cultural relations, while the commercial partners remained committed to business objectives. Ien 
Ang, “Partnerships For Contemporary Art -  Bridging Diverging Worlds,” in Lally, Ang and Anderson, 
The Art o f Engagement, 86-7 and 91.
11(b The lack of clarity was partly due to risks in negotiating new sources of funding, according to the 
MCA Director Elizabeth Anne Macgregor. Elizabeth Ann Macgregor, “Foreword,” in Lally, Ang and 
Anderson, The Art o f  Engagement, vii. Decision-making and creative development required brokerage
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Research indicated that, while aiming for mutually beneficial exchange, each o f the artists, 
businesses and the MCA “had their own perspectives and reasons for participating ... based 
on broad shared ideas but without predetermined pathways or endpoints” .1104 According to 
the project evaluators, the interests o f businesses were allowed to take precedence during the 
intense negotiations required to achieve and maintain their contributions.1"1" Partnering with 
businesses was ideologically provocative and pragmatically difficult for all parties, as firms 
expected projects to operate within their corporate priorities, and felt that art lacked 
function.1106 Thus, C3 West reinforces the conclusion drawn from the analysis o f in S i te 05 and 
The Blue House, in particular, that compound aesthetics incorporates or is influenced by the 
actions o f the organisers/curators, including the performative rather than processual curating 
o f Osvaldo Sanchez, and commercial and institutional forces.1107
C3West exemplifies the multiplicity in meaning o f social art that spans creative and social 
outcomes and the politics o f relations. C3West did not offer a model for political 
communality in accord with Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics but suggests the relevance o f 
B ishop’s relational antagonism to some projects, as well as the temporary consensus 
negotiated to create outcomes. According to participants, the event required intense year-long 
consultations to convincingly demonstrate the business value o f the arts projects to the
often had to occur by the “seat of the pants”, according to facilitator Jock McQueenie in the panel 
discussion, The Art o f Engagement Symposium (Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, 22 October 
2009), author’s notes.
1104 Ang, “Partnerships For Contemporary Art -  Bridging Diverging Worlds,” 69-76. Evaluators 
retrospectively identified a lack of a common rationale for cooperation, in Phillip Mar and Kay 
Anderson, “The Creative Assemblage: Theorising Contemporary Forms of Arts-Based Collaboration,” 
Journal o f Cultural Economy 3, no. 1 (2010): 35-51. The evaluators found the varied working relations 
across the project operated: “neither as the result of an entirely consensual agreement between the 
collaborating partners, not can it be understood simply as a process emerging from Hows within an 
agentless network”. Phillip Mar and Kay Anderson, “Urban Curating: The ‘Interspaces’ of Art 
Collaboration in Western Sydney,” Space and Culture 15, no. 4 (November 2012): 341.
11<b Difficult negotiations between artists and businesses were required in the projects by Craig Walsh, 
Ash Keating and Jeanne Van Heeswijk, according to Ien Ang in Ang, “Partnerships For Contemporary 
Art -  Bridging Diverging Worlds,” 76. Van Heeswijk’s initial proposal did not fit the changing 
corporate priorities of waste management company SITA, after the artist had been engaged in lengthy 
consideration.
1106 Certain businesses perceived artistic creativity as idiosyncratic and unpredictable, which for at least 
one artist resulted in a compromised outcome. Ang, “Partnerships For Contemporary Art -  Bridging 
Diverging Worlds,” 75. The affects of partners not sharing a common purpose were evident from 
participants’ comments at The Art o f Engagement Symposium (Museum of Contemporary Art, 22 
October 2009), attended by the author. Max Cowen, (former) Marketing Manager for the Penrith 
Panther’s Rugby League Club stated that the Club’s support of C3West needed to align with public 
relations and was sympathetic with the Club’s focus in reintegration with its community. Max Cowen, 
The Art o f Engagement Symposium, (Museum of Contemporary Art, 22 October 2009), author’s notes.
1107 As discussed in “The Impact of inSite’s Production of the Interventions” in Chapter Two, and “The 
Compound Aesthetics of The Blue House: The Impossibility of the Autonomy of Art -  Economic and 
Government Interests” in Chapter Four. Van Heeswijk felt the lack of commitment by business had 
compromised her C3West project.
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corporate partners.1108 Museum scholars argue that communication processes in collaborative 
relations are characterised by “to-ing and fro-ing”, and include negotiation and consultation 
even in exhibitions.1100 Janet Marstine also argues that the multivocal nature of Hooper- 
Greenhill’s post-museum concept will inevitably reveal ambiguity, conflict and contradiction 
when put into practice.1110 The politics of relations included the MCA supporting negotiations 
between artists, businesses and others but relying extremely heavily on artists “as a resource 
for other people’s non-artistic goals”.1111 Like the case studies, the negotiated relations which 
incorporated both antagonism and temporary consensus in C3West suggest the pertinence of 
compound aesthetics as a framework for interpretation.
Other outcomes from C3fVest that contribute to the critical and compound meanings of the 
event include ongoing relationships as part of the social or cultural capital derived from the 
project by the participants. C3West resulted in new relationships for a number of participants; 
Sylvie Blocher and her collective Campement Urbain were subsequently commissioned to 
generate a site redevelopment plan for the Panthers’ club. In addition, the MCA has new 
commercial partners.111'  As in this example, and partnerships in the case studies such as 
NGO’s supporting artists at inSite_05, appropriate project partners can provide the additional 
support to undertake social projects in public space, which are beyond the existing activities 
of many museums. Project partners inform the relationships that contribute to compound 
aesthetics in participatory museum projects and social public art.
Cafe in Mito and C3West are examples of how participatory programming is being activated 
in public space, and the applicability of compound aesthetics as a mode of interpretation of 
social public art museum projects. Like social art, such programming enhances rather than 
alters the existing public purpose of museums in terms of the research, presentation or 
interpretation of art, and the roles of existing museum employees. As noted, the 
responsibilities of curators are changing to include the development of facilitative skills and 
performative events, and their professional roles are blurring with those of educators and
1 los Securing the commitment of key people in the commercial organisations required “painstaking 
brokerage and diplomacy in educating company people”. Ang, “Partnerships For Contemporary Art -  
Bridging Diverging Worlds,” 75-78.
1109 Ruth B. Phillips, “Community collaboration in exhibitions,” 159-160.
111(1 Janet Marstine, introduction to New Museum Theory and Practice, 26, 19.
1111 Ang, Lally, Anderson, Mar and Kelly, “Introduction, What is the Art of Engagement?” in Lally, 
Ang and Anderson, The Art o f Engagement,” 9. MCA Director Elizabeth Ann Macgregor, confirmed it 
was the artist who “ha[d] to come up with answers that demonstrate the power of putting creative 
thought into non-arts strategies”. Macgregor, “Foreword,” in Lally, Ang and Anderson, The Art o f 
Engagement, ix.
1112 The primary funder to C3West, the peak national arts funding body Australia Council for the Arts, 
is also continuing to support this project.
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other program m ers.111, Osvaldo Sanchez at inSite J ) 5 l  *" 4, and Van Heeswijk at The Blue 
House, undertook the processual or performative curating that encourages artists’ critical and 
innovative relations with publics, with mixed results.111" M useologists, such as Jennifer 
Barrett, have also argued that curators can be conduits, facilitators or respondents in 
community interactions o f the types encouraged by appropriate museology, without 
abandoning existing curatorial specialisations and knowledge on collections and 
exhibitions.1116 The case studies indicated how curators or organisers undertook processual 
encounters with artists and played a role in assisting partners, including artists, in their 
preparation for social public art projects.1117 The interdisciplinary awareness and the 
responsive nature o f artists’ relations that I discussed in Chapter Five, also equips artists to be 
well placed as partners with museums, curators and others in social art projects.1118 The 
cosmopolitanism that I identified as a potential aspect within the compound aesthetics o f 
social public art in Chapter Five, suggests that similar self-reflexiveness may be available to 
individual and institutional participants in post-museum programming activities.
Following the argument that compound aesthetics is a relevant framework for analysis o f 
participatory museum programming, one conclusion is that art museums face similar 
challenges to those faced by social public art events. Thus, both fields could benefit, 1 propose, 
from shared research into the compound meanings o f social or public participatory art 
projects. As compound aesthetics, participatory art projects face the challenge o f finding 
appropriate partners and supporters, and concerns over autonomy and instrumentalisation, and 
the representation o f others. Museums are aware o f the risks o f representing or constructing
1113 Paul O’Neill also argues that curators are a combination of “caregiver, collaborator, cultural 
mediator, facilitator, negotiator, and cultural agitator”. Paul O’Neill in “Introduction, Paul O’Neill 
Interviewed by Annie Fletcher,” in O’Neill, Curating Subjects, 13.
1114 Sanchez subsequently became the director of the Museo Tamayo in Mexico City and the director of 
the Museo de Arte Moderno de Mexico.
11L" Performative curating includes critical reflection on social and institutional issues, see “The 
Performative Curating of in S ite05" in Chapter Two. Van Heeswijk crossed between the roles of 
curator/producer and artist, providing a critical consciousness for artists and offering skills useful in 
mediation, as I discussed in “The Purpose and Design of The Blue House” in Chapter Four.
1116 Barrett, Museums and the Public Sphere, 155.
111 I discussed in Chapters Two, Three and Four how the variability of organisational support between 
inSite J)5, the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial, and The Blue House led to different levels of autonomy 
for artists and participants, and consequences for the social art outcomes.
1118 Empathy and cosmopolitanism are also noted as audience characteristics sought by museums since 
the late 1980s in, Hilde Hein, Public Art: Thinking Museums Differently (Lanham, MD: Altamira 
Press, 2006), 110. An example of empathy by an artist in the case studies was Silvia Russel at The Blue 
House, who spent periods talking to mothers at the tent supermarket or on the street in IJburg to 
understand what this group wanted from undertaking a social art project. Steven Badgett showed self- 
awareness of his incorrect assumptions about Mexican people and their environment, part of his 
learning during Simparch’s Dirty Water Initiative in inSite_05. Glassford and Parral were similarly 
self-reflexive in the complex political processes of the renovation of Jardines Las Playas de Tijuana at 
inSite 05.
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community identities in the presentation o f people and cultures, and have developed 
methodologies to address such issues. Cross-disciplinary museums are well versed in the 
issues o f representation and often work w ith anthropologists in breaking new ground in 
cultural relationships. Those partnering in participatory programming with art museums could 
learn from the thinking around inclusivity, diversity and capability demonstrated by other 
types o f museums in the realisation o f public participation. In addition, post-museum or 
appropriate museology projects by art museums have the potential to inform social public art 
practice.1" 1’ The usefulness o f compound aesthetics to analysis o f participatory or post­
museum programming and social public art, and the known challenges to achieving critical 
meanings in both activities, suggests, I argue, the benefit o f greater attention being paid to the 
nature o f artistic and social processes and critical or political implications arising in social 
public art and museum programming.
Mutual Challenges for Critical Meaning in Social Public Art Events and 
Participatory Museums: Exhibition Making and Spaced: Art Out Of Place
Compound aesthetics raises implications for the programming o f participatory museums. The 
question o f how to subsequently present exhibitions o f participatory museum and social 
public art projects in the interests o f accessing the meanings in compound aesthetics is one o f 
the many contingencies at work for audience experience. A rt museums and the organisers o f 
social public art events face sim ilar questions concerning the presentation and communication 
o f external social art projects: should social public art projects be translated into exhibitions 
for audiences, particularly into museum spaces? I f  so, how can exhibitions convey critical 
content including elusive relational processes?""1 M y discussion assumes that the museum 
audiences are non-participants who are not privy to the social interactions which occur during 
social public art projects. As I have argued, compound aesthetics can include both critical and 
non-cognitive audience experiences. As part o f the argument for the applicability o f 
compound aesthetics to museum programming, in this section, I discuss an example o f 
exhibition making as one o f the contingencies o f meaning that would benefit from future 
research across museums and social public art. The project, Spaced: Art Out o f  P lace,
1119 As an example, the learning from C3West includes ideas for the qualitative evaluation o f projects. 
The evaluators o f C3West proposed that both quantitative measures (funds raised, number of 
participants, new partnerships) and qualitative evaluation (partner perceptions o f the value o f the 
project, the embeddedness o f the institution in the local economy, the provision of new skills, social 
networking or development o f social capital) is meaningful. Anderson, Ang and Laily, “ Conclusion,”  
in Lally, Ang and Anderson, The Art o f  Engagement, 225-229.
1120 Similar questions relate to other participatory programming. For example, museum studies 
researcher Kylie Message asks whether evidence exists to confirm social agency in collaborative 
exhibits, in, Message, New Museums and the Making o f Culture, 5.
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organised by International Art Space Kellerberrin, Australia, (IASKA) and exhibited at the 
Fremantle Art Centre, Perth, Australia in late 2011. This exhibition demonstrates the extent to 
which research into exhibitions and discursive activities can increase understanding of 
audience experience and assist the practical work of programming, curatorship and social art 
practice.
The Spaced event is useful for analysing the difficulties of translating the compound 
meanings or interpretations of social public art projects into a static exhibition form. Spaced 
was generated by a publicly funded organisation, IASKA, directed by Marco Marcon, which 
facilitated a programme of social public art projects in small, remote communities in Western 
Australia and internationally during 2009 to 2011.1121 Like the ETAT, Spaced established the 
preliminary support of local partner towns and communities, communities and local 
organisations that hosted artists. Artists were tasked by IASKA to autonomously generate 
projects through engagement with “ordinary people, issues and situations”.112" Artists were 
expected to produce artworks, which were firstly presented to the host community before 
forming part of the Spaced group exhibition in Perth.112 ' Hence, the artists’ projects needed to 
bridge meaningful engagement with participants and creating finished artwork for public and 
institutional presentation.
An implication for museum programming is the fact that, although the artworks in the Spaced 
exhibition were creative projects in themselves, they could not convey the range of meanings 
or compound aesthetics of the projects at their various Western Australian locations.1124 The 
artworks exhibited in Perth were autonomous artworks which did not document or symbolise 
the interactions with communities. Neither did the works attempt to engage gallery viewers in 
physical interaction reminiscent of the artists’ experiences or in terms of either Bourriaud’s
1121 Twenty-one artists and collectives spent two to three months working on social projects with 
sixteen Western Australian communities at different (often remote) sites and varied times during 2010 
and 2011.
1122 According to Director Marco Marcon in IASKA, “Spaced: Art out of Place Media Release,” 
February 2012. The Spaced staff established the community contacts with existing art, culture or other 
interest groups as partners to welcome and assist the artists. The local participants were important as 
sources of knowledge and contacts for artists, and guides to local resources and sensitivities, and had 
their own expectations of the projects. Spaced Out o f Place Symposium (Fremantle Arts Centre, 4-5 
February 2012), author’s notes.
1123 Spaced: Art Out o f Place culminated in an exhibition and symposium at the Fremantle Art Centre 
in February 2012. The exhibition was the only occasion when all the artists and community 
representatives came together as a group. Director Marco Marcon is negotiating to exhibit the next 
round of artists’ projects at the Western Australian Museum in Perth in 2014. Spaced Board meeting,
11 June 2012, author’s notes. (The author was a Board member of Spaced in 2012).
1124 Comments by the artists or community representatives confirmed that none of the artworks 
communicated the nature of their interactions. Spaced Out o f Place Symposium (Fremantle Arts Centre, 
4-5 February 2012), author’s notes.
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model o f communicative sociality or B ishop’s relational antagonism. For example, the two- 
screen video by Sonia Leber and David Haines, The Way You Move Me, was an affecting and 
sensory presentation o f animals, farmers and the agricultural landscape outside the tiny town 
o f M oora.1126 The Way You Move Me provided a lens on the complexities o f the rural context 
but, like other works in the Spaced exhibition, did not necessarily critically convey the social 
and participatory processes o f artists and others. The exhibition left the relations between 
artists and their subjects, and other political outcomes such as social capital, to the 
imagination.
As an exhibition, Spaced confirmed the extent to which social public art privileges 
participants and a local public who come across art “ in the wrong place”, and thus experience 
outcomes differently to audiences o f a museum exhibition.11-6 Unless they attended the 
accompanying symposium, viewers in Perth remained largely oblivious to the varied relations 
between the artists and their publics. For instance, Mimi Tong’s View o f  Albany from  
Princess Royal Harbour, Western Australia c. December 2009 (2010) comprised an extensive 
ink drawing showing the coastline o f Albany as a panorama. However, the drawing conveyed 
none o f the heightened social tensions over development in the port town shared by NewArts, 
the group that hosted Tong, and which partly inspired the drawing, or the many other 
interpersonal and group exchanges in Albany that were communicated in the symposium. 
Another artwork, Nigel Helyer’s Cray Vox (201 1), was an almost life-sized plywood model o f 
a cray fishing boat.""7 Helyer’s symbolic re-assembling o f the fishing life in the remote 
Abrolhos omitted the careful relationships the artist had built as a stranger with an isolated 
but strongly interconnected community. As with Tong’s art, the social significance o f 
Helyer’s work was understood better through the discursive activities o f the project blog and 
the symposium. In this way, audiences o f the artworks in the locations o f the residences were 
offered a significantly different critical experience to those attending the exhibition and 
engaging with the project via the discussion sites offered by the blog and symposium.
As has been discussed in regard to the heterogeneous understanding o f audience experience 
through compound aesthetics, the communicative components o f Spaced assisted 
understanding in distinctive ways. Mirroring the usefulness o f the discursive activities at
112" The film was evocative of the relations between the humans and animals, the physical labour of 
work, and the social, economic and ecological conditions in the location.
1126 For example, Julia Davis situated her works at a remote salt lake at Mukinbudin. Roderick Sprigg’s 
project comprised a redesigned food cart with an animation of wayang kulit puppet theatre that he took 
around the streets in Jakarta, Indonesia.
1127 Helyer was hosted by the crayfish fishing community based in the town of Geraldton on the 
Abrolhos islands during the fishing season. The boat included an eight-channel soundscape of the 
workers, boat engines and cray pots hitting the water, and some of Helyer’s underwater recordings.
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inSite_05 and The Blue House, the Spaced symposium and blog offered insights that 
stimulated critical audience knowledge, and in this way enhanced the finished artworks. 
Documentary film footage of interviews with artists also accompanied the artworks in the 
Spaced exhibition, but their short duration did not offer a sense of the complexity of the social 
relations that were conveyed in the symposium. For example, during the symposium the 
representative from Albany, Dianne Lofts-Taylor, discussed the well-being delivered by 
Tong’s project, concluding that such residencies excite regional imaginations and creative 
practices.1128 Artists’ blogs were also effective vehicles for critical insights into some artists 
and participants’ processes.1 Blog posts give the reader an appreciation of the immediate 
concerns of participants, and their social relations as they emerged, while allowing the 
participants control over the material.1130 The range of communication forums and discursive 
programming, presented alongside the exhibition, enabled and, I suggest, enhanced, the 
compound aesthetics or multiple meanings of Spaced for participants and audiences.
The exhibition or publication of information regarding the purpose, context and the 
participatory nature of the social public art projects alongside the art outcomes enable the 
operation of compound aesthetics as a critical framework for a number of reasons. Such 
insights increase audience awareness of the situations and conditions of participatory 
encounters, enhance the self-reflection of the participating partners, and contribute to 
museology and art pedagogy. Often, public art projects exhibited in museums cannot avoid 
being decontextualised from their original situation, and suffering what Svetlana Alpers calls 
the “museum effect”, or the greater instrumentalisation of the institution.11,1 Nevertheless, 
exhibiting the outcomes of social public art or participatory projects by museums fosters, 1 
suggest, critical understanding of social relationality. As museum theorist Tom Hennes argues, 
the intersubjective potential of exhibitions enables “all to see themselves through the eyes of 
the other”.1132 In a similar sentiment, anthropologist Fred Myers argues that museum events
Dianne Lofts-Taylor in her symposium presentation, and published in Rob Finlayson, Marco 
Marcon and Hannah Matthews, eds., Spaced: Art out of Place, A Recurring Event o f Socially Engaged 
Art (Perth: International Art Space Kellerberrin Australia, 2012), 30. The majority of community 
representatives expressed the desire to be hosts in future projects, confirming the positive relations 
achieved in the projects.
1124 Comments on the blogs often indicated an initial trepidation at the challenge of projects and the 
subsequent positive or potential effects of the social interactions as they occurred.
1130 For example, from the blog entries readers could obtain a sense of the issues that led Sonia Leber 
and David Chesworth to refocus their original project ideas away from the subject of death and 
mourning experienced by local Indigenous people and toward farming life.
1131 Alpers uses the term to describe the extraction and reinsertion of artworks from one symbolic 
landscape into another without acknowledging the change in context. Svetlana Alpers, “The Museum 
as a Way of Seeing,” in Exhibiting Cultures, The Poetics and Politics of Museum Display, ed. Ivan 
Karp and Steven D. Lavine (Washington: Smithsonian Press, 1991), 26.
1132 Tom Hennes, “Exhibitions: From a Perspective of Encounter,” Curator, The Museum Journal 53, 
no. 1 (January 2010): 21-33.
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shape culture when participants reveal the tensions and mistranslations occurring in public 
cross-cultural interactions.'133
A final example addressing the contingencies o f audience experience in compound aesthetics 
in regard to museums is the potential o f the institution being an integral location associated 
with the production o f the off-site participatory projects. The gallery space became such a hub 
for artists, audiences and public participants during the project Iteration: Again at 
Contemporary Art Spaces Tasmania (CAST), in Hobart in 2 0 1 1.* 11'4 CAST was a base for 
hospitality and a meeting point for discussion. The gallery space was used to display 
documentation o f projects in progress, and artists congregated there in the evenings to 
converse with all-com ers.1135 These examples indicate the importance o f a critical analysis o f 
the role played by exhibitions, discursive programming, publications and other forms o f 
communication for the audiences and constituents o f public participatory art, as part o f the 
potential for greater understanding o f the many shared contingencies at work within 
participatory programming by public art museums and social public art.
Conclusion
In this chapter 1 have argued that recent museological concepts and practices aiming to 
engender social participation offer contingent and complex meaning that support the 
relevance o f compound aesthetics as a framework for interpretation. The applicability o f the 
concept to participatory programming by museums was evident in the pursuit o f reflexive 
social and cultural connectivity in projects and exhibitions that spanned socially 
transformative to creative outcomes. Museums have adopted and adapted the concerns with 
participation in contemporary art according to their specific purposes and contexts. Hence, the 
participatory projects and programmes being undertaken by public art museums, following 
the theory o f the post-museum or appropriate museology in particular, connect with social 
public art and its meaning in compound aesthetics.
1133 Fred Myers, “Complicity of Cultural Production: The Contingencies of Performance in Globalizing 
Museum Practices,” in Karp, Kratz, Szwaja and Ybarra-Frausto, Museum Frictions, 504-535.
1134 Iteration: Again comprised 13 social public art projects by 22 Australian and international artists in 
Tasmania, mostly located in Hobart. Organised by Contemporary Art Services Tasmania in Hobart, 
and curated by artist and academic David Cross with six co-curators.
11 °  A similar concept was employed in London Serpentine Gallery’s Edgware Road Project for artists, 
local residents and community groups. See Paul O’Neill, “Edgware Road Project,” in O’Neill and 
Doherty, Locating the Producers, 192.
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Art museums face specific challenges in connecting with new audiences and cultural 
communities that align with the contingent nature of social public art analysed in the case 
studies. Relational art and participatory exhibitions, amongst other strategies for performative 
programming, are analysed as having heterogeneous outcomes that include a range of 
successes and failures in engendering critical public association and the involvement of the 
public with art institutions. Museums undertaking off-site projects resembling social public 
art have demonstrated the ability to generate more complex connections with non-museum 
going publics, which yield intricate meanings. These indicate the applicability of compound 
aesthetics, for example in the significance of context and the design of the art projects, and 
alignment of purpose with project partners, as part of the analysis of critical outcomes.
Meaningful public participation and awareness-raising for audiences, concerns in critical 
aesthetics, are evident in two social art projects in public spaces instigated by public art 
museums. Cafe in Mito connected with museological concepts including Hooper-Greenhill’s 
post-museum, Salgado’s open museum and Kreps’ appropriate museology in inviting the 
public to design social public art projects, and suggests the possibility that museums may 
foster direct benefits, social capital and counterpublics. C3West also produced social 
awareness and generated ongoing partnerships. However, the critical potential of this project 
was constrained by the agonistic relations provoked by the instrumental nature of certain 
business partnerships. Analysing Cafe in Mito and C3West in terms of compound aesthetics 
indicates the potential critical reflexivity for the museums and artists in regard to the 
significance of authority in relations, the benefit of a purpose shared by participants, the risk 
of representation of others and the instrumentalisation of the constituents involved as part of 
the outcomes of the projects.
These examples support my argument for the mutual applicability of compound aesthetics as 
a framework for analysis in regard to participatory museums and social public art. This 
conclusion and discussion in this chapter also suggests the usefulness of further critical 
analysis into social or participatory projects for both fields. Factors relevant to the meaning of 
participatory programmes for public museums and social public art events include the 
importance of organisational support, the role of curators in the design of projects, and the 
communication of meaning for audiences especially in post-event exhibitions and events. 
Artists, curators and public museums continue to develop innovative strategies for attending 
to creative relations with diverse publics, and communicating the complex critical meanings 
of creative social encounters. The applicability of compound aesthetics within the discourse 
of participatory museums and social public art suggests, I conclude, further research into the
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contingencies of participatory programming and social public art will benefit museums, 
curators/organisers, artists and audiences and understanding of creative social engagement.
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CONCLUSION
The field o f social public art is burgeoning under the forces o f economic globalization and the 
changing nature o f public space. In addition to social art in galleries and museums, the 
diverse forms and meanings o f social public art in public spaces are generating wide ranging 
interpretations. I have argued that the concept o f compound aesthetics offers a model that 
enlarges the understanding o f social public art. Significantly, this model provides an 
alternative framework to the interpretations focused on aesthetics or politics found in the 
formative theories on social art put forward by Nicolas Bourriaud, Claire Bishop and Grant 
Kester. Compound aesthetics recognises the contingent and multiple meanings o f social 
public art, including the significance o f the local context and the range o f ways audiences 
may experience art projects. This framework extends an understanding o f social art beyond 
general theories o f politics or aesthetics. As a concept, compound aesthetics allows for an 
understanding o f social public art that includes both politics and aesthetics. This proposition 
is supported by evidence from my case studies which demonstrates the multiple potential 
outcomes and interpretations o f social public art for artists, curators/organisers, participants 
and audiences. As an approach, compound aesthetics acknowledges existing theories in 
critical aesthetics whilst conveying the multifaceted potential for concurrent interpretations of 
social public art.
Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics, Bishop’s relational antagonism and Kester’s dialogic art 
established the formative critical discourse on social art during the period under investigation, 
from the late 1990s to 2009. Each o f these three theories considers social art through a 
singular perspective, as they analyse social art in either political or aesthetic terms. The three 
key interpretations position social art as, variously, emancipatory, in terms o f ethical forms o f 
communal relations or as the dissensual politics o f aesthetics. These ideas do not, therefore, 
admit the complexity o f social art in terms o f alternative interpretations. I propose that, as a 
concept, compound aesthetics broadens the understanding o f social public art, and by 
association social art, by offering a model o f interpretation that allows for a greater range of 
meaning and complexity. The case studies demonstrate that social public art can generate a 
range o f outcomes: material well-being, social capital and cultural change, symbolic 
meanings, and the politics o f artist/participant social relations. In addition, social public art 
generates awareness-raising and debate, related to the social, cultural, geographic and 
economic conditions that social art projects investigate and contest. Finally, analysis in terms 
o f compound aesthetics also includes the possibility o f sensory and affective experiences for
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audiences alongside the cognitive responses of viewers. Developed as an analysis of social 
public art, the concept of compound aesthetics is also applicable, I suggest, to the wider field 
of social art taking place in art galleries and museums.
Compound aesthetics expands the potential for the critical analysis of social art by building 
on the ground established by the key theorists. As the precedent for the subsequent key 
theories on social art, the idealistic character of Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics highlighted 
the limited critical autonomy of social public art created within the context of economic 
globalization. The relevance of relational aesthetics was further demonstrated by the 
formation of micro counterpublic spheres generated by discussions and debates in social 
public art projects, such as The Blue House. I found little evidence, however, in support of 
Bourriaud’s contention that social public art offers alternatives to capitalism in models of a 
democratic micro public sphere or activated politically symbolic forms of sociality. Thus, 
Bourriaud’s theory of relational aesthetics remains a cornerstone of social art analysis and 
proved useful to the analysis of social public art in this study.
Similarly, Bishop’s model of relational antagonism remains an important reference point for 
studies of contemporary social public art. This thesis reviewed the operation of artists’ 
relations with participants in art projects and subsequent audience experiences in light of 
Bishop’s foundational work in this area. Artists’ encounters in many projects discussed in the 
case studies evidenced the full range of relations -  from antagonism to temporary consensus -  
during the production of social public art projects. This range of social relations was 
demonstrated by those artists involved in inSite__05 who encouraged participants (with whom 
they had little in common) to take agency over projects. Residents of Uburg and members of 
The Blue House demonstrated the relevance of Bishop’s concept of relational antagonism, 
along with other critical outcomes, during the resolution of the Pump Up the Blue and the 
Chill-ROOM projects. For these reasons, relational antagonism proved a productive model 
through which to engage with the complex social relations at play within the various social 
public art projects reviewed by this thesis.
While Grant Kester’s advocacy for dialogic relations with politically constituted communities 
was not applicable to the short term nature of the case studies, the characteristics of agency 
and empathy prioritised within Kester’s concept were found to be operative for certain artists. 
Supporting this finding was an analysis of the connectivity between social public art as 
research and fieldwork in ethnography that demonstrated areas of common ground. These 
include the employment of empathy in the imagination of the self in the situation of another, 
and the artists’ ability to offer others agency during the creation of art projects. Nevertheless,
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such relations offer an intersubjectivity that is distinct from the politicisation of communities 
that Nester argues arises in ethical interactions between artists and others. Overall, compound 
aesthetics is a model that reveals the diverse ideas and complex critical meanings associated 
with social public art, including aspects of the key theories advanced by Bourriaud, Bishop 
and Nester.
The concept of compound aesthetics foregrounds the contingent nature of social public art, 
and the importance of factors including context, purpose and the design of social public art 
events and exhibitions. Each case study offered evidence of the ways in which the specific 
purpose of the event influenced the form and meaning of the social public art outcomes. 
Artist-participant relations in inSite_05 were highly negotiated due to the curatorial purpose 
and organisational processes relating to the Interventions. These events aimed to encourage 
new thinking in artists and audiences by requiring artists to work with people with whom they 
had little in common and who lacked a public voice or visibility. Similarly, the ETAT 2009 
informed the symbolism of the art by promoting the agrarian history of the region, with the 
aim of improving the psychological and economic well-being of a population by means of 
generating economic festivalisation. Artists’ understanding of their responsibility toward 
residents in Niigata, in terms of the purpose of the ETAT, also led some art projects to convey 
aesthetic outcomes associated with the values of Nihonjinron. This approach gave the 
misleading impression of a region imbued with historical values and local residents engaged 
in traditional agrarian lifestyles associated with the satoyama landscape. Also working with 
local residents, this time undertaking social public art as a form of research, The Blue House 
highlighted the differences between inhabitants, and between residents and city planners of 
the new suburb. As a critical framework, compound aesthetics reflects the nature of 
participatory art as a contact zone that is contingent on contextual conditions, in which artists 
and participants are required to bridge socioeconomic and cultural differences between 
themselves and others.
Situation is largely overlooked in the three formative theories of social art but, as Claire 
Doherty suggested, is a significant factor for social art. I argue it is also significant for 
compound aesthetics. The ETAT 2009 is indicative of the significance of cultural context for 
the meaning of social public art. Operating in a nation with a civil society ethos and in a 
region which institutes local forms of community administration, the ETAT offered a form of 
“citizen state” to counteract government negligence and the regional impact of economic 
globalization. Moreover, the culturally informed relations of Japanese people suggest the 
potential for shifts in the embedded relations of the local participants in social public art who 
engaged in encounters with people from outside Niigata during the ETAT. Thus, evidence
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from the ETAT confirms that the meaning of social public art is contingent upon the specific 
characteristics of the context of that art.
A model of compound aesthetics as composite meaning encourages the analyses of social 
public art through the ideas of key theorists of the 20th century. This framework opens 
analysis to ideas beyond the formative theories of social art, which employ the political 
philosophy of thinkers such as Chantal Mouffe, Jean-Luc Nancy and Jacques Rändere. 
Discussing The Blue House, I demonstrated that Jacques Derrida’s concept of hospitality 
offers a conduit for investigating the social public art projects that occurred at Block 35. 
Derrida’s thinking offers a critical interpretation of projects through the lens of the relations 
between the self and others. At The Blue House, this perspective highlighted the local 
resonance of cultural pressures in the Netherlands arising from the ramifications of soft 
neoliberal or economic globalization. The Blue House raised critical awareness of the 
potential for hospitality and social understanding or openness to others by engaging with the 
instrumental nature of Dutch urban design and the issues of the national attitude toward 
citizenship and migration. Similarly, Kwame Anthony Appiah’s concept of cosmopolitanism 
-  as a concern for and sense of obligation toward others -  was demonstrated by certain artists 
in the case studies. Appiah’s idea of cosmopolitanism -  expressed as a willingness and 
tendency to creatively engage and value other people in their particularity -  may be usefully 
applied to the interpretation of social relations enacted by artists in social public art projects.
In this way, a case such as The Blue House confirms the value of interpreting social public art 
through the lens of diverse theoretical positions offered by the framework of compound 
aesthetics.
The validity of compound aesthetics as an approach to social public art is supported by a 
consideration of an ethnographic imagination on the part of artists. I argued that artists 
showed the ability to demonstrate an ethnographic imagination or sensibility as defined by 
Amanda Ravetz. Ravetz’s definition embraces the creative tension between the social 
experience of participation and reflexive communication. The common ground between 
social public art and ethnography includes processes shared between ethnographic researchers 
and social art practice: preparatory research, self-reflexive communication with participants 
and presentation of outcomes. In addition, some artists aimed for a rapport and sense of 
project co-ownership with participants, and demonstrated degrees of responsiveness and 
reflexivity in their communications with and attitudes toward others. As well as the increased 
common ground between ethnographic method and social art processes, the case studies 
showed artists being aware of issues of authority and representation while offering 
participants agency, and being conscious of social and cultural differences. The increased
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common ground between social art and ethnographic research in anthropology indicates the 
potential for the interdisciplinary analyses of social public art. In addition, the responsive and 
empathetic behaviour of artists reduces, I argue, the possibility of cultural mis-representation. 
Thus, although being qualified by changes in the field of art and discipline of anthropology,
Hal Foster’s caution against the ascent of an ethnographic paradigm in art remains a pertinent 
reference for social public art.
The complexity and heterogeneity of audience experiences provide further evidence to 
support the conceptual framework of compound aesthetics. The formative theories of social 
art assume an active viewer able to critically analyse the experience and symbolism of the art. 
By contrast, the case studies indicated a number of ways that meaning for audiences can be 
located within the visible outcomes and the criticality of the social public art event, the 
creative ideas and actions of artists evident in the art, and the viewer’s understanding of 
distinct social situations. In addition, I propose that audiences are able to potentially enjoy 
emotional or sensory experiences in their engagement with social public art. Included within 
the framework of compound aesthetics are both the avant-garde nature of critical aesthetics, 
in regard to the efficacy of art in society under current manifestations of capitalism, and the 
sensory experience associated with Kantian aesthetic philosophy.
The proposition put forward in this thesis for compound aesthetics as one approach to 
understanding social public art is also borne out by the theory and rise of participatory 
programming in public art museums. Museums have demonstrated the ability to generate 
complex connections with the public in exhibitions and in off-site projects resembling social 
public art. Embracing theories such as the post- or open museum, which promote critical 
reflexivity in the engagement of populations beyond the museum walls and awareness of 
issues of authority and mis-representation of public participants, compound aesthetics 
provides a lens through which to analyse discursive and socially-inclusive programmes 
activated by public art museums. Cafe in Mito and C3West are examples of museum-led 
events engaging with the concepts of the post- or open museum and “appropriate museology”, 
and were discussed as compound aesthetics in terms of public outcomes, social relations and 
audience experience. Such analysis of museum participatory programming in terms of 
compound aesthetics raises issues common to social public art, including the significance of 
the processes of curating or producing projects (as demonstrated by the “performative 
curating” during inSite_05 and The Blue House) and the question of the purpose and meaning 
of exhibitions of participatory or social public art. The shared ground between social public 
art and participatory programming in public art museums suggests a role for compound 
aesthetics in encouraging future understanding of creative social engagement and its reception
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by audiences. Sharing research into social public art and museum programmes would, I 
suggest, assist the interpretation and understanding of the many contingencies at work in the 
practice and theory of participatory art projects in both fields.
This research has emphasised the greater role art is taking in the formation of society through 
independent art practice and organisational and institutional events. The potential for 
audiences to respond to and interpret art as a form of knowledge of the world has been at the 
core of aesthetic theories of art well before Umberto Eco’s advocacy of art as “open work”. 
Social public art has furthered the development of the critical understanding of art in terms of 
its operation for artists, publics, curators and institutions as well as audiences. In this thesis I 
have argued that the concept of compound aesthetics is useful in encouraging understanding 
of the multiple interpretations and complex nature of social public art including, among other 
factors, the significance of context. This framework evokes the richness of participatory art as 
it intersects with society at all levels, from institutional governance to intersubjective relations. 
In conclusion, the proposed framework of compound aesthetics promotes discussion of social 
public art as art with polyvocal and contingent meaning, thus enriching dialogue and debate. 
As one model for analysing social public art, compound aesthetics contributes to the 
development of the critical analysis of social art.
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